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GENERAL PREFACE.

Many books, and many good books, have been written on China. Yet the state of our knowledge of the Chinese Religious System is not such as to exclude all further study in the wide field it embraces, or to render unnecessary a publication of the results of new researches made therein. Consequently no apology is needed for the appearance of this work.

From what has heretofore been written on the subject in Europe and America, it is tolerably manifest that Religion in China is but little more than a great art, or combination of arts, for promoting welfare in this present life and future salvation, by following certain lines of conduct and by propitiating or rendering harmless certain classes of invisible beings and agencies. This art is regulated by customs, rescripts, and partly also by written laws issued by the Imperial Government; it is controlled to a certain extent by philosophy, and to a much larger extent by precedents set by the ancestors of the people. Many of these precedents have been unearthed by Western scholars, who have dished them up according to their lights and drawn from them many interesting conclusions. Some philosophical treatises have been translated in their entirety. But the present Religious System of the nation such as it lies open to the world has never been made a subject of serious study, neither has a picture ever been drawn of the Rites, Ceremonies, Rules of conduct and Discipline which are virtually practised by the people, nor have the ideas and doctrines which enforce them ever been sketched on an elaborate scale. In other words, Sinologists have never taken any serious pains to penetrate into the intimate Religious Life of the nation.
Therefore it cannot be a matter of wonder that the scanty existing works which aspire at exhibiting the Religious System as a whole, are simply pictures patched together from insufficient material giving but a very poor likeness of the original. nay, sometimes even a caricature.

The present work is an attempt at depicting the Chinese Religion as it is really practised by the nation, and at sketching on a broad scale its influence on Domestic and Social Life. It is the fruit of an intimate contact with the Chinese race for several years. Since first setting foot on the wide field of Sinological studies, the author has adopted a course of systematically committing to paper whatever customs, usages and religious observances presented themselves to his view either in the Middle Kingdom or the transmarine Colonies where Chinese emigrants have settled; no opportunity of acquiring an insight into the different phases of Social and Religious Life of the Chinese has been allowed to escape him. The liberality of the Government of the Dutch Indies placed him in a position to pursue for years this line of investigation on the Chinese soil, where he lived in close contact with the people, periodically joining their family circles and spending much time in their Convents and Temples. He had thus an opportunity of gathering a rich harvest of scientific material in an extensive field hitherto unexplored. Priests of every sect, exorcists, necromancers, men of letters, professors of geomancy, in short, whoever might be presumed to stand in any relation with religion, have been constantly consulted; large numbers of books, tracts and manuscripts have been collected, copied and translated; thus light has been steadily derived from the one side to elucidate the other, and vice-versa. If the results of these labours should prove to be of some little use to Science, the latter will be indebted in the first place to the assistance and protection afforded the author by the Government of the Dutch East Indian Colonies, at that time represented by Their Excellencies Dr. J. P. Sprenger Van Eyk as Minister for Colonial Affairs, and Mr. O. Van Rees as Governor-General. It is here the agreeable duty of the author to publicly express his gratitude to these Statesmen.

It is scarcely necessary to say that it is impossible for any man to extend his researches in the boundless field of Ethnography and Religion over the whole area of the Chinese Empire. He would naturally confine himself confined to a small part of it. For such purpose the writer has selected the south-eastern departments of Fuhkien province, and in particular the town and island of Amoy. However, whenever the subject demanded it,
his investigations have been pushed much farther. Thus lengthy references will be found in this work to matters personally inquired into in the provinces of Kwangtung and Kiangsi, in the cities of Nanking and Peking and their environs, and in many other parts of the realm: the data on the monastic life of the Buddhist clergy have all been collected in the northern districts of Fuhkien, because in the south of this province large Convents are now-a-days conspicuous by their absence. The exiguity of the field wherein the researches have been chiefly pursued, cannot be a drawback. Observations made in different parts of China having only proved that, throughout this empire, the Customs and Manners in the Social and Religious domains are remarkable for their great uniformity on the more important points, consequently any part of the nation may safely be taken as a type of the whole, and local deviations do not seriously diminish the value of a picture drawn from such a type. On the other hand, there certainly is a great advantage in limiting the field of one's researches within narrow confines. It allows of an opportunity to check the correctness of each observation over and over again by repeated observations, thus ensuring exactitude and affording a valuable safeguard against serious errors and misinterpretations. The method hitherto so generally pursued of wildly grasping about for facts in different sub-divisions of the empire and presenting a compendium thereof as a picture of the whole nation, has rendered no good service to Science. On the contrary, Science has been led astray by being thus entangled in a mass of confused information, much of which had to be cast aside as utterly unfit for use, no one knowing to what part of the country it referred. Suppose for a moment that Spanish, Swedish, Greek and British customs were grouped together without any reference to the particular country in which a peculiar custom prevails, and presented to the world as a sketch of European life in general, would not every European immediately condemn the work as a ridiculous caricature? Yet, books on China are written in this way, and no single word of protest is heard; they meet with the general approval of the world, run through several editions, and Science is thrown back upon them as authorities, nay, as standard works!

The plan of this work being essentially different from that hitherto followed by most writers on Chinese Religion and Ethnography, very little material collected by them can enter into its composition. In one respect this is very satisfactory to the author, as this will stamp the
present work as an entirely new production, drawn up independently of all previous writers.

The question has long occupied the mind of the writer whether it would not be preferable to confine himself strictly to a description of the Religious System in its narrowest sense, and thus considerably reduce the bulk of the work. This idea, however, has had to give way to the consideration, that such would entail a renunciation of the chief article in his programme, which is to depict the influence of Religion upon society in its several degrees. The reader will soon become aware that, as with semi-civilized peoples in general, so in China religious ideas and usages pervade social life to its inmost recesses, that these are, so to say, the backbone of the manners and customs, of the domestic and political institutions of the nation, and to a large extent of its legislation. Whoever is acquainted with its religion, knows the people. It may be asked whether it is not too venturesome to undertake a work embracing such an extensive field. The answer to this is that the author's store of materials will enable him to complete it, if life and health be granted him. And should the present writer not finish his task, others may thereby be encouraged to take it up and complete it.

All the Manners, Customs, Religious and Social institutions are founded upon the past and are the embodied ideas of earlier generations. So, rightly to understand them, a knowledge of Antiquity is necessary. For this reason, the Manners, Customs, Practices and Rites dealt with in this work are as far as possible traced back to their fountain head, such as they are described in the literary remains of Ancient and Mediaeval China. Native books which throw light on the actual state of things, are also made to serve as safeguards against misstatements and as useful guides to prevent our swerving from the path of truth and rectitude.

This method has one great drawback. It swells considerably the bulk of the work and renders the contents less attractive to the general reader. But, considering that the high stand-point which modern Science has attained, implicitly demands light from every reliable source from whence light may be drawn, no other plan was open to the writer. Moreover, nobody will deny that, apart from the plain facts gleaned from actual life, nothing is at present so much needed with regard to China as the translation of the treasures buried in the native literature. Giving due weight to this point, the author has not scrupled at quoting even more
texts than were strictly necessary for the elucidation of his subject. Nine at least out of every ten of these extracts it will be found have never been unearthed before. Where the length forms no impediment, the original Chinese texts are quoted at foot, that Sinologists may judge for themselves of the correctness of the English translation.

In thus describing the Religious and Social Institutions of China in both their ancient and modern form, the present work, when complete, will be found to present a picture of the growth of culture on yonder side of the globe. It will also be found to give a synopsis of the Philosophy of the empire, in so far as this has virtually struck root in the mind of the nation and operated upon its Religions and Social Life. It will review a great part of the domain of the Mythology of China; legends, popular tales and even childish superstitions will be reproduced in its pages in considerable numbers, as useful materials for attaining a knowledge of the conceptions and ideas of the people and of the true condition of their mental culture. By facts produced from both Chinese literature and actual life it will confirm as well as refute many conclusions arrived at by Western authors in the field of Ethnology, Sociology and the Science of Religion. China may, in fact, be considered a valuable touchstone for many of our theories in these branches of science, this being greatly due to its spirit of conservatism, now proverbial, which scarcely ever allows the nation to drop a custom bequeathed to it by former generations. Many rites and practices still flourish among the Chinese, which one would scarcely expect to find anywhere except amongst savages in a low stage of culture.

The task of comparing the Religious and Social customs of China with those prevailing elsewhere on the globe must, however, be left to others. For many years the author regularly noted down in his manuscript whatever parallels he came across in the course of his readings, but in the long run he had to discontinue this method, which proved too great a demand upon his time and encroached too much upon his studies of Chinese works. Moreover, if he had pursued such a course to the end, his manuscript would have swollen so enormously as to render its publication an impossibility. Therefore, in carrying this first volume through the press, all references to other tribes and nations, with the exception of a few brief notes, have been eliminated, and the same rule will be observed in all subsequent volumes. The reader will, however, soon become aware that those references have left a distinct
mark upon this work, a mark chiefly manifested by the fact that the
author has followed the beaten track of Science for the study of Reli-
gions and Sociology in general.

So far for the general scope of this work. A few words now remain
to be said on its arrangement.

It will be subdivided in Books, each Book dealing with a separate
part of the Religious System of China. Each succeeding Book will depend
on the data supplied by the previous Books, so that the whole will
form one catena, from which, however, any link may be detached and
freely made use of separately. The two first parts of Book I are now
before the reader and they may serve to convey a general idea of the
method to be pursued to the end of the work.

The reason why the Usages connected with Deaths have been made
the starting-point of this work, is set forth in a few introductory sentences
on page 1. The third part of Book I is now going through the press
and will be ready for publication next year as a separate volume.
It embraces the whole series of Customs, Practices and Institutions relative
to the Tomb and the Body, after the latter has been placed therein.
Besides suggesting a theory which may explain the origin of burying
the dead, it deals with the ancient custom of depositing property,
inclusive of wives and slaves, in the grave and depicts the profound
influence this practice has exercised over society ever since, as also the
customs which it has created in course of time, such as mourning,
fasting, sacrificing the semblances of men, animals and things to the
deceased, and the like. It contains elaborate descriptions of Tombs
and Burial grounds of both ancient and modern times, and of the Imperial
Mausolea of the late Ming dynasty, the only Chinese monuments
of the kind which have escaped the ravages of time and the hand
of man. It reviews the public and private protection which in China
is awarded to the dead and their resting places, as also the legis-
lation on this point. Many pages are devoted to the prevailing system
of placing the graves under the beneficent influences of nature, in
order that they may be rich sources of happiness to the survivors, a
system which, while passing for the outcome of the profoundest wisdom
and the most sublime science, has, under the name of Fung shui,
ever exercised a most tyrannical sway over the mind of the nation. Besides
numerous other subjects, the same volume elaborately treats of the
exceptional methods of disposing of the dead, such as by cremation, water-burial, partial burial, and so forth.

The Second Book will deal more especially with the Soul. After reviewing the Chinese theories, ancient and modern, about the human duplicate, it will expatiate on Spirit-lore and Demonology, on the influence exercised everywhere by disembodied spirits upon the fate of man, on the numerous methods of rendering such influences harmless, methods which to a certain extent form the groundwork of Chinese medical science, if science it may be called. Much attention will be bestowed on the superstitions connected with names and the avoidance of the use thereof with a view to deceiving evil spirits, which practice has given rise to an elaborate system of conferring titles and honorary names on both the living and the dead. Some chapters will treat specially of benevolent spirits and the part they play in the Universe, showing the various methods, ancient and modern, of consulting these beings with a view to being guided by their revelations and so ensuring success to undertakings of any importance. Several chapters will be devoted to the systematic propitiation of the deceased ancestors by sacrifices and acts of worship both in the family circle and in temples dedicated to them, with which the soil of the empire is studded in incredible numbers.

Taoism was originally a compendium of customs and practices framed upon the prevailing ideas concerning the human soul. Adopting these as its own, it cast them into a system of Philosophy, Alchemy and Religion. This system is accordingly first dealt with after the Soul, in a separate Book. Under Taoist influence the primitive notions of a future existence developed into well defined doctrines about Paradises and Hells, which will consequently form one of the principal subjects of the Third Book.

The Fourth Book will be devoted to the widest ramifications of the Religious System of China: the Worship and Propitiation of Human Souls beyond the circle of their own family or tribe, by the whole nation or a considerable part of it. Souls which are the objects of so much attention, whether they be identified with the powers of Nature and the constituent parts of Cosmos, or with animals, plants or lifeless objects, may be said to have been raised to the dignity of Gods and Goddesses, and indeed they have been generally so denominated by European authors ever since China was opened to them as a field of study. Important and comprehensive though this expansion of the Ancestral Worship be,
but very little attention has hitherto been paid to it by Sinology; scarcely any pains have as yet been taken to study the rites and ceremonies, by which the people uninterruptedly propitiate those divinities within their domestic circle and in the numberless temples sacred to their worship throughout the realm. The writer of this work has therefore been especially careful in collecting, during many years, whatever fell within the sphere of his personal observations on this point. Besides detailed accounts of the people's every day practices with regard to their Gods, the Fourth Book will contain descriptions of the Yearly Festivals instituted in their honour, of the Sacrifices, Masses, and Ceremonies to conjure epidemics, droughts and conflagrations. Much will be said about the Priests connected with this peculiar branch of the Religious System, as also about the Exorcists and Physicians who make it their vocation to be at times possessed of the gods and to act as the mouthpieces of their will. Large portions of the Book will consist of detailed monographies of all the principal Deities who actually perform a part in the field of Religious Life.

Buddhism, being an importation from a foreign country, must in turn be treated of next after the Religion of the native soil. While studying this Church in China, the writer followed the same plan which he had adopted with regard to the other branches of the Religious System, always directing his attention in the first place to the actual state of matters. He spent certain periods of time in the principal Convents of Fuhkien province, and long notes on the daily life and the religious performances of the Monks were committed to paper. The many unknown facts thus collected may probably be found useful to Science, information as to the actual monastic life both in China and other Buddhistic countries being, it is well-known, scanty in the extreme. Translations of the Laws of this Church, and of such of its Sacred Writings as really play a part within and without its pale, will also be inserted in the Fifth Book at considerable length, by far the greater part of such writings never having been rendered into any European tongue before. Much pains will be taken to define the place which the different branches, sects or schools of Buddhism occupy in China at the present day, as also to show the influence of this Church over the laity, an influence which is chiefly manifested by the creation of Vegetarian Sects with strongly pronounced eclectic tendencies, about which scarcely anything is as yet known, only hazy references based on mere hearsay evidence having got into print.
The Sixth Book will describe the State Religion, which is an official combination of such rites and ceremonies as are mentioned in the ancient Classics and consequently believed to have been practised by the first dynasties. It is quite an artificial religion standing apart from that professed by the bulk of the nation. Hence it is best to treat it last of all. The work will be completed with a history of the Taoist and the Buddhist Churches.

Each volume will be illustrated by zincographical figures and phototypical plates, all of which have been reproduced from photographs taken by the author himself in China, or from objects collected by him and now in the possession of several Museums, the greater part being at the Musée Guimet at Paris. The author much regrets that this comprehensive collection, made methodically so as to form one unbroken chain illustrating the most important pages of the religious life of China has had to be broken up into several parts, thus depriving it of much of its scientific value. And he deplores yet more that it has been lost for ever to his native country, in consequence of the behaviour of the Director of the National Ethnographical Museum at Leyden, for which institution he had destined it.

And now it only remains to request the reader's indulgence for the many defects in this work. No one can be more sensible of them than the writer himself. The book is intended less as a scientific production than as a store-house of facts, carefully gleaned from actual life and expounded by data collected from the literary relics of bygone ages. Many of the explanations given of Practices, Rites and Customs may at first sight seem rash and venturesome. But let the reader in such cases suspend his judgment for a while, as these will afterwards be found to be perfectly justified by facts adduced in other volumes. If notwithstanding all its imperfections this work should prove useful to Science as a leaf in the great book of human life, the author will feel himself amply rewarded for the hardships he endured on Chinese soil in collecting data during some of the best years of his life.

LEYDEN, February 1892.
REMARKS

on

THE ORTHOGRAPHY AND PRONUNCIATION

OF

CHINESE WORDS OCCURRING IN THIS WORK.

The vowels are pronounced as in German.

a is short when followed by k, p, t or ng.

i and o are short when followed by k or ng.

o has the sound of aw in the English word straw.

e is pronounced as the first letter in the word ever.

The diphthong ai is pronounced like ie in lie, ao or au as ow in now. In the combinations el, ia, io, in, oa, oe, ui, each of the vowels must be distinctly heard, though without their sound being exaggerated; in ia, io, in and oa the last vowel is accented, and in el, oe and ui the first. In oat, ai is accented.

A small m, n or ng suspended at the end of a vowel indicates that the corresponding word in literary style actually ends in m, n or ng, but that in the spoken language of Amoy these letters are no longer pronounced and, instead thereof, the whole syllable has become nasal.

The consonants are pronounced as in English, but

h is never silent, except at the end of a word, where it indicates that the vowel preceding it is short and abrupt. When it follows k, p or t, it always represents a distinct aspiration; hence, ph is never pro-
nounced as f, nor th like the English th. In many cases, as after ch and ts, the aspiration is indicated by the signemie, suspended above the line.

s is always sharp.

ch is always pronounced as in chance,

ng always as in song,

sh as in shoe.

In order that the reader may immediately distinguish words in the Mandarin language from those in the spoken tongue of Amoy, the former, with the exception of proper names, are spaced, the latter italicized. An exception has been made for the titles of native works; these, though given according to the Mandarin pronunciation, are printed in italics.

In indicating the tones of the words derived from the colloquial language of Amoy, the same system has been followed as was adopted by Dr. Douglas in his Dictionary of that language. As this standard work must be on the shelves of every student and scholar who takes a real interest in the spoken tongues of China, it would here be superfluous to describe that system by repeating what the above mentioned author has already done so well in his Introduction.
REMARKS
ON
SOME OF THE CHINESE STANDARD WORKS,
LARGELY CONSULTED IN THE PREPARATION OF THIS WORK.

The method followed in this work in dealing with the Religion, Manners, Customs and Institutions of the Chinese in their historical growth and development, has necessitated frequent reference to the principal historical works of the Empire. These works are the so-called Twenty-four Histories, 二十四史, collectively styled the Authentic Histories, 正史, each embracing the period of the reign of one or more dynasties. All the quotations made from these valuable documents are taken from an edition published in the fourth year of the Khienlung period (A. D. 1739) by Imperial command, which edition is undoubtedly the best now extant. Wherever this author could do so, he has traced back the information found in other books to these Standard Histories.

The following is a list of the Twenty-four Histories. After each is stated the period it embraces; thus the list will prove useful and convenient to the general reader, being a short dynastic and chronological table to which he can at any time refer while perusing this work.

1. Shi jì 史記. Historical Records. Dating from Remote Antiquity to 122 B. C. They embrace the dynasties of Hsia 禹 (2205—1766 B. C.),
of Shang 商 or Yin 殷 (1766—1122 B. C.), of Chou 周 1122—
249 B.C.), and that of Ts'in 秦 (249—206 B.C.); also a small part of that of Han 漢.

2. Ts'ien Han shu 前漢書, Books of the Early Han Dynasty. From 206 B.C. - 24 A.D.

3. Hsü Han shu 後漢書, Books of the Later Han Dynasty. A.D. 24—221.

4. Sün kwôh chi 三國志, Memoirs of the Three Kingdoms. A.D. 221—280. These comprise the histories of the three short dynasties Shu 蜀, Wei 魏 and Wu 吳, which bore sway at that time in different parts of the Empire.


17. Thang shu 唐書, (New) Books of the Thang Dynasty, embracing the same period.

18. Kiu wu tai shi 舊五代史, Old History of the Five Dynasties. A.D. 907—960. This is a history of five short dynasties, called Liang 梁, Thang 唐, Tsin 晉, Han 漢, and Cheu 周, which existed between the downfall of the Thang dynasty and the rise of the house of Sung.


As standard authorities for the historical parts of this work we have also very frequently consulted the so-called Five Canons, 五經, known respectively as:
1. Yih king 易經, Canon of Metamorphoses.
2. Shu king 書經, Canon of History.
4. Li ki 禮記, Treatises on Ceremonial Usages.
5. Ch'un lih'in 春秋, Annals, i.e. those of the state of Lu 魯, where Confucius was born, and said to have been written by the sage himself.

Further we have largely made use of the Four Books 四書, which are known as:
1. Lun yü 論語, Discourses and Conversations.
2. Chang yung 中庸, Doctrine of the Mean.
3. Tai hioh 太學, Grand Study.

The above nine works, which form important sources of our knowledge of China during pre-Christian times, are well known to Western science, having been translated into more than one European language. Numerous other native books have also been consulted in the preparation of the present work. A list of which will be given at the end of each Book.

The reader will observe that nearly all the quotations in this work are taken directly from Chinese literature. Cyclopaedias, which abound in China, have only been made use of exceptionally, when the author could not succeed in tracing any desired information to its fountain head, or could not obtain access thereto. This has been done to insure correctness, because Chinese encyclopaedists are very inexact in quoting from other works, and consequently highly unreliable as authorities. One
striking exception to this rule there is, viz. the *K'én t'ing ku kín thu shù ts'íh ch'íng* 錦定古今圖書集成, or Complete Collection of Illustrations and Literature, drawn up under Imperial Authority. This work, the largest ever compiled by the hand of man, was brought out under the Imperial auspices in 1725; it embraces nearly the whole native literature arranged under classified headings, each extract being retained in its original shape and unabbreviated. In composing the present work, the author has made great use of such trustworthy evidence.
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BOOK I.

DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD.

INTRODUCTION.

As in the case of many, if not of most barbarous and semi-civilized peoples, the human soul is in China the original form of all beings of a higher order. Its worship is therefore the basis of all religion in that country. As such, this worship begins already as soon as life is extinct, then manifesting itself chiefly in the treatment of the mortal coil, which survivors think continues to be inhabited by the soul and may perhaps return to life again. Therefore, in pursuing a systematical study of the religious system of the Chinese, it is quite natural to start from the manner in which they dispose of their dead. A rich store of information, highly valuable for the knowledge of the ideas really prevalent amongst the people regarding the condition of disembodied souls and the resurrection of the body, is in this way acquired. Besides, it affords data calculated to fully explain numerous important points and phenomena in such higher branches of the religious system as have either grown up from the worship of the dead, or, at any rate, developed themselves side by side with it, being incapable of withdrawing themselves from its mighty influence.

The customs described in this Book as observed by the Chinese of the present day are by no means conformed to by all classes of society. As has been remarked already by the ancient Li-ki (chapt. 4, leaf 40), »the rites and ceremonies do not go down to the common people“ 1, whose means are small and manners rude.

1 礼不下庶人, Section 曲礼, 1, 1.
As a basis for our descriptions we have selected the well-to-do classes and families of fashionable standing, amongst whom, in China, we chiefly moved, and these may be said best to maintain the whole system of the rites and ceremonies prescribed by the laws of custom.
PART I.

FUNERAL RITES.

CHAPTER I.

THE DECEASE.

As in Western lands, so it is in Amoy a matter of great concern, a most sacred duty on the part of the nearest relations, to be present when a beloved and respected kinsman breathes his last. Wives, sons, daughters, grandchildren, brothers and sisters should not be absent at a death-bed. Neither are daughters-in-law allowed to stay away, as, in virtue of an established social law, any married woman has to behave in every respect towards her parents-in-law as if they were the very authors of her being.

In order to enable the relatives to be present in good time, they are, when the sick man is bad enough to cause the worst to be feared, as frequently as possible informed of his condition. Those who live far off do not even shun difficult journeys for the sake of exchanging a parting-word with the beloved senior and receiving his last instructions. It is, indeed, generally in presence of the whole of the nearest kindred that last dispositions are made, or, as Amoy people call it, « orders are given about the things to come », hōan-hū hō-sū; — they may, of course, be taken down on paper as they come from the lips of the dying man, but written wills made beforehand while still hale and healthy are, in Fuhkien, quite exceptional. This is the reason why, if there is something to be bequeathed, the presence of interested parties as witnesses can not be dispensed with.

A dying person is scarcely ever allowed to remain on his bed till he has expired. Even before matters take this fatal turn, he is transported to a couch of three boards supported by a couple of trestles or benches and covered with the same mat on which he was lying sick; sometimes, however, they give him a new one, if there is

1 吳吩咐後事.
one at hand. This peculiar death-bed goes by the name of *tsái-ts'o-áy*, »water-bed", because the moribund is to be washed on it. In many cases, especially with the rich, it is screened from view by means of a white sheet hanging down from the ceiling at a distance of a few feet — obviously a very old custom, as in chapt. XI (leaf 17) of the *Lí-kî* we read: »Tsang-tsé (a disciple of Confu- 
> 
> As a rule, the water-bed is put up in the principal apartment, or the so-called *thía*3. Any one who has been in a Chinese

---

1 水床.

2 禮記, or »Treatises on Ceremonial Usages». A famous Classic, compiled during the house of Han from ancient documents, a great part of which go back certainly as far as the Chou dynasty. In Max Muller's series of Sacred Books of the East (vol. 27) Dr. Legge has given a translation of the whole work with an exposition of its origin and history, to which we refer the reader.

As that learned Sinologist justly remarks, more may be learned about the religion of the ancient Chinese from this Classic, than from all the others together (page 13). Consequently, in tracing the social and religious customs of the present day back to their most ancient forms, we shall have to make more frequent reference to it than to any other book. But nowhere shall we slavishly follow Dr. Legge's translations, admirable though they may be from a philological point of view. The reason is not that we object to the linguistic correctness of his renderings; but we have to take into account a commentary as valuable certainly as any other one, *viz.* a body of customs and manners in as active force at the present day as in the very ages the *Lí-kî* deals with. No doubt Dr. Legge himself would have modified his renderings on many points, had he also had a living commentary like ours at his service.

All our quotations are taken directly from the great edition of the present dynasty, which bears the title 欽定禮記義疏. A Report on the rules laid down in the *Lí-kî*, confirmed by imperial sanction*. This was commanded in the 13th year of the Khienlung period (1748) by an imperial rescript, and executed by a committee of 83 scholars and dignitaries, who, likewise in obedience to that rescript, also issued a new edition of the *Lí-kî* and the *Chen-kî*, two other great works of the Chou dynasty which the reader will find mentioned respectively on p. 6 and p. 13.

3 曾子曰, 尸未設飾故帷堂, 小敘而徹帷. 仲梁子曰, 夫婦方亂, 故帷堂, 小敘而徹帷. Section 植弓, 1.3.
dwelling is sure to remember that central part of it, just behind the main entrance, sometimes separated from this by an inner court-yard. Guests are received and entertained here; moreover, it is a place for sacrificing to the tutelar divinities of the house and to the family-manes, who, in the shape of images and vertical wooden tablets which we shall treat of more at length in our Second Book, occupy there an altar erected in the rear against the wall, just opposite the main door. Henceforth we shall call that apartment the hall. As it is a domestic temple in the true sense of the word, it bears a close resemblance to the atrium of the ancient Romans, which also contained the lararium or altar with the guardian divinities of the home.

Before the dying man is removed to the hall, the said altar together with the objects of worship is taken to another apartment, it being considered inconsistent with the respect due to the sacred ones to allow them to have the shocking and unpleasant spectacle of death before their eyes. But if there is no room in the house spacious enough to contain the altar, it is simply covered over with a white sheet, white being the colour of mourning.

The water-bed is not invariably placed on the same spot in the hall. If the dying person is a senior of the family, that is to say a father or mother whose own parents have died before, or, in a family of orphans, an elder brother, unless the grandfather or grandmother is still living, it is put up on the place whence the altar has been removed, this being the chief spot, the place of honour in the house. The moribund is, in this case, placed on it with his head to the left, or, as the Chinese express it, to the east, the front of the hall being considered to face the south1. But a junior member, and a concubine, unless she has given birth to a son who is the pride of the family because he occupies an official position or has been promoted to a considerable rank, is, as a rule, laid out along one of the side-walls, or on the east or west, as Chinese say, where are the places and seats of second and third order. In such a case the feet must point to the door. And as for childless concubines, slaves, servants and the like, they are not allowed a place in the hall at all, but are simply laid down to die in some inferior apartment of the house.

The transportation of the moribund to the water-bed goes by

---

1 Anciently all buildings of importance faced the south in point of fact.
the term *pou-pha*, "to remove or transmit the bedding". When it has been duly performed with the necessary care, his whole body is wiped clean with a towel and lukewarm water in which in some cases leaves of the banian or peach-tree have been decocted. This ablution is performed by the wife, or a daughter-in-law, and only in default of such next-of-kin by any one else. They also shave his head and face and change his clothes, that he may depart clean and in a neat attire from this world of cares: indeed, souls appear in the other world in the same state in which they leave this material one. Finally the body is covered with a sheet and allowed to remain where it is, to breathe its last quietly.

People in more favourable pecuniary circumstances generally have the shaving and cleansing of the head performed by a barber. This man is not paid the customary fee due from a healthy client, but charges much more, in proportion to the wealth of the family. It is a rule of etiquette to hand him the money wrapt up in a piece of red paper, red being in China the symbolic colour of good fortune which dispels all inauspicious influences resulting from the contact with death. If the family can afford the expense, the hair of a dying female, after having been carefully dressed by the other women, is adorned with natural and artificial flowers, gems, silver hair-pins, and the like.

If the dying man possesses grave-clothes made during his lifetime, it is usual for the family to arrange them now around him. They place the boots by his feet, the gowns and trousers by his side, and the hat behind his head, with the object of making the man in the last moments of his life rejoice at the prospect that he will be most fashionably attired in the regions beyond the grave. In return, the moribund, if he has not yet fainted away, will express his gratitude to the bystanders for their dutiful care in ensuring his future happiness.

Like many other customs now-a-days observed by the Chinese, that of removing a dying man from his sick-bed and changing his clothes can be traced to very ancient times. The L-ji² has in chapt.

1 擔舖.

2 儀禮, or "Rites and Ceremonial Usages". It is another grand collection of the same character as the *Li-lu*, but far superior to this classic in the methodical arrangement of its subjects. Its reappearance in the beginning of the Han dynasty has also been discussed by Dr. Legge in the introduction to his translation of the *Li-lu*; hence we may remain silent about it. The *L-ji* contains a detailed description
31 (leaf 1 seq.) the following passages, referring to the ages prior to the Han dynasty: » An officer is placed in the principal back-chamber, and lies down there with his head towards the east, under the northern wall. If sick, he composes his mind, and those who attend on him all compose their minds too. Lutes and lyres are removed.
» When the illness is extreme, they sweep the premises both inside and out. They take the contaminated clothes off and put new ones on the sick man. Four attendants sit down to hold his limbs, and males and females change their dress. Some fine floss of cotton is put on the mouth and nostrils, to mark when the breath is gone. A man does not expire in the hands of women, nor a woman in the hands of the men. They go and address prayers to the five objects of sacrifice, and at the demise the chief mourner cries, and the brothers wail. They then erect a bed with mats near the lattice-window. As for these sleeping mats, one of kien-straw is placed under, and one of fine bamboo above. They place on the bed a pillow for the head, and subsequently transfer the corpse to it”.
» Nowhere is it said that the patient was allowed to expire on a bed; so it would follow that, while still alive, he was merely laid down upon the floor. This is, indeed, admitted to be so by commentators, who base their opinion on this passage in ch. 57 of the Li-ki (leaf 1): » When the illness is extreme, he lies down with his head towards the east under the northern wall, having left his bedstead”.

of the funeral rites for officers and their parents, wives and eldest sons, extending over six chapters to which we shall have to refer very often in this book. All our quotations are taken directly from the great imperial edition mentioned in the footnote on page 1, and which bears the title "Report on the rules laid down in the L-ü, confirmed by imperial sanction".

4 All this, except the second sentence, is also to be found in ch. 57 of the Li-ki, leaf 1, with a slight alteration in the sequence.

2 士處適寢，寢東首于北牖下。有疾，疾者齊，養者皆齊。徹琴瑟。疾病，外內皆埽 徹舊衣，加新衣。御者四人皆坐持。男女改服，屬繚以侯絕氣。男子不絕於婦人之手，婦人不絕於男子之手。乃行食于五祀，乃卒，主人啼，兄弟哭，設牀第當牖。杖，下莞上簟，設枕。遷尸。

3 疾病，寢東首於北牖下，廢牀，sect. 喪大記 1.
Although, in those times, people of distinction were not allowed to die on a bed, it was considered bad form to leave the body on the floor while preparing it for the coffin. Besides the above quotation from the I-li, it is proved by the following clause, taken from chapter II of the Li-ki (l. 22). »Pen, the superintendent of officers, »said to Tsze-yiu (a disciple of Confucius): 'I beg permission to »dress the corpse on a couch', whereupon Tsze-yiu said: 'I allow »you to do so'. Hien-tsze, on hearing this, said: 'How arrogant »is this senior, he privately allows people to do what is the pro-»per rule'.

In the age of Confucius some classes, however, seem to have deemed it sufficient to ensure a happy and fashionable demise if the sleeping mat of the dying man was simply changed for a fresh one. Chapter 9 of the Li-ki (l. 38) says: »Tseng-tsé (a »disciple of the sage) was lying in his chamber very ill. 'Yuen, »said he (to his son), get up and change my mat.' But Tseng-»Yuen replied: 'The illness of my master is extreme, therefore it »may not be changed. If we are so happy as to see you survive un»til the morning, I will beg your leave to reverently change it'. »To which Tseng-tsze replied: 'What do I ask of you, nothing »but to die in the correct way' — whereat they took him up »and changed the mat. When he was replaced upon the mat, he »expired before he could compose himself'.

The doctrine that a dying person must give up the ghost on a water-bed is, now-a-days, far from obtaining as a peremptory customary law. The »removal of the bedding” before life is extinct, on the contrary, occurs only in case the dying man is so wasted by the infirmities of old age, or is in such a desperate condition by slow and continued illness as to make the family give up all hope of recovery. In any other case, nobody would suffer the dying man to be touched as long as there remained a single sign of life in him. Consequently, numbers of people are not

1 司士貢告於子游曰，請襲於牀，子游曰，諾。」縣子聞之日，汰哉叔氏，專以禮許人。sec. 檀弓，1. 3.

2 曾子生病，曾子曰，元起易箦。曾元曰，夫子之病革矣，不可計年，幸而至於旦請易箦。曾子日，吾何求哉，吾得正而定焉，斯已矣。舉 »扶而易之，反席未安而沒。sec. 檀弓，1. 1.
washed and laid out until they have actually breathed their last, so that not so many have their end hastened by the process as one might at first surmise 1.

Before leaving this subject of the water-bed, we must refer to a curious specimen of popular superstition connected with it. For some obscure reason, perhaps for no reason at all, it is, as we saw, made up of three boards. This is a sufficient ground for most natives of Amoy never to lie down or to sleep on a bed consisting of this number of boards; if they did so, they might meet with an untimely death, anyhow fall a victim to misfortune. For the same reason it would be excessively rude, even impudent, to offer a guest a couch or a bed made of three boards. Once, in 1877, on one of our journeys through Fuhkien province, having put up for the night in a small boat because there were no better lodgings in the place, our servant, otherwise a very intelligent specimen of the "boy" class, obstinately refused to sleep on the floor of the cabin, simply because he had noticed two parallel seams there; he took up his quarters for the night on the open poop, under a rough November sky. No doubt this superstitions fear must be classed with the objections which many of ourselves would certainly raise on being ordered to sleep in a case shaped exactly like a coffin.

Before passing on to the customs and ceremonies which play a part subsequent to death, we must note that, when the time of dissolution is evidently drawing near, the orthodox and notable among the citizens have their hall and premises swept and cleansed, with a view to the sympathizing friends and kinsmen, who are expected to come on the news of the death to offer condolences to the afflicted family. This is confessedly in harmony with both the I-li and the Li-ki, that say, as we saw on page 7: «When the illness is extreme, the premises are swept clean both inside and out».

1 Perhaps it is worth observing, that the custom of placing the corpse upon boards immediately after death, prevails also in some parts of Europe. In Orkney, according to Gough, funeral ceremonies are much the same as in Scotland, the corpse being laid out after being stretched on a board till it is coffinned for burial. And Pennant records that, on the death of a Highlander, the corpse is stretched on a board and covered with a coarse linen wrapper» (Brand, Observations on popular Antiquities. Customs at Deaths).
CHAPTER II.

The interval between death and the dressing of the corpse.

The death howl.

Until the fatal moment of death, the relatives confine the expression of their sorrow to a good deal of suppressed sobbing and tears. But scarcely the last gasp over, they all break out into loud wailing and passionate lamentation. The voices of the women are loudest in this dismal concert; kneeling down at the water-bed and holding a piece of white cloth to their eyes, they pour forth at times with great vehemence bitter cries and piteous wails of woe. It is a melancholy concert of death dirges, a catenation of complaints addressed to the dead, in accents of reproach for leaving them. A son, in a slow, doleful cadence, asks: Goi pê eh, li tsâi thang tso li khi, pâng goâ m tsiaés téng1, «My father, can you allow yourself to go and leave me behind not yet grown a man!» And a wife wailingly chants: Goi ke-ëhâi eh, li tsâi thang tso li khi, âm toe lái hái li², «My husband, how can you allow yourself to go! The dark regions will harm you”, and so forth.

It appears that in ancient China the dead were bemoaned in much the same way. Besides the testimony of the L-li, as quoted on page 7, we have in chapter 57 of the Li-ki (l. 10 and 13): "Immediately after the demise, the principal mourners cry, the brothers wail, and the women wail and stamp their feet.... Whenever they wail beside the corpse in the back-chamber, the chief mourner, while wailing, holds up the shroud with both his hands".3

That loud and clamorous bewailing of the dead is by no means

1 我父,汝哉可造汝去, 放我未成人.
2 我家口, 汝哉可造汝去, 暗地來害汝.
3 始卒, 主人啼, 兄弟嘆, 婦人哭踊 ... 凡哭尸於室者主人两手承衾而哭. Sect. 喪大記: 1.
the expression of a deep emotion of the soul, of bitter sorrow or painful grief. It is, on the contrary, mainly a ceremonial observance prescribed by customary law, part of the conceived duties of nearest relatives towards a departed one, in a word, a mere rite. The sole fact that both the I-li and the Li-ki formally prescribe it, is sufficient to testify to the correctness of this view. No doubt we have here a relic of uncivilized ages, as savages are well known to be very clamorous in their grief. This matter will be made a subject of closer attention in the second part of this Book, chapt. I.

We shall there demonstrate that, instead of an expression of feelings of woe and sorrow, the rite in question is intended as a regular attempt to induce the wandering soul to come back and revive the corpse¹.

Closing the eyes.

In case the dead person does not close his eyes and mouth himself, this is taken as a sure evidence that his departed soul feels uneasy about some matter. His wife, son, or another near relative will then try to comfort him by declaring in a coaxing tone of voice that there is nothing to depress his mind, everybody being sure to take the greatest possible care of his body and grave, to faithfully execute his last dispositions, and to regularly sacrifice food and clothing to his soul for years and years to come. After this, they gently close his eyes and mouth, thus dealing with their beloved dead as we are accustomed to deal with ours².

¹ We note here, that the Chinese custom of addressing the dead in terms of reproach for having gone, is exactly paralleled amongst several uncivilized tribes, though in slightly varying forms. To confine ourselves to one authority, Spencer says:— "This introduces us to the widely prevalent practice of talking to the corpse: primarily with the view of inducing the wandering duplicate to return, but otherwise for purposes of propitiation. The Fijian thinks that calling sometimes brings back the other-self at death; and we read that the Mooundes, or Hos, even call back the spirit of a corpse that has been burnt. Cruikshank says that the Fantees addressed the corpse 'sometimes in accents of reproach for leaving them, at others beseeching his spirit to watch over and protect them from evil.' During their lamentations, the Caribs asked 'the deceased to declare the cause of his departure from the world.' In Loango, a dead man's relatives question him for two or three hours why he died: and on the Gold Coast, 'the dead person is himself interrogated' as to the cause of his death: a statement of Beecham confirmed by Winterbottom." (The Principles of Sociology, Vol. I, ch. 12, § 83).

² It is almost superfluous to mention the fact, that the practice of closing the eyes and lips of the dead has always prevailed very widely, if not universally, in our western world. According to Pliny, it obtained as a holy custom among the ancient Romans: the eyes were opened again, however, on the funeral pile, because
We remember the following tale was circulating in Amoy in 1886. A notable citizen of that port, in dying, suddenly began to bleed at the nose. His son, a bad character who knew himself to be such, was so affrighted at the sight that he dropped on his knees, solemnly promising henceforth to behave better, whereupon the bleeding stopped immediately.

Opening the sky-light.

If the dead died in the flower of life or in full manhood, one of the first things for the family to do is to open one of the skylights, in order to allow the disastrous influences, which have caused the death and might attack others also, to escape from the house. But in the case of an elderly man or woman this wise precaution is as a rule dispensed with, such a death being attributed rather to the natural course of terrestrial matters than to abnormal influences operating in an unnatural way. Never, however, is this neglected when death has resulted from leprosy, for, owing to the loathsome character of this disease, the contagion emanating from such a corpse is dreaded far more than any other. Many Chinese hold that the window is simply unclosed for the convenience of the soul, which ought to be allowed to wander freely in and out.

Closing the shop.

Knowing that people generally dislike visiting places where they may come in contact with death or anything connected with it,

no man was allowed to receive the last look of a being and it would have been a crime to rob it from heaven (Historiae Naturalis, l. XI cap. 37, de natura pupillae). Valerius Maximus (l. II cap. 6) calls this supremum apprimendorum acedorum officium. With the ancient Greeks, the closing of the eyes was likewise a matter of high importance, as may be inferred from this wish of Penelope:

Di, precor, hoc puleant, ut, cumibus ordine iatis,
Ille meos orulos comprimat, ille tuis.

1 If the Chinese are right in that suggestion, we may again connect a custom of theirs with analogous practices in other parts of the globe. "During the blessing war 'saining' of a corpse in Scotland", says Denvys (The Folk lore of China, ch. II) "all the windows of the house are opened so as to give the soul free egress. When a death takes place, in many parts of Europe, all the doors and windows should be unfastened, as it is thought that the first pains of purgatory are inflicted by the soul squeezing through the closed doors. We have something like this in "Swift's Journey from this World to the Next, where the spirits, conversing on "their way to the throne of Mieros, relate to each other how they had to wait "still an open door or window in the house in which the death had taken place, "enabled them to get free from it. There is a curious superstition in Devonshire
any family of shopkeepers that has a death to bewail will, if the house is small, close the premises on the street-side by means of the wooden shutters which are used in ordinary times during the night to keep out thieves. In this way they silently intimate that the trade stands still for the time being. No such measures, however, are taken in many cases when the dwelling is large enough to allow business to go on quite separated from the funeral rites, a friend or distant relative being then, as a rule, charged with the management of the shop, whereas the nearest kindred have no time to look after it themselves until the coffining or the burial is over.

Procuringsackcloth garments.

Among the requirements of the funeral rites, clothes of brownish sackcloth of the coarsest description stand foremost. They are worn by the nearest relatives by way of deep mourning-dress whenever they have to go through a rite of importance connected with the disposal of the dead, sons and grandsons then unbraid their cues, and laying aside the silken cords, which in ordinary times used to be twisted in them to make them longer. It is, indeed, requisite to have the hair hanging down upon the back disheveled and neglected when in deep mourning; but the daughters, daughters-in-law and wife of the deceased need not unbraid their plaits. They only lay aside the ornamental pins, flowers and the like, not to use them again until the burial is over.

The said sackcloth garments, which will be described in full detail in the third part of this Book, ch. VI, are, in most cases, hired for money in a kind of establishments called kó-chê-tiêm¹, lit. »shops of drums and wind-instruments”, or hâu-ting-tiêm², »shops of soul-pavilions”, where everything required for the equipment of funeral trains and bridal processions may be procured for temporary use, inclusive of the music. Well-to-do people sometimes have the clothes made for themselves at home, which, owing to the low quality of the

¹ that the departure of life is delayed where any lock is closed in the dwelling or any bolt shot.” Similar ideas prevail also in Celebes: amongst the Bugis and natives of Macassar, says Van Eck, when any one lies down in the agony of death, doors and windows are thrown open, and everything in the house that is locked and bolted is unfastened, all to facilitate the departure of the soul (Indische Gids, January 1882, page 71).

² 鼓吹店. The meaning of this name may be learned from chapter 7, where those soul-pavilions and their part in the funeral processions are described.
material, requires but very little time and money; but nobody ever keeps them in his house ready made, as they would exercise a deadly influence over the inmates, and very likely entail cases of untimely death.

Washing the dead.

Attired with that coarse apparel, all the sons and grandsons, even those who are scarcely able to walk, silently repair to some well in the vicinity, the eldest carrying a bucket in his hand. On their way they mournfully droop their heads, so that their eyes behold nothing but the pavement of the street. Arrived at the well, the eldest son throws in a few coppers as an offering to the water-ghost, who does not like to be deprived of a part of his property without being paid for it; then the son draws some water and takes the bucket home, all his brothers in the rear keeping up the same kind of lamentations and death dirges which the family chant and wail at the moment of the decease. As soon as the females who have staid at home, become aware of their approach, they join in the melancholy concert. In many cases, the eldest of the water-fetchers may be seen going along the street supported by a friend, or, if he is a stout and heavy man, by two friends, one on either side, for a mourning son or grandson, who understands his duties well, ought to be, or at least appear to be so bowed down with grief and sorrow as to be unable to walk without assistance.

The ceremony described, which has for its object the procuring of water for washing the dead, is at Amoy called "hit-tsui," to beg for water." If the family is of some standing, the "water-beggars" are accompanied by a servant who carries the bucket and draws the water, it being incompatible with high-life to perform any coarse labour whatever. But, while the dipping of the bucket is done by the servant, the sons loosely grasp the end of the rope, to take at least the appearance of doing the work themselves. In default of sons and grandsons, the duty of fetching water devolves on the wife, the daughters-in-law, or the unmarried girls. And if the eldest male descendant is a baby, he is borne in sackcloth garments to the well in the arms of a full-grown person who, having put the coppers in the hand of the little one, opens it, thus causing them to drop into the water.

The office of washing the dead is, as a rule, performed by one

1 乞水.
of the female inmates of the house, or if there are none who
dare do the work, by an elderly woman, whom experience has
rendered familiar with matters of this kind. The corpse is not
stripped for the washing, but the hand is passed under the gar-
ments, it being simply wiped clean with a wet towel. In very
exceptional cases, e. g. when death has been caused by a loathsome or
contagious disease, or if the deceased has become very unclean while
dying, in short, whenever there is nobody in the family who dares
do the washing, the intervention of hirelings is secured, who are ac-
customed to demand a comparatively high pay for the unpleasant job.

As no one cherishing any respect for the beloved dead can allow
the substance which is generally excreted at death, to remain
about the body, the custom of washing the dead undoubtedly prev-
vails all the world over. And, so, it can not be a matter of aston-
ishment to find it obtaining also in other parts of the Chinese
empire, far from the one we are more specially dealing with. In
the ninth volume of the China Review (page 397) we read: »Rites
» performed for the dead: 買水 (i. e. to buy water). When a
» mother or a father of a family dies, the son will take a basin
» and two cash and go to the water-side — in Hongkong
» a hydrant will do as well. The cash are thrown into the
» water, and some water is dipped up in the basin. This is taken
» back to the house and a mock-washing of the body is performed;
» not a drop of water is allowed to fall on the body or on its
» clothing, but the son stands near the body, and with a towel
» dipped in the water pretends to wash it.» Dr. Gray, China,
ch. 12, writes: »Should a person die unexpectedly, or before his
» relatives have had time to dress him in his best robes, the next-
» of-kin attires himself in sackcloth, and hastens to the nearest
» river or well to buy from the Hoi-Loong Wong¹ or River Dra-
» gon King, water wherewith to wash the face and body of the
» deceased. Four cash, and in some instances a live fish as well,
» are cast into the stream by way of payment. The fish is supposed
» to inform the river-god that the water has been bought and paid
» for. The nearest of kin is accompanied to the well or river by
» several friends, two of whom support him, one on each side, for
» he is supposed to be bowed down with grief. The procession is
» headed by two or more minstrels, the discordant sounds of whose

¹ 海龍王.
"musical instruments cannot easily be forgotten by one who has once heard them."

The practice of buying water for washing the corpse is also mentioned by Williams, in his Middle Kingdom (ch. 15). It was observed at least seven centuries ago on the extreme south-western part of the Chinese coast, as is shown by the *Ling-wai-tai-tah*, which has in its sixth chapter: »When a native of Khin has died, the filial sons forthwith unbraid their hair, put on a hat of bamboo, take a water-dipper, a jar and mock paper money, and repair to the water-side. Here they lament bitterly, cast the money (the paper money aforesaid?) into the water, and, having dipped up water, return home to wash the corpse. They call this 'to buy water.' If they do not act in the way described, their neighbours and fellow villagers will look upon them as unfilial people. »Now-a-days, the natives of Khin use water, purchased for money, for their meals and for the supply of their kitchen. They call it 'sold water', and it is reputed to avert fatal events'.

Neither can we wonder at finding the custom, now under our notice, in ancient China. The *I-li*, describing the funeral rites of ordinary officers, their parents, wife and eldest son, has:

»The overseers of the waste and cultivated grounds dig a pit between the steps, a little towards the west-side, and contrive a furnace under the western wall (of the court-yard) with its front-side facing the east. Water-basins, washing tubs, a water-

1 萬外代答，*Answers relative to matters beyond the Mountain-ranges*. It is a remarkable little work by Chen Kung-fei 周去非, an official of the twelfth century, full of interesting notes on the geography and ethnography of the southern provinces of the empire and foreign Asiatic countries, extending even to the far west of China, and to Sumatra and Java.

2 The extreme western coast district of the present Kwangtung province.

3 欽人始死孝子靴髮項竹笠裳囊革持紙錢往水邊號慟酸錢於水而汲歸潔尸謂之買水否則邻里以爲不孝今欽人食用以錢易水以充庖厨謂之沽水者避因名也。

4 Any building of importance was, in ancient times, erected on a square terrace having two flights of steps in front. As the front faced the south, the steps were on the east and the west.

In order to assist the reader in better understanding many an extract from the ancient books inserted in this work, we give a rough plan of an official dwelling during the Ch'in dynasty, compiled from illustrations in the Khienlung edition of the *I-li*, which were drawn from information contained in the old works.
PLAN
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DURING THE CHEU DYNASTY.
Walls are indicated by double lines.

SOUTH.
» dipper, a vase without feet, and double-caldrons\(^4\), all new, are
» washed clean at the foot of the western steps\(^2\). The servant in
» charge of the apartments draws water, and without removing the
» rope from the bucket, coils it on his hand\(^7\). The Invoker (after
» the manner of the Hia dynasty)\(^1\) rinses rice in the hall, turning
» his face southwards and using a water-basin (wherein to pour the
» rinsings)\(^5\). While he performs this work, he separates, on filling
» the water-basin, the bad grains from the good ones\(^6\).

» The servant in charge of the apartments now ascends the whole
» flight of steps. Without going so far as the hall, he receives the
» rinsings and boils them on the furnace, employing a double-
» caldron. An attendant for the outer apartments occupied by the
» males accepts the thus prepared wash for the head and enters
» with it; the principal mourners all leave the door to stand out-
» side with their faces turned to the north, after which the head is
» washed, combed, and wiped with a towel. Subsequently, the

\(^4\) So called, because they were suspended on a wooden cross, which, looking
like a double gallows, was styled “a double” 重. We shall say more about it in Book II.

\(^2\) 句人掘坎于階間，少西，為畚于西牆下，東

\(^3\) He had to use the rope again, having to go for water more than once.

\(^4\) In its chapters on funerary ceremonies, the I-lî makes frequent mention of
Hia-chuh 夏祝, Shang-chuh 商祝, and Ch'en-chuh 周祝, or “invokers
after the manner of the Hia, Shang and Ch'en dynasty”, all of whom performed
active parts in the proceedings connected with the disposal of the dead. But the
information the ancient books afford about the functions of those sacerdotal officers,
are extremely scanty. The Ch'en-lî describes indeed, in its 25th chapter, the functions
of a Great invoker 大祝, a Sub-invoker 小祝, an Invoker for the Imperial
hunting-parties 旬祝, an Invoker for sworn conventions 詛祝, and an Invoker for funeral rites 喪祝, but it is quite uncertain whether there existed a
relationship between them and the three functionaries mentioned above. In ch. 52
of the Li-ki (I. 8) we read: “The Invoker of the Ancestors regulates the rites in
the ancestral temples, and the Invoker after the manner of the Shang dynasty the
funeral ceremonies” 宗祝辨乎宗廟之禮，商祝辨乎喪禮
(Sect. 軽記，III). That Invoker of the Ancestors is generally supposed to have
represented the office à la Chên.

\(^5\) 當人汲, 不說繮屈之。祝漸米于堂, 南面, 用

\(^6\) 夏祝漸米, 進盛之. Chapt. 31, l. 12.
body is washed with towels and wiped with bathing clothes, that is to say, the four attendants lift up the shroud, and so the washing is performed. There is then no mat upon the couch. At the death of an officer's mother, the washing is done by attendants of the inner apartments where the women live; no hairpin is in this case put in the coiffure.

The washing water is cast into the pit. The nails are pared and the beard trimmed as on other days (before death); the coiffure is bound with a tape and the hair-pin put into it. They then place the grave-clothes on the body, the chief mourners finally entering and repairing to their places.

A similar account, very likely referring to Rulers and Great officers also, is given by the Li-ki (ch. 57, l. 35 and 36). It runs as follows:

The servant in charge of the apartments draws water. Without removing the rope from the bucket he coils it on his hand. He then ascends the whole flight of steps, and without going so far as the hall, hands the water to the attendants, who go in to wash the corpse. While four lower servants hold up the shroud, two attendants perform the washing. A basin is used for the washing water, a ladle to pour water over the body; the washing is performed by means of towels of fine dolichos, and in drying the body they use bathing clothes, just as in former days. A lower servant pares the toe-nails, and the rest of the washing water is thrown away into the pit. At the death of a mother, attendants of the inner apartments hold up the shroud and perform the washing.

The servant in charge of the apartments draws water again and hands it over to an attendant, who, separating the bad grains from the good, prepares, up in the hall, the water for washing the head. This wash is, in case of a Ruler, made of spiked millet, in that of a Great officer of paniced millet, in that of an

1 書人盡階，不分堂，受潘煮於壺，用重篭。外御受沐，入，主人皆出戶外，北面，乃沐，櫛，攝用巾，浴用巾，攝用浴衣。Chapt. 27, l. 2-5.

2 御者四人抗衾而浴。其弟。其母之喪則內御者浴，簪無笄。Chapt. 31, l. 13.

3 濯濯乘于坎。澡濯如他日，簪用組，乃笄。設明衣裳，主人入，即位。Chapt. 27, l. 6 and 7.
ordinary officer also of spiked millet. A furnace has been made
at the foot of the wall on the west by the overseers of the waste
and cultivated grounds, and double-caldrons have been brought out by
servants in charge of the earthenware. The servant in charge of the
apartment having now received the wash for the head, boils it
(in the said caldrons, on the furnace), using fuel made of the
stubble removed from the north-west side of the ancestral temple,
and provided by the overseers of the waste and cultivated grounds.
This done, the servant in charge of the apartments hands the
washing water to the attendants, who thereupon wash the head,
using an earthenware vessel for the purpose. The head is dried
with a towel, as used to be done in former days; a lower servant
clips the nails of the fingers and cuts the beard, and the wash-
ing water is thrown into the pit”.

During the Cheu dynasty, other substances besides water and
washings of rice and millet were, in the case of Rulers, used for
cleansing the dead. We have ample evidence of this in the Cheu-li.

1 箕人汲，不設織屈之。盡階不升堂，授御者，御者入役。小臣四人抗會，御者二人役。渾水用
盆，沃水用墨。浴用錦巾，挹用浴衣，如宅日。小
臣爪足，浴餘水棄於坎。其母之喪，則內御者抗
會而浴。

箕人汲授御者，御者差沐於堂上。君沐袚，大
夫沐積，士沐軻。甸人為壇於西牆下，陶人出重
鬲。箕人受沐乃煮之。甸人取所徹廟之西北邱
薪用爨之。箕人授御者沐，乃沐，沐用瓦盤，挹
用巾。如宅日，小臣爪手翦須，孺濯棄於坎。 Sect. 喪大
記，1.

2 周禮， or “Ritual of the Cheu dynasty”. This is the third of what the
Chinese call the 三禮 or “Three Rituals”, viz. the Li-ku, I-li and Cheu-li.
It contains a long series of descriptions of the functions and duties of the various
officers during the Cheu dynasty, the whole thus giving a highly valuable picture
of the organization of government in those ancient times. It is not a ritual work
like the I-li and Li-ku, but a constitutional one; hence the original name Cheu-
kwan 周官, “Official Book of Cheu”, was more correct than the present one,
which dates from the Thang dynasty. We shall have to refer to the book very often in
the course of our work.

A translation of the Cheu-li was made by Edward Biot, and published after his
"When the sovereign dies, at the great exposition (of his body on the couch), the Underintendent of Religious Worship washes the corpse with fragrant spirits made from millet. — The Master of Collocation (whose function is to arrange the seats and implements at sacrifices), at great funerals, when the great washing with fragrant spirits takes place, puts up the cooking implements. — When, at a great funeral, the great washing of the body is performed, the Officer of the Millet-wine lays out the ladles and furnishes the millet-wine for perfuming the corpse. — At a great funeral, immediately after the demise, the Great invoker washes the corpse with the millet-spirits set out at the exposition of the body, assists in putting rice into the mouth of the dead, helps with the dressing, and removes and puts out the sacrificial implements. — And the Sub-invoker, at a great funeral, assists at the washing of the corpse, sets out scorched grain, and erects the banner which is inscribed with the name of the dead."

To return now to modern China, — in case the family should have the grave-clothes quite ready when the washing is over, they at once proceed to dressing the body in the way described in the next chapter. Otherwise they first leave the corpse in the clothes that were already put on it when death was imminent (see page 6), or change those clothes again, in each case, however,

dead at Paris, in 1854. We refer to this work those of our readers who are anxious to know more about a most remarkable legacy of antiquity. We are, however, sorry to say that we do by no means share the enthusiastic views, expressed by Dr. Legge about the book on page 5 of his translation of the Li-ki. The blunders in it are very numerous, though not the result of any disability to understand and analyze Chinese texts, but rather of the translator's want of a general knowledge of ancient China as depicted in the Classics. Indeed, he nowhere shows us that he has made a study of those works. Therefore, in giving extracts from the Cheu-ki, we are in not one instance indebted to M. Biot, but have translated everything directly from the great Khiendung edition mentioned in the note on page 4 and bearing the title: "Report on the rules laid down in the Cheu-known, confirmed by imperial sanction".

1 小宗伯、王崩大肆、以和鬯酒 Ch. 19, l. 21.
2 荼師、大喪、大甿以鬯、則築煮 Ch. 19, l. 35.
3 奚人、大喪之大甿設斗、共其爵鬯 Ch. 20, l. 9.
4 大祝、大喪、始崩、以肆鬯酒戶、相飯、賛斃、徹、奠 Ch. 25, l. 14.
5 小祝、大喪、賛鬯、設熬、置銘 Ch. 25, l. 22.
covering the body with a white shroud over which comes a red sheet of smaller dimensions. This hiding the dead from view is considered a matter of great importance, because it represents a sacred custom handed down by holy antiquity. It is, indeed, mentioned by both the I-\textit{li} and the \textit{Li-ki}, as may be seen from the extracts quoted on page 18; moreover, the latter Classic (ch. 57, l. 34) says: »Immediately after the demise, the corpse is transferred (from the ground, see page 7) to the couch and covered with the shroud that is to be used also at the subsequent dressing; and the garments in which the last breath was drawn are taken off”.

\textit{Placing a light near the corpse.}

The \textit{Li-ki} (ch. 57, l. 24) also has: »In the case of a Ruler, there are two candles above in the hall and two below. In that of a Great officer, the numbers are respectively one and two, and in that of an ordinary officer, one and one”\(^1\). And the \textit{I-\textit{li}} says: »At night they light a torch in the central part of the court-yard”\(^1\). The ancient custom, to which these passages introduce us, is also observed by modern Chinese down to the lowest classes. As soon as the deceased is stretched on the water-bed, one of the first cares of the family is to place a lighted candle in an ordinary candlestick near his feet, either on the couch or on a form or chair at the side of it. They call it a \textit{kha-bé-tsik} \(^1\) or »feet-candle”. Poor people in many cases take a bowl instead of a candle, put some sand in it and place upon the sand a small round open sancer of iron filled with oil in which a wick of water rush is swimming. Such sancers, placed on a wooden stand, form the ordinary house lamps of daily life.

The usage, now under our notice, goes at Amoy by the name of \textit{ch’iō-ch’iō}\(^5\), »to light the corpse”. To properly understand it, one should bear in mind that since time immemorial the Chinese

---

\(^1\) 始死遷尸於牀，幷用歬衾。去死衣。\textit{Sect. 喪大記。}

\(^2\) 君堂上二燭，下二燭。大夫堂上一燭，下二燭。士堂上一燭，下一燭。\textit{Sect. 喪大記。}

\(^3\) 宾為燎于中庭。\textit{Chapt. 28, l. 4.}

\(^4\) 脚尾燭。

\(^5\) 照尸。
have divided nature in two great parts, supreme powers of the
universe, one called Yang¹, embracing light, warmth, life; the
other known as Yin², or the principle of darkness, cold and death.
The former is more especially identified with the heavens, from
which of course all light, warmth and life emanate; the Yin,
on the other hand, with the earth which, when not directly acted
upon by the heavens, is nothing but a dark, cold, lifeless mass; the
regions of death also are an integral part of it. Now, the dis-
embodied soul being naturally under the full influences of those dark,
unseen regions, would even in the broadest daylight be quite
unable to find its way through them to the corpse and to the sacrifices
which are to be offered there every day for its benefit, did not
the family remedy the evil by the happy expedient which
now occupies our attention. Besides, there is a second idea
underlying the custom. Souls in general, constituting the vital
principle of men, are in the main composed of material derived
from Yang, the great source of all life in nature. With this
idea before them and, moreover, convinced that the soul they
are attending must be sadly weakened by its separation from the
body, the family strengthen it by means of a little artificial
Yang, to wit, by light and warmth emanating from the candle
or the lamp.

This custom consequently acquaints us with a prevailing belief
that disembodied souls continue wandering about the corpse, and
enjoy the offerings that are made on the spot in their behalf. This
idea should not be lost sight of by our readers, as it throws the
fullest light on the whole extent of Chinese funeral rites and because
the greater part of these would otherwise be perfectly unintelligible³.

¹ 陽.  ² 陰.
³ The custom under our notice is also interesting from the fact, that it is
paralleled everywhere in our hemisphere. The Christians in many parts of the
globe surround the corpses of those lying in state with wax tapers, which they
keep burning until the burial day. The Catholic church is known to be most partic-
ular on this point, as scarcely ever a funeral takes place without tapers round
the coffin. Moresinus explains the use of the candle on this occasion as an Egyp-
tian hieroglyphic for life, designed to express the ardent desire of the survivors to
have had the life of the deceased prolonged.

In Levi's account of the rites and ceremonies of the modern Jews we have
mention of the like practice. 'The corpse, he says, is taken and laid on the ground,
sand a light set at its head.' In Henry VIII's time it was the custom to set
two burning candles over the dead body. Finally Pope's couplet will be familiar
to the reader of the pathetic story of Eloist and Abelard —
Taking into consideration that the lamp in question is designed for saving the soul from starvation and evaporation, it will by no means appear surprising that all classes of the people connect a superstition with it to the effect that, whoever happens to extinguish it shall be visited by disaster. Indeed, the soul, roused to bitter indignation against such an increaser of its misery, will certainly make him bleed soundly for what he has done. Like woe shall betide the man who hastens the extinction of the lamp by allowing himself, even unconsciously, to be besmeared with some of the oil; and there is nobody who, knowing himself the victim of such an atrocious deed, will rest until he has taken adequate revenge upon the low character who has thus exposed him to the anger of the soul. It is a matter of course that very near relatives are, in such cases, further beyond the reach of evil consequences than strangers, as they exert themselves with all the power that is in them for the welfare of the dead, and are liked for this by the soul.

Under the name 『corpse-oil』, the luminiferous liquid of the lamp plays an important part in the black art. Women generally ascribe to it the power of creating discord between married people; hence many a principal wife, if jealous of a concubine who enjoys more of their common lord's love than herself, does not shrink from smearing the dangerous stuff on the garments of her rival, feeling sure she shall in this way put a stop to the good understanding which excites her jealousy. People also say that many women go so far as to lay up secretly a little quantity of such oil, in order to have it always ready at hand when required for bad purposes of the kind, e.g. in behalf of dear friends, who want

『Ah, hopeless lasting Flames! like those that burn
To light the dead, and warm th'unfruitful urn』.

According to the Glossary to Maria Edgeworth's Castle Rackrent, in Ireland »all the friends and neighbours of the deceased collect in a barn or stable, where the corpse is laid upon some boards or an unhinged door, supported upon stools, the face exposed, the rest of the body covered with a white sheet. Round the body are stuck in brass candlesticks, which have been borrowed perhaps at five miles distance, as many candles as the poor person can beg or borrow, observing always to have an odd number".

(Brand, Observations, pages 441 and 437).

»In the lowlands of Scotland a candle is waved thrice round a corpse as it is 'sained' or blessed. A candle used to be set upon a dead body in Northumberland, and a similar practice prevailed in the Isle of Man" (Dennys, The Folk-lore of China, page 21).

1 尸油.
a dose. It is quite natural that people who feel convinced that souls bear a deep grudge against any one who robs them of their oil, also believe that they strike wives, guilty of such an act, in the very first place in their matrimonial happiness; in fact, nothing can be dearer to a Chinese woman, absolutely uneducated as she is to any feelings of higher order, than the animal affections of her husband. Besides, the oil, symbolizing the separation of the dead from the living, cannot but have a separating influence on a couple who are brought in close contact with it.

They place paper slaves near the corpse.
So far for the candle and the lamp. As the family sagely surmise that the soul wants servants in the world of darkness too, they place two puppets near the feet of the dead, either upon or by the water-bed. These puppets, made in the roughest possible manner of paper pasted on bamboo splints, are not more than a foot in size; they represent one male and one female, and are known as *kha-bê kân*, »feet-slaves«. Afterwards they are placed in the coffin at the feet of the dead.

They collect ashes at their neighbours.
As soon as the washing of the corpse is over, the sons, in their sackcloth garments, once more leave the house, this time carrying an ordinary basket, in which they have placed a rice-measure upside down. They go out for what they call *khit hé-hu*, »begging for ashes«. Each laying one hand on the basket, they slowly and solemnly repair to the next dwelling and kneeling down in front of the entrance, their eyes silently fixed on the pavement, patiently wait for the master, who soon appears and places some ashes from his kitchen on the turned-up bottom of the measure. In return for this gift the eldest son silently hands a couple of candles to him, intended to be burned upon his domestic altar. This done, the mourners resort to the house of a second neighbour and even to a third, there going through the same ceremony, and finally they return home. Whilst performing these acts of filial devotion the mourners do not wail, as it is rude, nay cruel and criminal, to bring influences of mourning over other people by pouring out lamentations on their premises.

1 脚尾[田]. 2 乞火灰.
If the deceased has no sons living, the ashes are collected by the next-of-kin, in accordance with the classification of rank recognized in Chinese family-life, just as in the case of buying water for washing the corpse (page 14). The ashes are designed for the equipment of the coffin and shall, as such, be spoken of again in chapter V.

They remove the furniture, sleep on straw, etc.

Meanwhile, the part of the dwelling which is the principal scene of the funeral rites, has been made to undergo an important change. The altar with the ancestral tablets and the images of the domestic divinities was, as we said on page 5, removed from the hall when death was imminent or seemed to be so. But as soon as life is actually extinct, the same measure is extended to the whole of the furniture including the two lanterns, with censer betwixt them, that in fashionable houses hang down from the ceiling in honour of the spirits presiding over heaven, earth, and water, or the so-called *Sam-hâi-kong*, »Lords of the three Spheres«. The paper scrolls inscribed with antithetical sentences, that ornament the walls by pairs, are taken down, and so are the pictures of landscapes and scenes of domestic life, the pieces of red cloth fixed over the lintels of the doors and windows to keep out pernicious influences, etc. etc. Only a few stools or chairs are left for the convenience of condoling visitors, as the rules of etiquette forbid the receiving of the same without offering them a seat.

Thus the water-bed with its appurtenances is about the only thing to be seen in the hall. In many cases, a small movable furnace, called *kim-lâ*, or »furnace to burn gold«, is placed on the floor in front of it, and made to consume from time to time a quantity of small paper sheets which kinsmen, friends and acquaintances, on calling to condole with the family, offer for the purpose. These sheets, being all partly tinned over on one side, are, according to the prevailing conviction, turned by the process of fire into real silver currency available in the world of darkness, and sent there through the smoke to the soul; they are called *gîn-tsou*, »silver paper«. Most families prefer to previously fold every sheet in the shape of a hollow ingot, a „silver ingot” *gîn-khâ*¹, as they call it. This

¹ 三界公. ² 金爐. ³ 銀紙. ⁴ 銀錠.
requires a great amount of labour and time, but increases the value of the treasure immensely. It is also customary to add to every portion burnt a number of such sheets coloured yellow with a decoction of certain flowers, to represent gold. This »gold paper" "kim-tsoó" is likewise folded beforehand into what they call singots of gold" "kim-khö," but it is designed for the benefit of the local divinity of the Soil, the patron divinity of departed souls of whom more will soon be told. By the way it remains to be said, that in many cases a furnace is dispensed with for the paper-offerings, everything being simply burnt on the bare floor.

The hall thus strongly reminds us of very ancient, not to say savage times, when all the possessions of the dead man were thrown into a fire, kindled for the purpose by the side of the corpse. There are, indeed, many instances on record of uncivilized tribes that burn or otherwise destroy their property, the implication being that the things themselves, or their ghostly duplicates, go with the soul into the other world. »In Africa this is common: among the Koosas the widows of chiefs burn all the household utensils; the Bagos (Coast Negroes) do the like, and include all their stores of food; even their rice is not saved from the flames. »It is a custom of the Comanches to burn the deceased’s weapons. »In other cases the dead man’s implements and movables are broken. Franklin says of the Chippewaans, 'no article is spared by these unhappy men when a near relative dies; their clothes and tents are cut to pieces, their guns broken, and every other weapon rendered useless’." Now, on seeing that the modern Chinese convert a great deal of their possessions into mock paper-money and, as we shall have occasion to describe in subsequent chapters, also into paper-and-bamboo models of houses, furniture and other necessaries of life, finally turning the whole collection into smoke and ashes for the dead man’s use, it is certainly not against the laws of logic to believe we have here to do with a survival of a more ancient destruction of real property.

Conjecture, in fact, seems useless to establish a reason for this custom, and for many others that fall under our notice in this part of our work, unless we trace them back to such ancient times. As will be discussed in extenso in the 6th, and 7th, chapters of the third part of this Book, the ancient documents of the empire afford the

1 金紙. 2 金箔. 3 Spencer, The Principles of Sociology, § 108.
fullest possible evidence that, originally, mourning was nothing but an absolute renunciation of all earthly goods for the sake of the dead, and such on account of a dominating principle that everything a child possessed was its father's property and continued to be so after the latter's translation to the other world. Even at the present day this dogma reigns supreme in Chinese society. Anciently it prompted the offspring to fill up the tomb with all sorts of implements, ornaments, rare and precious objects, domestic animals, even to bury the deceased's wives, concubines and slaves: the two paper slaves spoken of on page 24 undoubtedly represent a last faint shadow of this practice. Indeed, nothing was kept by the mourners to cover their limbs but the poorest sackcloth perfectly valueless to the deceased, whom they dressed, on the other hand, in the most costly robes they could afford: the same sackcloth is still found on the bodies of modern mourners at the more important phases of the funeral rites. Finally, the ancient books teach us that the mourners observed a rigid fasting and ate nothing but a small quantity of water-gruel now and then, all the food in the house having to be sacrificed to the deceased; so, cooking was given up, and the ashes required for the coffin had to be applied for at the neighbours'. It is true that fasting has now nearly disappeared from the funeral rites, but the custom of begging for ashes has, as we have shown on page 24, been devoutly maintained as a solemn rite down to the present day. It will be perfectly clear now why the persons who perform it wear the sackcloth garments.

The custom of removing all the furniture from the hall in which the dead body lies, we may now consider as sufficiently explained. No doubt there is a close connexion between it and this ancient prescript occurring in chapter 4 of the Li-ki (1. 2): »He who has suffered a loss by death sits on a single mat". But even more is done now-a-days as long as the body is unclothed: the wife, sons, daughters, daughters-in-law, and the eldest grandson renounce their beds also, and pass their nights by the side of the corpse on a mat or some straw spread out on the floor. This usage, which goes by the term lüü si, »to watch over the corpse", is

---

1 This subject will be amply dealt with in the 4th., 8th, and 9th. chapters of the third part of this Book.
2 A special chapter, the 7th, will be devoted to this subject in the third part of this Book.
3 守庠, 嘗席而坐, 《禮記》卷 1，第 4。
likewise of very ancient standing: in fact, in the China of ancient
times the mourners used to occupy small sheds of wood and clay,
specially erected for the purpose and entirely without furniture of
any kind, there to spend the days in wailing and fasting,
their nights on straw or matting »with a clod of earth for a pil-
low’. All this will be treated of at length in the sixth chapter
of the third part of this Book and illustrated by extracts from ancient
native works. That the modern mourners lie down in the immediate
vicinity of the corpse with the professed design to watch over it,
resembles our own practice of watching the dead 1.

Even on its outside the house of mourning is stripped of
its ornaments. The inscriptions on long strips of red paper,
affixed along the door-posts and over the lintel of every Chinese
dwelling, are pasted over, or partly pasted over, with a white or
black paper band bearing no characters at all, and a like band is
made to cover the inscriptions or painted human figures that de-
corate each door-leaf of the main entrance. Mourning, indeed, allows
of neither paint nor colour and is especially inconsistent with red,
because this colour is believed to expel pernicious influences and
thus particularly to symbolize good luck, happiness, delight and
pleasure.

The most conspicuous intimation to passers-by that some one in
the house has departed this life, is a sedan-chair of bamboo splints
and paper, placed outside the door for the use of the soul. It goes
by the name of kí-soán kíó 2, »palankeen to cross the country”. Its
dimensions vary from two feet to the ordinary size, and are pro-
portionate to the means of the family. The carrying poles are affixed
on the shoulders of two or four human images, likewise made of
bamboo and paper. As these beings are appointed to convey the
soul on their shoulders wherever it should desire to go, and thus
to save it all physical fatigue in the realm of shades, the surviving

1 Brand, quoting several authorities, points out the existence of the custom
of watching the dead, also in very ancient times, in the north of England, where
it survives under the name of beke-make, in North Wales, where it goes by the
name of wyt-miss, in Cumberland, in Ireland, in the Isle of Man, in Sweden, and
observes: »That watching with the corpse was an ancient custom everywhere
practised, numerous passages from ecclesiastical writers might be cited to prove,
would there be any doubt of the antiquity of a practice which, owing its origin
to the tenderest affections of human nature, has perhaps on that account been used
from the infancy of Time” (Observations”, p. 437 and 462).

2 過山橋.
relatives, of course, take good care to propitiate them, lest they should fall short in their duty and prove intractable and lazy. Each of them is regularly refreshed with a tea-cup of cooked rice and a few cakes, one of the kinsmen inviting them with bows and holding a few incense-sticks between his fingers, to partake of the food; moreover, a few threaded sheets of mock money are hung round the neck or on the arm of each, every Chinaman knowing by experience that chair-bearers are always strongly opposed to moving when no advance wages have been paid them.

By the way it may be mentioned here that the well to do sometimes have, during the funeral rites, a kind of awning, constructed of bamboo poles and white cloth or matting in their court-yard in front of the hall. It is designed for affording protection against rain and sunshine to all those who take a part in the preparation of the body for the grave and in the funeral rites.

Placing food at the side of the corpse.

At the beginning of the second chapter describing the Chinese practice of wailingly calling to the dead, we saw in it an attempt to induce the soul to return and re-animate the corpse, an attempt pointing to a prevailing belief that death is by no means absolute, but may, like other insensibilities, be only temporary. This belief has created another custom, to which we must devote a few moments of attention, to wit, that of feeding the corpse by actually putting food into its mouth and placing eatables by its side.

As filling the mouth of the dead with morsels has now well-nigh fallen into disuse in Amoy and its environs, the custom can only be dealt with in its historical aspects and is consequently reserved for discussion in the 7th. chapter of the second part of this Book. But setting out food at the side of the corpse is still faithfully observed by all classes of society as a holy customary law allowing of no infringement whatever.

Before taking their usual breakfast, the deceased's wife and children arrange a bowl of cooked rice, and in many cases also a dish of vegetables, bean-curd or the like, on a table at the right hand side of the bed. They carefully add a pair of chopsticks, the well-known instruments that serve the Chinese to conduct their food to their mouths. Then taking burning incense-sticks between their fingers, they kneel down on the floor and wail and lament for a few minutes in the usual way, some silver mock money being in the meantime kindled in the furnace to enrich
the dead. And after a time, when the deceased is supposed to have satisfied the wants of his stomach, the mourners proceed to take their own meal, consuming in most cases the food offered to the corpse; but in some families they prefer giving that food to the beggars in the street, as the influences of death which stick to it might perhaps injure them.

This giving the corpse food is a custom of very ancient date, traceable in the old documents of Chinese literature. It will likewise be treated of in ch. 7 of Part II.

Sacrificing to the local divinity of the Soil.

A petty offering, also composed of a bowl of rice to which a few dainties are added occasionally, is at the same time set out for the use of the local divinity of the Soil, whose acquaintance the reader has made on page 26. If properly propitiated in this way, this being is expected to safely pilot the soul through the regions of darkness, of which he has the control. It is the duty of one of the mourners to invite him to help himself; for this purpose the man makes a polite bow in front of the offerings, at the same time holding one or three burning incense sticks in his joined hands on a level with his head. Prudent and intelligent people take care to lay out only one chopstick for the use of the god, thoughtfully calculating that it must take him in this way a long time to consume his meal and so prevent him from hurrying off before the soul is properly prepared to follow him.

Visits of condolence.

On pages 9 and 25 we cursorily noticed the fact that kinsmen, friends and acquaintances are in the habit of calling at the house of death to present their condolences to the afflicted family. This is called bai song¹, "to inquire after the decease".

When such a visitor has entered the hall, he kneels down in front of the curtain which screens the corpse from view, lays his forehead on the ground and wails a moment or two in this position in concert with the mourners, who have retired for this purpose into the side apartments. The principal mourner then makes his appearance, silently prostrates himself before the visitor and knocks his head against the floor at least three times, thus express-

---

¹ 禾喪
ING THE THANKS OF THE FAMILY FOR HIS HAVING COME TO TAKE PART IN THEIR GRIEF. THE GUEST NOW PRONOUNCES A FEW WORDS OF ENDARMENT AND CONSOLATION TO THE MOURNER, AND, IN RETURN FOR HIS PRESENT OF MOCK PAPER MONEY WHICH HAS BEEN BROUGHT IN BY A SERVANT A FEW MOMENTS BEFORE, HE RECEIVES A LITTLE SKEIN OF THIN RED CORDS OF SILK, A PIECE OF WHITE LINEN, AND A PIECE OF RED SILK OR COTTON, OF WHICH ARTICLES THE FAMILY HAVE PURCHASED A GOOD QUANTITY BEFOREHAND WITH A VIEW TO THE EXPECTED GUESTS. THE WHITE AND THE RED CLOTH ARE DESIGNED FOR A MOURNING BAND, WHICH THE VISITOR WILL HAVE TO WIND AROUND HIS HEAD IN THE FUNERAL PROCESSION IN CASE HE MIGHT WISH TO ACCOMPANY THE CORPSE TO THE GRAVE; THE RED THREADS, HOWEVER, ARE FASTENED FORTHWITH TO THE LAPEL OF HIS COAT, RED BEING SUPPOSED TO COUNTERACT PERNICIOUS INFLUENCES IN GENERAL, AND THOSE WHICH RESULT FROM CONTACT WITH DEATH AND MOURNING IN PARTICULAR.

THE GUEST THEREUPON RETIRING, THE FAMILY TAKE CARE TO PAY THE BEARERS OF HIS PALANKEEN THEIR FULL WAGES FOR THE JOURNEY OUT AND HOME. INDEED, THE CHINESE RULES OF ETIQUETTE SEVERELY FORBID ONE WHO ENJOYS THE HONOUR OF A CEREMONIAL CALL TO ALLOW THE PARTY WHO BESTOWS THE HONOUR, TO PAY THE EXPENSES CONNECTED WITH IT.

WHENEVER A RELATION APPEARS WHO, ACCORDING TO PREVAILING SOCIAL NOTIONS, OCCUPIES A HIGHER RANK IN THE HIERARCHY OF THE FAMILY THAN THE MOURNERS, AS THEIR PATERNAL UNCLE, OR A BROTHER OF THEIR GRANDFATHER, IT IS NECESSARY FOR ALL THE SONS OF THE DECEASED TO COME FORTH SIMULTANEOUSLY, IN ORDER TO THANK HIM WITH PROSTRATIONS FOR HIS CALL. THERE ARE ALWAYS SOME AMONG THE VISITORS, MORE ESPECIALLY AMONG THE FEMALE PART, WHO REMAIN WITH THE MOURNERS TO LEND THEM A HELPING HAND IN THE PREPARATIONS FOR THE BURIAL.

PRESENTING PAPER MONEY WHEN PAYING A VISIT OF CONDOLENCE IS A CUSTOM FIRMLY ESTABLISHED, AND ACCORDINGLY COMPLIED WITH BY EVERYBODY WITH GREAT STRICTNESS. THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF EACH ONE'S GIFT IS DUTY SET DOWN IN A SPECIAL MEMORANDUM BOOK, IT BEING HIGHLY DESIRABLE FOR THE FAMILY TO BE ABLE TO CALCULATE AFTER THE RITES ARE OVER, HOW LARGE A QUANTITY OF SACRIFICIAL ARTICLES OUGHT TO BE SENT TO EACH VISITOR IN RETURN. THE PAPER IS DESIGNED FOR THE EQUIPMENT OF THE COFFIN AND, ACCORDINGLY, ALWAYS DENOTED BY THE TERM KOAN-THAOI TEOH 1, "COFFIN-PAPER". BUT AS THE RECEPTACLE OF THE DEAD IS, OF COURSE, NOT SPACIOUS ENOUGH TO HOLD THE WHOLE MASS OFFERED BY SO MANY FRIENDS, IT IS REGULARLY BURNED BY LOTS BY

---

1 棺頭紙.
the side of the corpse, as was said already on page 25, the ashes
being carefully collected to be afterwards wrapped in paper and
placed in the coffin, or at the side of the coffin, in the tomb.

Relatives and friends living at a considerable distance and, on
this account, unable to call in person, are allowed by custom to
depute a servant or hired messenger to bring paper money to the
house of mourning. The family then commit the cloth and the
skein to the hands of this man, ordering him to take them to
his employer; they also pay him his wages for the message out and
home in obedience to a like rule of etiquette which prescribes
payment of the chair-bearers of visitors. It may, of course, occur
that such a messenger, on his way to the house of mourning,
receives intelligence that the corpse has been confined in the mean
time and the coffin closed. In this case, he is not allowed to take
the paper back, neither to deliver it, Tzé-yün, a disciple of Confucius,
having declared on a certain occasion, that in funeral matters
there should be a regular progress, no retrogressive movement”1;
so, to help himself out of the dilemma, he stealthily throws the
paper into the premises of the mortuary house, or over the wall
into the court-yard. Indeed, now it is neither offered nor taken
back the way it had come, and full justice is done to the doctrine
of the ancient sage.

Women in the family way are scarcely ever allowed to pay visits
of condolence, their husbands wisely calculating that, whereas death
is diametrically opposed to life, contact with funeral rites must
badly injure the child in utero and a miscarriage be the conse-
quence. Perhaps the Chinese are not on this point under the in-
fluence of sophisticated reasonings only, for they can scarcely have
failed to observe, that the disagreeable emotions of a future mother
are often far from remaining without effect upon the fœtus.

It is a general conviction that any one who calls at a mortuary
house incurs a kind of pollution, especially so if death has been un-
timely or caused by disease. Some condolers therefore wisely hide
a few garlic roots under their garments, convinced that the strong
smell will prevent the influences of death from clutching to their
bodies; on leaving the house they throw the roots away in the
street. Others, on re-entering their dwelling, purify themselves by
stepping over a fire, or over some burning incense powder of a kind
considered especially suitable for this and similar ends and there-

1 喪事有進而無退. Li-king. ch. 10. 1. 38. Sect. 檉弓. 1. 2.
fore styled *tsing hiw*¹, »purification-incense". Those who are of a rather orthodox turn of mind feel convinced that, unless such a cleansing has been properly undergone, it would be revoltingly irreverent to worship the God of Heaven until a certain number of days have elapsed; under no pretext whatever will they venture to perform to that supreme divinity of the pantheon the ordinary acts of daily homage which consist in placing, at sunset, a few incense-sticks in the doorposts outside the dwelling and, at the same time, a burning candle in the so-called »lantern of Heaven" *thien ting*² suspended near the spot. Some go even so far as to abstain from all worship to any divinity whatever for a certain length of time, the duration of which depends upon the degree of their own superstition.

The above description of the visits of condolence in modern China remind us again of a set of remarkable practices directly inherited from high antiquity. The ancient books of rites teach us that, during the Cheu dynasty, even sovereigns and potentates were in the habit of sending messages of condolence at the death of their officers, also of going in person to the house of mourning. Their consorts acted in a similar manner; noblemen and grandees attended part of the funeral rites of their colleagues, not excluding those of lower rank; everybody, from the very Ruler down to remote kinsmen and friends of the deceased, presented grave clothes, obviously the forerunners of the modern »collin-paper". Even the curious idea that pollution is incurred by such visits was strongly entertained in those times. We will now pass in review the principal passages bearing on this subject.

The *I li* says in its chapters on the funeral rites of ordinary officers:

»The Ruler sends a man to condole with the mourners. The curtain (suspended in the hall to screen the back-chamber from view) is tucked up, and the principal mourner receives the man outside the ts'in gate, but he does not wait on seeing the visitor.

»He then precedes him in entering the gate, turns to the right, and stands there with his face towards the north.

»The condoler, after entering, ascends the western steps and places himself with his face eastward, whereupon the principal mourner advances to the middle of the courtyard, and the condoler delivers his message. This done, the principal mourner wails,

¹ 淨香. ² 天燈.
bows, knocks his forehead against the ground, and performs a full stamping (consisting of three stamps with the feet, thrice repeated); the visitor then leaves the gate, and the principal mourner bowingly sees him off outside the outer gate.

The Ruler sends a man to bring grave clothes. The curtain having been tucked up, the principal mourner acts as in the foregoing case. The messenger with the clothes, holding the collars with his left hand and the waists with his right, enters the steps, and delivers his message, the principal mourner making his reverences as in the last case. The man with the clothes then enters (the back-chamber) and places the clothes on the corpse; this done, he leaves the gate and is bowingly seen off by the principal mourner as in the case before-mentioned.

Only if a message comes from a Ruler, the principal mourner appears (from the back-chamber, to receive it). But when he ascends or descends the western steps, he makes reverences to the visitors (that happen to be present at that moment). If there is a Great officer, he makes reverences to him separately from the others and places himself at the foot of the western steps with his face to the east, but he does not stamp his feet and enters the back-chamber again even though the Great officer has not told him to go. He has, of course, to show the utmost anxiety to be at the side of his father's corpse.

The near relatives (uncles, aunts, sisters and so on of the dead) present grave garments. They do not deliver a message with them, but lay out the clothes immediately (in the apartment on the east-side of the back-chamber).

1 君使人甲, 徹帷, 主人迎于寢門外, 見賓不哭。先入門, 右, 北面。

弔者入, 升自西階, 東面, 主人進中庭, 弔者致命。主人哭, 拜稽颡, 成踊。賓出, 主人拜送于外門外。Ch. 26, 1. 23 sqq.

2 君使人殤, 探帷, 主人如初。殤者左執領, 右執裳, 入, 升, 致命, 主人拜如初。殤者入, 衣尸, 出, 主人拜送如初。

唯君命出, 升降自西階遂拜賓。有大夫則特拜之, 即位於西階下, 東面, 不踊, 大夫雖不髴入也。Ch. 26, 1. 27 sqq.
The several kinsmen present grave clothes, but through messengers who have to deliver an address in the back-chamber. The principal mourner makes reverences to them from the place assigned to him, whereupon the clothes are deposited on the east-side of the corpse, upon a couch.

The friends present grave clothes. They bring them in person; the principal mourner bows to them, and they put down the garments as in the last instance.

And when (such a messenger or friend) retires, the principal mourner wails, but without stamping his feet"¹.

In chapter 58 (leaf 26) of the Li Ki we read: "In the case of a Great officer or his principal wife of the same surname as the Ruler's, the Ruler attends at the fuller dressing, but if he wants to show a special favour to the dead, he attends at the slighter dressing too. At the rites for a Great officer's principal wife having a surname different from the Ruler's, the Ruler arrives after the lid is placed on the coffin; at those for an ordinary officer, he goes after the coffin has been stored away in the hall, but if he wishes to show a special favour, he attends at the fuller dressing.

And as to his consort: — at the rites for a Great officer's principal wife, she goes to see the fuller dressing, but if she wishes to show favour, she attends at the slighter too. In the case of any other of his women (including sisters and other females of the same surname), she attends at the fuller dressing if she wants to show a special favour; but at the death of a Great officer's principal wife having a surname different from hers (or her husband's?), she goes there when the coffin has been stored away"².

¹ 親者贈。不將命，以即陳。
庶兄弟贈，使人以將命于室。主人拜于位，委衣于戶東，牀上。
朋友贈。親以進，主人拜，委衣如初。
退、哭、不踊。Ch. 26, I. 30 seq.

² 君於大夫世婦大斂焉，為之賜，則小斂焉。
於外命婦，既加蓋而君至。於士既殞而往，為之賜，大斂焉。
夫人於世婦大斂焉，為之賜小斂焉。於諸妻
The fact that the visits of condolence were regulated by such subtle rules of etiquette affords another instance that such visits were paid on a most extensive scale. The higher the rank of the deceased or his repute with the Ruler, the earlier the latter arrived, and the greater the number of the rites attended by him. For the better understanding of the above extract we may inform the reader, that the dressing of a corpse used to be done in three stages: first, they put on the body-clothes and a few suits besides; then they performed the »slighter dressing"\(^1\), for which a great number of suits were taken, and finally came the »greater or fuller dressing"\(^2\), immediately followed by the coffining and the storing away or setting by of the dead against the western wall of the hall. All these parts of the ancient funeral rites will be properly reviewed in the second part of this Book, ch. V, 1, and in the third part, ch. 1.

Of such a visit paid by the Ruler in person at the death of an ordinary officer to whom he wanted to show a special favour, we find an exhaustive description in chapter 28 of the /I li/ (1.24—34). »If the Ruler wishes to show a favour, he comes to see the (fuller) dressing. After the clothes have been laid out, he arrives, the principal mourner leaving the house to receive him outside the outer gate. As soon as he sees the heads of the horses, the mourner puts a stop to his wailing, turns round, passes through both the gates, turns to the right, and takes his station with his face to the north, baring the upper part of his body in concert with all the principal mourners.

»The Exorcist (of the Ruler) does not go further than the outside of the temple-gate (i. e. the ithub gate), the Invoker coming in his stead at the head of the procession. Two lower servants with lances march ahead of the Ruler, and two in his rear. Having set out vegetable offerings (to the spirits of the gates) the Ruler passes...
through the gates, while the principal mourner withdraws to his place.

Ascending by the eastern steps, the Ruler takes his station (in the eastern part of the hall), with his face towards the west, (thus seeing the corpse stretched on a couch in the centre of the hall).

His Invoker places himself with his back against the wall and with his face towards the south, while the principal mourner stays in the centre of the courtyard.

Now the Ruler wails. The principal mourner, having also, salutes the Ruler by laying his forehead to the ground, then he performs a complete stamping of the feet and goes out of the gate (as if expecting the Ruler to leave now, in which case he would have to reverently see him off). But the Ruler orders him back and the business of dressing to go on, whereupon the principal mourner returns to his place (on the east of the gate, in the courtyard). He is ordered, however, by the Ruler to come up by the steps; and he takes his station on the east of the western pillar, facing the north.

After the dukes, high nobles and Great officers have been likewise ordered up the steps (by the Ruler), and have arrayed themselves behind the principal mourner, the highest amongst them on the east-side, the dressing is performed. When over, the dukes, high nobles and Great officers descend in reversed order (from that in which they came up the steps), and return to their places (in the south-east corner of the courtyard). The principal mourner now goes down also and leaves the gate (as if hastening again to see the Ruler off), but the Ruler orders him to come back once more, upon which he resumes his place in the centre of the courtyard.

The Ruler now sits down and places his hand on the bosom of the dead. The principal mourner lays his forehead against the

1 巫止于廟門外, 祝代之, 小臣二人執戈先, 二人後。君釋采入門、主人辟。
2 君升自阼階西卿, 祝負庸南面, 主人中庭。
3 Three stamps, thrice repeated.
4 君哭, 主人哭, 拜稽顙, 成踊, 出。君命反行事, 主人復位。君升主人, 主人西楹東, 北面。
5 升公卿大夫繼主人東, 乃斂。卒, 公卿大夫逆降復位。主人降出, 君反主人, 主人中庭。
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» ground, performs a complete stamping with his feet, and runs out of
» the gate again. Being ordered back, however, by the Ruler, he returns
» to his old place (inside the gate, on the east of the courtyard),
» while the other principal mourners retire under the eastern wall,
» where they stand facing the south.

» The Ruler, upon this, descends by the steps, stands (for a
» moment) with his face westwards, and orders the principal mourner
» to lean on the corpse. Ascending by the western steps and
» passing by the feet of the corpse, the latter leans on the body
» with his face towards the west, not touching, however, the place
» which the Ruler occupied (when laying his hand on the corpse).

» When he has stamped his feet, the principal female mourner,
» facing the east (and accordingly standing on the west-side of the
» couch), leans on the corpse also like the principal mourner.

» Now the corpse is lifted up and put into the coffin. This is
» thereupon closed; the principal mourner goes down the steps and
» leaves the gate, but the Ruler orders him to return. He re-
» enters, turns to the left, and watches the plastering of the coffin.

» The Ruler goes up by the steps and repairs to his place, while
» the principal mourners resume theirs also.

» The plastering finished, the chief mourner leaves the gate,
» the Ruler, however, ordering him back to have the sacrificial
» articles presented. After the mourner has entered again and gone
» to the right hand side of the courtyard, the offerings are set
» out, the same being taken up by the western steps. The Ruler stamps
» his feet when the time to do so comes, the principal mourner
» imitating him in this: and, the offerings placed, the latter leaves
» the gate. While the wailers make a pause, the Ruler goes out by
» the gate also. On passing through that of the temple (i.e. the
» ts'ìn gate) he wails, but the principal mourner does not wail
» with him. The latter then steps aside; the Ruler makes a bow
» to him, and when (at the great gate) he has got into his

1 君坐撫當心。主人拜稽颡，成踊，出。君反之，
復初位。眾主人辟於東壁，南面。

2 君降西鄉，命主人馮尸。主人升自西階，由
足，西面馮尸，不當君所，踊，主婦東面馮亦如之。

3 奉尸斂于棺，乃蓋。主人降出，君反之。入門，
左、視塗。君升即位。眾主人復位。
» carriage of second rank, the principal mourner wails and bowingly » sees him off.

» The mourner then adjusts his clothes again on the upper part » of his body, re-enters the gate, and repairs to his place (at the » foot of the eastern steps, on the east). The other principal mourners likewise adjust their dress. He then makes reverences to the » Great officers, who came in after the Ruler, and performs a com- » plete stamping of the feet. The guests now retire, the principal » mourner seeing them off with bows”

So far goes the I li’s account of the way in which the princes of antiquity honoured the funeral of their officers by their presence. That the family felt greatly honoured by such visits need not be said. The chief mourner’s way of expressing this by frequently running to the gate to see the high visitor off is no doubt understood by the reader to have merely been an act of etiquette meaning to say: »We have been now honoured by your presence as much as we might possibly hope for, and dare by no means expect you to remain one single moment longer in our midst”.

Another act of great importance was the imposition of hands. It implied great reverence for the dead, hence we find it minutely regulated in the ancient rites by rescripts. »The Ruler”, says chapter 58 of the Li ki (leaf 16), »lays his hand on a Great officer and » on his own principal wife; a Great officer does so on his palace- » elder, on his niece and his brother’s wife. A Ruler and a Great » officer lean on the bodies of their parents, wife and eldest son, » but not on those of their other sons; an ordinary officer leans » on his parents, wives, eldest son and other sons. If such a son » but the eldest has a son, then his parents do not lean on his » body. The parents of the dead do it prior to the man who » generally performs the ceremony (i.e. the principal mourner), and » the wife and sons after him.

1 卒塗、主人出、君命之反奠。入門、右、乃奠、升自西階。君要節而踊。主人從踊、卒奠、主人出。哭者止、君出門。廟中哭。主人不哭。辟。君式之、貳車畢乘、主人哭拜送。

2 褂。入即位。眾主人蓑。拜大夫之後至者、成踊。賓出、主人拜送。
» A Ruler lays his hands on the bosom of his minister. A father
» and mother hold (the dress on the breast of) their child with their
» hands, but a child leans over the body of its father or mother.
» A woman pulls up the dress (on the breast) of her father-in-law
» or mother-in-law, but a father-in-law and mother-in-law only
» lay the hand on the bosom of the woman. A wife grasps the
dress of her husband firmly, but a husband merely holds that
» of his wife and his own brother with his hands.

» On leaning over a corpse, the spot which the Ruler occupied
» on doing the same thing may not be trodden on. And every
» one who performs the act must, on rising, surely stamp his feet "".
So, leaning over a corpse implied the deepest sorrow and affection, merely imposing the hands, the slightest. Between these two extremes lay consecutively: pulling up the dress at the breast (奉), grasping it firmly with the hands (拘), and merely holding it in the hands (执).

A few words now remain to be said on the Exorcist and the Invoker, who escorted the Ruler on his visit. We may not pass these men by in silence, as they distinctly point to the existence in those ancient times of similar ideas on pollution by contact with death as we have found prevalent at the present day (page 32).

Exorcists are, under the name of Wu ², very frequently mentioned in ancient Chinese literature. Already the Shu king makes distinct mention of them. By collating all the passages relating to them, it is seen that they were a certain class of priests and priestesses entirely possessed by spirits of Yang material (comp. page 22) and, as such, were deemed especially fitted to perform chiefly three several functions: (1) to call upon the spirits of the

¹ 君撫大夫、撫內命婦。大夫撫室老、撫姪娣
君大夫馮父母妻長子、不馮庶子、士馮父母妻
長子庶子。庶子有子、則父母不馮其尸。凡馮尸
者父母先、妻子後。

君於臣撫之、父母於子執之、子於父母馮之、
婦於舅姑奉之、舅姑於婦撫之、妻於夫拘之、夫
於妻於昆弟執之。

餘尸不當君所、凡餘尸典必踊。ṣect. 喪大記。Ⅱ.

² 巫.
dead in order to make them partake of offerings; (2) to foretell future events by interrogating the spirits and communicating their will to the living; (3) to expel diseases and evil in general, especially droughts, by neutralizing through the Yang power residing in their persons the influence of the element of darkness Yin (comp. page 22) and the evil spirits that are identified with it. Now, it is in this last quality that we see them in the retinue of the ancient Chinese potentates when about to expose themselves in a house of death to the attacks of invisible agencies. Commenting on the passage referring to the Exorcist in the above extract from the I li, the learned Ngao Ki-kung 1 of the Yuen dynasty says indeed: »Certainly a Wu and an Invoker were employed by him because he had also to come in contact with the ghosts" 2.

Chapter 12 of the Li ki says on leaf 46: »When a Ruler goes to the funeral rites of a minister, he has with him a Wu and an Invoker holding respectively a piece of peach wood and reeds, as also lancers — because he dislikes (the influences of death)" 3. »The peach tree", says Ching Khang-ch'ing 4, the most famous of all the commentators on the books of rites, who lived in the second century, »is dreaded by ghosts, and bundles of reeds are available for sweeping inauspicious things away; — they were used then because there were inauspicious and evil influences about" 5. It is a pity that the books say nothing about the doings of those men on that occasion, for it can scarcely be doubted that they performed many superstitious rites during the Ruler's visit, or at the moment of his arrival and departure. The Cheu li says in the 25th. chapter, on leaves 30 and 39: »When the Sovereign pays a visit of condolence, the Invoker for the funeral rites marches in front of him in company of the Wu" 6, and »The male Wu on the same occasion walks ahead of him with the Invoker" 7.

1 敬康成.
2 必用巫祝者其亦以與神交之故與．
3 君臨臣喪以巫祝桃茢執戈，惡之也．Section 禸弓，II，1．
4 鄭康成．
5 桃鬼所惡，茢雀茲可掃不祥，為有凶邪之氣也：
6 喪祝王弔則與巫前．
7 男巫王弔則與祝前．
but no noteworthy information whatever is afforded by any of the books of rites. Turning over the pages of the Tso ch'wen¹, the well-known commentary of Tso Khin-ming² on Confucius' Ch'iu hsü¹, we find under the heading »29th. year of duke Shang" (B. C. 543): »The people of Ch'ü required the duke to »bring grave clothes in his own person (for their king Khang). »He disliked doing so, but Muh-shuh said: 'Have the inauspicious »influences driven away from the place in the hall where the »coffin is stored away awaiting burial, and then take the grave »clothes thither: they will then be mere (harmless) cloth and silk'. »Accordingly a Wu was dispatched first to dispel such influences »from the spot by means of peach wood and reeds, which the »people of Ch'ü did not prevent; but after it had been done, they »were sorry for it"¹. It follows from this, that the practice had already in those early times fallen into some discredit; indeed, though highly salutary for the safety of the Ruler's holy person, it could not but be looked upon as rather insulting to the dead person against whom it was directed.

There are many more references to visits of condolence in the Li ki; but as they tell nothing new worthy of notice, and the important part of such visits in ancient Chinese life has been sufficiently illustrated by the above lengthy quotations, we abstain from reproducing those passages. Considering now that even at the present day scarcely anybody related to the deceased or the mourners would dare to fail in going up to the house of death, in order to discharge himself of what he deems a holy duty on his part, it may be taken for granted that in the entire succession of generations lying between ancient and modern China, such visits have formed an inseparable, may, an integrate part of the range of social custom. It would lead us too far from our subject to confirm this, if confirmation were necessary, by long quotations from the native literature. Let a single extract suffice for the purpose. It is taken from the sixth section of the Yen-shi kia hian⁵ or

¹ 左傳. ² 左邱明. ³ 春秋.
⁴ 楚人使公親謫。公患之，舅叔日，祀殤而謫，
則布幣也。乃使巫以桃茢為祀殤。楚人弗禁，既
而悔之。This episode is related also, though in very obscure terms, in ch. 13 of the Li 27, leaf 13 (sect 楊弓, II, 2).
⁵ 頭氏家訓. The full name of the author is Yen Chi-thuai 頭之推.
Domestic Instructions by Mr. Yen", a highly interesting ethical work of the sixth century, treating of the rules of conduct to be observed in domestic life.

In the countries south of the Yang-tszê, at every heavy loss by decease, connections with acquaintances living in the same town are broken off, if they do not pay a visit of condolence within three days after the death. And even on coming across them when the mourning rites are over, all contact is avoided, owing to the grudge entertained against them for not having shown sympathy. Those who have an excuse, or a long way to go, are allowed to send a letter, and if they neglect to do this, they also are dealt with in the same way. In the north there are no such customs".

Precautions against cats.

A few superstitious notions and customs relative to the dead have still to be dealt with before concluding this chapter. As soon as the last breath has been drawn, the family at once manifest a great anxiety to transfer all the house cats to the neighbours, or, at least, to tie them fast and not release them again in their own house until the collining is over. In fact, if Pussy were not secured, it might occur to her to leap or walk over the death-bed, and so cause the corpse to rise up at once. A long pole would, in this case, be required to push it down into its former position, or a piece of furniture would have to be used as a projectile, though nothing can serve the purpose so well as a broom. The handle, namely, renders it eminently fit for being grasped with the hands, so that the corpse, frantic with rage, will pull the broom at once against its breast to cool its wrath upon it, and by this vehement motion sink down into its inert state. That it is far from advisable to expose one's self to the danger of being seized instead of the broom, we need not say: a horrible death in a ferocious embrace would be the inevitable consequence.

To account for this curious superstition it is necessary to dwell

1 江南凡遇重喪，若相知者同在城邑三日不弔，則絶之。除喪，雖相遇，則避之，怨其不已憤也。有故及遠遙者致書可也。無書亦如之。北俗則不爾。
for a moment on the domain of tiger-lore. A tiger, the Chinese say, has on its tail a very miraculous hair, endowed with the power of bringing the soul back into any human body which lies motionless and insensible; it is known by the popular term of  鬼魂毛 1, "hair that causes the soul to return". Now, whenever the monster has dragged a man into a mountain recess, it takes good care first to wag its tail all round and over him, knowing by experience that the unfortunate victim, on returning to life, will in his second agony of death, stupidly tear off his clothes and thus enable his assailant to eat him without being incommode by troublesome shreds and threads. Moreover, the Chinese are very well aware that the cat resembles the tiger not merely in outward shape, but also in all its characteristics, manners and habits. How easily therefore might it happen that such a tiger in miniature should likewise be possessed of a "soul-recalling hair" and, by jumping on the water-bed, cause the dead body to turn into a dangerous vampire!

The contact of cats with a corpse is particularly unsafe on days which are styled "tiger days", it being believed that, then, the influence of the feline race predominates more than on other occasions. To understand this, the reader must know that the Chinese divide time by using different cycles, each always starting afresh immediately after it has run off, and that one of these is composed of the names of twelve animals, arranged in the following unchanging sequence:

1 鼠 the Rat,
2 牛 the Ox,
3 虎 the Tiger,
4 兔 the Hare,
5 龙 the Dragon,
6 蛇 the Serpent,
7 馬 the Horse,
8 羊 the Goat,
9 猴 the Monkey,
10 雞 the Cock,
11 狗 the Dog,
12 猪 the Pig.

Moving regularly in perpetual rotation, these twelve names are used to count years, months, days, and even hours, and each of these periods is believed to come under the special influence of the co-inciding animal, or class of animals. As the same holds good for the other cycles, which will be spoken of on the proper occasion.

1 奈魂毛.
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST LEPROSY AND THUNDER.

(ch. VI), elements considered of great importance are offered for divination and necromancy.

Superstition with regard to the corpses of lepers.

Leprosy, the most loathsome disease known to the Chinese, regularly claims many victims in that part of the realm, the manners and customs of which we are more especially reviewing. Constantly living in a thousand fears of its attacks, which are regarded as incurable, or well nigh so, people at once abstain from preparing food in their houses on hearing that any body in the neighbourhood has fallen a victim to the malady, lest the contagion should sneak through the doors, windows and chimneys into the food and poison those who partake of it. Accordingly, they have to go elsewhere to take their meals. In the island of Amoy, we have seen a whole hamlet repair for this purpose to the next village. We need not say that an end is as soon as possible put to this inconvenience by coffining the corpse and carrying it outside the inhabited quarter. Some people believe they can ward off the contagion by sticking a small green branch of the banian tree into the lintel of the doors of their houses.

Neutralizing the effect of thunder on a corpse.

Many Chinese say, thunder has the property of causing the bodies of the dead to swell. It has even been known to have puffed corpses up to such tremendous dimensions, that no coffins were big enough to contain them. Therefore, as soon as a peal of thunder is heard in the distance, the family hasten to place a heavy looking-glass of metal, the weight of a steelyard, or some other heavy object of small size on the breast or belly of the corpse, fully convinced that it will perfectly neutralize the bad effects of the storm.
CHAPTER III.

DRESSING THE CORPSE.

1. The grave clothes.

Unless a coffin and material for grave clothes are already in store at home with a view to a case of death, the last gasp of the moribund is a sign for the family to send some of its members out to purchase these indispensable articles. They also secure, if necessary, the assistance of a few elderly female neighbours or kinsmen in cutting out and sewing the last attire of the deceased.

The preparation of the grave clothes presents a singular mixture of solicitude and carelessness. Established custom lays great stress upon dressing the dead in brand new body clothes with some allowance, however, for one or two exceptional articles which the dead man was fond of wearing during his life, or which are still as good as new. On the other hand, the relatives are always anxious to wash the corpse without loss of time, and to dress it immediately after washing; hence, in most cases, there is no time to prepare garments properly sewn. The women, indeed, often baste them in the roughest manner, nay, sometimes they simply paste the seams with starch or glue.

The body clothes.

The first garment that is put on the body is a pair of spacious drawers of ordinary bleached linen or cotton, lined throughout with a costly silken stuff of white colour called péh lu1, soft and glossy like velvet and commanding a high price in the market. This is to prevent the skin from being injured by contact with the clothes, and so to give comfort to the dead in his grave. People call this important article a tü-bah khô2, »breeches that cover the flesh". A pair of stockings made quite similarly, called tü-bah béh3, »stockings that cover the flesh", are annexed, and the

1 白绫. 2 皁肉裤. 3 皁肉褝.
suit is completed by a corresponding *tú-bah hii"1 or »jacket which covers the flesh". This garment reaches to the knees and looks like a large blouse with spacious sleeves, having a large flap on the breast, fastened at the shoulder and under the arm on the right side of the body. For both men and women the set is of the same material, cut and make. The expensiveness of the silk does not prevent the women from patching these clothes together in the careless manner we have mentioned, if they have to provide them after death has occurred.

Perhaps a few of our readers may be acquainted with the fact that marriages in China, both for the bride and the bridegroom, are connected with a rite of very ancient standing, which may be compared with assuming the toga virilis. It goes, in Amoy, by the term *ch‘iung thâu•, which seems to mean »to raise the head«, as it were in the world which now recognizes the couple as individuals of full virility. On an auspicious day selected with the greatest care by a member of the numerous class of so-called *tik jìt su, »professors who select lucky days«, or *jìt su, »day-professors«, of whom we shall have to speak very often in this work, a suit of body clothes of white linen is cut out both for the bride and the bridegroom, and worn brand new during the said ceremonies and the succeeding day of the marriage proper, for, on this occasion, they themselves become brand new people. Now, after this, among the better classes, the young husband or wife will sometimes wash and lock up the whole suit, or part of it, never to wear it more except in the tomb. Such *ch‘iung thâu sà•-á-khù•, »jackets and trousers of the *ch‘iung thâu rites«, are then drawn immediately over the clothes »that cover the flesh«.

Next comes an ordinary jacket of linen, cotton, or, in the case of wealthy families, of silk, with trousers of corresponding material, the latter, however, replaced in many cases by a pair of leggings or over-alls of the same material fastened by tapes to a band or sash which goes round the waist, and tied fast round the ankles. Over this jacket is placed a second and, eventually, even a third, in accordance with the devotion the family fancy they owe to the dead. Then follow one or more coats, robes, gowns or petticoats such as use to be worn by the living, varying, of course, with the

---

1 裕肉裘. 2 上頭. 3 梵日師. 4 日師. 5 上頭袢仔褲.
sex of the dead, and, last, the outer garments, which occupy the
whole attention of the family and therefore specially require ours.

The outer garments for male persons.

It may be said generally that, as a rule, a suit like the best
which the dead man was accustomed to wear during his life, is
made use of for his outer garments. Those amongst the lower
classes who, though not rich enough to rejoice in the possession of
ceremonial or official attire, yet are not entirely destitute of property,
are generally laid in the grave in the very long and long-sleeved
gown of blue colour, styled "túy so" or »long cloak", which is
the peculiar garment of the fashionable middle class. It overlaps to
the right, buttoning at the side of the body. A kind of jacket
reaching just below the loins and buttoning up the middle of the
breast, comes over it. This is short-sleeved, that is, the sleeves
just reach as far as the tips of the fingers. When wadded with
cotton, such a "bé koài" or »horse-mantle" is the usual overcoat of
the better classes during the winter, but, when used as a grave
garment, it is merely lined, as custom does not allow of wadded
garments being placed upon the dead. The common skull cap of
silk or horse-hair, called, on account of its shape, "ôi bo" or
»bowl-cap", and a pair of ordinary shoes and stockings, complete
this suit. People of lower standing, such as labourers and coolies,
are dressed in the short blouse and trousers common to their class,
and occasionally leggings are added thereto.

Family chiefs, living in very easy circumstances, for the greater
part possess costly silken apparel for festive and solemn occasions,
specially to be worn when offering sacrifices to their ancestors and
gods. As it is a general idea prevailing all over China and trace-
able up to the highest antiquity that a dead man, on rejoining
his predecessors in the next world, is there to continue his func-
tions of serving and worshipping them, nay, to attend to those
duties still more assiduously, it becomes quite a matter of course
that the said apparel is considered the proper dress to wear on
appearing in the world beyond the grave. Consequently it is
widely made use of as a grave dress. A second and influential
reason for this is, that, being present in the wardrobe of the dead,

1 長衫. 2 馬褂. 3 碗帽.
4 This subject will be treated fully in a subsequent Book, in a dissertation on
the ideas relating to a future life.
II. Winter Hat. Summer Hat. (Pl. II.)

Inner and Outer Cloak.

Sacrificial Attire for Family Chiefs.

Boots.
the costume in question entirely relieves the family from making extra expenses for his outer garments.

This dress which, in Amoy, goes by the name of thô p'iao¹, a term that may perhaps be translated by »cloak-tunic«, constitutes the true sacerdotal attire of the pater familias in his quality of high priest of the family. As such we shall have to mention it very often. Therefore we will here at once give such a description of it as will relieve us from all further details about it. But the reader should bear in mind that we describe it only in its Fuhkienese shape; so, deviations of more or less importance may be found elsewhere in the empire, especially in the colder parts, where furs and other materials for clothing, as well as silk, are worn on an extensive scale.

The thô p'iao (see Pl. II) consists of two parts, viz. a lai thô² or »inner cloak«, and a goô thô³ or »outer cloak«.

The inner cloak reaches nearly to the ankles. It has a large flap on the breast, fastened by one button to the right shoulder and with a few more under the right arm along the whole side of the body, just like the »long cloak« described above¹. The outer cloak is single-breasted, and buttons up the middle. It is shorter than the other one by about one foot, and the wide sleeves are shorter, reaching only to the tips of the fingers. The ends of the sleeves of the inner tunic accordingly peep out, showing themselves in the horsehoof-shape for which Chinese official dresses in general are notorious. None of the cloaks has a collar. The material is, in most cases, the so-called thoun-ling tuna⁵, »silk with coiled-up dragons«: a costly material in which circles, each with figures of dragons in them, are woven at regular distances from each other.

There is a special thô p'iao for winter, and another for the summer. In the first-named season, the two cloaks are lined with silk of a less costly sort. The inner cloak is then generally dark blue, and fastened at the waist by a sash or silken tape of about three centimetres in width, which goes three times round the body and has fringed ends hanging down from the knot at the back. In

¹ 套袍. ² 內套. ³ 外套.

⁴ Buttons in China mostly consist of a double cord made by rolling up a shred of the material of the garment; this double cord is sewed upon the edge, and ends in a knot or small metal globule that serves as a button. On the opposite edge of the garment a similar double cord ends in a loop serving for a button-hole.

⁵ 円繙緞.
summer, the cloaks have no lining and are also of a lighter and more transparent material; the inside robe is then generally white or yellowish, while the girdle, though of the same make and breadth as in winter, is wound around the waist only once and fastened at the back by means of a metal buckle, both the square parts of which are inlaid with a flat piece of coloured glass or precious stone. In both seasons, the outer cloak is mostly of a very deep blue colour, nearly verging on brown.

A pair of silk boots coming up to the knees and with very thick felt soles whitewashed all round the edge, are worn with the costume both in summer and winter. In the former season, the hat belonging to the dress is conical, and made of straw or fine bamboo splints covered with a yellow silk material. On the top of it there is a gilt globular button about the size of a dove's egg, around the bottom of which a fringe of red silken threads is attached, hanging down upon the hat and reaching as far as the brim. This brim bears, on one side, a single round pearl, real or false according to the means of the owner. A hoop of wickerwork or paste board, covered with cloth, is fastened inside the hat and serves to fix it on the cranium. In winter, this so-called jōth ṭuč1 or «warm weather cap» is replaced by an ḍinq iaw ḍu ṭu2 or «hat with red fringe», the shape of which may be best represented by supposing the summer hat to be rounded at the top, and its lower half turned up outwards till it comes on a level with the upper half. It also has a button and red fringes, but no pearl. The material is black velvet, and no bamboo or straw is used in its construction. Both hats are lined inside with red silk and fastened under the chin by strings.

Now bearing in mind that the winter suit alone is used to dress the dead, even in the hottest season of the year, the reader will have a pretty fair idea of the raiment in which nearly all Chinese men of any standing appear in the World of Shades. It still remains to be said that nearly every man who can afford the expense permits himself the fashionable luxury of buying an official degree, and becomes thereby entitled to wear, both in this world and the next, on the breast and back of the outer cloak a square piece of silk embroidered with the insignia of his rank in the shape of a bird or quadruped. Never does the family neglect to adorn the dead

1 熱笠.  2 紅纓帽.
with these badges, everybody being firmly convinced that they will give him also beyond the grave the mark of a man of distinction and consequently ensure him proper treatment on the part of the ghosts and spirits abiding there.

In the event of the family knowing that the costume has ever during his life been lent out by the owner to a friend or acquaintance not belonging to his own clan, they never permit his body to be dressed in it, but purchase material for a new attire of the same sort and, if time fails them to sew it properly, cut and baste it in the careless way described. They are compelled to act in this manner on account of a prevailing social rule which forbids their contributing in any way to other people's ancestral sacrifices. As has been intimated already on page 27, everything a child possesses belongs to his parents, even though they are dead; hence, offerings presented to a strange soul are regarded as a theft from the holy ones, who may, however, themselves set apart in the other world for such souls, if they like. It is not even allowed to contribute to other people's sacrifice by lending them a sacerdotal dress, and if the man who has committed such an unfilial act should venture to appear in that very dress before his ancestors, he would certainly run the risk of his crime being discovered, and be severely punished.

Dispatching the dead to the next world in sacrificial robes was generally practised already during the Chou dynasty. The reader may convince himself of this by perusing, in chapter V of the second part of this Book, the description of the way in which official persons were dressed in those ancient times. Beyond all doubt we have here a second reason why people are still so partial now-a-days to being buried in the thò p'ao attire; indeed, a tendency to blindly imitate the rites and ceremonies of holy antiquity has always been one of the most striking characteristics of the Chinese race.

Mandarins, and graduates actually promoted by competition at the literary examinations of the State, are dressed in the full uniform appropriate to their rank, including all the official insignia and ornaments. It is, however, by no means necessary to procure a brand new set of these garments. Official robes, as well as the sacrificial dress just described, are, in fact, always made of such exquisite silk and, relatively speaking, so seldom worn, that the best suit the dead man possesses is always quite good enough to be worn in the grave.

It still remains to be mentioned that great numbers of male
persons dying in ripe, old age are dressed in an outer attire professedly borrowed from very high antiquity, and therefore worthy of special attention. It consists of a long cloak of deep blue brownish silk. Around the neck and on both lapels it has a plain white or bright blue hem about eight centimetres in breadth; the garment overlaps to the right, and the lapel is fixed on the shoulder and under the arm by means of strings, so that the hems cross over the breast. The sleeves are very spacious and long, and at the extremities, lined with a blue or white material which is folded over the wrists like cuffs. This gown is called *ch’im i* or "deep garment". It is frequently mentioned under this name in the ancient books of rites, which shows that it must have been one of the principal articles in the wardrobe of the ruling classes during the Chou dynasty. Commentators say, it bore this name because, when worn, it deeply concealed the body. A picture of the dress, as it is supposed to have looked in those ancient times, is given in ch. 79 of the Khienlung edition of the *Li ki*; fig. 1 is a copy of that picture on a smaller scale.

---

1 深衣.
The Principal Embroidered Figure on a Larger Scale.
As a grave garment it is now-a-days always accompanied by a lined cowl of corresponding material, covering the whole head except the face, and hanging down halfway over the back (see fig. 2). This so-called hok kiuⁿ¹, "kerechief of one full width of cloth," is likewise borrowed from the Cheu dynasty, being mentioned by the I li amongst the grave clothes then in vogue with ordinary officials. The reader will come across it as such in ch. V of the second part of this Book.

**Grave clothes for women.**

Women are generally laid in the tomb in the best attire to be found in their wardrobe. Those belonging to the better classes accordingly appear in the other world in beautiful embroidered robes. Many of the wealthiest, especially if their husbands bear an official title of significance or are actual servants of the state, are attired in a rich dress which is at the same time both the official uniform of mandarins' wives and the common bridal costume of all classes of the people who can afford to buy or borrow it. It consists of: 1. A bong kiuⁿ² or "dragon-petticoat" of green silk (see PI. III), so called because it is embroidered both before and behind with a dragon rising out of the waves and flying landward, to descend on fields and meadows in the shape of fertilizing rains; in fact, the dragon has been in China, since time immemorial, the principal divinity of rains and waters. Each dragon is surrounded by embroidered figures representing clouds, and further by a stag, a tortoise, and a crane: the symbols of old age, joy, pecuniary profits and happiness, the reasons for which will be explained presently (p. 56 seq.). A bat is also embroidered on the left and right of each monster, because the bat is an emblem of happiness from the similarity in the sound of its name 蝙蝠 and the word felicity 福, which are both pronounced fu¹ḥ; moreover, the same element 岔 or "fulness" occurs in the written form of each of these two words.

2. A bong œ³ or "dragon-mantle" (see PI. IV). This garment, made of a very bright red silk, has a large lapel on the breast, which is fastened on the right side of the body. On the breast and on the back there is a large dragon likewise rising out of the water and moving landward, and, besides, there is a smaller dragon on each of the very wide sleeves. Each monster is trying to swallow the sun, and is surrounded by clouds and bats. The mantle is further ornamented on both

---

¹ 幅巾. ² 蝙裙. ³ 蝙褸.
sides with fishes, flowers and stars, as also with phenixes, which are in China the favourite symbols of matrimonial felicity.

3. A hé pòe or "clouds-mantilla" of black silk (Pl. V). It has no sleeves at all, and fastens on the middle of the breast. On both the breast and the back is stitched a large square piece of silk embroidered with the bird or quadruped emblematic of the official rank, and underneath each square are a couple of dragons facing each other and trying to devour a sun that stands betwixt them. The monsters are likewise represented as rising out of the waves, and surrounded by clouds, bats and phenixes, while the dress is studded on the shoulders and about the neck with ornamental flowers. Both before and behind there is a deep silk fringe of variegated colours, hanging down from a sort of silken netting.

The figures on each of these costly garments are all embroidered, the dragons mostly with gold thread of a light and dark yellow tastefully intermixed, the others with silk of various colours. A so-called kak toa or "horn-belt" of bamboo, covered with red silk and ornamented with small square frames each holding a piece of either false or real jade stone, is suspended from the red mantle, and encircles the waist without fitting close round it. To this costume belongs also a pair of small boots of red silk fitting tightly round the lady's crimped feet and reaching nearly as high as the calf of the leg. And the head is covered with a bride's hood called hong koav or "phenix-cap", represented with the girdle and a boot on Pl. IV. This curious head-gear may be described as a quarter of a globe of thin twined wire, entirely covered on the outside by numerous leaves, butterflies, flowers and so on, all made of thin, gilt copper plate. Four leaves, standing out conspicuously above the rest, bear respectively the characters 天, 諸 and 命, which make the sentence: "I have received an official appointment from Heaven", i.e. from the emperor, or Heaven's Son. A broad band of red silk tied round the head is worn with this hood. Copper figures of the eight principal beings who have attained to immortality, or the so-called pah Siém, are affixed to that band, and a silver hair-pin with a head of precious stone goes through the coiffure, such an instrument having been considered from the highest antiquity as an indispensable object for consummating a girl's marriage.

It is almost needless to say, that in the case of a woman great care is also bestowed upon her coiffure and body ornaments. Hair-
Mantle of a Bride, with Hair-pin, Boot, Hood and Girdle.
Mantilla of a Bride.
pins of silver and even of gold, and artificial flowers are lavishly used; moreover, rings of precious jade and metal are put around the wrists and ankles, the poorer people always preferring counterfeit articles to none at all. Amongst the hair-pins there is almost always one of very peculiar shape and meaning. We have depicted it in Fig. 3. It is a miniature copy of a crosier which Buddhist clergymen wield and brandish while celebrating certain religious rites, especially those which are designed for delivering souls from hell\(^1\); as such, it not only exerts a great power over infernal beings, but, in general, resists and counteracts the whole host of spirits of darkness that, according to Chinese conception, are always at hand to injure men and souls, especially the latter who, owing to the frailness of their disembodied state, are not endowed with much defensive power. As the said crosier bears the name of *sik thʊŋ\(^2\)*, the pins are called *sik thʊŋ tsiem\(^3\)*, »sik thʊŋ hair-pins«. Elderly women are also very fond of wearing one of these pins in their hair during life.

To increase the useful effect of such a hair-pin, small silver figures representing a stag, a tortoise, a peach and a crane are fastened to its head by means of little rings. The stag is the generally acknowledged emblem of old age, joy, and pecuniary profits; the tortoise and the peach of longevity and immortality, the crane of long life and happiness. It would carry us too far from our subject to explain the reasons for all this in detail, and so we content ourselves with a few notes, deferring a thorough treatment of the subject to another volume. As to the stag, the famous

---

1 More particulars about this religious instrument will be given in another volume, dealing with Buddhism.

2 錫杖.

3 錫杖簪.

Hair-pin resembling a Crosier.
philosopher Liu Hiang, who lived in the first century before our era, stated in his "Traditions on the Files of Immortals", *Lieh sieu ch'wen*, that the animal turns blue after a thousand years; and Koh Hung, the renowned Taoist author who lived in the fourth century after Christ, relates in his work known as *Pao P'o h tsze* or "The Philosopher Pao P'o", that it is able to live a thousand years, and turns white after five hundred. The stag is, moreover, a symbol of both joy and prosperity because its name 鹿 is pronounced like the character 樂, which means "delight", and like the symbol 禄, "a large income derived from an official position". And as to the tortoise: — the Chinese people, observing that this animal does indeed attain a remarkably long age, have always been fond of dilating on its longevity, and divers marvellous tales have been narrated with regard to it. The famous Liu Ngan, who lived in the second century before our era, even pretended in his "Explications of the Great Light", *Hung lieh kiai*, that it could live three thousand years.

We now come to the peach as a symbol of longevity. The *Han Wu-ti nei ch'wen*, "Traditions concerning the emperor Wu of the Han dynasty" who reigned B.C. 140—86, says that Si Wang Mu or "the Royal Mother of the West", ever famous in Chinese mythology as the queen of the immortal beings in the Kwunlun mountains, possessed a peach tree which bore fruit only once in three thousand years. A few of these peaches she presented to the emperor, telling him, however, they could not be grown in this our ordinary world. On other occasions she is found in the books to bestow peaches of even ten thousand years old upon her votaries and favorites: compare, e.g., the *Sihi i ki* or "Record of forgotten Matters", a work from the hand of Wang Kia, dating probably from the fourth century. Lastly, the "Canon of curious Things connected with Spirits", *Shen i king*, a work of the fourth or fifth century, tells in its chapter on the "Eastern Deserts" of a peach tree in the east, five hundred feet high, having leaves of eight and fruits of over three feet, from the stones of which the elixir of life could be decocted.

1 劉向.  2 列仙傳.  3 葛洪.  
4 張果子.  5 劉安.  6 鴻烈解.  
7 漢武帝內傳.  8 拾遺記.  
9 王嘉.  10 神異經.
Finally, the crane or stork is a symbol of longevity because, "when a thousand years old, it turns blue, and when twice that age, it grows black". This doctrine may be found preached in the "Commentaries on the Past and the Present", Ku kin chu, a work of the fourth century (ch. 2). Liu Ngan also says in the "Explications of the Great Light" (ch. 17) that "the crane lives a thousand years". Its position as the bird of auspicious influence it mainly owes to the circumstance that its name hók or hóh 鶴 in many languages of the empire is a synonym, or well nigh so, of the word "happiness, prosperity", which is written 福.

Returning now for one moment to the hair-pins, we wish to state, that their good qualities are considerably increased by having them made in a year which has an intercalary month. It is, in fact, easy to be understood that, whereas such a year has one month more than an ordinary year, the life-prolonging power of a pin made in the course of it must necessarily surpass by one twelfth that of others. People are also careful to introduce in each subsequent year of thirteen months a little ring between the pin and each of the figures suspended from its head, so that after a long period they all hang down by little chains.

Finger-rings too are oftentimes lavishly made use of for fitting out a corpse, in the case of males as well as females. In many cases the family use a set of thirteen, all made, for a similar reason to that prescribed for the hair-pin, in a year of thirteen months. If the dead man has not procured them for himself in his old age with a view to his approaching end, or has not received them as a present from his children, the survivors purchase them at once in a silversmith's shop, where many sets are always kept ready at hand for customers who may want them for their dead.

Before continuing our description of the grave clothes, we must acquaint our readers with an important conceit of the Chinese which sheds much light upon some practices that have been under our notice and those still to be described afterwards: — things of good omen will, when placed in a tomb, cause the benefits they express or symbolize to become real blessing to the offspring of the deceased. This idea is most intimately connected with the belief that souls continue to dwell with the body in the grave and from thence distribute benedictions and blessings over the offspring.

1 古今注.
like a red thread it runs through all the practices connected with the tomb and will as such come chiefly to the front in the third part of this Book, more especially in the 12th. chapter. Now the reader will understand that it is by no means merely a desire to ensure a happy fate to the dead which prompts children to place a hair-pin like that described on the deceased: the hope that it may serve with all its appendices like seeds sown, and ripen into real happiness and old age for the offspring, plays by far the greatest part in it. This also explains why the Chinese are so partial to dressing their deceased mothers in bridal attire: — this being in reality the uniform dress of mandarins' wives and, moreover, covered all over with symbols of felicity, wealth, joy and longevity, it with undoubtedly endow each woman, who wears it in the tomb, with the faculty of procreating happy, wealthy and long-lived descendants holding high functions in the empire — the greatest bliss and honour imaginable for every true son of China. That we are here face to face with the reason why this dress has become the peculiar attire to be worn at marriage i.e. at the moment when the procreation of children is set going, we need not say. It is now clear why every Chinese thinks it so highly important to dress his dead in the best clothes he can afford: to himself and his offspring is thereby ensured such a social standing and amount of prosperity as will entitle and enable them to wear dresses of corresponding quality and value.

Grave clothes for children and youths.

About the grave clothes for babies and young children there is but very little to say. One general rule holds good for them: they are the best child-garments the parents have at their disposal in the house. For children under the age of maturity but over, say, ten years, well to do people procure oftentimes a special gown of blue unflowered silk, called sing sau 1 or "young man's garment", which overlaps to the right. It is an imitation of a dress which, on account of some hazy references made to it in the Classics, is generally believed to have been worn by young boys during the Chou dynasty, and of which Fig. 4 is a representation, copied on a smaller scale from a figure given in the Khienlung edition of the Lí ki (ch. 79). A hat of stiff paper covered with silk or vel-

1 生衫.
vet, in many cases, embroidered with flowers and other figures in gold thread, is worn with that gown. It has either two curling points on the right and left reminding one of buffalo horns (Fig. 5), or a cover which resembles the roof of a house (Fig. 6); in the former case, people call it a *sing bo* or *youth's hat*, in the latter a *tšā hiā bo* or *roof-hat*. It always has two blue pointed ribbons behind, hanging loosely down the back of the wearer.

This costume, the people pretend, is a legacy of former dynasties, when, they say, it was the usual dress for boys of fashionable families. Now-a-days it is no more worn, except on the stage in historical plays, and by young children on special festive occasions, such as New Year's day. That it still plays such an important part as a grave dress is a good illustration

1 生帽. 2 厝瓦帽.
of the tenacity of customs as soon as they become connected with observances of a religious character.

Grave clothes prepared during life.

At the outset of this chapter we directed the attention of the reader to the fact that, in China, grave clothes are also procured during the life of the person for whom they are intended. In such cases they are never, like those prepared after death, carelessly basted or pasted together, but, on the contrary, are made as well and strong as the garments the living are accustomed to wear, there being plenty of time to finish them properly.

Procuring grave clothes during life is especially in vogue with people who have reached a certain age, say 50 or 60, and at the same time possess means which allow them to make the necessary outlay. Some people procure a complete set, most persons, however, only a suit of *tà bah* clothes with the outer garments. Any outfit kept ready for the journey into the world to come goes in Amoy by the term *tiu* lao *sa"*1, »clothing laid out for the old age". Indeed, the Chinese generally avoid plainly speaking of death and things connected with it by their proper names, and prefer to replace these by well-sounding terms indicative of good luck; for in this way, they say, much of the influence of death is neutralised, nay even turned into good. Old age being a benefit the Chinese prefer above all things, most people have the clothes in question cut out and sewn by an unmarried girl or a very young woman, wisely calculating that, whereas such a person is likely to live still a great number of years, a part of her capacity to live still long must surely pass into the clothes, and thus put off for many years the moment when they shall be required for use.

Amongst all the *tiu* lao clothes none is so interesting as the so-called *siu i"*2, »garment for a long life". It is a long gown of very precious silk of the deepest blue colour slightly passing into a reddish brown; the lining, likewise of silk, is of a very bright blue. It is generally shaped like the ancient »deep garment"; described on page 52; in many cases, however, it has no lapel, but buttons up the middle of the breast. When cut like the »deep garment" (see Pl. VI), the broad hems
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1 張老衫.  
2 壽衣.
peculiar to this garb are of costly bright blue silk. In the other case (see Frontispiece), there is only such a hem round the neck, not reaching further down than the heart; it is then very often of a white colour and embroidered with peony-flowers, phenixes, and divers other ornamental figures.

The »longevity garment” owes its name chiefly to the fact that it is embroidered all over with characters in gold thread representing the word longevity \(^1\), pronounced \(siu\) in the language of the Amoy people. Each is circular in shape and, besides, in the phantastic form known as the seal-character; sometimes such rein is given to fancy and ornamental taste that the figure is by no means recognizable. On the middle of the breast and on the back, and a little lower down on the right and the left side, as well as on each of the shoulders, and on the sleeves at the elbows, there is such a character of larger dimensions, encircled by a wreath of flowers, leaves, phenixes, cranes etc., all embroidered in variegated silk. For the rest, the garment is studded with \(siu\) characters of smaller size and without a wreath; in many cases, each of these has a shape different from the other, for the Chinese are in general very fond of writing the character, when used for ornamental purposes, in as many ways as their fancy can possibly invent. It is on account of these numerous \(siu\) figures that the garment is also often called \(pi\k siu\ i^2\, »garment of one hundred \(siu\) characters”.

That this costly garment is only found amongst the well to do, need not to be said. It purports in the first place to prolong the life of the owner, who therefore frequently wears it, especially on festive occasions, in order to allow the influences of longevity, created by the many characters wherewith it is decorated, to work their full effect upon his person. On the anniversaries of his birth he will scarcely ever neglect doing so, it being generally acknowledged amongst the Chinese that it is extremely useful and necessary then to absorb a good amount of vital energy, in order to remain hale and healthy during the ensuing year. Friends and kinsmen who throng the house to take part in the festivities, will then as a rule greatly admire the dress and tender their reiterated congratulations to the happy wearer, whose children have been so filial and so blessed by

\(^1\) 壽. \(^2\) 百壽衣.
fate as to have bestowed a present of such delicate and precious description.

Indeed, a longevity garment is nearly always the gift of dutiful children to an aged father or mother, an expression of their intense desire that the old man or woman may continue to live with them for many and many years. It is but seldom procured by the person who is to wear it in the grave. When the children have determined upon presenting it to one of the authors of their life, they make it an object of extreme solicitude. In not a few cases they will order the material from Shanghai, Suchow, Canton, or some other large city famous for its silk, and secure first-rate tailors to make it on a lucky day, carefully selected for the purpose by a "day-professor" (p. 47). And when it is finished, the first birthday of the senior, or some other auspicious day preceding it as near as possible, is chosen for the presentation. A few plates of catables and dainties, flanked by a couple of lighted candles, having been placed on a table in front of the domestic altar as a sacrifice to the ancestors and tutelar divinities residing there, the donors, attired, if they possess it, in the sacrificial raiment described on page 49 seq., or, otherwise, in the best suit they have, solemnly make their appearance, sacrifice some incense-sticks and thank by the mouth of the eldest the invisible protectors of the house for having already granted such a respectable old age to the beloved one as to render the possession of a longevity garment desirable. They further entreat them to continue their protection in the same way for many, many years to come, and the whole company thereupon turn to the senior, kneeling down to worship him by knocking their heads three times against the floor. The eldest one then hands him the dress with or without more grave clothes besides. The old man has, of course, scarcely words enough to express his gratitude for the filial sentiments displayed towards him, and in a few moments walks proudly up and down the hall, accoutred in this new acquisition to his wardrobe, gladly receiving the congratulations of the friends and kinsmen who take part in the festivities of the day.

The sacrifice on the domestic altar is specially bounteous when the anniversary represents a multiple of ten, because, in the case of an elderly person, his children and grandchildren consider themselves then in duty bound to make the day an occasion of very great rejoicing and festivity.

Owing to the fact alluded to on page 48 that male persons have a great predilection for being interred in the sacrificial robes
thō phaō, the longevity garment is, comparatively speaking, much
often presented to old women than to old men. For both sexes
it is of exactly the same description. A woman will, as a rule,
wear with it the "dragon-petticoat" described on page 53; a man a
pair of silk boots and, besides, the cowl called hok kau (see p.
52), because the garment of longevity represents, as we saw,
the "deep garment" of antiquity, to which such a cowl belongs
as an inseparable appendix.

Besides prolonging the life of the owner, the longevity garment
purports to insure a long life to his descendants as well. The
reason may be deducted by the reader himself from the general
rule already given on page 57, that the Chinese firmly believe
that objects placed in a tomb are capable of causing the good
things which they express by their shape or name, to fall as a
real blessing on the offspring of the person buried in that tomb.

Like the hair-pin described on page 55, and for reasons quite
similar, grave clothes prepared during life are made by preference
in a year which has an intercalary month. The very best imagin-
able, however, are those made in that month itself. It is
scarcely necessary to add that people will also soon determine
upon making the grave clothes when a kinsman is seriously ill,
especially when they have but little hope for his recovery.

When a family has resolved upon presenting a set of grave
clothes to an aged or sick parent, the sons-in-law are strictly bound
by customary law also to contribute a part. As a rule, their wives
will prepare a long gown of unflowered silk to be placed im-
mediately below the upper garments, and therefore called ji ting san¹,
"gown of the second layer". Indeed, owing to the fact that in
consequence of their marriage those wives have had to adopt the
parents of their husbands as their own, they have to mourn for
their own parents only in the second degree²; consequently, by
procuring the second layer, they fully acquit themselves of their
duty and may freely leave the care for the outside or principal
garments to the mourners of the first degree, to wit their brothers
and sisters at home, who never have been withdrawn from the
dead man's unlimited authority. For a mother, the ji ting san is
generally red, for a father, dark blue. If death comes suddenly,
and such a gown has not been prepared in advance, the married

¹ 二重衫. ² Compare the third part of this Book, ch. VI.
daughters are, if the time is too short to make one properly, bound at any rate to send money to the house of death for the inmates to buy the necessary material and have the gown in question made together with the other grave clothes.

The material way in which the Chinese prepare for making their appearance in the next world is, like most of their funeral customs, rendered sacred by precedents set by the venerated forefathers of the nation. Speaking of the three most ancient dynasties of the empire, the Li ēi states in its 19th, chapter (leaf 8): »After sixty, they are put in order every year; after seventy, once in every season; after eighty, once a month; and after ninety, they are kept in good repair every day. Only the swaddling-bands, the sheet which is to be wound around the corpse, the pall, and the sack enveloping the body, are put in order after death”.

Superstitious customs connected with grave clothes.

We may not allow ourselves to leave the subject of grave clothes without having noted some curious instances of popular superstition connected with it. In the first place it is worthy of notice that, when made at home, grave clothes are nearly always exclusively provided with buttons of woven material, such as are described in the foot-note on page 49: scarcely ever is the knot of those buttons replaced by a copper globule, as is the case on a most extensive scale in upper garments for the living. Metal buttons will, as people say, give trouble to the dead by injuring his body while it is decaying in the grave, and consequently cause great injuries also to his posterity; they may even cause the latter to be visited by diseases of all kind and numerous cases of untimely death. Many people, however, consider the matter of but secondary importance, and do not at all object to having a few such buttons on the upper garments: but never would any woman allow her dead to be buried with too many of these dangerous things on the body.

The number of suits is another point of great solicitude. Five layers of dressing, each lined garment being counted either double or single, are once for all proscribed, because the word five, ge

1 六十歲制, 七十時制, 八十月制, 九十日制。唯絞絞索至死而後制。Sect. 王制。V. The same passage occurs also in ch. 30, leaf 1 (Sect. 內則, III).
or wú (ább), is a synonym of another, written hué, and meaning: »involuntarily to bring disaster and evil upon others". Gú pé, gū bû, gū bó, gū kiéw ¹, as Amoy people say, i.e. »fathers, mothers, wives and children, all visited by mish-fortunes", this is the fate which no dead person can help bringing upon his off-spring for many generations to come, if they have buried him in five dresses, or five layers of dressing. It is, in consequence, a happy coincidence that the customary minimum of dresses, below which no decent family which respects itself dares by any means go, viz. a »jacket that covers the flesh", a couple of ordinary jackets, a »long habit", a »horse-mantle", and the two gowns of the sacrificial attire make up a number exceeding five.

Well-to-do people nearly always carry the number up to nine at least, counting the lined garments each as one layer. Many, however, would feel ashamed to put on less than eleven, thirteen, or even more dresses. Owing to the fact that Chinese philosophy has always identified even numbers with the Yin part of nature, that is to say, with cold, darkness, evil, feminity and such sort of things (comp. p. 22), while the odd numbers represent the opposite good elements, an even number of grave clothes is always most decidedly avoided. Wrapping up a dead person in Yin ciphers would, indeed, wilfully tend to destroy his luck in the grave and the next world; and his unhappy condition would, in its turn, have a baneful effect upon his off-spring. Not to mention serious consequences of other descriptions, the deed would, in the first place, cause the dead to be re-born at a future time in this world as a woman, and this woman to bring forth scarcely any but female children; and none of these fatal chances in the lottery of life is desired by any true son of the Empire of the Midst, where woman holds place as a being of very inferior order, and daughters count for nothing in a family.

The quantity of grave clothes is dependent also to a great extent upon the age of the deceased, increasing with his years. The prevailing idea that filial duty requires a dead man to be dressed in numerous suits induces many a poor family in Amoy to use grave garments of material so cheap, that they would, if worn by a living person, hang about his body a hopeless mass of shreds and tatters in a few hours. But why should not miserable imitations

¹ 誤父,誤母,誤婦,誤.
of costly silk become the most ornate clothes in the next world, if even tinned paper sheets pass there for sterling currency of the highest value?

Dressing the dead in numerous suits obtained as an established custom already during the dynasty of Ch'en. This is clearly proved by the I lü, whose elaborate account of the way in which deceased officers were then dressed for the grave is reproduced at full in the second part of this Book (ch. V, § 1) and may be consulted there.

Leather may form no part in grave clothes, under any pretext whatever. In the event of boots or shoes having been purchased for the use of a dead person, the family are always careful to tear off the thin layer of leather, which is usually stitched underneath the soles. It is evident that Buddhist influence is here at work. Many tenets of this Church have obtained a strong hold upon the people, and numerous men and women partly or totally abstain from animal food, in obedience to the rescript not to kill, may, to avoid everything that might lead to the slaughtering of animals: using no leather may be classed on a level with such abstinence. But there are other reasons. The prevailing ideas concerning a future life being greatly influenced by doctrines derived from Buddhism, everybody knows Yama, the king of Hades, and, because pictures of his dreadful tribunal are regularly distributed over China in large quantities, all Chinese are acquainted also with his two inseparable attendants, "Father Buffalo" gu ii¹, and "Father Horse" hé ii², each represented with the head of the animal of which he bears the name. These beings, when ordered by their master to inflict punishment upon a soul, will undoubtedly rage with redoubled fury against it, if they perceive it wearing the tanned hide of its congeners under its feet. It may be useful to observe, that we are here face to face with a custom of respectable antiquity, as it is written in the Yü-yang ts'ah ts'u³, an interesting work of the eighth century (ch. 13): «When seeing off a deceased person, it is not permitted to present articles of leather to him"⁴.

¹ 牛爷. ² 馬爺.
³ 《西陽雜俎》作者: 潘曾煌 段成式.
⁴ 送亡人不可送韋革.
2. Dressing the Dead.

Having finished our lengthy description of the grave clothes, we have now to describe the way in which they are arranged on the corpse.

Under the eaves of the hall the mourners place on the floor a large shallow tray of wicker work: an important article of daily use in every family, serving to winnow rice and separate this from the chaff by shaking it in the wind. On this tray is placed a wooden form or chair, which is thereupon mounted by the principal mourner. He is stripped of his clothes as far as decency will allow, and is covered with a large round hat of bamboo, such as is commonly worn by all the lower classes to protect them against the sun and rain. Assisted by his mother or wife, he now puts on the "jacket which covers the flesh", passing at the same time a long hempen rope through the sleeves and over his back; and subsequently all the shirts, coats, robes and gowns destined for the dead are one by one arranged on his body in the required sequence. During this proceeding he holds in his hand a bamboo pole, to the top of which a leafy branch of the banian tree is affixed, in order that the bad influences of the surrounding atmosphere, which might otherwise sneak into the garments and so afterwards injure the dead, may be kept at a respectable distance. In many cases, however, the branch is attached to the top of the hat, or replaced there by a flower, which people feel sure will have the same good effect.

The clothes having been fastened to one another at the back and in front by means of a couple of large stitches, they are now taken off the mourner all together by some members of the family, the rope preventing the sleeves from getting out of place. The whole lot is then laid out underneath the corpse, the arms are introduced into the sleeves, and the buttoning of each of the garments is properly done. The trousers and stockings have been put on beforehand whilst the arranging of the garments on the person of the mourner was going on. A general howling concludes the dressing.

Even if the dead person be a member of the female sex, it is incumbent on the eldest son to first put on the grave clothes. There is no reason to fear he will not be able to get into them. Chinese clothes never fit tight to the body, being as a rule at least twice as spacious as is strictly necessary. In case there are neither sons nor grandsons, this ceremony is performed by the
wife or the eldest daughter-in-law of the deceased, as these persons, like the direct male descendants, stand in the first degree of relationship towards him. And when the dead is unblest with such relations, the clothes are simply fitted into one another without any such intervention of a living person.

On asking the Chinese why they do not always act in this latter way, the answer invariably runs, that such would prove a total absence of filial devotion. The Li 輯, they say, has a rescript to this effect: »When the Ruler of a State is ill and has to drink medicine, his minister should first taste of it; and when a parent is ill and has to drink medicine, his son should first taste of it"; — a dutiful child must not only observe the letter of this law, but also its spirit, and consequently apply it to garments destined for the venerable person of a prince and for a father or mother as well. While fulfilling this duty in behalf of a dead person, the child should, however, bear in mind that he is not allowed either to pollute holy Mother Earth by bringing her in contact with the grave clothes, or to annoy and oppose bright Heaven, the principal source of all life in nature, by placing objects connected with death openly under his eyes. Therefore he must separate himself from the former divinity by means of a tray and chair, and conceal himself from the view of the latter by wearing a broad-brimmed hat; and further: ought not a child, whose filial devotion has fallen short in prolonging the days of the author of his life, to hide himself with shame from the sight of the highest power of the Universe? It is, in fact, customary in China for a son to attribute the death of his parents to his own want of care for their persons and to his shortcomings on the point of filial affection in general.

As soon as the son has played his chief part to the end of this drama, he hastens to swallow, in concert with most of the attending kinsmen, a few mouthfuls of cooked vermicelli, wisely inferring that the long threads of this food must greatly counteract, nay, totally neutralize, the life-shortening influences which the grave clothes may have exercised over his person. This important occupation finished, he joins his fellow-mourners, to assist them in their numerous occupations preparatory to the coffining.

In the event of the dressing having been wholly or partly

1 Ch. 8, leaf 3. 君有疾飲藥,臣先嘗之。親有疾飲
performed by hired assistants, these persons lay hands on all the clothes, sheets etc. which were about the corpse previous to the dressing, established custom allotting these things to them as a lawful emolument pertaining to their office. Fashionable families are decidedly opposed to keeping such effects for themselves. Hence, if there are no hired assistants, they give them away to their poor neighbours, or to the first beggar that turns up. As a matter of course, less fastidiousness prevails on this point amongst people who cannot afford to do away with anything that may still be useful. They usually wear the clothes in question without any mental reluctance, as if they had never belonged to a departed person. More often still they choose the golden mean, sending them straightway to a pawnshop, there to swell the nasty stock of unclean articles which fill such establishments.

1 This reminds us of a similar English practice mentioned by Brand (Observations, Customs at Deaths, p. 439): «Laying out the corpse is an office always performed by women, who claim the linen and other articles about the person of the deceased at the time of performing the ceremony; and it is thought to be very unlucky to the friends of the person departed, to keep back any portion of these perquisites».
CHAPTER IV.

SACRIFICES AND RITES BETWEEN THE DRESSING AND COFFINING.

The dressing is followed by an offering of edibles called *si sing* 
"taking leave of life". This name intimates that the family are now becoming convinced the body has really expired, and that they are about to relinquish their hopes of its reviving; so they offer it a parting meal before shutting it up in the coffin, as a proof also that their devotion remains unslackened, in spite of the interference of the King of Terrors.

On the table in front of the water-bed on which the dressed corpse is stretched, they arrange a bowl with cooked rice and a couple of dishes of vegetables, as a sort of luncheon, introductory to a more sumptuous meal already in course of preparation in the kitchen. On the table is also to be seen a thin slab of wood, one end of which, from seven to nine centimetres broad, is placed perpendicularly in a small wooden block (Fig. 7). The slab, about half a metre high, tapers away at the top, so that, when seen in front or from behind, the whole reminds us of an obelisk. Both the slab and its support are sheathed on all sides with white silk or, amongst the poor, with bleached linen; a narrow tape of the same material is

1 *si sing*
pasted along each edge on the front of the slab, and these tapes are respectively inscribed with the dates, to the hour, of the birth and the death of the deceased. His names, titles and age are written in one perpendicular column of characters between these tapes, and over the top of that column is pasted a small rosette of a red material or of floss of silk. Thus, the tablet bears such a description of the dead as will, according to Chinese ideas, render it quite fit and proper to be inhabited by the soul; — in fact, as the corpse is going to be concealed in the coffin for ever, the soul, in its weak, unsubstantial state, will soon be badly in need of an artificial body to strengthen it and prevent its dissolution. This curious object, which has an interesting history that will be given in our Second Book, goes by the name of huin pêh, "silken cloth for the soul".

But, will the soul really enter this artificial body? May it not be prevented from doing so by the powers of darkness, perhaps be confined in the terrible hell, about which the Buddhist Church has so much to say? This important question, weighing heavily on the mind of the family, induces them to employ a priest of that Church at this part of the funeral rites; for, releasing souls from the pangs of hell has always been one of the first articles of the programme of Shâkyamuni's religion in China, and its clergy have invented excellent expedients for carrying it into effect.

Dressed in a plain black or dull grey ceremonial robe, or in a richly embroidered Kashîya, if the family are rich enough to afford the extra expense which this ceremonial dress of the highest order entails, the priest takes his place before the sacrificial table. He opens the ceremony by pronouncing a few magic formulas (Tantras) composed of Pali or Sanskrit words, which neither he himself, nor anybody else in China understands; they are nevertheless possessed of wonderfully miraculous power. Then, he chanting invocates the Bodhisatwa Ti tsaang wang, the principal redeeming power residing in hell and placed by the Church at the head of the ten infernal kings, saying:

» O Bodhisatwa of the World of Darkness, Thy glory is difficult to describe,

1 魂帛. 2 地藏王: A detailed monography of this holy being, as well as accounts of those mentioned further on, will be given in a separate Book on Buddhism.
» Realize our hopes by showing Thy true face and diffusing this over every place,
» That the beings on the three lower paths of the six paths of transmigration ¹ may hearken to the glorious Law,
» And the ten classes of beings which have been called into existence by the four modes of birth ² may bathe their heads with Thy merciful favours.
» May the light of Thy precious pearl ³ shine as far as the roads which lead to the celestial halls,
» And Thy metal crosier ⁴ knock open the gates of hell!
» We sincerely wish the soul of the deceased may enjoy the favour of being introduced (into the regions of bliss),
» And on the lotus-terrace (i.e. the Universe) may worship the merciful Honourable Ones (Buddhas and Bodhisatwas)” ⁵.

While chanting this invocation in a slow, monotonous tone of voice, the priest beats at every syllable upon a globular hollow instrument of wood and, at the beginning of every new line, on a metal bell resembling a large goblet without a foot, both instruments standing on the table for the purpose. Now taking up a small circular incense-burner fixed on an horizontal wooden handle, he pronounces with fervour a prayer of the following tenor:

» I salute Ye, Celestial Judges of the three spheres constituting the higher, middle and lower divisions of the Universe; and Ye, host of Kings and nobles of the departments of land and water and of the world of men! Remember the soul of the dead, and help it forward in going to the Paradise of the West. I reverently consider that it is a difficult matter to escape existence (lit. birth and death) as a human being or a Dewa, and that this disem-

4 Those six stages of existence (Sansk. Gāti) are: Dewas, men, Asuras, infernal beings, Prātas, and animals.
2 To wit, from a uterus, an egg, moisture, and by transformation.
3 Most saints of the Buddhist Church are, in China, represented with a pearl in their forehead, probably standing for the ura, or white soft hairs between the eyebrows, characteristic of every Buddha.
4 As chief rescer of the souls from hell, Ti tsang wangs is nearly always represented with the sik thay mentioned on page 55.
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六道三途間妙法 恕願亡靈蒙接引
四生十類沐慈恩 蓮花臺上禮慈尊.
SUMMONING THE SOUL INTO THE TABLET.

"bodied soul will have no means to rid itself thereof and come down to this place, unless it be earnestly worshipped without the wvishipper allowing his thoughts to swerve away therefrom. The stores of the holy scriptures of our Church of Buddha contain authentic words suitable for convoking beings, and it behoves me to carefully take these words in my hand and recite them." 1.

Grasping his hand-bell, the handle of which bears on the top a metal knob shaped like a Wajra or magic sceptre of the Church, the priest slowly tolls it, reciting at the same time the following quatrain:

» By means of this tolling bell I issue forth my summons,
» Doubt not, soul of the deceased, but hearken from afar and understand the meaning thereof,
» Mayest Thou, through the Triratna's power, seize hold of it,
» And come down this day, at this very moment of my summons, to repair hither" 2.

A miraculous Tantra of a dozen syllables does the rest. The spirit of the dead really turns up and has its olfactory nerves at once gratified by means of a few burning incense sticks, which the principal mourner raises with both hands on a level with his forehead and then sticks into the ashes of the censer standing in front of the soul-tablet. The priest meanwhile chants:

» In my heart's core I respectfully request that the scent of this stick of incense offered from the heart may pervade the regions where the Law prevails, and that the messengers of Hades may conduct the soul hither!'" 2 Thereupon he reads aloud a letter addressed to the soul. It contains the good news that the mourners, So-and-so by name, have erected on the spot, of which the geographical position is circumscribed with great exactness, a tablet

1 南無上中下分三界天曹, 地府水府人間王侯衆, 追誌亡靈往西方。恭以人天二路生死難逃, 若非一念虔恭敬, 亡靈無由降赴。我佛教藏中之有召集真言, 謹當持誦。
2 以此懸鈴申召請, 願承三寶力加持, 亡靈不昧遙聞知, 今日請時來降赴。
3 一心奉請一炷心香通法界, 九泉使者引魂來。
for the occupancy of the spirit, in which it may abide for all ages to come; further, that a sacrificial meal has been set out in front thereof for its private use. »Thrice — so sings the priest in conclusion — I invite the soul of the deceased to descend to this place. »Soul, come home, enter into Thy seat, and hearken to the words »of the Sūtra! O Bodhisatwas and Mahāsatwas who practise the »holy scriptures!" 1

Now setting fire to the letter, in order to dispatch it to the soul, the priest proceeds to recite a wonderful canon entitled: The hell-conquering Sūtra. 2 Like most sacred books of the Church, it passes for a reproduction of a sermon pronounced by the Buddha himself. If recited for a full year, so the book itself declares, it exempts all the dead from passing through hell and there beholding the face of Yama, may, causes them to be introduced straightway into Nirwāṇa; hence it may be said that its recital is not out of place on the present occasion. To enhance its good effects, a few Tantras are pronounced in addition; and finally come three brief summonses addressed respectively to Amitābha and Avalokiteśvara, the chiefs of the Western Paradise, and to Ti tsa ng wang, that they may help the soul to the enjoyment of everlasting bliss. The magic formula ‘Om mane padme hūm’ concludes each of these summonses.

Meanwhile the sacrifice proper has been served on one or two extra tables, arranged for the purpose in front of the one already standing near the corpse. It consists of twelve dishes, for the very good reason that, during the ancient Chu dynasty, the same number constituted the chief daily meal of a Sovereign, it being said in chapter 4 of the Cheu li (leaf 16): »The Sovereign has once a day a full meal, served in twelve pots" 3.

As a rule, those dishes chiefly consist of the following articles:
1. A whole duck, roasted.
2. An entire fowl, roasted.
3. Some dried venison.
4. One or more fishes.
5. The so-called tao tsa 4 or »pea-dates": pellets about as large as

---

1 三請亡靈來降赴，諸靈就座聽經文，演經文普薩摩訶薩．
2 破地獄經．
3 王曰一舉鼎十有二．
4 金鼎．
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marbles, composed of small parched peas mixed up with a very sweet syrup made from barley malt (bêh gê ko¹, »malt-syrup").

6. Mou¹ tsô² or »hemp-seed dates", being similar balls to the aforesaid, only the peas are replaced by hemp-seed.

The above two sorts of sweets appear on the table because they are considered very fit to promote the object of the sacrifice, which is to bring the departed soul back to the house. Indeed, the written name for a date tree, 窮, or perhaps more correctly a jujube tree (Zizyphus jujuba?), closely represents a reduplication of the character 來, »to come", or the Chinese expression chuang lai 重來; but chuang lai also means »to come again, to return".

In the Pu khüeh³, a work written during the Thang dynasty, we read: »A descendant of the family Yang, Kin by name, was a good onirocritic. One person having dreamt that a pine was growing before his door, and another that a date tree shot up on the top of his house, Kin said: 'Pines are planted between the tumuli, and the character for date tree represents the idea of coming again, which in turn symbolizes calling the soul. Both men died". And the historical encyclopedia of the 11th century, entitled Che¹ fu yuen kweï⁴, says: »Li Yuh, who was a nobleman of the Imperial Banqueting Court, one day fell asleep during the daytime and dreamt that he ate pea-dates. On waking, he felt ill and said to his intimate friend: 'I have been informed that the date tree is a reduplication of the word 'to come' and therefore is the symbol of calling the soul; my vital spirits now feel oppressed and dejected, so, I shall not escape it'. In the summer of the fifth year of the Thien-fuh period (A. D. 940) he breathed his last".
7. »Red rolls’, ōng .linkedin 1. Round cakes of flour, convex at the top, flat at the bottom.

8. Dried shell-meat from univalves. This appears amongst the sacrificial articles because its popular name ōng lé 2 is composed of two syllables which happen to have synonyms respectively in another ōng (木), meaning »to thrive, to prosper”, and another lé (麗), which signifies »glory, opulence”. The food is accordingly very fit to promote the welfare of the soul in the next world.

9. A pine-apple, with its crown and a few leaves. It is by no means necessary that it should be ripe or full-sized, because it plays a part amongst the offerings merely on account of its name, which reads ōng léi 3, »pear of prosperity”. Already the word for pear by itself includes a great deal of good luck, as the written character representing it, viz. 梨, is composed of 木, »a tree”, and 利, »advantageous, profitable, prosperous, happy, auspicious, beneficial etc.”

10. »Hempseed-cakes”, moā tsi 4, as many as the years of age of the deceased. They are small cakes, soft and round, made of rice flour and hempseed, having sweets inside composed of sugar and pease meal. People are so firmly convinced that the dead are extremely fond of them, that they dare not let them be wanting at the table. Once upon a time, they say, a mandarin, doing justice in his court, suddenly fell asleep. On re-opening his eyes, he related that he had been in a house, where the inmates were serving a sacrificial meal to their ancestors. Perceiving amongst the offerings a dish full of hempseed-cakes and being endowed by nature with a strong liking for this delicious food, he had helped himself immediately and devoured a good many of them. None of the by-standers would have paid much attention to this dream, had not all perceived very distinct traces of the glutinous nutriment on the lips and checks of their master. Now the mandarin could, of course, not help sending his underlings in all directions to see whether there really existed a house like the one he had dreamt of; and, indeed, they soon returned to report that the family in question had been found. All the particulars given by the messengers, corresponding in every respect with what the mandarin had himself seen during his somnambulism, there remained no doubt that he was a re-incarnated forefather of that family;

1 紅丸. 2 旺螺. 3 旺梨. 4 麻粢.
which was confirmed when they told him they had sacrificed the cakes in question expressly because one of their ancestors had been extremely fond of them. Another wise inference was drawn from the event by every one endowed with common sense: souls are fond of hempseed cakes; and as these will consequently wet their appetite at any moment, they may be used with advantage on occasions like the present, when a soul is desired to come and take up its abode in a tablet, and reside in the house with the family for ever.

As soon as the sacrificial articles are properly arranged in front of the dead, the Buddhist priest resumes his functions. Taking in his hand a small tin bowl of water, representing the Patra or alms-bowl of the mendicant friars of the ancient Church, he solemnly sings:

»The Amṛtā of the willow of the Bodhisatwas

»Is so powerful that one drop of it can, all around in the ten parts of the Universe,

»Completely do away with the filth and dirt of rancid flesh,

»And, besides, can keep the altars and places of worship perfectly clean".

Dipping his finger, or a sprig of a banian or pomegranate tree, in the water, he now sprinkles a few drops over the offerings, and subsequently over the corpse, the by-standers, and the walls of the hall. Thus, through the power of the sacred ambrosia, everybody and everything are cleansed from inauspicious influences resulting from death, and the soul of the deceased is enabled to appear before its ancestors in a state of perfect purity. Hence the ceremony is called tsing sin\(^1\), »purifying the body". It is followed by a cleansing process of another kind. Having grasped his above-mentioned hand censer, in which some of the »purifying incense" spoken of on p. 33 now lies smouldering, the priest wields this instrument over, under, and along the sides of the corpse, approaching it also to the walls and all the conspicuous objects around. Meanwhile the mourners, arranged before the sacrificial table, present the articles by offering each, in the order of rank and seniority, two incense sticks and thereupon making three prostrations, at each of

\(^1\) 菩薩柳頭甘露水 稠燼垢穢盡蠲除
能令一滴遍十方 加持壇場悉清淨.

\(^2\) 淨身.
which the forehead is bowed four times to the ground. The number of incense sticks and bows should, in worshipping a dead body, be even, that is to say, it must belong to the element of death Yin, three sticks and three times three bows being specially reserved for disembodied souls, gods and living human beings (comp. page 65).

This solemn and bounteous sacrifice is not deemed complete without a large bonfire of paper. In a shop for the special sale of such mock money, of which there are many in every Chinese town, great quantities of white sheets with parallel rows of small scalloped incisions as represented in miniature size in the annexed figure, have been previously purchased by the family in yellow parcels containing one hundred each. Every sheet of this so-called “treasury money”, ă̄h ū tsei¹, is an imitation of regular rows of metal coins; so, it is easy to calculate that each parcel represents a considerable amount of currency in the next world. The whole lot is carefully packed up in small trunks of bamboo and paper; and these are set in array with similar boxes of larger dimensions filled with paper ingots of precious metals, which the reader already knows from page 25 seq. A paper padlock sufficiently protects each box against being opened by unauthorized hands; moreover, they are all carefully sealed by means of a strip of paper pasted on the front side from top to bottom and bearing, besides the names etc. of the dead, the seal of the officiating priest.

At the side of each trunk stand two puppets of paper and bamboo, which have to carry the treasures into the other world. A so-called ă̄h ū kuo² or “treasury officer” of the same material and make, is placed upon a table in the quality of general headman of these bearers, and intrusted with the care of the money. Himself and eleven colleagues form a set of spirits who devote themselves exclusively to this sort of work, not merely for the benefit of the dead, but also for the sake of their own purse, as the management of other people’s money matters is, both in terrestrial and sub-

¹ 庫錢. ² 庫官.
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terranean China, a business which pays well. Each spirit corresponds to the name of an animal of the duodenary cycle described on page 44 and, as such, has to attend to the treasury money of all the souls born in the year of that same animal; a very ingenious regulation indeed, as it enables people to know which treasurer to evoke in all cases of death. Calling upon invisible beings without knowing their names or titles is generally considered by the Chinese a very difficult task, bordering almost on the impossible.

The evoking is done by the priest. Telling his magic bell and reciting the requisite formularies specially prescribed for such occasions, which bear a great similarity to those mentioned above for evoking the soul, he calls the attention of the spirit to the puppet provided for its occupancy, as also to some吃ables placed on the table on purpose to enable it to replenish its stomach. Amongst the dishes, one containing a pig's liver stands conspicuous. Indeed, the family wisely surmise that this food, called koa\(^1\) in their mother tongue, must, if consumed by the treasury officer, favorably influence his own \(^*\) heart and liver\(^2\) (*im koa*\(^2\), that is to say, his organs of memory, thoughtfulness and affection, according to Chinese ideas. A treasurer who has eaten liver will consequently be less likely to neglect his duty towards the dead than one who has not partaken of such food.

As soon as the treasurer has descended into his image, the mourners advance towards the same to offer incense, and respectfully bow their heads three times to the floor. In many cases, the principal mourner also pours spirits into a few cups standing on the table, that the unseen being may exhilarate his mind by drinking of them. Meanwhile, the priest reads aloud a letter addressed to the treasurer, which informs him of some things highly important for him to know, such as what he is wanted to do; the names, age etc. of the deceased, lest he should mistake the latter for another person; the names etc. of the priest who arranges the financial transaction, and the like.

The bearers of the boxes are also liberally attended to. Having been arranged in a circle on the ground, with some吃ables and cups of wine in their midst, they are politely, but urgently, invited by one of the mourners to help themselves. Advance wages in the shape of a few paper sheets are, moreover, suspended around

\(^{1}\) 肝.
\(^{2}\) 心肝.
the neck of each, just as in the case of the palankeen bearers spoken of on page 29.

To all the performances of the priest, in not a few cases solemnity is given by a few musicians, specially engaged to refresh the soul, the treasurer, and the trunk-bearers with the dulcet tones of their discordant instruments. In the end, the whole collection of boxes is set on fire. Those containing the "treasury money" are burnt a little apart from the others, as the ashes must be carefully collected, wrapped up in paper and placed, either inside the coffin or by the side of it, in the grave. In general, the burning is done in the court-yard, or even in the street, to prevent the house from catching fire. The treasurer and the bearers are likewise committed to the flames, as also a goodly quantity of yellow mock money for their special use, and the above-mentioned letter addressed to the treasurer. All the while the crackling of the bamboo splints and the noise of the fire are drowned by the music, the hand bell of the priest, who continues his incantations with unabated zeal, and the lamentations of the mourners, who are on their knees as near the pile of flames as the heat will allow.

As we have seen, the treasury money plays a very prominent part in this ingenious remittance of precious metal and cash money to the other world. And not without a good reason. It is, indeed, designed for enabling the soul to liquidate its old debts there, which it cannot properly do without a large quantity of small coin. The reader must bear in mind, that the prevailing popular notions ascribe every case of birth upon this earth to the release of a soul from Hades, which redemption is, however, never granted unless a heavy ransom is paid by this soul itself to Yama and his underlings. Now, as souls are, in general, very poor, nearly all of them have to borrow from their fellow manes, if they desire to be re-incarnated on earth. Every Chinese is, of course, sure his dead may have commenced their terrestrial career under such circumstances. The soul, returning now to Hades, will consequently at once be assailed there by a host of creditors, who are all anxious to collect the funds necessary for their own release, and resolute to have no mercy upon it, if they find it unwilling or unable to pay. It is, in consequence hereof, certainly very wise and dutiful on the part of the surviving kinsmen to send the soul a rich stock of bullion out of which to settle its old liabilities; but greater still is the sagacity they display in the boxes of treasury money. In fact, the small coin these contain will
help the soul to settle its accounts more quickly, and thus enable it to rid itself of its dunners in less time; moreover, it saves it the troublesome work of changing the bullion and keeps it out of the clutches of money-changers, who, in the Chinese hell no less than in the Chinese empire, never feel any qualms of conscience when they fall in with an opportunity to fleece and oppress a fellow creature hunted down by impatient creditors.

Already many, many ages ago, wise men, whose names are, alas, lost to posterity, have discovered after careful researches that the quantity of treasury money required by a dead man to satisfy his dunners stands in immediate relation to the year of his birth. This important fact once ascertained, these philosophers, assiduously pursuing their investigations in the same direction, have gloriously succeeded in fixing the minimum quantity for each year of the duodenary cycle of animals (see p. 44). And although people know nothing of the principles upon which the calculations are based, yet everybody firmly sticks to the ciphers of those sages, with the blindest confidence in their accuracy. They are, pasted on a small board, suspended before everybody's eyes in each shop where such paper is sold, and may without extra payment be inspected there by any customer who does not know the ciphers by heart or has no such placard-board of his own at home — a precious legacy of past generations of his ancestors. We have inspected these lists ourselves, and learned from them that the highest and the lowest amount, viz. 320,000 and 60,000 coins, are required for persons born respectively in an ox-year and a monkey-year. Each sheet representing one hundred coins, and one hundred sheets making a parcel, we arrive at 32 and 6 parcels, which, according to the quality of the paper, vary in price between 1 and 2½ Mexican dollar-cents a parcel, terrestrial money. Very dutiful mourners, however, living in easy circumstances, usually go far beyond the minimum. They even burn three, five and seven times as much, carefully avoiding an even multiple, for reasons set forth on page 65.

When the offerings have been standing for a while and the dinner time of the living draws near, everything is removed to be consumed by the mourners and those who assist them during that very busy day. The priest, having pocketed his fee, retires, rejoicing in the pleasant prospect, opened to him by the family, of having his services invoked again for the celebration of other lucrative ceremonies sooner or later during the course of the mourning rites.

It remains now to be considered, what place the sacrifice de-
scribed in the foregoing pages occupies in the series of funeral rites. There are many reasons for believing it is offered to the corpse. On page 29 it has been stated that the family continue to feed the body after death, and as, moreover, the coffining marks the moment at which the hope of revival is given up (see page 70), it can scarcely appear probable that sacrifices preceding the coffining are addressed to the disembodied soul. The fact that the ashes of the paper are carefully collected in order to be placed in the coffin or outside it in the grave, likewise points to a sacrifice to the body; indeed, people call the whole ceremony, inclusive of the offering of eatables, tai sui-siu khô¹, 'burying a treasury which follows the corpse'. Finally, the following interesting passage occurring in ch. 13 of the Yiu-yang tsah tsu, is clear evidence that even of old sacrifices were offered to the body until the very moment of closing the coffin: — 'It is a funeral rite of the generations of latter times to place meat, cooked rice, millet and spirits in front of the coffin when the corpse has been placed in it and the lid is affixed, and then to shake the lid and knock at the coffin, calling out the name and title of the deceased and exclaiming: 'Stand up, and eat!' Having repeated this three times, they stop'².

But, on the other hand, the ceremonial performed by the Buddhist priest affords conclusive evidence that the eatables are conceived of as offered to the soul, even serving as a bait to allure the soul into its tablet. And, besides, the popular ideas concerning the destination of the paper money clearly point to a belief that the same is remitted to the soul. The conclusion therefore is, that the sacrifice bears a twofold character, or that it is a transition from sacrifices to the body to sacrifices to the disembodied soul. It may even be suggested that the introductory part of it, described on page 70, is destined for the body, and the subsequent fuller meal for the soul.

It ought to be observed, that the burning of paper money at this part of the funeral rites is by no means recurred to in every case of death. Most families are sure from the very beginning that they will soon celebrate a solemn mass for the repose of the

¹ 埋隨身庫.
² 近代喪禮，內棺加蓋，以肉飯黍酒着棺前，搖蓋叩棺呼亡者名字言起食。三度然後止.
soul, during which the dead will for several days be enriched with so much paper money as to render a previous burning of treasures quite superfluous. But if the family foresee that circumstances will compel them to defer that mass for a long time, they always duly perform the burnt-sacrifice, it being utterly inconsistent with the rules of filial devotion to leave the soul of a father or mother longer than is strictly necessary helpless in the hands of its dunnners in Hades.

In the said requiem-mass Buddhist rites play a prominent part. Its description must therefore be deferred to our Book on Buddhism, in which it will find a place amongst the chapters devoted to the position this religion holds amongst the laity. The reader will find there also an account of a curious ceremony, performed in the exceptional case of the dead being a woman who has died in childbirth, and which has for its object to help her soul out of hell, where it has been plunged into a tank full of blood, to atone for the uncleanness incurred by her confinement. Now this ceremony is, in the case of such a woman, generally celebrated at the present period of the funeral rites, being inserted somewhere between the ceremonies which we saw the priest perform to effect the release of the soul from the powers of Tartarus. This by the way for the sake of completeness.

Sacrificial ceremonies connected with the dressing of the corpse were in vogue already in the age of Cheu. Indeed, in its elaborate account of the funeral rites for ordinary officers the I li describes them in detail. It may be useful to reproduce here what it says about them, as no doubt the work places before us the most ancient prototype of those rites to be found in the literature of China.

Having described the first part of the dressing, which took place in the back-chamber, the I li says: »On the east of the hall, below stairs, they set out dried meat, pickled meat, must and spirits. Linen of coarse or fine texture, to be used for covering these offerings, is placed in a basket on the east side of the articles displayed; and a wash-basin with ewer are put down on the east of those articles, with a towel. They further place one three-legged caldron outside the ts' in gate, near the eastern gate-room, a little southward. Its frontside is turned to the west. It

1 養于東堂下脯醼醴酒。幕奠用功布。實于簟。在饑東。設盆盎于饑東。有巾。Ch. 27, 1. 29 and 30.
holds a sacrificial pig, to wit, the four limbs (hams and shoulder-pieces) from which the hoofs have been removed, the two rib-pieces, the spine, and the lungs. They also place on the spot a carrying pole to pass through the ears of the caldron, and a cover for the caldron, which has its end on the west side; moreover, an unornamented stand is placed on the west of the caldron, in a direction from east to west, and a ladle is deposed upon it with its handle pointing eastward.

Upon this follows a description of the second part of the clothing ceremonies or the so-called "slighter dressing", which took place in the hall, and then the I li continues:

Now follows the presentation of the sacrificial articles. The men who have to lift up the caldron with the viands wash their hands. The one on the right grasps the ladle and holds it downwards; the other on the left side takes the stand and holds it athwart; and so (carrying the caldron between them) they enter the gate and put it down in front of the eastern steps, turning its front side towards the west. The stand they place with its front side to the north.

The man on the right, taking the ladle in his left hand, pulls the pole out of the ears of the caldron and likewise takes it in his left hand. Then he places the cover on the north of the caldron, lays the pole upon it and, without sitting down, scoops out the contents of the caldron and places them on the stand. The two hams he lays down on the stand at each end, the two shoulder-pieces next to them; then come the rib-pieces, and the spine with the lungs are put in the midst. Having placed a cover over the whole and made the roots (joints of the bones?) to stick out, the men take up the stand and remain waiting on the spot.

The Invoker after the manner of the Hia dynasty and his
functionaries now wash their hands. Taking the must, he places himself at the head of the functionaries who carry the spirits; those with the dried meat, the pickled meat and the stand of viands follow behind, and in this order they ascend the eastern steps, during which the male persons attending stamp their feet. The overseers of the waste and cultivated fields remove the caldron, whilst the man holding the linen for covering the offerings stations himself at the foot of the eastern steps.

The articles are put down to the east of the corpse in the following manner. The men with the must and spirits having taken their station with their faces towards the north, the principal one (to wit he with the must) on the west side of the other, the pot with pickled meat is put down, and then the stand with the viands is placed on the east of this pot. (The men who performed this work) having taken their station to the north of the stand, the principal one on the west side, the must and spirits are placed to the south of the pot, whereupon the Invoker receives the linen (from the hands of the man at the foot of the steps) and places it over the cups. Then they all pass by the feet of the corpse and descend by the western steps, the female mourners meanwhile stamping their feet; and when the sacrificers walk eastward along the southern side of the double, the male mourners stamp their feet.  

Preparing coins for consulting the deceased.

In the course of the ceremonies described in this chapter, the mourners provide two large copper coins, imitations of a kind which seem to have been current in China in bygone centuries, and, having fastened them to the opposite ends of a thin cord of red silk, hang them over one ear of the deceased. The consequence

1 夏祝及執事盈。執醡先酒，脯醢俎從，升自阼階，丈夫踊。匈奴徹鼎，巾侍于阼階下。Ch. 27, 1. 51.
2 A very rough human image, doing duty as a seat for the soul, which was put up in the middle of the court-yard. Its history will be given in our Second Book. This was evidently the prototype of the modern hüm pěh described on page 70 seq.
3 奠于尸東。執醡北面西上，豆錯，俎錯于豆東。立于俎北，西上，醴酒錯于豆南，祝受巾，巾之。由足降自西階，婦人踊，奠者由重南東，丈夫踊。Ch. 27, 1. 52 and 53.
is, the coins after a time become so thoroughly imbued with the essence of the soul, that they can do excellent service in divulging its will and wishes. Whenever, from this moment, the family want to know the opinion of the deceased on a matter directly concerning himself, or of interest to the offspring, some one explains the circumstances before the coffin or, after the burial, before the soul-tablet, and thereupon puts his question in such terms as to allow the soul to confine its answer to a simple yes or no. Then he holds the coins for a moment or two over the smoke of the incense, which is burning on the spot to gratify the nostrils of the soul and is believed to be also imbued with its essence, and finally drops them, to read the answer from the position in which they lie on the floor. If either the two obverses or the two reverses are uppermost, the answer is a decided negative; but one obverse and one reverse signify an affirmative. Henceforth these divining coins are carefully kept on the spot, not only to have them always ready for use, but more especially that they may be continuously pervaded with fresh afflatus from the dead. People therefore prefer hanging them on the incense-burner. In many cases they are used for 25 or 26 months, that is to say, until the mourning period has entirely elapsed for all members of the family.
Whether the coffin has been bought after the decease or, as in the case of aged people, was provided already during life and deposited somewhere out of doors for safe keeping, custom at all events requires it to be brought home ceremoniously. An even number of friends or distant relatives are appointed for this work, which is called tsih pén, "to receive the coffin". Among the wealthy there are sometimes no less than six or eight of such so-called tsìng pén or »managers of the coffin".

Repairing to the shop where the coffin has been purchased, or to the place where it is stored away, these men attire themselves in a mourning dress of plain white linen, which has been taken to the spot for the purpose, and have the receptacle for the dead carried off. Eight coolies or, if it is very heavy, sixteen, carry it on their shoulders by means of a large rafter, which is tied lengthwise over the lid by ropes passing crosswise underneath the bottom. A band of musicians opens the procession. Next comes the bearer of a red umbrella of state, two men each carrying a large gong, and, in many cases, either two or four beggarly-looking individuals, who have to figure as lictors. In this quality they wear the characteristic head-gear of this class of persons, namely high hats either red or black, and wield ratans twisted into each other, or halves of a bamboo, such as are used for flogging in the courts. Having to imitate the real policemen escorting a mandarin when outside his Yamen, they, like these men, slowly exclaim at intervals at the top of their voices iô o.o.o., in order to exhort people to respectfully keep out of the way. The »managers of the coffin" come after them, followed by the coffin. This is carried with the foot-end foremost. It bears a long, narrow piece of red cloth, placed over the lid, and also a couple of large flowers of gilt or coloured paper,
such things being all very useful to keep at a distance the influences of the spirits of darkness.

Meanwhile all the mourners, males as well as females, leave the mortuary house and go up the street for a little distance, in order to meet the coffin. They wear deep mourning clothes of the coarsest hemp, or slighter mourning, each in accordance with his degree of relationship. As soon as the procession comes in sight they all kneel down, bursting into loud wailings of woe, while at the same time the quasi lictors send forth an awe-inspiring iū o. o. o. through the street. At the spot where the mourners lie prostrate the bearers of the coffin halt for a moment to take breath, thus allowing one of the family to place a string of copper coins, a small quantity of uncooked rice and a few pieces of firewood or charcoal on the lid. At the same time a couple of other men hastily light some mock money on the pavement, in order to give the evil spirits, that hover about the spot, something to prey upon and so cause them to forget all the bad intentions the sight of the coffin may excite in them, such as sneaking into the house and disturbing the soul. After a while, the procession and the wailing mourners in the rear enter the dwelling through the main entrance, the sonorous peals given forth by the gongs, the harsh discordant tones of the music, the exclamations of the lictors and the vociferation of the wailers producing a deafening hubbub, which is very edifying in the opinion of the Chinese.

The coffin having been set down in the court-yard or in the hall, the red cloth and the flowers are removed from it, as well as the money, the rice and the fuel. By placing the three last-named articles on the coffin the family have caused this to introduce an abundance of the first necessities of life into the house, and thus they have ingeniously removed all chances of their being reduced to poverty in consequence of the case of death. The lid having been subsequently removed, a quantity of clippings of paper, some parcels of slackened lime and a loose board fitting into the case, all necessaries for the coffining procured at the coffin-manufacturer's, are taken out, and the empty case is placed by the bearers in front of the water-bed, the head pointing towards the same. In order to facilitate its being lifted up afterwards, when the coffining is finished, it is laid on a pair of wooden logs or, in most cases, on two huge wooden mallets which do duty in every household as pestles for pounding and husking rice in large mortars.

While the coffin is being prepared for receiving the corpse, the
musicians, who have stationed themselves somewhere in the lower part of the hall, play their clarinets, cymbals and drums without ever ceasing, sparing neither their lips nor their hands. And the lectors send forth a long-protracted quarter note at every important turn of the proceedings. The mourners abstain from wailing all the while, because manifestations of woe and distress might cause real woe and distress to be enclosed in the coffin, and so bring bad luck not only on the dead, but also on his descendants, the fate of whom, as our readers know, is most intimately bound up with the grave of their ancestor.

In the popular tongue of Amoy, the coolies who bear the coffin to the mortuary house are styled kioh ha¹, »foot-men”, kung kioh², »working feet”, or kioh-ü kung³, »foot-workers”. Indeed, the carrying of heavy loads, by which they gain their livelihood, demands special exertion of the legs and feet. Small groups of these men, headed, like every group in China, by a leader, may regularly be seen loitering about the coffin-shops, awaiting employers. When a group has been hired to take a coffin to a mortuary house, its headman usually acts an important part in the coffining. His first work is to slowly strew the ashes, which the mourners have collected at their neighbours (see p. 24), in the bottom of the coffin, saying in a loud tone of voice: Iā hé-hu, hō lī-ê kioh-w-sun pù ku-i-ó tu⁴, »I scatter ashes to cause your sons and grandsons to acquire piles of wealth”. All the attendants then exclaim in chorus: Huó ah, hó ah⁵, a strong affirmative expression, meaning: Very well! Oh yes! Certainly! Ashes are in China a symbol of domestic welfare, as no home can be poor where a fire is burning and food is cooked.

After this, the headman scatters a handful of small iron nails in the coffin, saying: Iā ting, hō lī-ê kioh-w-sun ch‘én ting⁶, »I strew nails, in order that your sons and grandsons may procreate male offspring”. The chorus responds with a loud Uó ah as before. The word ting, »a nail”, and its written form 丁 happen to mean also a male individual, especially in counting the members of a family, the inhabitants of a ward, etc. Then follows a handful of hemp-seeds and a handful of peas, accompanied by the phrases: Iā men, hō

¹ 作夫. ² 作脚. ³ 作阿工.
⁴ 叉火灰, 与汝之孙孙富畏阿堆.
⁵ 好阿. ⁶ 叉丁, 与汝之孙孙出丁.
li-ê knâ-sun tsin tsôe nû chîn-chînhu mòî; ìâ tâô, hû li-î' kiâ-w-sun hû ao ¹, » I strew hemp-seeds, to cause your male issue to become as numerous as the seeds of the hemp plant; I scatter peas, in order that your descendants shall be blessed with a large posterity". Wheat, millet and pady then follow in like manner, also, in many cases, a small quantity of so-called »red yeast", áng khâk ², being a granular preparation from rice, which, when mixed with dough, causes this to ferment up to three or four times the original size. We have here an expedient intended to cause the posterity not only to have plenty of food for all time to come, but also to multiply themselves over and over again like grains and peas sown in the fields, seeing their numbers swell like dough under the influence of barm. So, the whole preparation of the coffin is only a broad application of the rule given on page 57, that things of good omen, when placed in a grave, cause the benefits they express to fall as a real blessing to the offspring of the deceased. The reader will now understand that the headman of the coolies has good reasons for loudly expressing himself at every point of his programme in the manner described. The expected effects are thus set in working order at once, as otherwise they might very probably remain latent. And the affirmative outcries of the mourners are very useful too, because they greatly enhance the efficacy of the headman's words.

Having thus sown abundance, luck and posterity for the family, the headman places in the coffin a good quantity of refuse of pith, or, as it is commonly called in Europe, of rice-paper. It is obtained from the shops where artificial flowers and other fancy articles of the kind are manufactured and sold. There is no symbolic meaning attached to it; yet the headman, on strewing it, says: lû tê-têû, hû li-ê knâ-s-sun toû kûi ³, » I scatter refuse of pith to cause your sons and grandsons to become grand and of high rank". Finally come long strips of paper cuttings, being refuse from printing establishments and paper-shops, and also some parcels of lime, intended, like the pith and the paper, to absorb the fluid products of decay.

Everything is now covered with the before-mentioned loose board.

fitting in the coffin at a little distance from the bottom. In this board are seven holes arranged like the stars of the Great Bear, or seven painted circles, sometimes with and sometimes without a small hole in the centre of each; it is known as the "seven stars' board", ch'ît ch'îng pan. The poor rarely use it, but it is scarcely ever wanting in burials of aged persons. Its meaning and object will be explained in the second part of this Book, ch. IV.

Over this board comes a mattress, stuffed with paper cuttings instead of unspun cotton, as the last named material must not be buried with the dead (see p. 48). Then follows a kind of mat made of the pith of water rushes, having also for its object the absorption of the products of decay. It is made of threads of pith, just about as long as the coffin is wide, placed close to one another and connected by two or three couples of red cords which are twisted lengthwise through them. Over this mat is spread a second one of ordinary make, as also a small pillow for the head, not differing from those in use among the living. This pillow is made of bamboo and wicker work, and looks like a small block.

Now the coffin is deemed fit to receive the corpse. But before the latter is lifted off the water-bed to be placed in its last abode, the mourners put a handful of ordinary coppers into its sleeve and gently shake them out again, causing them to drop into a bowl or rice measure which one of the sons, in a kneeling position, holds up for the purpose; finally the sons divide the money amongst them. This proceeding is intimately connected with the doctrine, prevalent since the most ancient times, that everything a person possesses continues to be his after death (comp. page 27). Dutiful children would not be entitled to take possession of their parents' goods, if the latter had not distributed the same beforehand amongst them with their own hands; and as, in China, "parents are not in the habit of undressing before going to bed", the ceremony described has been invented to meet the difficulty. It is known as pâng ch'îu-chî tsî-pan, "dropping money from the end of the arm".

Assisted by the mourners, the headman of the coolies now passes a long strip of white cotton cloth underneath the corpse and ties the ends firmly together on the breast, lest the arms should hang down when the body is raised. Then he seizes the knot; the sons take hold of the head and shoulders, the daughters of the feet,

1 七星板. 2 放手尾錢.
the daughters-in-law support the body in the middle, and so the dead man is placed straightway in the coffin. Having drawn away the strip of cloth, the headman receives a fee of money as an extra reward for his excellent services, and then he stretches a cord over the middle of both ends of the coffin, to ascertain whether the corpse is placed exactly in the middle. Finally he puts small articles on the corpse, such as may be of use in the next world, or such as the dead man set a value on in his lifetime. Thus a man is provided with a pocket handkerchief, a fan or, if he has been accustomed to smoke, a tobacco pipe and pouch; a person of learning with a pencil, a stone on which to rub his ink, and other writing materials; a woman simply with a pocket handkerchief. In the case of a child, the sorrowing mother rarely neglects to put in some of the toys her darling was particularly fond of playing with. And if the dead man be a mandarin or a graduate, a copy of his brevet, written out on purpose for this occasion, is placed on his breast in a small pocket fastened around his neck, in order to provide him with the means of establishing the identity of his elevated personage in the next world. But this measure is seldom taken by families of an ultra orthodox turn of mind, as they are generally much under the influence of the warfares which the literati are in the habit of waging from time to time with great zeal against the contamination and desecration of lettered paper.

It is also customary with those who can afford the expense, to put one or more pearls or precious stones into the mouth of the dead man or to affix such costly objects to his head or clothes. The alleged reason for this practice, which is very ancient, is to retard the putrefaction of the corpse; besides, pearls and gems may serve the departed soul as torches on its rambles through the dark regions beyond this world. In the third chapter of the second part of this Book this interesting custom will be closely considered in both its ancient and modern forms, and its origin and meaning accounted for.

The coffin being thus properly provided with the principal articles of direct use or necessity, the empty space is tightly filled up with parcels of lime, mock paper money and cuttings of paper, so that not even the roughest shaking will displace the corpse. The mourners and other attendants meanwhile watch closely every movement of the headman, lending him a helping hand when necessary and carefully watching that neither he nor his coolies pocket any of the ornaments. A white sheet on which a red one of smaller dimensions is stitched is now spread over the corpse and made
COFFINING THE CORPSE.

The two paper slaves mentioned on page 24 are now placed at the feet of the dead. A small mirror or, in case of the poor, a round piece of white iron is always deposited on the corpse to serve it as a light in the grave; it is called tsío sin kiêw¹, »mirror to light the corpse". Finally comes a narrow sheet of linen of the commonest kind, about half as long as the coffin. It bears the rough outline of a human figure at full length, drawn in black ink, male or female according to the sex of the deceased. Such jin sin hoan² or »banners covering the body" are always ready for sale in the shops for a few coppers.

A great part of the inhabitants of Amoy, especially those who are descended from settlers from other parts of the province, are in the habit of swathing their dead in strips of white linen or cotton, a proceeding which they call liém tsó³, »to clothe the dead with bands". This is done as follows. As soon as the coffin is ready to receive the corpse, the lid is placed upon it, upside down. Then a number of the said strips are arranged lengthwise over it, and a certain number cross-wise; the dressed corpse is placed upon them and covered with the double shroud mentioned above, and then the swathings are wound tightly around it, so that the whole has the appearance of a white net on a red ground. The lid with the corpse is then moved aside and the latter transferred into the case. This custom is also of very old standing. Both the I li and the Li ki make distinct mention of it, as will be seen in the fifth chapter of the second part of this Book, in our account of the dressing of deceased officers during the Cheu dynasty.

Thus swathing the corpse, which strongly reminds us of a similar old Egyptian practice, is also prevalent at Fuhchow, the capital of

¹ 照身鏡. ² 遮身幀. ³ 斂(殮)組.
Fuhkien province. Mr. Doolittle describes the manner in which it is done there in the following words: — «After the grave clothes have been put on the corpse, it is tightly bound around with several pieces of cloth, usually two of which are white, and one is red. The white cloth comes next to the clothing. Some or all of it is torn up into strips, and, after being wound around the corpse in a certain manner, is tied into a kind of knot, which is considered auspicious or an omen of good. The body is all covered with these auspicious knots. Over the white cloth, or the white silk, if the family can afford it, is put the red cloth, similarly torn into strips, and knotted. The two ends of the red cloth or the red silk are usually cut off, one piece being given to the eldest son, which he divides among his brothers. The other is sometimes given to the sons-in-law of the dead, each having a little piece. This is regarded as an omen of good to those who obtain it».

When the lid is about to be placed on the coffin, most of the by-standers not belonging to the nearest kindred retire a few steps, or even make off for the side apartments, as it is dangerous to health and detrimental to good luck to have one's shadow enclosed in a coffin. And all the women in the family-way mount on a beach or chair, in order to protect themselves against the danger of incurring a miscarriage. Their national philosophy teaches them that, at the coffining, the kweĩ of the dead or, in other words, such parts of the soul as partake of the nature of the element Yün, return to the earth from which they originally sprung; hence, unless the said precaution is taken, those kweĩ may easily pass out of the ground into their bodies and there destroy the weak germs of life, which the opposite Yang element has placed in their wombs.

A final attempt is now made to resuscitate the dead. The tablet of the soul is placed on the breast of the corpse, and the eldest son kneeling down by the side of the coffin exclaims: «Father (or mother) stand up!» After this vain endeavour to re-unite soul and body, the son respectfully places the tablet again upon the table. Meanwhile the elder females address words of endearment

---

1 The Social Life of the Chinese, ch. VI.
2 The character for knot, 結, is composed of 纖, «silk», and 吉, «happiness», and is, moreover, pronounced exactly like this last component.
3 鬧.
to the deceased, to set his mind at ease about the future. Promising him to take proper care of his burial and tomb, and to duly offer the regular sacrifices to his soul, which are prescribed by custom; they also urgently beseech him to remain a watchful patron-divinity of the family for ever, to protect them from evil and to deal out blessings among them for all ages to come.

An abundant quantity of lime mixed with oil of the thung tree\(^1\), forming a kind of putty which after a short lapse of time becomes very hard, is now put on the edge of the case on each of the four sides, and the lid laid in its place. Only two nails, or, in case the coffin is composed of very substantial boards, two big iron pins are used, one in the middle of each long side. In most instances, a small piece of red cloth is fastened on along with each spike, to do service in keeping disastrous influences at a distance from the coffin. While driving the nails into the wood, the headman of the coolies renders the work useful for the increase of the family by saying repeatedly: T'ing t'ing, hō li-c' hiu'-sun ch'ut ting\(^2\), »I drive in the nails, thus to cause your sons and grandsons to bring forth male offspring". In the end, case and lid are hermetically secured together by means of four wooden pegs shaped like the figure \(\square\), which fit very tight in excavations of the same shape chiseled out just over the seams, two on each long side.

The above description of the ceremonies of coffining affords unimpeachable evidence that spoken words are far from being regarded by the Chinese as mere hollow sounds. On the contrary, they are believed to be endowed with a great deal of power over the fate of the living. Hence it cannot be wondered at that the people are generally averse from calling death and matters relating to it by their true names. Coffining a body is therefore, in Amoy, scarcely ever designated by the term lōh hou-ts'ī\(^3\), which is the proper expression in the vernacular language, but is nearly always called sīu\(^4\), which means »to put away, to conceal, to put out of sight", or sīu hî\(^5\), »to close up, to shut tight". Scholars, and pedants who pretend to literary attainments, frequently make a show of their learning by speaking of sīu lîm\(^6\), »to conceal the

---
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dressed body"", and "ji'p liêm", »to place the dressed corpse in the coffin"; but these expressions, which are derived from the ancient written language, are scarcely understood by the bulk of the people.

It is considered very fashionable and indicative of high life to have the lid nailed down by a graduate or, better still, by a mandarin. Notable families, who need not fear the extra expense this entails, are therefore very fond of inviting such a dignitary to come to their house for the purpose. Attired in the full regalia of his dignity, and escorted by such a retinue as his rank entitles him to, including, in the case of a mandarin, lictors, bearers of a large official fan and an umbrella of state, gong-beaters, and even soldiers, the great man, seated in a palankeen, repairs to the house of death. His arrival is the signal for the musicians to fall in as loudly as they can, and for the lictors to shout out an awe-inspiring "i'li o. o. o."

After the mourners have received him with all the honours due to his rank, the headman of the coolies offers him an axe, of which the back is to do service as a hammer. The handle of this carpenter's tool is for this special occasion wrapped round with a piece of red cloth, lest bad influences emanating from the coffin should pass through the handle into the hand which holds it. The cloth is fastened, in most cases, a red silken cord, to both ends of which a few coins are attached.

But this is no work for soft and noble hands, nor is it consistent with the dignity of a great man to grasp firmly such a vulgar object as an axe. He merely touches the end of the handle gently with his thin, long-nailed fingers, while the headman lightly strikes each of the nails once or twice on the head; then he draws back his hand, leaving the work of driving in the nails to be done by the headman alone. The important functions of the grandee are herewith ended. The family may now freely rejoice in the happy prospect that the male issue, represented by the nails, shall attain to high official dignities: so powerful, indeed, is the influence emitted by a graduate or office-bearer. It is scarcely necessary to state that the coins, fastened to the axe, have for their object the making of moneyed men out of the graduates or mandarins still unborn.

All the male mourners now kneel down before the grandee and silently bow their foreheads to the ground, thus expressing their gratefulness for the invaluable service rendered them. But, in obedience
to the rules of etiquette, he loudly protests against this homage by urging them to rise to their feet. Hereupon he is seen into his sedan-chair by the principal male mourners and leaves the house as he came, carrying the cloth, which was wrapped round the axe, along with him over the roof of his sedan as a protection against the pernicious influences of death, which might otherwise cling to him on his way home.

The above expedient to insure the birth of men of official position in the family is denoted by the term tiém pō 1, "to gently tap with the axe". As a matter of course, the tiém pō kow 2 or "officer who taps with the axe" must receive compensation for his trouble; in fact, in China nobody does anything for nothing. So, the family afterwards send him a roll of dollars or a parcel of broken silver, with a couple of gilt flowers, a piece of red silk and occasionally other presents besides. In many cases, one of the mourners repairs to the dwelling of the grandee, to offer these presents in person.

It must still be noted that families which are not wealthy or fashionable enough to call in the aid of a mandarin or a graduate, content themselves with an old man, thus ensuring at least longevity for their offspring, which, as our readers know, is a blessing no Chinaman despises.

After the lid has been properly secured on the coffin, the coolies immediately set to work to take down the water-bed. The boards and trestles, the pillow for the head, the sleeping mat, the cloth that served to transfer the corpse into the coffin—all these things they take for themselves as a lawful emolument appertaining to their profession. If no coolies are employed, the family fling everything into the street, taking care previously to break one of the boards in twain. The lamp or candle which was burning on the water-bed (see page 21) goes the same way; the crockery used for the dead man's food and medicine during his illness, his tobacco-pipes and pouches, his tea-cups, implements for smoking opium and, in general, all such articles of small value as he was wont to use regularly, follow either immediately, or shortly after. Everything worth picking up falls an instant prey to beggars. It need not be stated that we have here a repetition of the custom mentioned on page 69 of doing away with the clothes in which the last breath has been drawn, and that it is founded on precisely the same principles.

1 點斧.  
2 點斧官.
The next work for the coolies to do is to transfer the coffin to the spot whence the water-bed has been removed. There they arrange it on a couple of trestles purchased or borrowed from the coffin maker, taking care that the corpse be placed in the same direction in which it was stretched on the water-bed. This done, they receive their wages and leave the house, taking their rafter, ropes and other implements with them. In the meantime, the paper sedan-chair which was standing outside the door (page 28) has, together with its bearers and a certain quantity of mock money, been committed to the flames and so sent to Hades, to be henceforth used there by the soul as a comfortable means of conveyance.

While the coffin is being arranged in its place, all the mourners wail and cry bitterly and do not put a stop to their lamentations until the white cloth, which was hanging in front of the water-bed (page 4) and has been removed during the coffining, is re-adjusted on the spot. This screening the coffin from view is considered a matter of importance, as it represents a custom of antiquity. Ch. 12 of the Li ki (l. 19) says: »To have a curtain before a coffin stored away for burial is not a custom of antiquity. It originated with King Kiang’s bewailing her husband Muh Poh” 1. This Muh Poh was a contemporary of Confucius and a minister of the state of Lu, in which the sage was born.

Just in front of the curtain comes the table bearing the hin péh. The incense-burner is placed before this soul-tablet and flanked by a pair of candle-sticks with burning tapers; and a piece of white cloth is suspended in front of the table between the legs, down to the floor. As soon as everything is properly arranged, the mourners place themselves in two groups in front of the table, the males having the women on their right, and all wailingly make obeisance to the spirit. A large bowl of cooked rice is now placed upon the lid of the coffin. Incense sticks are stuck into this food, that it may not only soothe the palate of the spirit, but also gratify its nostrils. Moreover, twice as many burning candles as there are sons of the dead are planted therein, as also a number of chop-sticks, usually a full set of twenty, but often many more. This is an excellent expedient to insure the family regular reduplications of its members, who are represented by the
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candles, and to cause great numbers of dining instruments to be required by them at every meal; for, it is an established doctrine that the ancestors are in the habit of gratefully returning to their offspring whatever they receive from it in the shape of sacrifices. By and by the mourners retire, each taking leave of the dead by bowing his forehead to the floor.

We are here face to face with a remarkable custom of antiquity. In the first chapter of the third part of this Book it will be shown from a complete translation of the principal information which the I li and Li ki afford on the subject, that, during the Chou dynasty, encoffined bodies of grandees and office-bearers used to be stored away for a considerable time inside the dwelling, under the western wall of the hall, where they were screened from view by means of a structure of timber plastered over with clay. Between this timber and the coffin the survivors placed baskets with scorched grain and dried fish and meat, which would keep a long time, obviously a continuation of the same process of feeding the corpse which we have had occasion to remark upon already a couple of times (pages 29 and 52). That the rice which the modern Chinese place upon the coffin is indeed a shadowing of that scorched and dried food of antiquity, is confirmed by the fact that people know it by no other name except jı̂p-bók bé¹ or jı̂p-bók p̄ng², "rice which is put inside the wood".

Before concluding this chapter we have to speak of a few curious ideas and practices connected with the coffin.

In China, almanacs circulate largely amongst all classes of the people. Copies of cheap editions may be had for a few coppers at every native bookshop or bookstall. As they carefully point out which days in the course of the year are fit or unfit for proceedings and enterprises of importance, such as building or repairing houses, starting on a journey, making tombs, marrying, burying, and the like, no book can be compared to an almanac for its general usefulness. Indeed, whosoever strictly follows its instructions will always be happy and rich, while the man who disregards the same will surely fall a prey to all sorts of disaster.

Now, the popular almanac which chiefly wields sway in Amoy and the surrounding country, regularly stigmatizes a certain number of days as ting-sing jı̂ ³: "days of reduplication of death",

¹ 入木糜. ² 入木皈. ³ 重喪日.
because encoffining or burying a dead person on such a day will entail another loss in the family shortly afterwards. Under the heading: "Things to be avoided with regard to coffining," 1 the book contains the following notice:

»And when, in a case of death, you have no day fit for coffining the corpse, you should lay the reduplication of the loss under restraint. Make a small envelope for this purpose, put in it under the coffin during all the time the burial is postponed, and upon the coffin on the day of interment, and have it buried along with the coffin; if the reduplication of the case of death is in this way laid under restraint, good luck will be the result. The prescriptions for averting the calamity are as follows. In the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th month of the year, write the four characters 六庚天刑 and put them into the envelope; in the 2nd month write 六辛天廷; in the 4th 六壬天牢; in the 5th 六癸天岳; in the 7th 六甲天福; in the 8th 六乙天德; in the 10th 六丙天威; and in the 11th 六丁太明, and the calamity shall be totally averted. 2

Such is the wise doctrine preached by the almanac; but people have, besides, a good method of their own in dealing with the ting-sun days. They quickly catch a big cockroach, a bedbug or any other domestic insect, which are never sought for in vain in a Chinese house, and shutting it in a little box at the moment the coffin is closed they place the box underneath the coffin and, on the day of burial, along with it in the tomb. The insect is made to act as, what people call, a thoe sin 3 or »substituting body", that is to say, it takes the place of the person who would other-

1 吾殡宜忌.
2 又人死, 無日可收, 宜制重喪。作小函, 中黃箋詔書你月令四字, 停喪安於棺下, 葬日安於棺上, 合葬, 用此制之。吉。禳法, 正三六九十二月書六庚天刑四字, 至封中, 二月書六辛天廷。四月六壬天牢, 五月六癸天岳, 七月六甲天福, 八月六乙天德, 十月六丙天威, 十一月六丁太明四字, 成除。 3 替身.
wise have been dragged along to the grave by the influence of the ill-omened day; now this day, having obtained its full due in this way, can no more do any harm.

Another means, still more simple, of averting the influences of a ting-sun day, is to defer the closing of the coffin till after sunset, as each day is then considered to lose a great deal of its power. The most practical way of dealing with it is, however, to systematically avoid looking into the almanac at all; but it must be confessed that only very few persons venture to try the efficacy of such a dangerous ostrich-like policy.

In conclusion, it remains to be mentioned that many families in Amoy carefully wait for the flood-tide to then encoffin their dead. This custom prevails also at Ningpo, as may be seen from the »Records of the General Conference of the Protestant Missionaries of China, held at Shanghai in 1877” (page 404). It would lead us too far from our present scope to explain here the reasons for this usage. They will be fully explained in ch. XII of the third part of this Book, where we shall review the fung shui or »wind and water system”, which purports to bring the good influences of the climate and the waters of the Universe over the tombs. It is interesting to see, many people in Amoy render themselves independent of the flood by placing in the hall a couple of jars or buckets filled with seawater taken at the last high tide; they can then shut the coffin at any moment they choose, being convinced that the influences of the high tide over the dead and his offspring are likewise perfectly insured by this proceeding.
CHAPTER VI.

THE INTERVAL BETWEEN COFFINING AND BURIAL.

The lowest classes at Amoy generally bury their dead on the same day of the decease, or on the day following, especially in summer, as these poor people are unable to procure coffins substantial enough to prevent the smell from escaping when decay sets in. The great majority of the common people and even of the middle class usually defer their burials until what they call the third day, that is, the second day after that on which the decease has taken place, the intermediate day then being, as a rule, devoted to the dressing and coffining.

In such cases, the family are, of course, during the whole day of coffining busily engaged in preparing everything for the burial. The male mourners or some of their near kinsmen or intimate friends go to the mountains to look out for a proper grave-site, on which excursion they are in most instances accompanied by a member of a certain class of persons, who make it their special vocation to select graves which are situated so perfectly under the beneficial influences of heaven and earth, that the dead who sleep therein cannot but send forth all sorts of blessing over their offspring. We shall many times have to deal with these professors of geomancy, but they will receive our special attention in ch. XII of the third part of this Book.

Families who can afford to buy good coffins sufficiently strong to prevent all smell, almost always prefer keeping their dead at home for a few days longer. A so-called "hiong tsiong" 1 or "hasty burial" on the first or second day is, in fact, considered very disgraceful, because, anciently, all persons of rank and position were interred after a considerable lapse of time, and good manners and high life demand the closest possible imitation of antiquity. But there are other reasons: — people who have money enough to buy a first-rate grave, so favourably situated that the amount of blessings expected to arise therefrom shall be exceedingly large and extend over the

1 ○ 葬.
issue of every son, are not disposed to make a hasty choice. Preferring to act prudently and carefully, they take their time about it, consulting sometimes more than one professor of geomancy.

The first seven days, including that on which the demise has taken place, are generally deemed to be lucky for the burial, especially the odd ones. But when they have elapsed, it becomes requisite to apply to a day-professor (see p. 47), and to have selected by this man not only an auspicious day, but also a lucky hour for taking the coffin from its place in the house, and another hour for lowering it into the grave. If such care is not taken, there is great danger of spoiling the future luck of at least some members of the family, if not of all.

The theories which underlie the calculations of the professors are easily explained. As we had occasion to remark on page 44, the Chinese divide time into cycles. The principal amongst these is a combination of two cycles numbering respectively ten and twelve characters, arranged in the following order: —

kiah yih ping ting wi kie ceng sin jen kwej; kiah yih ping ting, etc.

甲乙丙丁戊己庚辛壬癸。甲乙丙丁 etc.
子丑寅卯辰巳午未申酉戌亥。子丑 etc.
tsze ch‘en yin mao ch‘en sz‘e wi wei shen yiu suh hai; tsze ch‘en, etc.

The reader will perceive without difficulty that, after six rotations of the upper and five rotations of the lower cycle, a full cycle of sixty biliteral terms is formed. This has been used at least since the beginning of the Christian era, to count in a perpetual rotation the years, months and days, thus denoting each by a binomium of characters. The cycle of twelve, or the so-called »twelve branches«, is also applied to the horary periods of the day, the symbol t‘s‘e corresponding to the period from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m., ch‘en from 1 to 3 a.m., and so on. Consequently, every Chinaman has a horoscope of seven characters which indicate the year, month, day and hour of his birth, and these are firmly believed to determine his fate for ever. It is accordingly of the utmost consequence to avoid any risk of having bad influences exerted upon them by performing acts of importance in years, months, days and hours denoted by other cyclical names. The question then is, which cyclical terms work badly upon each other, and to what extent; and China fortunately

1 十二支. 2 The so-called ch‘en 辰 or shi 時.
possesses almanacs which solve this riddle. Indeed, on one of the first
pages of those books one is sure to find the twenty-two symbols
of the two cycles, strangely mixed up together and arranged in a
circle which passes for a production of deep wisdom and ingenious
calculation, though nobody can tell us on what principle it is
based; diametrical lines passing through the circle enable any one
to see which symbols are situated opposite or nearly opposite
to each other and in consequence thereof destroy each other's
influence.

Now, no transaction of importance can by any means bring good
luck to the person who performs it or acts a leading part in it,
if it is performed on a day or hour the cyclical characters of
which stand, in the said circle, opposite to characters occurring in
the horoscope of that person. In such a case, the influences of the
day and hour cannot fail to do harm to the man, and the man in
his turn must either prevent the enterprise from succeeding at
all, or, at any rate, neutralize a great deal of the good results
expected from it. In the case of a burial, this principal rule of
chrononancy denotes that his horoscope will for ever prevent
the dead from becoming happy, and the tomb from emitting
blessings over the offspring. Perfection is reached when the calcula-
tions are applied to years and months also. But then, and especially
when more than one person have to take part in the undertaking,
the choice is so greatly reduced as to render it almost impossible
for the day-professor to arrive at any decision.

As the law of custom requires all the principal relatives of the
dead to attend the burial ceremonies and to follow the body to the
grave, the selection of a day and hours for such an occasion is,
in general, a very difficult problem. The day-professor consulted to
arrange the matter is scarcely ever able to find dates agreeing with
so many horoscopes unless he be allowed to exclude some of the
more distant relatives from attending all or part of the ceremonies.
If he be a clever man who desires to do his work well, he also
uses as factors in his calculations the horoscope of the dead and
the situation of the grave in regard to the points of the compass,
thus complicating the matter, but insuring better results. Powerful
amulets, capable of regulating the influences of dates and hours
either when affixed over the grave or in the house, are then
requisite to counterpoise this increase of difficulties. They mostly
consist of small strips of yellow paper, bearing inscriptions such
as the following: "The duly invested prince who levels the in-
fluences of the year has arrived here"¹; »The virgins of the dark spheres of the nine heavens are here present with imperial orders from Heaven to subdue unlucky influences"²; and so forth.

When the day-professor has at last delivered up his conclusions, neatly written out on a folded sheet of red paper, as also the amulets required, it not seldom occurs that the family have them verified by one of his a colleagues. Our readers will not be astonished to hear, that in most cases all the calculations are then found to be totally wrong, and that the wise man who has discovered this is entrusted with the making of new ones; more expense is thus incurred, and a fresh delay of the burial entailed. To evade such inconveniences, most people at once decide on a burial within the first seven days. And if compelled by circumstances to extend this period, they evade at least the necessity of selecting a lucky hour for carrying the corpse out for burial by moving the coffin a few inches from its place at the end of every seventh day; in this way the lucky period is fictiously prolonged for the same length of time over and over again, as often as the family think fit. Indeed, the bad influences resulting from carrying a coffin out are chiefly occasioned by the so-called "ths sin" or »spirits of the earth", who inhabit the soil and all things that are in close contact with it; they come to perfect rest in every object which remains unshaken for seven days, and are naturally roused to anger if then disturbed in their sweet repose. A special dissertation on these spirits will be found in the Second Book of this work.

It has been stated already on page 102 that families living in easy circumstances are generally bent on securing burial sites for their dead whereupon the good influences of nature concentrate as fully as possible, and that they consult to this end even more than one geomancer. Such choice places being extremely scarce and difficult to find, the instances are not rare in which encoffined bodies are kept at home for weeks and months, may for years. Even in the event of the grave having been selected during the life of the deceased, the burial may be impossible because of the almanac. For, each annual edition of this useful book declares in which points of the compass the lucky direction lies for building, burying, etc. during

¹ 封齊歲君到此.  ² 勅令九天左女在此鎮煞.  ³ 土神.
the current year; and if it says for instance: »Great advantage lies in the line from east to west, and no luck is in the north"\(^1\), the family is compelled to postpone the interment till the next year if the tomb happens to have been placed, in accordance with the profound calculations of the geomancers, in another line, or if it faces the north. Other circumstances which may occasion delay of burial, will be summed up in the third part of this Book, ch. 12.

Keeping a body unburied for a considerable time is called k\(\text{h\(\text{\=o}\)}\) k\(\text{\=o}\)\(\text{\=a}n\)^2, »to conceal or store away a coffin", or th\(\text{\=i}\)ng k\(\text{\=o}\)\(\text{\=a}n\)^3, »to detain a coffin". It is, of course, a matter of necessity in such cases to have the cracks and fissures, and especially the seam where the case and the lid join, hermetically caulked. This is done by means of the mixture of chunam and oil, mentioned already on page 95. The seams, sometimes even the whole coffin, are pasted over with linen, and finally everything is varnished black, or, in case of a mandarin of rank, red. In process of time, the varnishing is repeated as many times as the family think desirable or necessary.

And in order to protect the coffin still better against dust and moisture, it is generally covered with sheets of oiled paper, over which comes a white pall, especially if the family fear the sun's rays or moonlight will find their way to the coffin and perhaps change the corpse in a so-called k\(\text{\=i}\)ng si or k\(\text{\=i}\)ng si\(^4\), a corpse which does not decay, a horrible and ferocious spectre fond of catching and killing passers-by, more malicious than others because, having the body at its service, it possesses more strength and vigour than other disembodied ghosts.

Such k\(\text{\=i}\)ng si are obviously parallels of the living corpses styled vampires, which during the preceding century excited the whole of Europe, and were believed to leave their graves to prey upon the blood of the living. In China a vampire generally breaks out of its coffin during the night, as the powers of evil spectres are paralysed by daylight. It commonly kills its prey by sucking the blood out of the body, a proceeding which it completes in a few seconds. Its body is said to be covered all over with long white hair, and its nails are exceedingly long, which reminds us of a belief, also prevalent amongst Europeans, that the hair and nails continue to grow after death. For the rest, the description answers

\(^{1}\) 大利東西.不利北方. \(^{2}\) 一口棺. \(^{3}\) 停棺. \(^{4}\) 殭尸.
pretty well to that of spectres in general. And that the rays of the sun or moon favour the hideous metamorphosis may be a natural consequence of the conception that light, fire, warmth, Yang in short, are identified with life, as we had occasion to demonstrate on page 22. People say, that the only way to render a kianp si harmless is either to destroy everything, coffin and all, by fire, or to take the corpse out and fry it in a big iron pan; but we have never heard of such an expedient being actually resorted to. In our essay on spectres in the Second Book we shall deal with the vampires at length.

_Ceremonial purification of the house._

If the family know that the burial will have to be postponed longer than a few days, one of their first cares is to have the nefarious influences, that stick to the dwelling and its inmates in consequence of the decease, ceremoniously washed away by a member of a certain class of priests known in Amoy by the name of sai kong¹. Many of the functions of the Taoist clergymen of former ages, who now well-nigh belong to history in the province of Fuhkien, have devolved upon these men, who have consequently been generally styled Taoist priests in European works on China. But, as will be shown in a special dissertation in our second Book, it is questionable whether their history, which may be traced to the oldest pages of Chinese literature, fully entitles them to bear that name. Therefore we shall, for the sake of accuracy, henceforth denote them by the native term sai kong.

As soon as the priest has arrived, the family place a few cups of tea, a couple of plates with confections, and some burning candles and incense sticks on the table in front of the domestic altar, which, as the reader knows, has been standing in a side apartment since the demise. The articles required for the purification proper, to wit a small round pot of water and a bowl with a mixture of salt and uncooked rice, are also arranged on the altar, because this is believed to have remained exempt from the influence of death and can therefore not deprive the articles of their purity before they are used. When everything is ready, the priest, in his sacerdotal robe and cap, takes up a position in front of the altar and, tolling his hand-bell, addresses

¹ 師公.
certain divinities, chantingly inviting them to descend, that the family may perform the purification under their propitious auspices. This done, he pronounces some incantations over the water to drive the bad influences out of it, a performance called thik tsui, "to give orders to the water", and then he purifies the liquid thoroughly by kindling one or two small charms of yellow paper and dropping the ashes into it. The salt and rice are then similarly purified by exorcising sentences. During these preliminaries one of the members of the family burns paper money, to enrich the deities invoked.

The priest now starts on a slow and dignified walk through the room and up and down the hall, continuously tolling his handbell. A child belonging to the house carries the exorcised water behind him. With a small leaved twig he sprinkles the liquid over the floor, the walls, the coffin, the mourners, and the relatives who have attended at the dressing and coffinning and have not yet gone home, as they must first undergo the cleansing process; all the while he drones conjurations and magic phrases of this tenor: Thien bể khi, tê bể khi, im iông bể khi, pik bể kim khi. » Sky, earth, Yin and Yang, become devoid of dreaded influences! let there be no taboo influences in anything at all!". For the coffin a special incantation of peculiar vigour is pronounced: Thien-iém kui thien, tê-iém kui tê, jiu-hoa tông sing, kui-hoa biết hing; it soah ch'ing, ji soah tsong, sam soah sng-soah soé khi ch'ing-ts'ing, » Detested influences proceeding from the sky, return to the sky! abhorred influences from the earth, go back to the earth! May your existence be prolonged, ye elements out of which human beings are created, and ye elements which produce evil spirits, may your shapes be destroyed! First sprinkling, do purify! second sprinkling, do cleanse! third sprinkling, wash away the evil influences of death, cleanse and purify!"

After this purging process has been applied to all the apartments of the house, the mixture of salt and rice is disposed of by bits in the same way as the water. Good care, however, is taken that nothing falls on the coffin or any of the bystanders, lest fatal con-

1 勒水.
2 天無忌，地無忌，陰陽無忌，百無禁忌。
3 天壇歸天，地壇歸地，人化長生，鬼化滅形，
   一撤清，二撤淨，三撤喪煞洗去清淨。
sequences should ensue. This part of the ceremonies is called *siak ivec bî* or *iî ivec bî*, »dashing or strewing salt and rice". These two articles of food, when mixed together, are considered to be a mighty weapon against invisible spirits, which are believed, all over China, to be the occasioners of every mishap and calamity, entirely frightening them away to distances whence they are perfectly harmless.

It is quite natural that the spot where the water-bed has been standing and which is now occupied by the coffin, must undergo an extra purgation on this occasion. For this purpose the priest there affixes to the wall a paper charm of the same description as that wherewith he has prepared the water. Such amulets are not the products of any fixed rule: almost every priest possesses special compositions of his own. The one represented in fig. 9 bears the characters 船 water, 神 divine, 清 clean, and 淨 pure, making the phrase: purification by the gods by means of water.

The cleansing finished, the priest returns to the altar, to express his thanks to the gods for having been so kind as to preside at the ceremony and to bid them to go where they like, as everything is now over. Having thus »dismissed or taken leave of the gods", *si sin*, as this rite is called, he receives in payment for his services a parcel of red paper containing a hundred copper coins, takes off his robe and cap, and goes his way.

The exorcism described is generally called *sué tsiung*, »to wash clean". As the remainder of the water passes for a powerful preservative against short-sightedness, the mourners and attending friends dip their fingers in it and rub their eyes with it; some also sprinkle it over the children and babies. And if any one who was present at the preparation of the body for the grave has been obliged to leave before the arrival of the priest,

---

1 撒鹽米. 2 鼓鹽米. 3 辭神. 4 洗淨.
a small tea-cup full of the water is sent to his house, that he also may take advantage of its useful properties; copies of the charms used by the priest, however, are occasionally sent instead, to enable the family to prepare for themselves such salutary water. Not a drop of the water is ever carelessly thrown away, because the respect for written characters is so great that ashes produced by the combustion of lettered paper may not be desecrated by being trodden on or defiled in any way.

To better understand the principles underlying the purification above described, it will be useful to consult what has been said on p. 40 seq. regarding the bad influences created by cases of death, and especially to bear in mind the fundamental ideas on the composition of the human soul, briefly set forth on p. 94. The incantation pronounced by the priest shows that the ceremony has for its object to disarm what he calls the kui hoa, »elements which produce evil spirits", to wit the kwe i or such parts of the soul as are composed of Yin matter. On the other hand, he tries to redouble the vigour of the opposite part of the soul composed of Yang matter, the Yang being, as the reader knows from p. 22, the source of everything which is good and blissful and, moreover, the origin of life in general: — »ye elements", says he, »which give life to human beings, have your existence prolonged". This division of the soul into an evil part or kwe i and a good part or shen will be discussed at length in the first part of the Second Book.

_Sending return presents and mourning cards._

As the Chinese rules of etiquette strictly require all favours and gifts to be returned in a manner proportionate to their value, it is incumbent on the family to present to all those who have condoled with them and given paper money to the dead (p. 30 seq.) articles to serve the same purpose as this paper, _viz._ as a sacrifice to _their_ family manes. Incense sticks, candles, mock money, sweetmeats, red cakes of flour, and other edibles form the principal part among these presents. There is also amongst the same a mixture of hemp-seeds, peas, wheat, millet and pady, as these so-called »five cereals" ngi kok 2 insure abundance of food to the family, especially when placed upon the domestic altar; for it is

1 神.  2 五穀.
a rule that the dead gratefully returns the gifts offered to its soul as well as those placed with its body in the tomb (comp. p. 57). Some families endeavour to promote the realization of the object for which the cereals are sent them by sowing them in their house-gardens or, in flower pots, in their court-yards or on the roofs of their dwellings. The red cakes, which are the ching-in mentioned on page 76, are also minigrant to good luck, because red, dispelling evil influences, is the colour of happiness, and the round shape is symbolical of perfection, in this special case of the perfection of the luck represented by the colour of the cakes.

If there be no postponement of the burial, the preparations in connection with the rites thereof take up all the time and energy of the family, so that this tap tsoái ¹ or tap houan-tho tsoái ², »making returns for the paper or for the coffin-paper”, must necessarily be delayed till after the interment. The same holds good for the cleansing ceremony above described, as also for the distribution of printed announcements of the decease, which families in easy circumstances are in the habit of sending to relations, friends and acquaintances.

Such hū im thiep ³) or »cards with the news of death” (see Pl. VII) are of brown, yellow or white paper. They are from two to three decimetres broad and in many instances as long as one meter, and they are folded lengthwise to look like an unbound native book of double leaves; the page which comes outside, is inscribed with the character hū ⁴, »obituary notice”. The wording is much the same for them all. Here is a translation.

»The crimes and sins of the unfilial . . . . (name of the eldest son) and his fellow mourners were deep and heavy, but instead of »killing and destroying the perpetrators thereof, the disaster engendered »by them has reached our deceased father” (Here follows his name and an enumeration of his official rank and titles, including those purchased and the dignities held in former times, which in the course of years may have been replaced by higher ones, the whole official or nominally official career being in this way passed in review). »Alas, »in the year . . . . , the month . . . . , on the day . . . . and the »hour . . . . , his life was cut short by disease in the principal back-»chamber. He was born in the year . . . . , the month . . . . , on the »day . . . . and the hour . . . . , and thus reached the age of . . . .

¹答紙. ²答棺頭紙. ³訃音帖.
years. The unfilial... (eldest son) and his fellow mourners have
personally attended to the placing of articles in the mouth of
the dead and to the dressing of the body. They have beaten
their breasts and stamped their feet, wailed and cried, and, in
obedience to the rescripts, they have assumed the full mourning
dress on the next day. Wailingly they herewith give notice thereof
to those who are related to them as friends, as family-members,
as fellow villagers and as colleagues.

The patron of the funeral rites..., younger brother to the
decedent by the same mother, who wears the one year's mourning,
wipes away his tears and bows his head to the ground.

The unfilial male orphans..., the brothers..., the
brothers' sons..., the brothers' grandsons... and so forth...
wearing mourning for one year, nine months or five months,
wipe away their tears and bow their heads to the ground".

The signing of the card with so many names serves to shed a
lustre on the dead, it being in China the height of fashion to possess a numerous male issue. The so-called "patron of the
funeral rites", hu song 1), whose name figures first of all, has to
see that the rites are properly performed in accordance with the
means of the family and the rank of the dead. He is always a
man of higher position in the hierarchy of the family than the
sons whose actions he has to control, otherwise he would have no
authority over the latter. Women never sign the card. All their
duties lie indoors, and morality forbids their mixing with the
outside world.

The cards are printed with either black or blue ink. But the
characters which in the description of the titles of the dead relate
to an emperor, as also the words friends, family members, fellow
villagers and colleagues, must for the sake of courtesy be red,
because this is the colour of felicity. The word rescripts is red too,
because it refers to the Son of Heaven, the rules of mourning being
codified in the imperial laws and statutes.

Obituary notices are distributed in envelopes of a corresponding
colour. Over the middle of the frontside of the envelope runs, from

1 購喪.
 Null.
top to bottom, a strip of blue paper over which a somewhat narrower strip of red is pasted, bearing the address; for it would be very bad style to write the name etc. of other people on an ill-omened blue mourning colour. In case of a person of celebrity or distinction, a smaller envelope is often enclosed in the first; it contains a printed necrology in epistolary form, laying special stress upon the great things the dead man has done in his life and setting forth the great services he has rendered to his family, his village and, eventually, to his country. The names of the sons alone are found at the foot of this document.

When there is no delay in burial, obituary cards are as a rule not distributed until the interment is over. And in case the relations have already fixed the dates on which they will celebrate the great requiem mass to which we have already alluded on page 83, the card announces, at the end, on which days during that mass the family will receive the visits of friends and acquaintances who may desire to call and offer sacrificial articles to the dead.

*Portraits of the deceased.*

Among the well-to-do citizens of Amoy it is a general custom to procure polychromic full length pictures of their deceased father and mother (see Pl. VIII), to keep them in the hall of the house, hung against the wall. In some few cases such a portrait is made during the life-time of the person whom it represents; mostly, however, the painter is not called in until after death to take the sketch, which he can complete at leisure in his own workshop. If he can manage to have it ready before the burial, the family hang it on the wall just over the coffin, the idea being that it may serve the same purpose as the wooden soul-tablet, *viz.* as a seat for the spirit of the dead, an *alter ego* doing duty for the body now shut up in the coffin. With a view to this object, the family are always very anxious to obtain a good portrait. Hence the painter is in many instances compelled to do the face over and over again, until he succeeds in convincing them that the likeness is perfect.

As the portrait is intended to enable the deceased to live on among his descendants even though he has been translated from this life, it is called a *taii siū* ¹ or »arge longevity«. It either represents the dead man in official robes and cap, or, if he never took or bought a degree, in the ceremonial attire *thò pêño* (page

¹ 大壽.
a woman is generally represented in the official or bridal attire described on p. 53 sqq. The image is always in a very stiff, sitting posture, which the Chinese consider the height of fashion and distinction. It always shows the full face, never the profile. The dimensions average commonly between seven and eight decimetres, but in order to conciliate the Chinese ideas of esthetics, it is pasted on a much larger scroll of white paper which, like a geographical map, is fastened to a wooden roller above and below.

In the next chapter it will be seen that the tai siu of a dead man is carried in his funeral procession; after the burial it is hung up against one of the side walls of the hall, either to remain there, or, as in a few cases, to be transferred to the temple dedicated to the worship of the ancestors of the clan in common. From this it would appear that it bears some resemblance to the imagines majorum of the ancient Romans. Indeed, it is well known that with this nation the effigies of the distinguished dead were made to escort the body to its last resting place and then preserved around the atrium, where stood the altar with the penates and lares.

Many families in easy circumstances have in the halls of their houses also a so-called siu-oing or «miniature portrait». This is a large picture in water colours, bearing a small sized image of the dead man in a nice every day attire, and of his wife, children and, occasionally, other members of the family, some doing nothing, others performing household work, studying, playing, flying kites, and so on. But such a still life only serves to keep up the remembrance of the dead; it is no artificial body for the soul, and so it stands quite apart from the tai siu.

Sacrifices, and acts of worship and salvation.

As long as the coffin is in the house, the hall is as a rule kept in the unfurnished condition to which it was reduced when the dead man breathed his last (p. 25). But the practice so closely connected with it of sleeping on mats or straw at the side of the dead is, after the coffining, generally given up. Only in very notable families, especially when the dead man is a mandarin, or one or more of his sons are office-bearers, this custom is sometimes kept up for one or two days longer under the designation of tsiu koon, "to watch the coffin", not so much, though, out of a

1 小影. 2 守棺.
Portraits of a deceased Lady and Gentleman.
sense of duty, as because it was done in holy antiquity by and for noblemen and servants of the state; and a close imitation of the ancients is in China considered the most decided proof of fashion, distinction and an excellent orthodox education.

In the early morning of the day after the coffining fresh candles are lighted on the table in front of the coffin, and a dish of cakes with a cup of tea are arranged there, to refresh the spirit which resides in the hūn péh. All the mourners in their white hempen dresses then kneel around it and set up a loud and long death howl, from time to time laying their foreheads on the floor, while the chief mourner places incense sticks in the censer as an offering to the dead. This rite may be considered as a continuation of the howling ceremony observed immediately after death (see p. 10) and, like it, to be an attempt to induce the soul to return into the corpse and call it back to life. It is denominated by the word kìò kíu¹, »to call to stand up”.

After the wailing has gone on for some time, the catables which are to serve for the breakfast of the family are arranged on the same table, as a sacrifice to the soul. A large bowl of boiled rice stands conspicuous in the midst of several dishes of viands and vegetables, the quantity and quality of which vary in accordance with the wealth of the family. A couple of chopsticks are kindly furnished to enable the spirit to bring the food to its mouth. While the prostrate mourners pour forth their melancholy concert of death dirges, the eldest son presents incense and, reverently kneeling down before the table, bows his head to the ground three times, which act is imitated by the other mourners in the order of proximity. When they have one after another retired into the side apartments and the wailing has entirely ceased, it is ascertained by means of the divining coins mentioned on page 85 whether the soul has replenished the wants of its stomach or not; and as soon as an affirmative answer is obtained some paper money is consumed to ashes, while the edibles are being removed for the use of the family.

This so-called hău pîng², or »presentation of food prescribed by filial conduct”, is repeated in the same manner about sunset, the offerings this time being the food destined for the supper of the family. The introductory howling ceremony is now styled kìò khūn³, »to call to turn in”.

¹ 叫起. ² 孝飯. ³ 叱喚.
On each of the six following days both these morning and evening rites are gone through by the mourners in a similar way, even if the dead be interred within that period. In the chapters on the worship of the soul, in our Second Book, we shall have occasion to say more about these sacrifices. We must now pass in review what the ancient books say on this head, and see what light we can obtain from the same as to their origin and meaning.

After a lengthy description of the dressing and collining of an ordinary official, and of the way in which the coffin was stored away in the hall to await the time of burial, ch. 28 of the I li passes on to the rites of the next day, saying (l. 37 sqq.):

»In the morning and evening they wail, not omitting to do so too on the days tszê and mao. The women go to their place in the (eastern part of the) hall, the principal amongst them standing on the south, and then they wail. The males take their station outside the (inner) gate, facing the west, and the principal among them stand on the north; the male relatives of a different surname stand on their south side, the principal on the south, while the visitors (viz. high nobles and Great officers) stand next, the principal ones on the north. Those who stand on the east side of the (outer) gate, (viz. the dukes) face the north and have the principal among them on the west side, while those who stand in a similar position on the west side (nobles of other countries) have the principal on the east; lastly, the other persons who stand on the west side face the east, and have their chief personages standing on the north.

1 Tszê and mao are terms in the duodenary cycle described on page 103. Ching Khung-ching says, that Kieh and Chen Wang, the last tyrants respectively of the Hia and the Shang dynasty, perished in battle, which put an end to their criminal sway, the former on a mao day, the latter on a tzê day, and that ever since those days have been considered unfit for transactions of a felicitous character. Indeed, if we open the Tsé ch'uen, we read at the head of the account of events during the 18th. year of Duke Chiao, that Kwun-wu 凱吾, reached the height of his crimes on a yih-mao day, while the Shi king teaches that Kwun-wu perished with Kieh in the same battle (Odes of Shang ch'ı, i), so that yih-mao is evidently the date of the death of Kieh. And as to Chen Wang, the Shu king states explicitly that the renowned battle in the country of Muh, in which he fell, took place on a kiah-tszê day (see The speech at Muh, pi. 9). In ch. 13 of the Li ê k'ung (l. 21) we read: »No music is made on tszê and mao days.«

2 朝夕哭, 不辟子卯。婦人即位于堂, 南上, 哭。
The principal mourner having taken his station (outside the inner gate, east), this gate is opened. The women hereupon lay their hands on their hearts, but do not wail. Turning successively to the three sides, the principal mourner bows to the visitors; thereupon he turns to the right, enters the gate and wails, while the women stamp their feet.

He now places himself at the foot of the hall, under the eastern wall of the court-yard, with his face west. The male relatives of a different surname station themselves there in the same way as they stood outside the gate; the high nobles and Great officers come to the south side of the principal mourner, and the dukes go to the east side of the gate, advancing a little in the direction of the hall. The different nobles of other realms take up a position on the west side of the gate, also advancing a little to the front. Now saluting those of equal rank, the principal mourner first bows to the visitors from other countries, then from his place (in the centre of the court-yard) he makes reverences towards all the different nobles collectively.

From a careful perusal of the above extracts with the aid of the sketch of an ancient mansion given on Plate I, it will be seen that we have here a simple description of the manner in which the different groups were first arranged outside the gate to receive the salutations of the principal mourner by way of a silent invitation to enter, and then how they re-arranged themselves in a corresponding manner in the court-yard. The I li here suddenly stops short, but Ching Khang-ch'ing is probably right in saying: »When all the visitors had occupied the places prescribed above, the wailing commenced, not to cease until their grief was entirely poured

丈夫即位于门外,西面,北上。外兄弟在其南,南上。賓從之,北上。門東北面西上,門西北面東上,西方東面北上。

1 主人即位,辟門,婦人拊心不哭。主人拜賓旁三,右還入門哭,婦人踊。

2 主人堂下直東序,西面。兄弟皆即位,如外位。卿大夫在主人之南。諸公門東少進。他國之異爵者門西少進。敵則先拜他國之賓,凡異爵者拜諸其位。
The /i then goes on to describe how the sacrificial articles, offered to the soul the day before in the back chamber, were removed and forthwith replaced by fresh ones; this last proceeding which is the prototype of the modern hāō pīng, is told in the following words (1. 44 seq.):

»The sacrificial articles are now set out. When the must, 
spirits, dried meat and pickled meat are taken up the steps,  
the males stamp their feet. These articles having been brought  
inside the chamber, they are set down in the same order as on  
the former occasion, but no napkins are laid over them. The  
men who put them down in their places then leave the chamber  
and station themselves to the west of the door, the principal  
amongst them on the west, and the torch-bearer with extinguished  
torch retires also. The Invoker now closes the door and precedes  
the others in going down by the western steps, at which moment  
the women stamp their feet. They then pass by the south side of  
the Double and proceed eastward, while the males stamp their feet.  

»The visitors now leave the gate, while the women stamp their  
feet. With bows the principal mourner sees them off. The chief  
male mourners now go out of the gate also, the women again  
stamping their feet, but they cease their lamentations and all go  
to their places when the mourners have left. The gate is then  
closed, and the principal mourner, having seen the visitors off  
with bows and made reverences to the other mourners, repairs  
to his shed”.

That the same sacrifice was repeated in the evening is fully proved by the Li ēi, which says in its 11th, chapter (1. 11): »The  
morning sacrifice is presented at sunrise, and the evening sacrifice  
when the sun is about to set”.

By way of addition to the above particulars, the /i has in ch. 31 (1. 34 seq.): »A meal of the

1 宾皆即此位乃哭，盡哀止
2 乃飲。醴酒脯醢升，丈夫踊，入，如初設，不巾。  
錯者出，立于戶西、西上，滅燭出。祝闔戶，先降自西階，婦人踊。尊者由重南東，丈夫踊。

賓出，婦入踊。主人拜送。衆主人出，婦人踊。  
出門哭止，皆復位。闔門，主人卒拜送賓揖衆主人，乃就次。

3 朝奠日出，夕奠建日。 Sect. 檀弓，1. 3.
usual food, catables, exquisite dishes, warm water, and washing
water for the head are set out, as used to be done in former
days; but on the new moon, and when first fruits are offered,
no catables are presented in the lower chamber” 1. In other words,
a sacrifice was also set out in the private apartment of the dead,
and the articles necessary for his toilet were taken there to him
at the same time. This passage is especially important because
it reveals at once the true nature of the sacrifice, which was
nothing more than a continuation of similar acts of filial devotion,
which dutiful children were anciently taught to observe regularly
every morning while their parents were alive. We find these acts
circumscribed in ch. 39 of the Li Ki (l. 6 and 13) in the following
words. Thus equipped, (the sons and the daughters-in-law) shall
go to the abode of their parents and parents-in-law. In bringing
in the implements for them to wash, the younger shall reverently
hold up the basin, and the elder the water, asking permission
to pour out the water for washing; and when the washing is
finished, they shall hang the towel. They shall ask what things
are wanted and then respectfully bring them in, with a face of
pleasure to make their parents feel pleased,— thick gruel, water-
gruel, spirits, must, vegetables, soup, pulse, wheat, hempseed,
rice, millet, spiked millet and glutinous millet, in short,
whatever they can wish. With dates, chestnuts, sirup and honey
they shall sweeten these catables; with the kín plant, the
hwán plant, white elm, ordinary elm, fresh or dry, soaked
in water or rendered uncouth, they shall moisten and lubricate
the same 2; with fat and oil they shall enrich them; and
after the parents or parents-in-law have certainly tasted them, the
young people shall withdraw.... While father and mother are
both alive, at their regular meals in the morning and evening
the eldest son and his wife shall encourage them to eat of everything,
and what is left after all they will themselves eat” 3.

1 燕養餚羞湯沐之饌如他日，朔月若薦新則不饌于下室.
2 It is not possible to determine what these kín and hwán plants were, neither
can we say which parts of the elm were used for food, as no culinary works have
been bequeathed to posterity by the ancients.
3 以適父母舅姑之所，進饌少者奉槃、長者奉
水、請沃盥、盥卒授巾。間所欲而敬進之，柔色以
The close connexion between the above precepts and the sacrifices now under notice was frankly acknowledged already in the second century of our era by Ching Khang-ch'ing, the ever famous founder of the authoritative school of criticism on the ancient classics, whom we have had occasion to introduce to our readers more than once. Commenting on the above passage of ch. 31 of the I li, he says: »Filial sons can not bear to neglect for one day their duty to serve their parents; therefore, every day they set out the articles in the lower chamber as if the deceased were still abiding with them alive”. Confucius taught: »Serving the dead as they were served when alive, and those who have passed away as if they were still abiding amongst us, this is the summit of filial conduct”. Now considering that such filial conduct, or, in other terms, implicit submission and devotion to parents denominated among the Chinese by the special word hiao, has since the oldest times stood foremost in China amongst all ethics, and has been preached by all philosophers as the highest of domestic and national duties, it can by no means be a matter of surprise to find, that sufficient importance was attached to the ancient howling and sacrificial rite described above to induce even dignitaries of the highest rank and noblemen from other kingdoms to congregate and attend it in the case of an ordinary servant of the State. Neither is it unnatural that this rite has outlived the ravages of time and is still faithfully observed in every case of death: in fact, the sway of the doctrine of hiao is still as undisputed as ever and has not suffered the least decline. The name which the sacrifice now bears, viz. »presentation of food prescribed by filial conduct” (see p. 115), still testifies to its origin.

Customary law, based on precepts laid down in the ancient books.

1 孝子不忍一日廢其事親之禮，於下室日設之，如生存也。Chung yung 中庸, or "Doctrine of the Mean", XIX.
2 事死如事生，事亡如事存，孝之至也。Chung yung 中庸, or "Doctrine of the Mean", XIX.
of rites, requires sacrifices to be offered in the hall to the soul-tablet at long, regular periods after the decease. These sacrifices stand in no relation whatever to the burial; hence they are also performed at their proper dates though the coffin be stored away in the house. They will be described in our Second Book, in the chapters which are devoted to the worship of the soul.

This is the proper place to mention the fact that the mourners, as long as the coffin is in the house, are bound by custom to offer every evening burning candles and a few incense-sticks to the soul, allowing the lights and the odoriferous matter to burn away entirely in front of the soul-tablet and the coffin. Friends and relatives, on entering the hall, will scarcely ever neglect to respectfully join their hands together and politely bow to the coffin, silently acknowledging in this way that the dead man lying inside, or his soul hovering over the spot, is still the actual chieftain of the family.

We have spoken more than once of a great requiem mass, which people usually celebrate after a case of death, in order to liberate the soul from the miseries of the Nether-world and to translate it to the Buddhist Paradise. Though this ceremony or, more correctly, this concatenation of ceremonies, may commence immediately after the coffin-lining, we can not enter upon it here. It has indeed, under the influence of Shâkyamuni's Church, so completely taken a Buddhist shape, that we are compelled to reserve a detailed account of it for our Book on Buddhism. Families wealthy and distinguished enough to afford the luxury of storing coffins away, always set apart a whole series of days for this mass, wasting on each day much money, in order that the ceremonies may be celebrated with unusual pomp and splendour. On this account they have in most instances to wait a long time ere the condition of their cash and the state of the business of each mourner are such as to allow of the required outlay and loss of time. A provisory mass on a smaller scale then becomes requisite, it being of course, highly unfilial, nay a disgraceful infancy, to leave the soul of a father or mother without relief for any length of time; and the mourners take good care to perform as soon as possible after the coffin-lining what duty demands.

In an apartment adjoining the hall, large coloured pictures of three images representing the Buddha, the Dharma or the Law, and the Sangha or the Church, are suspended on one of the walls, in most cases over the domestic altar which, as the reader no doubt remembers, was removed out of the hall after the demise. On both
sides of those images are similar portraits of bodhisatwas, of Avalokiteshvara and of eighteen famous apostles of the Church. Tables standing in front are spread with cakes, fruit and various cattales of a vegetable kind, but meat and fish are strictly excluded, because the Buddhist Church forbids animal food and consequently never offers this to her saints. This altar, which is called a púl toô' 1 or »altar of buddhas", is adorned with banners (see the annexed figure) each composed of seven strips of linen, three of which are affixed between two wooden boards; the other four strips hang loosely down from the lower board and have each a small globular jingling bell at the extremity. Each of these so-called tông hoan 2), »streamers or banners", bears on the topmost board, which is triangular in shape, the portrait of one of the buddhas of the six points of the Universe and, besides, the name of this being on the middlemost of the three upper strips; the strips are also of the colour which Chinese philosophy identifies with the corresponding point of the compass. So, there is an azure, a red, white, black, yellow and deep blue streamer, bearing respectively the inscriptions:

1. The Buddha Akshobhya of the East, 東方阿闍佛.
2. The Buddha more precious than any other, of the South, 南方寶勝佛, otherwise called Torch of the Sun and Moon, 日月煥佛.
3. The Buddha Amitabha of the West, 西方彌陀佛.
4. The Buddha with flaming Shoulders of the North, 北方燄肩佛.
5. The Buddha Singha of the World below, 下方獅子佛.
6. The Buddha of Brahma's Voice, of the Zenith, 上方梵音佛.

1 佛壇. 2 璃 insan.
According to the Amitâbha Sûtra, which is the principal authority on which the Buddhist Church in China bases her doctrine of the Western Paradise, these six buddhas each govern a part of the Universe in concert with myriads of other buddhas. They are represented on the altar because the said Sûtra is to play a most important part in the ceremonies; indeed, it is an article in the creed of the Church that the recitation of no other sacred book can equal it in efficacy, when the object is to gain admission for a soul into Paradise. Thanks to the streamers, the spirit of each of the six mighty saints is present on the altar and may exert its beneficial influence upon the meritorious work of redemption, which is about to be performed on the spot. With regard to the host of other holy ones the same result is effected by means of square pieces of pasteboard, each inscribed with the name of a bodhisatwa or dewa, or bearing a collective expression embracing a whole class of saints. These so-called khia sa or » standing invocations« are arranged over the whole altar, each at a place suitable to the rank and dignity of the being or class of beings which it represents. Finally, the altar is nicely decorated with pieces of variegated embroidered silk, lamps, candlesticks, images of wood and metal, and the like, according to taste and wealth. A complete set of instruments used by Buddhist priests when reading prayers and sending up invocations and hymns, are never wanting; and so one may also see upon or at the side of the altar, in a standing position, one or two crosiers, these objects having, as has been said on page 55, an extensive power over Hell, which has now to be conquered to obtain the delivery of the soul from its pains.

In case the house should not have a room large enough to contain such an altar, this may be erected in a neighbouring dwelling, in an apartment hired to that end by the family.

Either three or five Buddhist priests, in the case of rich people even seven, are employed by the family to perform the work of delivery. Arrayed in their Kâshâya or ceremonial dress of the highest order, they spend nearly the whole day in reciting before the altar such canonical books as are known specially to possess the power of redeeming souls from Hell and of sending them up to the Western Paradise. The Church in China has many productions of this kind, all of which themselves profess to be endowed with such power,

1 佛說阿彌陀經. 2 企疏.
but, as has been said, the Amitābha Sūtra is the best of all. While reading, the priests keep exact time by means of the wooden globe mentioned on page 72, on which one of them gives a gentle knock at each syllable pronounced. And when they come to rythmical parts wherewith all Buddhist canons in China are interspersed, their voices pass into a kind of choral singing, the accompaniment then, in addition to an open metal bowl also mentioned on page 72, consisting of a few ordinary instruments, played by a small band of musicians engaged for the purpose.

Such recitations of holy scriptures are from time to time performed also in front of the coffin, at a table placed in the central part of the hall. One or more tables bearing a complete sacrificial meal with sundry sorts of dainties and cakes, stand in the immediate vicinity of the coffin all day long, and the mourners, clad in sackcloth, may be seen to advance often, especially when fresh articles are brought in from the kitchen, to offer incense and wailingly bow their heads to the ground, encouraging the soul in this way to eat and drink at pleasure. That considerable quantities of paper money are burned at intervals we need scarcely say.

The most important part of these ceremonies is a walk undertaken through the hall and the adjacent apartments, with the purpose of leading the soul into Paradise. With the children, grandchildren and other relatives in the rear, all wailing and lamenting in a loud tone of voice, the priests, after having first finished a reading of the Amitābha Sūtra by way of introduction, march one behind the other between benches, chairs, tables, and around the coffin, winding their way through one door to another and incessantly repeating the word O-bi-tó, which is a corruption of the name of Amitābha. This Buddha of the West has also the control of the Paradise, which the Church teaches as existing in that part of the Universe. His name is of a most wonderful efficacy in matters of salvation, and it is therefore not to be wondered at that the priests, at the critical moment when they have to bring the redemption of the soul to a conclusion, simultaneously repeat it thousands of times, thus accumulating a large amount of merit, which they transfer to the benefit of the dead. The utterance is rapid, but time is kept by the help of the wooden globe and a small metal bell on a long handle, each played on by one of the marching priests.

A peculiar streamer (see Fig. 11), more than a metre long, is, during the promenade, solemnly carried on the top of a staff by the
principal mourner. It is shaped like the banners of the six buddhas mentioned above, but flies from under a circular frame of bamboo splints, covered with the same material of which the strips are made, and which is of blue glossy silk amongst the well-to-do, of blue or white paper with the poor. Six ornamental tapes hang loosely down from the frame. The inscription is placed on the middlemost of the three upper strips and addressed to Amitābha. Here is the translation of one, out of many.

»Om, May Thy nimbus call to Thee the real soul of the deceased Wēn-jū, the chief of the Yang family, upon whom the Imperial house of Ts'ing has conferred the honorary title of the sixth degree and who was a graduate of this district with the dignity of Archivist of the Imperial Academy of Learning. May his soul speedily repair to the regions of the West to entrust itself to the process of transformation into an independent existence of careless diversion amidst the lotus-tanks; may it receive and enjoy the treasures and food (which the surviving relations sacrifice to it), being entirely
extricated from the bitter wheel of transmigration. Ahum".  

On the reverse side the slip has: »Buddha Amitābha of me,  
sacerdotal leader of the ninth rank, we salute Thee, who  
reigneth in the realm of peace, in the region of extreme delight,  
in the pure land of the West where the souls are received and  
introduced”.  

This hōan or »streamer” presents one of the best illustrations  
of the genius of the Chinese people in inventing expedients to  
insure the happiness of the dead. Note that there is an ancient  
theory that the human soul is composed of three parts which are  
created by the Yang, and of seven parts produced by the Yin  
element. Now, the streamer is made expressly of three broad strips  
and seven strips, that the soul of the dead may exactly fit in and  
consequently not hesitate to take up its abode therein immediately.  
But, by so doing, it places itself forthwith under the full influence  
of the powerful inscription and is, thanks to the same, easily  
piloted into the desired Paradise. Indeed, as the streamer bears the  
ineffable name of Amitābha, it exercises, when waved about, the  
same redeeming influence as the verbal recitation of that name  
thousands and thousands of times. And the streamers of the six  
buddhas, likewise made of seven strips, all serve a similar purpose.  
Therefore they are, when priests and mourners deem fit, also carried  
about during the procession.  

Gaining admission for the soul to the Paradise of the West by  
these ceremonies is called thi-y se-hong, »sending home to the  
regions of the West”. In most cases only one day is devoted to  
the celebration. With the rich, however, this celebration sometimes  
lasts three days, and then the purse of the family is severely taxed,  
as relations and friends usually honour the rites with their presence  
and have in consequence to be invited to dinner and supper.  
Each day is concluded with a burnt offering of a large quantity of

1 喪毫光召請亡者皇清勳授孺林郎國子監典  
簿邑庠生溫如楊府君一位正魂。速往西方。化  
化池池遙自在業。脫苦輪愛財享食。啞唑。The  
word Om at the head of the invocation is the first, and Ahum the last word of  
the well-known Buddhist formula 'Om mani padme hum'.

2 Apostrophe by the priest who presides at the rites.

3 南無安養國極樂界西方接引淨土九品導師  
阿彌陀佛。
It is, of course, a very inconvenient matter to have to keep a coffin at home for a long time. Most Chinese are, moreover, extremely superstitious and firmly believe that, if burial is delayed for say one year or longer, the corpse may bring evil over the house. Indeed, even the most angelic soul would be naturally driven to madness if so long deprived of all chance of obtaining final rest in the tomb; it might even re-unite itself with the body, change into a kiang si and kill the inmates of the house. Especially if three years are allowed to elapse, the dreaded metamorphosis will certainly take place, as most people assert.

It is consequently very common to deposit coffined bodies, for which no proper burial site has as yet been found, outside the precincts of the town. The spot selected to such an end is generally a plot of ground belonging to the family or held on lease; sometimes a corner of some field is rented on purpose for the time being. A small cottage of bricks, or of clay and lime mixed together, is erected and good care taken that it is closed on all sides, lest sun or moon peep through the openings of the walls or the roof-tiles and further the metamorphosis of the corpse into a kiang si. More generally still the coffin is covered over with a very narrow vault of masonry, or of straw, matting, bamboo and wood plastered all over with clay and lime, one or more small holes being left at the sides to allow the soul to freely wander in and out. It is very usual to make these openings in the shape of the characters 丁, »male individuals", and 人, »talents", that by the influence of these symbols the dead may bless the offspring with a great number of sons, who by their talents shall arrive at high positions and thus surround the family with an aureola of glory.

Such a shed or vault goes by the name -Sep' 七rù 1, a term which may be translated by »sepulchral house" or »funeral vault". The coffin is taken to it with all the rites, pomp and splendour appertaining to a funeral; afterwards, when a burial site is found, it is carried to the grave with very little ceremony. To protect

---

1 多厝
the coffin against the attacks of white ants and other destructive vermin, the mourners take good care to leave a small space between it and the ground; they also cover it with oiled paper to prevent the paint and the wood from being spoiled by the influence of the weather. If the sip ts'ū be a cottage and thus afford the required space, a table is placed in front of the coffin with a censer and a pair of candlesticks, that the tenant of the field, or some one living in the neighbourhood and appointed by the family to look after the coffin, may offer incense-sticks and candles every day, and the kinsmen do this at every new moon and full moon, when they pay their usual visit to the spot.

Farmers who happen to have a small hut in their field or garden, often derive a regular income from it by keeping there in safe custody, against remunerative payment, the coffins of other people. But the well-to-do, who can afford to pay well, prefer to deposit their dead in Buddhist mountain temples, of which there are several in the environs of most towns of importance. It is, however, generally very difficult to obtain permission for this from the consistory and the priests of such an establishment, they being well aware that, if they were too liberal on the point, so many corpses would soon be accumulated within the premises, that the laymen and laywomen, who are in the habit of visiting the place to worship the gods, would refrain from coming back. So, coffins are only admitted against a very high payment, and on condition that they shall soon be taken away. The duty of daily burning candles and incense before them then devolves on the priests, who inhabit the establishment. That the dead are stored up in an obscure apartment into which no worshippers are expected to penetrate, need scarcely be said. The consistories of most mountain temples flatly refuse to take any coffins inside the precincts.

It is by no means a matter of rare occurrence that, when a coffin is about to be lowered into the grave, some individuals suddenly turn up to protest against the interment and even to forcibly prevent it, pretending that the soil is their property, or that the grave will completely spoil the auspicious situation of a tomb in the neighbourhood belonging to them. Noisy quarrels and vociferous discussions immediately ensue. The grave-diggers, coffin-bearers and other men employed in the funeral train, convinced that the matter does not in the least concern them, render the mourners no assistance, but quietly stand around smoking their pipes to see what will be the end of the matter; meanwhile the auspicious
hour assigned for the interment elapses, the end being that the mourners have either to take the coffin to a temple in the vicinity, or leave it on or near the spot and quickly build a sip ts'ù over it. Custom severely forbids taking a coffin homewards again, on account of the ancient principle mentioned on page 32, that in funeral matters there should be a regular progress, no retrogressive movement; moreover Confucius himself has said: "An encoffined body may not be taken back". Many a sip ts'ù owes its origin to events of the above kind, disputes about landed property and immovable goods in general being perhaps nowhere in the world more common than in the badly administered Empire of the Midst. Many also are erected because it is usual for every family, on discovering that an interred coffin has been attacked by white ants or suffers from the ground-water, to exhume it without delay and to leave it on or near the spot until a better grave has been found and purchased.

Temporarily confiding a corpse to other people for safe keeping, which the inhabitants of Amoy call kâ koan, is also commonly reverted to when the dead man's family seat is in another part of the empire, and his kindred expect they may sooner or later be able to convey his mortal remains thither. Sending the dead to their ancestral home, there to be buried, is, indeed, very common with the well-to-do, as will be demonstrated in the tenth chapter of the third part of this Book.

The reasons for leaving coffins for a time unburiéd being manifold, it is very natural that in many parts of China, especially in such where burial ground is scarce, the soil is as it were studded with corpses awaiting interment. In my own journeys through the empire secretly a day passed on which I did not see several. In the environs of Kung-ch'wen, a little town on the Min between the cities of Yung-ngan-hien and Yen-phing-fu, I found them in the fields in such large numbers, that I almost felt compelled to conclude no interments took place in this part of the country at all. By scores and scores they were piled up in small huts consisting of three walls with a roof, having neither wall nor door in front. Just outside the large village of

1 夫柩不可以反者也. *Li ki*, ch. 27, l. 37, sect. 曾子問. II.
2 寄棺. 3 貢川. 4 永安縣.
5 延平府.
Hing-thien\(^1\), situated in the north-west of Fuhkien province, on the highroad between Kien-yang-hien\(^2\) and Ch'ung-nan-hien\(^3\), dozens of well-made substantial coffins merely covered with a loose piece of old matting studded the open ground; at the head of each was pasted a sheet of red paper bearing the character 壽, »long life"; to prevent them from emanating life-destroying influences and so operating destructively upon the living beings thereabout. A similar spectacle presented itself in the environs of Ch'ung-nan-hien, and in the neighbouring mountains which separate the sources of the Min from the river-land of the Yang-tse. There many coffins had been severely damaged by time and weather, others were reduced to dust, and yet nobody seemed to care about the decaying bones. There were, however, also a good number closely covered in by a vault of masonry. \(S\)\(p\) ts\(\grave{\text{n}}\) of this description, invariably accompanied by a much larger number of uncovered coffins, I found also in many places near Nanking, even inside the city walls in the vast plains covered with rubbish, which were densely populated quarters before the double capture by the Thai-p'ing rebels and the imperial armies in 1853 and 1864 had reduced the town to ruins. Further I beheld the same spectacle around Kiu-kiang and Shanghai, in the hills about Swatow and Canton, and in many other localities.

In his rambles through various parts of the empire Dr. Gray also observed coffins near the sides of hills, in the open plains, on the banks of rivers and canals and, in some instances, by the way-side\(^4\). Sometimes, says he, they were covered with matting, stones or straw, but as a rule they were uncovered. In the cities of Kiu-kiang, Chin-kiang, and in the town of Han-kow he saw coffins at the doors of houses in the less frequented streets, a custom, he was informed, arising not so much from a difficulty in finding lucky sites for interment, as from a reluctance to remove their dead out of their sight. This sentiment, he continues, prevails to a still greater extent at Yang-cheu-fu\(^5\) in Kiangsu province, where it is not unusual for tradespeople and others to keep their dead within their dwellings.

At Canton, the custom of storing coffins away for the want of proper burial sites, or because they are to be afterwards taken to the native place, has occasioned the erection of large buildings.

\(^1\) 興田. \(^2\) 建陽縣. \(^3\) 崇安縣. 
\(^4\) China, ch. XII. \(^5\) 楊州府.
capable of holding several hundreds of coffins. To these ch'ong, as they are called in the local dialect, mourners are in the habit of conveying their dead with funeral pomp, should the professor of geomancy have failed to find an auspicious grave-site in due time. They consist of long rows of rooms, each on an average ten feet by twenty and partly divided in two apartments by an open work screen across the middle. In the inner apartment is the coffin, generally resting on two inverted water-jars, because wooden supports are often attacked by white ants and might cause the coffin to fall to the ground. In the outer division is a table with candlesticks and an incense burner, in many instances also with a tablet for the soul; there may be seen on the walls narrow scrolls of paper inscribed with poetical sentences. Light and air are admitted only by the doors in front, which open into an uncovered passage dividing two opposite rows of rooms.

Besides three large establishments of this kind, there are in Canton many smaller ones. Some are specially erected for the occupancy of natives of certain parts of the empire, who remain there until their relatives are able to take them to their ancestral home. The most interesting ch'ong is situated at a distance of one mile beyond the east gate of the city. It is laid out, like the others, in the form of a small town, two of its sides being flanked by a lofty wall, loopholed for musketry. This precaution is taken against robbers, who sometimes remove the body of a person who has bequeathed wealth to his relatives, and hold it till a ransom has been paid. When a suspicion of anything of this sort is entertained by the relatives of the deceased, a few armed men are hired to keep watch by night. In the court-yard there is a pond, the east bank of which is planted with trees and shrubs. Attached to this same "city of the dead" there is a garden with a large garden house. To this bower, persons, when visiting their dead, resort to dine, and many pic-nic parties are held here.

In each necropolis two or three Buddhist priests reside, whose duty it is to say occasional masses for the repose of the souls. These institutions are all private property, but licensed by government. They are kept in good order, and at once strike the foreigner as being cleaner and neater in appearance than most of the abodes of the living. Besides an entrance fee, a monthly rent of from one to three dollars is paid by those who place

1 Ch'ong. 2 Gray, China, ch. XII.
their dead in the ch'ong, the sum varying according to the means and the rank of the family. They are made use of also by those who postpone a funeral because they desire to lay father and mother in the grave at the same time. Sometimes coffins are left for years after the rent has ceased to be paid. Filial piety, even amongst the Chinese, may be dulled by lapse of time or increasing poverty; men leave their homes hoping to return, but business, misfortune or death prevents their doing so; people are reduced to poverty and, hoping for better times, they allow the ch'ong rent to accumulate till death takes them off, or till their position with respect to the rent becomes irretrievable: families die out and coffins containing unclaimed bones are left in the hands of the proprietor of a ch'ong. In such cases they are put aside in some inferior room, and if at the end of ten or more years they are still unclaimed, a report is made to the magistrate and permission to bury them is given, the expenses being defrayed by the contributions of those who wish to lay up for themselves a store of merit for good works. Also in Fuchow there exist some Cities of the Dead, but they are much smaller than those of Canton. No doubt inquiries would show them to exist in many other towns of the empire.

Postponement of burials, denounced by Law and Government.

The Chinese of all classes unanimously assert that it is quite incompatible with the all-pervading doctrines of the hiao to leave coffins unburied for any great length of time. It would indeed be difficult to find a man ready to contest the fact that burial is indispensable for the repose of the dead, and that postponement is nothing short of a calamity for the soul, which is then compelled to wander about in a state of sad disquietude. The fact that, in spite of these conceptions, so many coffins, mostly belonging to people of the best classes of society, remain unburied even for years, indicates better than anything else could do how firmly the mind of the nation is held in captivity by the fugung shui theories, according to which a body ought not be interred except in a grave situated under the good influences of nature.

These theories, entailing so many sins against the hiao, have also been severely denounced by the Imperial Government. The Ta T'ing luh li or "Laws and Statutes of the Great T'sing dynasty","

2 大清律例.
the civil and penal code of the empire, says in its official commentary: »The fung shui doctrines date from latter ages. At the bottom they are absurd and false, and not worthy of belief. Thinking that future happiness is transmitted to children and grandchildren by the decayed bones of father and mother, people postpone the interment of the latter for years, leaving the coffin uncovered and unburied: this is the highest degree of unfilial conduct". Filial conduct embracing in the first place implicit obedience to everything the parents desire, it is systematically enforced by the Government upon all its subjects as the highest social duty, because it is calculated that in this way every individual will be kept under strict authority and so order shall prevail in the whole empire. Consequently it is quite logical that the Code of Laws should interdict the practice of postponing burials. »Any family, it says, in which a death has occurred, is certainly obliged to set the deceased at rest in a tomb, with observance of the established rites. He who, led astray by fung shui or under any other pretext, keeps a coffin with a corpse in it in his house over a year, leaving it uncovered and unburied, shall receive eighty blows with the long wooden stick". But in China laws are not made to be implicitly obeyed. They only exist to serve the governing classes, in cases of need, as a means to uphold their authority and to prevent any disturbance of the public peace. Consequently anybody may at any time keep as many coffins unburied as he likes, so long as the local authorities are not seized with the humour of undertaking a crusade against the transgressors of the law. Edicts are then promulgated, threatening with severe punishments those who do not quickly inter their dead. A few persons are, perhaps, taken into custody to undergo a cruel bastinado, and to have their money squeezed out of them by the authorities and their underlings; but after a short time hiao, law, edicts and coffins are forgotten, and matters go on as before. Public health is never used

1 風水之說起自後代。本譌妄不足信。乃將所親已朽之骨傳於孫後來之福以致等候年久暴露不葬，蓋是不孝之大者。Ch. 17, § 喪葬。
2 凡有喪之家必須依禮安葬。若惑於風水及故停柩在家經年暴露不葬者杖八十。Loc. cit.
as an argument against the practice. Such things never cross the brains of the Chinese, who all believe that diseases and epidemics are simply caused by evil spirits.

An event such as the above occurred in Amoy in 1882. The edict wherewith the Taotai or highest civil authority residing in that place opened the crusade, ran as follows: —

» Sun, Intendant of the Circuit embracing the departments of Hing-hwa, Tsuen-cheu and Yung-ch’um in Fuhkien province, Controller of the Maritime military forces, promoted by the Emperor to the official rank of the second degree,

» — considers that the practice of storing coffins away and of neglecting burials must be prohibited and abolished.

» To serve the living and to bury the dead is in fact commanded by the duties of a son, and by committing coffins to the care of others or by storing them away, souls of parents are actually deprived of anything wherein they can rely. Already at the very moment I stepped down from my carriage (to enter upon office here), I was informed that the practice of keeping coffins unburied was prevalent in Amoy country. I said to myself: The dead consider rest to consist in returning to the earth, so that a coffin kept one day unburied means a soul left one day without anything to rely upon; therefore, how can the minds of men deviate so far from the customs of antiquity that, deluded by the reasonings of geomancers, they so often keep the encoffined bodies of their parents for a long time unburied, thus causing the same to gradually become nests of mole-cricketes and ants!

» People wish only to make use of a set of unconscious white bones of their forefathers as implements wherewith to seek fame and glory for their descendants; but they simply forget that wealth and consideration in human life are from the outset fixed by Heaven, so that it is impossible to secure greatness and glory to posterity by a selection of lucky spots for burying. Such things are detrimental to good manners and customs, and, even were there no articles in the Law positively proscribing them, there are feelings of the heart which cannot tolerate their existence.

» From the moment this proclamation is issued, I expect that all the soldiers and citizens of Amoy, who may be keeping coffined corpses in their houses or may have stored them away in Buddhist temples, shall have all of them carried out for burial within three months. If any one venture to delay the burial beyond this period and thus oppose this order, I will investigate the
Corpses of unknown or murdered persons.

Issued in the 8th. year of the K'wang sii period, on the 21st. of the 7th. month" 1.

Treatment of corpses of unknown or murdered persons.

Before finishing this subject we have still to mention, that postponement of burial is also of very frequent occurrence in cases of wilful murder or manslaughter, and when the corpses of unknown persons are concerned. The Ta Ts'ing luah li has the following article: — » When a person is found dead within the precincts of a place, the headman of the village and the people living in the neighbourhood shall be punished with eighty blows with the long wooden stick if they neglect to inform the Magistrate of the fact, that he may hold an inquest, or if they arbitrarily transfer the corpse to another spot, or bury it. If in consequence of their proceedings the corpse has disappeared, the chief culprits shall receive one hundred blows. In case the body is mutilated or cast into the water, the chief perpetrators shall have sixty blows and be deported for one year; and if it is cast away but not lost, or the hair is injured, one degree less punishment (i.e. one hundred blows) shall be inflicted upon all of them."

1 欽加二品銜福建分巡興泉永兵備道孫　為禁止停柩不葬事照得,生事死葬本為子職之當然,而寄柩葬棺實使親魂以無託。本道自下車之始即聞廈地有停柩之事, 竟念死者以歸土為安, 一日之棺未葬即一日之魂無依, 奈何人心不古, 多惑地師之言致使親柩久停, 漸為螻蟻之穴。推其意不過欲藉祖宗一嗣無知之白骨為子孫作希榮之器, 雖不思人生富貴本由天定, 豈以擇吉而葬遂能大昌我后乎。此等傷風敗俗, 非惟律有所必禁即心亦有所莫忍也。自出示之後仰屬廈兵民人等凡有藏柩家中以及寄柩寺內者限三月內務必盡行出葬。敢有遲延抗拒本道立即究辦決不輕恕。毋違特示。光緒捌年七月二十一日　　紹 給。
him. If people steal the clothes or knowingly receive the same, they are to be dealt with as in a case of ordinary theft.

As a natural consequence of this law, no unknown corpse found dead is ever touched until official permission has been granted to remove or bury it. Even if on the point of dying or only apparently dead, the body is left on the spot without a helping hand being stretched out to it. Indeed, any good Samaritan in China would be called a fool; for, should the object of his pity happen to die, the grateful family would at once attack him as a welcome prey out of which to squeeze money. Flatly accusing China of having murdered the man, they would give him the choice between paying a large sum as an indemnification, or having a complaint lodged against him with the magistrate. If he prefer the denouncement, he is immediately imprisoned and subjected to the most ignominious ill-treatment by the jailers, unless his family bribe these men with large sums to leave him alone and let him have food enough to keep him from starvation. The flogging and tortures, which he has to suffer in the tribunal, like everybody who falls into the hands of the mandarins and who does not forthwith confess his guilt, need not be expatiated on. This pretty state of affairs also compels every inn-keeper, who happens to have a lodger who is seriously ill, to carry him clandestinely out of his house before he breathes his last, and to lay him down somewhere in the street, to die miserably of cold and hunger, and for want of assistance.

The laws of the empire prescribe that the magistrates shall hold an inquest on the body if there are traces of a violent death upon it. The headman of the ward in such a case immediately sends a message to the District Magistrate, to inform him of the matter. But as a rule a couple of days elapse before this worthy makes up his mind to do what his duty requires, and during the whole of this time the corpse is left untouched in the narrow street, to the frightful annoyance, especially in summer, of the olfactory nerves of neighbours and passers-by. At last the magistrate is conveyed...
to the spot in his sedan-chair, escorted by the usual retinue of lictors and attendants, and stations himself underneath a sort of tent, pitched windward of the spot where the corpse is lying. Here some chairs have been arranged for his convenience, as also a table with writing materials.

Now, a sort of coroner called *gū tsoh*, a functionary of very inferior rank attached to the Yamen, begins to wash the body with a lukewarm decoction of onions and other ingredients, which is believed to possess the property of rendering injured places more conspicuous. If the corpse has been long on the spot, this washing destroys a great part of the epidermis. When it is over, the coroner inspects every part of the body, probing it with his fingers and with a chopstick; and after he has examined each limb he turns himself to the mandarin, to kneelingly report with the assistance of an interpreter whether an injury has been detected on it, of what nature it is, by which instrument it is likely to have been produced, and so on. All his depositions are carefully taken down by a secretary. Thereupon the mandarin and the lower officials of his suite, holding handkerchiefs or towels to their mouths and noses, proceed towards the body to look at the injuries reported by the coroner. Then they purify themselves by passing through a small fire of straw kindled on the pavement, and get into their sedan-chairs to return home. At this moment, the bystanders explode a large quantity of fire-crackers, to frighten away the bad influences of death. This double process of purification is repeated at the gate of the Yamen when the procession re-enters.

At Amoy such a coroner's inquest goes by the name of *giēm sī*, "to hold an inquest on a corpse". Elaborate precepts regulating such procedure are laid down in a work called *Si yuen luh*, "Book on the Redress of Wrongs", which was published in the 13th century and is officially appended to many copies of the *Ta Tshing luh lì*. Its minute indications, often very amusing, how to ascertain the cause of nearly every kind of death resulting from accident, murder, poison or any suspicious circumstance, form a
rich mine of information regarding the Chinese ideas on physics and anatomics.

The inquest over, the corpse is left at the disposal of the relatives, to be confined. If, however, the family of the dead is unknown, the headman of the ward collects money for a coffin among the people living around, the highest contribution being levied on those who dwell nearest to the spot where the corpse has been found and who are therefore more than others interested in its removal. But in most instances it is not even now allowed to be committed to the earth. A second, nay, perhaps a third coroner's inquest may be deemed necessary by the authorities to verify statements made by witnesses or persons implicated; and even when putrefaction has done its work, the mandarins may for the same purpose think it useful to scorch or boil the flesh or bones, or to burn parts of the skeleton, which proceedings are all conducted on rules laid down in the book mentioned above. There is no question of burial if the culprit or the culprits have not been detected. Consequently the coffin is deposited somewhere near the spot where the body was found, there to remain in charge of the headman and the inhabitants of the ward until it is claimed by the authorities. Sometimes they screen it from view by a thatching of straw, matting or boards. Scarcely ever is it buried before the judicial investigation is crowned with a satisfactory result and sentence has been passed on the culprits, after which the main piece of evidence is, of course, no more wanted.

If the judicial inquiry has pointed out that there is no question of premeditated or wilful murder, but only of manslaughter, and the culprit has been sentenced to pay an indemnification to the family of the slain, the coffin is kept unburied until the fine has been paid in full and therewith the whole affair settled. When villages have been in bloody encounter with one another, which in many parts of the empire is a matter of almost daily occurrence, the same line of conduct is followed with regard to the slain outnumbering those who have fallen on the other side, because, should peace and mutual understanding be afterwards restored, a retribution will have to be paid for that surplus.

In the event of an unknown person having been found dead without marks of violence on his body, so that the magistrates do

---

1 A translation in Dutch was published by Mr. De Gry's in 1863, in vol. 30 of the Transactions of the Society of Arts and Sciences at Batavia.
not deem it necessary to hold an official inquest, the neighbouring people, as soon as they become aware that the family is not to be found, coffin the corpse under the superintendance of their chiefs and elders, and deposit it somewhere in the hills or the open fields. Want of interest in the deceased prevents the people from doing more in his behalf. The coffin, which is in many instances supplied by a benevolent society, is as a rule of a very bad quality, so that during several days there emanates from the body a most sickening smell. After some time the wood decays and the bones remain scattered about the spot, until some one, anxious to derive a small supply of merit from an act of benevolence and to obtain a good reward from the soul, covers them with earth. In many instances such bodies are forthwith interred by the neighbours in one of the public grave-yards, which benevolent societies have laid out near most towns for the poor who cannot afford to buy their own graves for their dead.
CHAPTER VII.

THE BURIAL.

Preparations and introductory rites.

On page 103 it has been stated that a lucky day and auspicious hours have always to be selected for the burial if the same takes place seven or more days subsequent to the demise. As in such cases the day-professor generally delivers the results of his calculations a good number of days beforehand, the mourners have plenty of time to arrange everything for the burial at their leisure. This is amongst the wealthy a matter of no small importance, as they are accustomed to send a father or mother to the tomb with a pomp that entails long and difficult preparations.

Arrangements are in the first place made with one or more undertaker’s shops, which, as was said on page 13, provide for temporary use all the principal requisites for a funeral train, as also the necessary workmen, coolies and musicians. Further, written messages are sent round to graduate acquaintances and intimate friends, inviting them to kindly officiate in the cortege as overseers of the bearers of the coffin and of some portable tents of particular interest, or to act as leaders in certain subdivisions of the procession. Notable families in some instances distribute printed notifications among kinsmen and friends, announcing the day and hour of the ceremony and containing a polite request that they will not attend the funeral. But these documents mean just the opposite of what they express, and are in reality a formal notice that the family sets much value on the presence of kinsmen and friends and by no means expects that they will be absent.

The 賤 pǐng sacrifices with the introductory howling ceremonies 當 khi and 當 kūn (p. 115) are performed anew on the two days preceding the burial or, in a few cases, even on six days; in conclusion it is repeated on the morning of the burial day itself. In the course of this morning, when the hour fixed by the day-professor as suitable for setting the coffin in motion has arrived, a certain number of workmen, despatched by the
undertaker, shift the bulky object a couple of inches, during which proceeding the members of the family hide themselves in the inner apartments to escape the wrath and anger of the spirits of the earth who, shaken out of their rest by the motion of the coffin, might revengefully leap upon the bystanders (comp. page 105). Each workman shields his own person against such dangerous assaults by winding his headkerchief round his waist. As a compensation for the danger to which they have exposed themselves notwithstanding, they are rewarded by the family with an extra fee in money. If it is still too early for the burial, the coffin is now left on the spot, until the fit moment for its removal arrives.

Meanwhile the females and servants are busily occupied in the kitchen, as a bounteous meal must be offered to the dead before he is sent to the tomb. The edibles, which consist of several meats, fowls, ducks, cakes and the like, are arranged on one or more tables in front of the coffin and the hín péh. As a rule the number of dishes is even, because even ciphers are identified with the principle of death and darkness Yin (see p. 65). Burning tapers are placed in the candlesticks, to light the soul while partaking of the meal. When everything is ready, the mourners, clad in the deepest mourning prescribed according to each one's special rank of relationship, advance and wailingly kneel down in front of the tables, the males keeping to the left, the females to the right. The principal mourner, that is to say the eldest son, stands before the table, takes burning incense sticks between his thumb and fingers and, clasping his hands together, makes an obeiscance to the spirit, thereupon informing it that, the hour of interment having arrived, a farewell dinner has been affectionately set out on its behalf. He now places the incense in the censer and kneels down on the floor. One of the more removed kinsmen of the dead, who acts as an attendant, then pours a little rice spirits into small porcelain cups that stand in a row on the table, and immediately repeats this twice successively, thus filling the cups to the brim; this rite is called sam hiên tsíu¹, «threefold presentation of spirits». When it is finished, the principal mourner bends his forehead to the ground three or four times, wailing in this position a few seconds at the last bow, and then he gets up to allow the other relations to per-

¹ 三獻酒.
form similar acts of worship in the order of proximity. It often occurs, however, that want of time prevents a great number of them from doing so. All the while the mourners keep up a piteous wailing and lamenting. In the end it is ascertained by means of the two divining cash whether the soul has finished his meal. If so, a quantity of mockmoney is burnt and the tables are cleared.

This ceremonious sacrifice is designated khi bé, "to start the horses". The term owes its origin to the fact that, as the I li and the Li ki teach us, horses were anciently used in burials of grandees to convey carts loaded with sacrificial articles and other things to the tomb; now-a-days, however, no animals are in Fukkien ever used for such purposes. Ceremonious and solemn though the khi bé sacrifice be, it is only a poor ceremony compared with the entertainment that is shortly afterwards, at the moment of starting, offered to the soul in the street.

Two or more tables are arranged there near the door. The principal mourner, a relative or a friend reverently places the hán pêh upon one of those tables, taking care it faces the direction in which the procession is to go. At its side, or just behind it, comes the permanent soul tablet, which after the interment is to harbour the spirit and now makes its appearance in the obsequies for the first time. A piece of red silk and a skein of threads of the same material and colour are tied around it; a few copper coins strung on a red cord, a stick of vermilion ink wrapped in a sheet of paper, and an ordinary writing pencil are fastened in front; in many cases, a twig bearing a few gilt leaves or flowers is stuck in the red cloth on both the left and the right side of the tablet. It would carry us too far from our subject to enter upon a description of this tablet. Full particulars about it will be found in the Second Book, which is devoted entirely to the human soul and its worship. We here confine ourselves to stating that it is an object much like the hán pêh, but lower and broader: it does not taper away at the top, neither is it covered with silk, the inscription being written or cut out on the wooden surface.

The sacrificial tables are loaded with a variety of dishes, bowls and plates, containing various sorts of food. As a rule the sons provide at least one set of so-called ngó sing² or "five sacrificial viands", being five open platters which hold respectively a pig's
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¹ 起馬. ² 五牲.
head, a fowl, a duck, a fish and a pig's tripe, with slight variations according to circumstances. The married daughters are in duty bound to do the same, but in many instances every child provides a set, especially if the deceased is a person of great distinction. Thus the number of dishes is often very great, even exceedingly so when the children are anxious to give testimony of their affection and respect for the deceased by adding many more dainties and articles of food.

Fig. 12.

Amongst the offerings are a couple of tapers, placed in candlesticks of tin which have the shape of the character 寿, "long life". Between them stands a so-called kong-po 鬤, or "incense burner for the ancestors". It is square, has a cover and four feet, and on each side a big ear or handle; it stands in a square plate or tray which, like the censer itself, is of tin. All these instruments, which are depicted in Fig. 12, are taken from the

1 公婆爐.
domestic altar, of the furniture of which they form a part. In front of the edibles are also arranged some sexangular flat-bottomed tsiu páns\(^1\) or »wine tankards" of tin, tapering away at the top and closed with a cover; each has a spout and a handle. Of these instruments, filled with spirits distilled from rice, there are as many

\(^1\) 酒瓶.
as there are sets of sacrificial viands, each person who provides such a set being bound to add a tankard. There is also one larger tankard of tin, round, with a long and narrow neck closed with a cover; the spout is elegantly curved and, like the handle, very slender. This flacon goes by the name of lo-sî pêa, »heron jug”, because its elegant and slender shape reminds one of this aquatic bird. With three tin globular cups called tsiû tsiok or »wine-goblets”, having two ears or handles, three feet and, at the opening, two flat, projecting mouths, these form a set of instruments which are generally used for wine libations on the most solemn occasions (see Fig. 13).

While the offerings and sacrificial implements are being arranged on the tables, a curious ceremony may be witnessed on the part of the coffin bearers, who have in the meantime placed the hearse, on which the corpse is to be carried to the grave, upon two low trestles behind the tables. Some of them busily occupy themselves with putting small sheets of mock money between the gaping joints of the hearse. Others place a few dishes of meats and other eatables, provided for this purpose by the mourning family, on the pavement, after which one man pours out spirits from a tankard into three little earthenware cups arranged on the spot, and the headman, having taken burning incense sticks between his thumb and fingers, makes a couple of bows to the hearse. A bonfire of paper money closes the ceremony. The food is carried off by one of the coffin bearers, who will divide it with his fellows as an extra emolument for their services. This sacrifice is intended to propitiate the spirit that is supposed to inhabit and control the hearse. As Mr. Doolittle, who observed the same practice at Fuhchow, has very judiciously remarked, »it will cause the soul of the departed to be more peaceful en route to the grave than it would have been had the sacrifice not been made; it will help the bearers to carry it more easily; it is feared, unless it is done, the god of the hearse will injure the coffin in some way, making it difficult and heavy to bear”

When everything is properly arranged, a piece of sackcloth, white cotton or linen is suspended between the fore-legs of the foremost sacrificial table, and the coffin ordered out. Scarcely

---

1 鷺鷥瓶. 2 酒筒.
3 Social Life of the Chinese, ch. VII.
have the bearers set to work to move it, when all the bystanders rush into the adjoining apartments, especially in case it has not yet been shifted as described on p. 141. But instantly the principal mourners re-appear wailing, to follow the dead out of the house. The coffin is carried across the threshold feet foremost and placed on the hearse, the feet pointing towards the tables and accordingly in the direction which the procession is to take. The sons, dressed in hempen sackcloth like the other principal mourners, each carry, as a token of the deepest sorrow, a mourning staff, which is a very short stick pasted all over with thin curls of white paper. The more distant relations, in white linen or cotton garments, come out after them, and all kneel round the coffin, pouring forth the most piteous lamentations and death dirges. Meanwhile the coffin bearers fit on carrying poles and ropes to the hearse, and place an embroidered pall over the coffin, scarcely anything being done much unedifying vociferation.

While one of the several bands of musicians, that is to do duty in the funeral cortège, sends forth the discordant tones of its instruments into the narrow street, some friends or more distant kinsmen, clad in white mourning, take up a position in front of the sacrificial tables, one or two on the right and the same number on the left side. They are to officiate as attendants or masters of the ceremonies. One of them holds a thick bundle of incense sticks. The principal mourner, creeping along the pavement in token of the deepest grief, advances to the table. Out of the hands of the last mentioned attendant he receives two burning incense sticks, with which, his hands clasped together, he makes a deep obeisance to the tablets and the coffin. Thereupon he gives the sticks to an attendant on the other side, who immediately plants them in the ashes of the »incense burner for the ancestors«, and then he kneels down upon the pavement, to bow his forehead to the ground four times in succession.

Meanwhile another of the assistants performs the threefold presentation of spirits described on p. 141, in a long row of earthenware cups arranged for the purpose on the table, using one of the sexangular tankards. The mourner, without rising to his feet, now receives one of these cups or, in case of the well-to-do, a tin wine goblet, and has spirits poured into it from the »heron-jug" by the fourth attendant; thereupon he moves the goblet upwards as if to present it to the soul, and slowly pours the contents over the ground by a circular movement. This libation goes by the
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name of koàn tòö¹, »to pour over the ground"; it is also called tien liâu², »to make a libation of spirits", or, in literary style, koàn tien³, »to pour out a libation". When it is finished, the assistant on the other side places the cup on the table again, whereupon a second and a third cup are consecutively presented to the dead in a similar manner.

Now follows the third part of the ceremony. The wailing relatives suddenly put a stop to their lamentations, the musicians to their music, and one of the attendants, kneeling down devoutly, reads in the mandarin tongue an address to the soul from a sheet of yellow paper. Here is a translation of such a document, taken from real life:

»In the thirteenth year of the Kwang su period, being the »cyclus year ting-hai, in the first or jen-yin month and on »the day jen-ch'ên, which is the third from the new moon, the »unfilial orphan son Kung-ch'û and the other mourners, respect- »fully presenting an offering of sacrificial viands, must, sundry »delicacies, incense and paper, venture to address the soul of »their departed father, chief of the family Ngen-yang, in the »following terms:

»Man's innate nature harbours disparate inclinations, but in our »father's character kindness and benevolence were sublime. We »were just living in the hope that Thy overflowing virtue would »enjoy a long existence, blessed with strength; but who could »have expected this would be a mere dream of ours, a dream »of yellow millet¹, out of which we would not awake to behold

¹ 灌地. ² 興酒. ³ 灌奠.

4 A dream of yellow millet means a short dream of happiness. The expression owes its origin to a popular legend, of which one version runs as follows. »In the »'Records on the Inside of the Pillow' it is related, that in the period K'h'ai yuen »(A. D. 713—742) Lu Wang mastered the mystic arts of the gods and the im- »mortal beings. Wandering about in Han-tan (in the south-west corner of the »present Chihli province), on the road he fell in with a young man of the name of »Lu Sheng, in whose company he passed the night at an inn. With sighs this »person revealed to him his poverty and misery. When he had finished speaking »and thought of going asleep, Wang took a pillow from his bag and offered it to »him, saying: 'Lay your head down on this, then you will attain to glory, and »whatever you may desire shall fall to your share'. Sheng did as he was told »and dreamt that his person crept into the inside of the pillow, that not long »afterwards he was appointed to an official dignity, that during fifty years he was »promoted from one high office of state to another and that, having enjoyed »unparalleled glory and prosperity, his life was translated on a certain day. At this
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its realization! Like a white cloud Thou hast passed away to go to the West, and it is in vain we look up to Thee, in order to continue our reliance on Thee; so we have founded a nice city (i.e. a grave), of which we venture to tell Thee some particulars, to wit that...
we have selected a first rate plot of ground on the sunny side
of the mountains, and there have laid out a quiet abode on
the borders of the water. The revolving wheels of the bier now
fill our souls with pain and grief; the men who grasp the ropes
of the mountains, hoping that Thou mayest come and
reward the offerings. Alas, what woe! Mayest Thou enjoy this
our sacrifice!"

At the words »Alas, what woe!" , which are expressed in a very
plaintive, protracted tone of voice, all the mourners suddenly join
in an outburst of pitiful wailing. The musicians at the same
moment pour forth the shrill tones of their instruments into the
melancholy concert, and one of the attendants burns the prayer,
thus dispatching it to the soul by means of fire and smoke. The
principal mourner, who up to this moment has not risen from his
kneeling posture, now bows his head to the ground four successive
times and creeps on all fours over the pavement to the other
mourners prostrated at the side of the coffin, there to wail and
lament in concert with them.

After him, the mourner next in rank creeps towards the table,
to offer incense and wine in just the same manner. The other
sons and their wives, the unmarried daughters and the grand-
sons of the dead subsequently go one by one through the same
ceremony in regular order of proximity and age; but if the approach-
ing auspicious hour for lowering the coffin into the grave does not
allow them sufficient time, the libations are omitted by those at least
who have not presented a set of sacrificial viands. When every one
has taken his turn, a mat is placed on the pavement and covered
with a piece of red cloth, lest the brothers of the dead and the
other mourners in the second degree, who may be prompted by
feelings of respect and affection to pay homage to the deceased by
an offering of incense and spirits, should be compelled to kneel
on the bare stones. But none of them touches the cloth with his

4 An allusion to one of the duties of children as prescribed by ch. 39 of the
Li ki: see p. 119.
kneels before he has folded up one of its corners, to express his willingness to dispense with the cloth, as the mourners of the first degree have done. They neither advance to the table, nor retire from it, in a creeping attitude. The relatives who have to wear mourning in a still lower degree, come last. They do not perform a libation, but content themselves with presenting incense and making prostrations; in the end, especially if time presses, even the incense offering is omitted, and all simply bow their heads to the ground in groups of twos or threes at a time. In very fashionable families, a friend or distant relative, stationed a little to the rear on the right side, kneels down and prostrates himself simultaneously with each of the worshippers of the third and lower degrees: an act of courtesy prescribed by the rules of etiquette, which goes by the name  pő̀ ē páì, »to keep company in prostrating". It is noteworthy also that many a kinsman, on bowing his head to the ground, at the last bow bursts into a short fit of whining without lifting up his head, as if he were so overwhelmed with grief as to be unable to rise. Two other kinsmen immediately rush up to him, to help him on his feet.

The last of the prostrations and libations is a sign for the funeral procession, which has meanwhile been arranged in the street, to prepare for starting. Some of the friends, kinsmen or servants hasten to set on fire a quantity of mock money on the pavement, while the coffin bearers, loudly vociferating, take the bier upon their shoulders, violently kicking down the trestles on which it was placed. At this moment the principal mourners lay their hands on the bier with a new outburst of lamentation, as if to prevent their beloved parent from being carried away, and then they arrange themselves behind it, wailingly following it to the grave.

The ceremonious farewell sacrifice here described is called kʰi  tšʰa-thǎi, which means, »to take the coffin away", as the word tšʰa is obviously an abbreviation of kwaⁿ-tšʰa, »coffin". Music accompanies the solemnity from the beginning to the end. At some fashionable funerals, three or five Buddhist priests, dressed in ceremonial robes of the highest order, are employed to recite in front of the sacrificial tables the Anuttāha Sūtra and some invocations, chants and prayers, before the mourners enter upon their libations. These sacerdotal rites, which are called kʰai  ly

1 陪拜. 2 起材頭. 3 棺材.
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1 ts’ùm, «rituals to open the way», are intended to obtain admission for the soul to the western regions of bliss. When they are over, the priests arrange themselves in the funeral train, to further the salvation of the soul by muttering along the way without intermission Amitâbha’s sacred name.

Sacrificing to the dead outside the dwelling at the moment the coffin is carried out for the tomb, is a custom of old standing. After having described how, in case of ordinary officials, the coffin was, on the day preceding the burial, taken to the ancestral temple and left there in the open court-yard with an offering of eatables at its side, the I li gives an account of a bounteous farewell sacrifice presented on the same spot, which reads as follows:

» On the next morning, five caldrons are arranged outside the gate as formerly, (that is, as at the sacrifice connected with the coffin). They contain the left side of a goat without the leg, and its five intestines and five stomachs, exclusive of the lungs. Further there is a similar part of a pig, cut into pieces, but without any of its intestines or stomachs. There are also fishes, dried meat, and fresh meat of quadrupeds, altogether the same as formerly. On the east of the court-yard are set out: four pots, respectively holding pi sih, pickled meat of bivalves of the kind pi, uncut kwei pickles and pickled meat of snails; four baskets, respectively with jujube fruits, cakes of parched rice or of flour, chestnuts and dried fruit; must, and spirits.

» The torches having been extinguished, candle-bearers keep near to the thill-ropes of the catafalque, facing the north. The guests who enter the gate are saluted with bows (by the principal mourner). Now the caldrons are taken inside the gate and the offerings put down (on the west side of the catafalque). The pots are so placed that the principal ones come on the south; they are tilted over. The baskets come on the south side of the dried snails’ meat, the principal on the north, and they lie tilted over also. Each stand for the meats is loaded with two pieces, of which the principal is on the south. They are not tilted over. There is an extra stand for the fresh meat of quadrupeds. The must and

1 開路檳.

2 It is not known what pi sih was. Ching Khang-ch’ing says, it means 百葉, «centifolium” (?)
The spirits are on the west side of the baskets, the principal article (i.e. the must) on the north.

The men who have put the offerings in their places now leave the gate, the mourners stamping their feet at the important moments'”.

That during the Chou dynasty the sacrifice in question, which the 

『礼』 calls »sacrifice at sending away the dead” 2, did not merely exist in theory, is fully testified by the 

礼记. Chapter 13 of this Classic (l. 11) relates that Tszé-yün, Confucius’s disciple whom we had occasion to introduce to our readers on page 32, said on a certain occasion: »Immediately after the demise there is an offering of dried and pickled meat; when the corpse is about to be carried off, the sacrifice of sending it away is performed and thereupon it is conveyed away; and after the interment food is presented to the deceased. Nobody has ever seen the dead enjoy these offerings, and yet, from the remotest ages to the present time nobody has ever neglected them” 3.

The funeral procession.

Funeral processions as a rule may be said to differ from one another rather with regard to show and length than with regard to arrangement. The wealth of the family, the social rank of the dead and the consideration in which he was held during his life, the position of his sons, the number of his friends and acquaintances, etc. have a most decisive influence on the pomp

1 劍明陳鼎五于門外如初。其實羊牛豚、鰻不升、豚五、肉五。離豚。豕亦如之。豚解無腸胃。魚腊鮮獸皆如初。東方之餉, 四豆、脯析、蝦醢、葵菹、嬴醢。四藻、棗、糗、栗、脯、醴酒。

2 遣奠。

3 始死膓醢之奠。將行遣而行之, 既葬而食之。未有見其殹之者也。自上世以來未之有舍也。
displayed in the train and on the number of persons and groups composing it. One may sometimes see corteges of not more than a dozen people, whilst others consist of many hundreds. Public opinion is wont to judge of the filial devotion of mourners from the way in which they celebrate the obsequies of their parents. Consequently, in burying a father or a mother, sons scarcely ever neglect to spend as much as they can afford on the cortege, everybody in China being most anxious to show that he possesses such filial conduct, the cardinal virtue of the nation, in the highest degree.

In the following pages we intend passing in review a funeral procession of the highest classes of society. In this way our description will be pretty complete, and the reader can then easily judge for himself which groups fall out at the funerals of the lower classes and the poor.

A kinsman or a friend of the family, in a mourning dress of white linen and with a cap of the same material on his head, opens the procession. His function is to clear the way in a polite and peaceful manner. Wherever he comes across anything which obstructs the passage, as e.g. a bench or counter on which articles are exposed for sale, a portable furnace belonging to an ambulant cook who sells warm food to the people in the streets, a load temporarily set down by a cooly who is taking a rest or food, or any obstacle of the sort, he requests the owner to remove it, at the same time offering him, by the hands of a cooly who follows at his heels, a piece of a betel-nut and a little wet lime-dough, wrapped in one or two siri-leaves. This cooly, who wears no mourning, carries a basket of these articles for distribution. In southern China, the chewing of betel and siri as a stimulant seems to have been very common in bygone centuries, but it has now almost entirely died out, being supplanted, it would appear, by tobacco and opium-smoking. Nevertheless, probably as a survival of those good old times, it is still customary for any man living at variance with another, in case he desires to apologize and accommodate matters, to send some of those articles to the latter’s house like a flag of truce; and it would be considered highly improper on the part of the party, to whom the hand of reconciliation is tendered in this way, to refuse to accept the same. This fully explains why betel and siri are also distributed at funerals. Indeed, the clearer of the road confesses himself in the wrong with regard to the person whom he disarranges, and accordingly he immediately
makes his apologies. In many instances, clearing the road is simply entrusted to the cooly alone; at most of the plainer funerals it is entirely omitted.

Next follows a so-called 弭死者之灵, or "paper-scatterer" (Fig. 14). This is a distant relation, a friend or an acquaintance, likewise dressed in a white robe and cap, or, in some cases, in sackcloth. His function is to strew round or octagonal sheets of tinned paper, from eight to ten centimetres in diameter, along the road, and also in the water when the train has to cross a creek or stream by a bridge or in boats. A great number of these sheets, strung on a little stick like metal coins on a cord, he carries in his hands for the purpose. This paper money is destined for the malevolent spirits who, according to the popular conception, prowl about everywhere and infest streets and thoroughfares, mountains and forests, rivers and creeks, causing all sorts of mishap to befall men. Wisely concluding that great numbers of these beings, hungry and miserable because of their not having been cared for by a dutiful posterity, must be swarming chiefly on the roads where collins have to pass, for the express purpose of robbing, by importunate begging or by brute force, every deceased person of the money wherewith the living have so unselfishly enriched him during the funeral rites, the measure in question is recurred to in order to divert their attention. Like
famished wolves on their prey, the spirits rush upon the money, and thus forgetting both coffin and soul, permit the procession to pass by unmolested. In numerous cases the tinfoil is coloured yellow, that the sheets may represent golden coins. Many families in easy circumstances prefer to use square sheets of good white paper, such so-called țeh ʦiț⁴ or »white money” being higher in price than tinned paper and consequently more valued by the unseen spirits. Both sorts of mock money bear the generic name of bôe lo ʦiț⁵, »paper to buy off a passage”.

Not seldom the distribution of siri-cuds is also entrusted to the paper-scatterer. It is, moreover, incumbent on this man to affix a small shred of red cloth to every street-gate through which the procession passes, and to every bridge which it has to cross. The baneful, inauspicious influences emitted by the cortege of death are thus kept away from those spots and prevented from settling on the spirits which inhabit and control the same; if the family should neglect to show this little attention, it might experience the wrath and anger of those beings, in other words, incur sundry misfortunes. For a similar reason, the man with the siri-cuds and the paper-scatterer, at every temple they pass, warn the custodian, or the persons loitering about the premises, to shut the door quickly, in order to prevent the divinities from being seen by the cortege. At some temples, instead of closing the door, they lower a nicely sculptured and painted triangular wooden board, which, with a view to such cases, hangs from a pulley in front of the gods.

Much though the unseen spirits may be propitiated by such liberal gifts of paper money, these are by no means deemed a decisive expedient to keep them at a respectable distance from the funeral train. Two long trumpets of copper, with a thin sliding tube and curved-up mouth, are still required to frighten away those among them on whom the distribution of money has no effect. These instruments, which are called hō thaō⁶ or hō sīu⁷, »signal-heads”, are not proper musical instruments, as they only give two or three notes; the men who carry them behind the paper-scatterer (Fig. 14) simply emit monotonous, protracted sounds through them at intervals. These persons wear a jacket of black linen, which is fastened on the middle of the breast and has along each

---
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side of the opening a broad hem of red colour; moreover, there is
on the middle of the breast and on the back a piece of white
cloth bearing the inscription hō siú. They wear a low round
hat, likewise black, with a small brim. A fringe of red silken
threads, fastened on the top, hangs down upon their hat.

These trumpeters remind us of the musicians who, in ancient
Rome, marched at the head of funeral trains, each armed with a
tuba or tibia longa of about the same length as the performer and
ending in a bell-shaped mouth. At their heels follow two dirty
blackguard boys, without either uniform, shoes or stockings;
each carries over his shoulder a banner of white cloth about one
meter by three decimetres, the long side being fastened to a pole
(Fig. 14). Of such ts'āi ki 1 or » decorative flags" 1 there are, as a rule,
several in the procession. Most of them are red, because this colour
dispels malevolent spirits.

Thanks to all these ingenious arrangements, both the soul and
the mortal remains are now pretty well insured along the whole
way against the attacks of invisible ghosts. But in several
parts of Fuhkien many families consider it advisable to add a
third efficacious means for keeping them away: they at intervals
explode fire-crackers in the van of the procession. This custom we
found to be specially in vogue at Tsuen-ch'en-fu 2, the capital of the
department in which the town of Amoy is situated.

So far for what we may call the vanguard of the procession, which
consists exclusively of clearers of the road. The second division
opens with two men, in a dress resembling that of the trumpeters,
each carrying on a straight pole a great cylindric lantern of paper,
the upper part of which is covered with as many flounces of sack-
cloth as there are generations of the dead man's family, himself
counting for one generation (Fig. 14). Each flounce only partly covers
the one underneath, so that they are all visible. On one side these
lanterns are inscribed with the official titles and the surname of
the dead; the other side displays, in case of a man, the inscription:
» Illustrious father of (e. g.) four generations" 3; in case of a woman:
» Illustrious mother of (e. g.) four generations" 4. They are called
pēh ting 5, » white lanterns”, or moi ting 6, » hempen lanterns”. In
this part of the train there are, besides, two very big lanterns of

1 彩旗.  2 泉州府.  3 四代大夫.
4 四代大母.  5 白燈.  6 麻燈.
red colour, called *kam ting* or »orange lanterns", on account of their resemblance to that fruit. They are suspended from the top of a curved pole and display, in variegated characters, the names and official titles of the deceased.

At the outset lighted candles are placed in all these lanterns; but they are soon burnt up or blown out by the wind, and nobody troubles himself to light them again. Their use in broad daylight shows decidedly that they are designed to pilot the soul, which lives in complete darkness, along the right path to the burial ground, and we believe that the inscriptions, they bear, are intended to prevent the soul from being led astray by other lanterns, which it may happen to see along the road.

The lantern bearers are followed by a band of professional musicians, consisting of six or eight men (Fig. 15). They play the following instruments. Either two or four wooden clarionets with wide copper mouths and, at the upper end, a flat mouth-piece of reed. One small drum, in most cases carried on a handle which passes through the barrel; it is beaten by the right hand with a single stick. Very often this instrument is replaced by a small flat drum which has a body of wood covered with buffalo-skin on one side only, and which is likewise beaten with one stick. One pair of cymbals. A small gong with a boss in the middle. A frame in which two little gongs are affixed side by side by means of silk cords; this instrument is carried on a handle and beaten with one stick. The musicians, who always belong to the lowest classes of society, wear hats with red tassels like those described on page 50; on their red uniform

---

1 柑 燈.
coats is stitched, on the middle of the breast and back, a square ornamental piece of white cloth, displaying a painted animal or some other figure. If it is hot, they usually tie their coats like a bundle on their backs and walk along with the upper parts of their bodies quite naked. This band is in many cases accompanied by two trumpeters like those who march in the van of the procession. Quite independent of the music, they send forth from time to time grave and dismal ghost-frightening sounds through the streets.

The music of such bands, of which there are many in the train, is called mourning music, as being quite different from that played on joyful occasions. But we do not believe that European ears would be able to distinguish between the two sorts, because the Chinese do not know major and minor scales and, moreover, the clarionets, which are the only instruments in the band by which more than one single note can be produced, are exceedingly shrivery and never tuned in the same key. The only impression which Chinese funereal music, like their music in general, makes on foreign ears, is that of a noisy confusion of some four or five discordant tones, played by men absolutely ignorant of the principles of harmony, who merely do their utmost to outvie all the other members of the band in making as much noise as possible. From a European point of view it does not even deserve the name of music.

But apart from the quality of this music, we see at any rate that the Chinese observe a custom which has likewise flourished in our Western world since very high antiquity, and which, being faithfully maintained in the burials of princes, grandees and the military, has given birth in modern times to those sublime productions of musical genius, known as funeral marches. Everybody is acquainted with the ancient Christian custom, still surviving in Catholic lands, of conveying the dead to the grave with psalmody. With the Chinese, the use of music in funeral processions and at other important moments of the rites connected with the disposal of the dead, is declared to have for its object the gratifying of the soul of the dead with dulcet tones, but is not intended to increase or decrease the melancholy character of the rites. Sundry passages in the Cheu li show, that the custom of having music in this connection is, in China, as ancient as the remotest ages into which the literature of the empire allows us to penetrate. Describing the functions of a Great Director of Music, the book states that »this dignitary, at Great Funerals, controls the arrangement of the
» musical instruments and does so too when, at the interment, » those instruments are stored away"¹. Further it says: The » Master of the Music, at obsequies in general, arranges the » instruments of music and then takes the lead of the musical » functionaries. He acts in the same manner at the wailing by » regular turns"². Still we have the following passages: » At » Great Funerals, the Grandmaster heads the blind musicians and » starts the elegy³. — The clear-sighted musicians start the in- » struments of music at Great Funerals⁴. — At Great Obsequies » the Masters of the Pandean Pipes start their instruments, and » at the interment they present the same and store them away (in the » cave of the tomb)⁵. — The Master of the Musical Bells and the » Master of the Flutes start their instruments at Great Funerals; » they present them and store them away in the grave⁶. — The » Director of the Instruments of Merit arranges, at Great Funerals, » the stands for the bells and for the sonorous stones"⁷.

The musical band described serves as an escort to a white portable tent or pavilion of wood, open in front and on the two sides; it has a roof of white cloth, linen or silk, on which dragons of gold thread are embroidered and which has a deep fringe on every side (see Plate X). By means of two large and two small poles it rests on the shoulders of four bearers, of whom one couple walks behind each other in front and the other behind each other at the back. In most cases these men are dressed in the poorest possible way, without the shade of a pretence to uniform dress; they even go half-naked when the weather is hot. On each side, this white pavilion is escorted by a boy, carrying a tšüti kî which is likewise white; in addition there is, in some cases, on each side a boy bearing aloft a paper

¹ 大司樂大喪䘵族樂器, 及葬藏樂器亦如之. Ch. 22, 1. 30 seq.
² 樂師, 凡喪陳樂器則師樂官. 及序哭亦如之. Ch. 22, 1. 51.
³ 大師大喪師聳而臥. Ch. 23, 1. 21.
⁴ 眠臥大喪臥樂器. Ch. 23, 1. 29.
⁵ 笭師大喪器其樂器. 及葬奉而藏之. Ch. 23, 1. 45.
⁶ 鑄師築師. 大喪器其樂器, 奉而藏之. Ch. 23, 1. 48 and 51.
⁷ 典庸器大喪器筍廈. Ch. 23, 1. 57.
lantern on a wooden pole. The pavilion contains an image, composed of a hollow frame of bamboo splints covered with variegated paper. (see Pl. IX). This is never more than three quarters of a meter high, the dimensions of the pavilion not allowing the use of a larger figure. Its appearance is, according to Chinese conceptions, exceedingly terrific and therefore well fitted to strike the whole host of evil spirits with terror. The face, of a blood-red colour, has two large white eyes, from which black, protruding eye-balls cast about terrible looks; a third eye stands perpendicular in the middle of the forehead, and a long purple beard of woollen threads heightens the intimidating aspect. The dress is that of a warrior; a helmet covers the head, a coat of mail the breast, thigh-plates the lower limbs. A long red gown hangs down from underneath the armour; the broad girdle, which encircles the waist, bears the character 王, »King", to make manifest to the evil spirits that they have to do with a being of great importance and power. This image is always made to stand, as an erect attitude renders it more formidable, martial and imposing. Its right hand brandishes a trident, its left hand, which is stretched out aloft, holds a red seal as a token of authority. Variegated ornaments like flowers and stars are affixed to sundry parts of its body. On the whole, the figure is a motley mixture of colours, amongst which, besides gold and green, red, which is so much feared by the spirits of darkness, is most conspicuous.

Although bamboo and paper are the ordinary materials of which such a clearer of the road is made, cloth and inferior sorts of silk sometimes enter into its composition at the burials of the rich. For reasons of economy it has in most cases no back, because this part of the body, if constructed, would be rendered invisible by the back-panel of the pavilion. The name by which this image is generally denoted, reads khai-lo sin¹, »spirit that clears the way".

In some instances its size is enormous. It is then often wheeled along the road on an open cart, no pavilion being large enough to contain it. When so big, it is usually stuffed with the heart, the liver, the paunch and other intestines of a pig. In Java, where the Chinese inhabitants are nearly all descended from natives of southeastern Fuhkien, there are frequently to be seen khai-lo sin higher than the roofs of two-storied houses; but in most towns of the southern

¹ 開路神.
The Spirit that clears the Way
provinces of the empire such gigantic figures cannot be used, because the streets are too narrow and, moreover, in most places are covered with bamboo thatch and mats. Mr. Doolittle 1 writes, that in Fuhchow two immense khai-lo sin may sometimes be seen at the burial of high mandarins, the one dressed to represent a civil, the other to represent a military officer.

Chinese authors trace the use of such images at the head of funeral corteges back to the dawn of their national history. The San kiao yuen liu shing ti fah showi sheu shen ki, 2 «Description of Holy Sovereigns, Buddhist Leaders and sundry Divinities of the Source and Branches of the Three Doctrines", says in its 4th. chapter: »The Divine Prince who clears the Road is the Rescuer of the Country mentioned in the Cheu li. A tradition says, when the emperor Hien-yuen (i.e. Hwang-ti, whom chronology places in the 26th century before our era), travelled through the nine provinces of his territory, his chief concubine Lo-tsu died on the road. He then ordered his concubine next in rank, who bore the name of Hao-jü, to take care of the dead body, and this woman bought a Rescuer to watch over the corpse during the night. This is the origin of the divinity in question. His popular name is Spirit of the dangerous Roads; an other appellation runs: General who vociferates along the Roads and the Streets; a third is: Spiritual Prince who clears the Roads. This divinity is over ten feet high; his forehead is three feet broad, his beard three feet five inches long and of a red colour. His face is dark blue, his hair is tied in a knot on the top of his head, and he wears a metal hood. He is clad in a red war-tunic and wears black leather boots; his left hand holds a seal of jade, his right a painted halberd with a square blade. When a coffin is carried out with this being in front, all baleful influences are suppressed and malevolent spectres conceal themselves. He

1 Social Life of the Chinese, ch. VII.

2 三教源流聖帝佛師搜神記. This interesting collection of biographies of the saints of the Confucian, Taoist and Buddhist pantheon is said to have been written by Yu Pao 于賓, in the earlier part of the fourth century. At present no other edition is to be had except an enlarged one published by a certain Ju Lin 如林 of this dynasty, in which it is impossible to sift the ancient parts from the modern interpolations. It need not be said that this deprives the work of a great part of the value which it might otherwise claim as a production of antiquity.
is the spirit who ensures happiness to coffins that are in motion. This has survived, and has been transmitted as a custom to subsequent generations”.

We see from this, that the khai-lo sin have their origin in the employment of living individuals as exorcists. This explains why people are still in the habit of placing the intestines of an animal inside the image. The above extract speaks of a Rescuer of the Country, mentioned by the Cheu li. If we open this book, we find indeed a description of the functions of certain exorcists bearing that title; these consequently were actual officers of the state, probably also in the feudal kingdoms, among which the greatest part of the empire was divided in those times. »It is incumbent on the Rescuer of the Country to cover himself with a bear’s skin, to mask himself with four eyes of yellow metal, to put on a black coat and a red skirt, and thus, lance in hand and brandishing a shield, to perform, at the head of a hundred followers, a purification in every season of the year, which means the finding out of (haunted) dwellings and driving away contagious diseases. At royal funerals he walks ahead of the coffin and, arriving at the grave, he leaps into the pit to beat the four corners with his lance, in order to drive away the fang-liang spectres”. Such a curious devil-dispeller, or perhaps more than one, also figured at the head of imperial funeral corteges during the Han dynasty, as the Books of the After Han dynasty say: »The Rescuer of the Country has four eyes of yellow metal; he is covered with a

1 間路神君乃周禮之方相氏是也。相傳，軒轅皇帝周遊九垓，元妃嫘祖死於道。令次妃娣如監護，因買相以防夜。蓋其始也。俗名陰道神，一名叫角將軍，一名間路神君。其神長丈餘，額廣三尺，鬢長三尺五寸，鬢赤。面藍，頭戴束髮金冠。身穿紅戰袍，腳穿皂皮靴，左手執玉印，右手執方天龍戟。出柩以先行，能抑諸凶煞，惡鬼藏形。行柩之吉神也。留傳之於後世云。  
2 方相氏掌蒙熊皮，黃金四目，立衣朱裳，執戈揚盾。帥百勛而時難以索室毆疫。大喪先柩，及葬入壠以戈擊四隅毆方良。Ch. 31, 1: 27 seq.
bear's skin and dressed in a black coat and a red skirt. Bearing
a lance and wielding a shield, he stands on a cart drawn by four
horses and drives on in the van" ¹.

Living exorcists at burials are by no means out of fashion in
the present age. At Aniy it is still fresh in the memory of the
people how at the burial of a gentleman, who had been the
prefect of a department in Kiangsi province, four men, clad in
fanciful spectral attire, walked in front of a khai-lü sin of colossal
size, dancing and screaming all the way. At the grave they worked
themselves into a fit of raving which resembled a demoniacal
possession: they cast themselves by turns into the pit, frantically
yelling and brandishing their swords, and thus brought about a
general saxe qui pent in the unseen world of spirits. People at
that time denoted them by the name of kʰʰingroup ², which
perhaps means: "grave-pit hoppers". Eye-witnesses have told this
writer, that it had cost the family much trouble and expense
to find persons to act this dangerous part in the burial. Indeed,
everybody felt sure that some of the spectres, mad with fear and
acting on an impulse of desperate self-defence, might throw them-
selves upon the exorcists and strike them with illness, nay, with
death.

It must be noted by the way that, when the procession is on
the point of starting, a petty sacrifice of sweetmeats, cups of tea
and such like articles is arranged by the family in front of the
kʰai-lü sin, and offered to him as a luncheon by one of the attendant
relatives, who, holding burning incense-sticks in his joined hands,
makes a reverence to the image. This ceremony clearly shows that
the figure is in point of fact conceived of as being possessed by a
soul. Indeed, the Chinese scarcely believe in the existence of any
inanimate object. Most families belonging to the middle and lower
classes go to no expense for a khai-lü sin image. They only make
use of a pavilion intended for its occupance, obviously expecting
that, though there is no image inside it, the soul of one of the
ancients who formerly acted the part of Rescuers of the Country
will nevertheless settle in it, or, at any rate, that the spirits of
darkness will be intimidated by the mere aspect of the vehicle.

¹ 方相氏黃金四目，蒙熊皮左衣朱裳執戈楊
楯，立乘四馬先驅，Ch. 16, l. 4.

² 墉○.
In a former chapter we have already had an opportunity of stating that scarcely any well-to-do Chinese gentleman neglects to purchase an official degree, wherewith to crown the distinguished position to which his money has raised him (p. 50). After his death, the original imperial brevet of his rank is paraded in his funeral behind the khai-lo-siu; thus men may see how illustrious a personage they have to do with, and evil ghosts, awe-struck, keep their distance. The document is rolled up and wrapt in a piece of yellow cloth; at either end a gilt flower is affixed, and so it is placed over two pins projecting like cloak-peg from a small wooden stand, which is placed in a pavilion like that represented on Plate X. In the present case this pavilion and its embroidered roof are of the imperial yellow colour, in honour of the imperial document which lies inside.

Fig. 16.

Escort of official Attendants and Lictors in a Funeral Procession. (From a native Drawing)

It is quite a matter of course that this khô hong ting¹, or "pavilion for the dignity conferred", should be surrounded with awe inspiring pomp. Everything, in fact, which stands in any relation whatever to the Son of Heaven ought to be attended with becoming respect. A couple of boys, each with a yellow "decorative flag", walk on the right and left of the pavilion, and a complete band of musicians marches ahead; moreover there is, in front, an escort of attendants and lictors as described on page 87 (Fig. 16). The gongbearers in this case have flags over their shoulders.

¹ 詫封亭.
Portable Pavilion.
In addition there are some men, bearing each a square board on a long wooden handle. Two of these tüng-khā pāi, "tablets with a long leg", display, in raised characters, the official title of the dead; two others the name of the dignity with which he has been invested during his life; a third pair bears the words: » Be respectful and keep silent" 2; and the fourth: » Turn away and abscond" 3.

The dress of the bearers resembles that of the trumpeters mentioned on page 155. This party of men are supposed to escort the dead, who is the bearer of the dignity, not the patent, which is merely a badge of it 4.

But the principal group in this subdivision of the train, the pride and glory of the mourning family, is a set of two or four literary graduates of the lowest degree, so-called » Cultivated Talents”, siù ts’ai 5, who have been engaged to act as tsüng khu-hiong tuìg 6 or » directors of the pavilion with the dignity conferred”. It is very grand, in fact the height of fashion, to have such miracles of learning in the train. No wonder they are dressed in the full uniform their rank entitles them to wear, lest anybody should mistake them for ordinary individuals. As long as the procession is passing through inhabited wards, these worthies walk about behind the yellow pavilion, most stately and majestic; but when the open country is reached, where not so many eyes are fixed upon them in silent admiration, they immediately betake themselves to the palanquins, designedly posted there by the family for their ease and comfort.

Even though the departed has never been invested with an official rank or dignity, a mandarin’s retinue may likewise be seen in this part of the procession. The long-legged boards are then borrowed, either gratuitously or for money, from some

1 長腿牌. 2 備靜. 3 避開.
4 The above reminds us of our own European practice of exposing the insignia of the orders, which sovereigns have bestowed upon the deceased during his life, upon his catafalque on the way to the grave: if he is a prince or high nobleman, a crown decorates the pall. With the ancient Romans, the metal medals or phalerae, the torques or decorative rings that were worn on the breast, the corona or wreathes, and similar public presents which had been bestowed on the dead, were solemnly carried in his funeral train. Moreover, there was a company of lictors, carrying rods and axes, who were surrounded by all the attributes of the offices and dignities with which the deceased had been invested.

5 秀才. 6 掌誥封亭.
relative or acquaintance who, being in reality the bearer of a grade or title, keeps such instruments in his house as a necessary appendix to his dignity. This manner of decking one's deceased parent in borrowed plumes does not in the least shock anybody. On the contrary, every one highly approves of this sort of thing, as the doctrines of filial devotion teach that it is a sacred duty on the part of children and grandchildren to exalt and magnify their seniors as much as is in their power.

A red pavilion with an embroidered cover of the same colour and accompanied by a couple of red decorative flags, appears next in the procession. It contains a shallow slide box of red lacquered wood, which is placed erect on one of its small sides, so that the slide, on which gilt dragons are sculptured, comes in front. A gilt flower is affixed to either side of the box. This is designed as a receptacle for one or more square plates of thick slate stone on which a short necrology of the dead is engraved, and which are to be deposed in the grave. Still for some obscure reason, these stones are not enclosed in the box, but are brought to the grave by a common cooly, who makes his way thither after his own fashion, regardless of the procession. This course of conduct is so generally followed, that the box, which, like all the funeral instruments, is provided by the undertaker, in most instances has not even a side which can be opened, and is merely the imitation of a box. Inside the pavilion one may also see a censer with burning incense, and two tapers in candle-sticks, all likewise destined to be put into the grave. In many cases these implements of worship are conveyed in a special pavilion, which precedes that with the box for the slate stones.

For relations, acquaintances or friends, who wish to give a visible testimony of their sympathy with the mourning family and the deceased, it is customary to enlarge the funeral train with a red pavilion carried by four bearers. In this way they express their willingness to provide the family with the necessary means of carrying the soul and the implements of burial to the tomb; in other words, each pavilion represents a gift to help the family in defraying the expenses of the obsequies. A piece of inscribed red paper, posted on the back panel, shows who the donor is or the donors are: it expresses this in plain terms, e.g. »The family Wu

1 They will be dealt with at length in the next Volume, containing the third part of this Book, ch. 14.
allied by marriage" 1, » The sworn brethren" 2, and the like. Not seldom each pavilion is escorted by a couple of lanterns, carried on poles and bearing the same inscription as the back panel; two boys with decorative flags act as satellites to the pavilion and, in most cases, a band of musicians marches ahead, as another appendage.

These vehicles, which are called tsăn ting 3, »auxiliary pavilions" 4, or khek ting 1, »guest pavilions", remain quite empty, because the family have nothing to put inside. It is scarcely necessary to say, that in funerals of persons of distinction they are often numerous; we have sometimes seen a row of several dozens. The undertakers, who provide them, do not charge much over one dollar or one dollar fifty cents a piece, bearers, musicians, flags and lanterns included, so that the costs do not weigh heavily upon the donors.

For the mourning family, however, the case is different, because custom compels them afterwards to repay the attention of all these officious people with a present equal to the outlay they have made. No wonder therefore that the family often see with reluctance such numerous proofs of friendship enforced upon them. At all events the undertaker is the greatest gainer, as this useful man wisely increases his own profits by providing fewer bearers and fewer musicians than have been contracted for. It is easy for him to do this. For, most of the persons who are so intimately connected with the dead as to send a pavilion, are also in duty bound to accompany him to the grave; and, whereas they then walk in the rear of the procession, they cannot see what happens so far ahead of them. But, not liking to be fleeced if he can avoid it, many a donor sends a servant to guard against the rapacious proceedings of the undertaker. This ingenious measure generally entails much clamorous discussion and, occasionally, hot quarrels.

The custom now under notice derives a peculiar interest from the fact that it represents a survival of very remote ages, when it was usual for princes and dignitaries to send horses and carriages

1 嫡家吳府.
2 金蘭兄弟, literally: »brethren of the golden orchid". Orchids are in China symbols of sweet harmony, since Confucius has said: »The words of those who are one in heart are fragrant like orchid plants" 同心之言其臭如蘭; see the Yih king, sect. 繫辯. I. 2. Ch. 14 of the imperial edition of 1715, leaf 4.
3 贊亭. 4 客亭.
to the obsequies of deceased servants of the state and to those of friends and acquaintances, always adding some pieces of silk, which were to be placed in the tomb with the dead. The 大里, after having related how, on the day preceding the burial of an ordinary officer, the corpse was transferred to the ancestral temple and placed there underneath the catafalque in the open court-yard, says, at the outset of chapter 30:

» The Ruler sends presents, to wit, a bundle of black and scarlet silk and a couple of horses 1.

» The Usher who introduces the visitors leaves the gate, to ask the messenger what he comes for; then he enters again, to announce him. The principal mourner, having laid his mourning staff aside 2, receives the visitor outside the gate of the temple, abstaining from wailing. He then precedes him in entering the gate, turns to the left, stations himself with his face to the north, and, together with the other principal mourners, bares the upper part of his body 3.

» The horses now enter and are posted (in the court-yard). The visitor, holding the silk upon his hands, passes by the horses on the west side, places himself near the foremost thill-rope of the catafalque and, with his face turned to the north, delivers his message. The principal mourner thereupon wails, makes reverences, knocks his forehead against the ground and performs a full stamping with his feet. And the visitor, having deposed the silk in the left box of the hearse, leaves the gate 4.

» Passing by the principal mourner on the north side, the steward takes the silk up to bring it eastward, while strong men take hold of the horses and lead them out of the gate. The principal mourner sees the visitor off outside the outer gate, makes reverences to him, re-adjusts his dress and, entering the gate

1 公賀, 玄綾束, 馬雨.

2 The staff being not only a badge of mourning, but also a symbol of authority, one was not allowed to carry it in the presence of a higher authority, nor in that of a person acting as his substitute.

3 擢者出請, 入告, 主人釋杖迎于廟門外, 不哭, 先入門, 左, 北面, 及眾主人袒.

4 馬人, 設, 賓奉幣, 由馬西當前執, 北面致命, 主人哭, 拜稽颡, 成踊, 賓奠幣于棺左服, 出.
> again, returns to his place, to take his staff in his hands as
> before 1.
> A visitor who brings presents (from a nobleman or from
> another officer) is also the bearer of a message. The Usher asks him
> what the object of his coming is, enters the gate and announces
> his arrival; then he leaves the gate again, to tell the visitor that
> he is waited for 2.
> The horses enter the gate and are posted (in the court-yard).
> The visitor takes the silk upon his hands, the Usher enters
> the gate first, and the visitor follows him, to acquit himself of
> his message as in the above case. The principal mourner bows
> to him from his place, but without stamping his feet; then the
> visitor deposes the silk as in the foregoing case, and it is taken
> up and the horses are accepted as in the above case 3.
> The brothers of the dead are allowed to give presents and to
> sacrifice; but acquaintances give presents without sacrificing 4.
> These presents consisted likewise of horses and silk. The fact that
> they are denoted in the Li li and all other ancient books by a
> peculiar character, eiz. 隨, which nowhere occurs in any other
> sense, certainly points to a custom of established importance at
> that time and, very likely, also of high antiquity.

Horses were not only presented to the deceased, in order to
make them draw the carts loaded with articles and implements
that were to be placed in the tomb for the use of the soul, but
also to the family, for the transport of carriages and objects that
were only to do service in the funeral procession. This follows from
chapter 48 of the Li ki, which says, on leaf 6: »Horses presented
> to the dead enter the gate of the ancestral temple; but neither
> horses presented to the family, nor the additional silk, large white
> flags nor war-chariots enter that gate” 5.

1 宰府送人之北，資久以手。人
> 于外門外，拜，庚，入，復位，杖。

2 賓賜者將命，賭者請，入告，出，告須。

3 馬入設，賓奉資，賭者先人，賓從，致賜如初，
主人拜于位，不踊，賓賜資如初，資賜賜馬如初。

4 兄弟賛賸可供也，所知則賜而不賜。Ch. 30, leaf 11.

5 賛馬入廟門，賛馬與其牌大者兵車不入廟
> 門。sect. 少儀。
FUNERAL RITES.

The *Li ki* also gives an account of the way in which the messenger of a Ruler acquitted himself of his charge to present horses to a mourning family. It differs slightly from that given by the *Li*, and runs as follows (ch. 54, l. 32):

» The principal of the attendants who have to deliver the horses for the dead, takes a long symbol of jade in his hands and delivers his message, saying: 'Our Ruler has sent me to present horses to the dead'. The assistant hereupon enters the gate to announce the visitor, and then returns to him with this message: 'The orphan So-and-so awaits you'. The yellow team and the Great carriage are now posted in the central court-yard, the thills to the north, and the visitor, his symbol in his hands, communicates his message, while his followers place the horses on the west side of the carriage. The son having bowed and knocked his head against the ground, the visitor squats down to place the gift on the east side of the encoffined body, at the south corner. It is then taken up by the steward and brought to the east 1.

Contemporary works contain so many passages relative to the custom now under notice, that there is no room for doubt that it anciently prevailed on a most extensive scale. In the *Tso ch'wen* we read: » In the 23rd year (471 B.C.), in spring, King-ts'ao of Sung (the mother of the ruler of that state) died. Ki Khang-tsze (her grandson) then sent this message: 'I possess a couple of poor horses bred by my father, and have ordered Khin to deliver them to the steward of the lady. May they be used to convey the streamers and ornaments?' 2. Chapter 10 of the *Li ki* (l. 11) relates: » At the funeral rites for Poh-kao, before the messenger of Confucius had arrived, Jan-tsze (a disciple of the sage) took it on himself as his substitute to present a bundle of silk and a team of horses. Confucius said: 'Strange, that my disciple makes

1 上介賀孰圭將命曰，寡君使某賀 相者入告，反命曰，孤某須矣 陳乘黃大路於中庭北輯，孰圭將命，客使自下由路西，子拜稽顙，坐委子殮東南隅，宰舉以東。{{stem. 雜記, l. 2}}

2 二十三年，春，宋景曹卒，季康子使曰，有不 聘先人之馬，使求誌諸夫人之宰，其可以稱 旌旅乎。23rd Year of the Ruler Ngai.
me fail in showing my sincerity towards Poh-kao". And on leaf 21 of the same chapter we read: »When Confucius went to Wei, he found the mourning rites being celebrated for a man, who had lodged him in bygone days. He entered and wailed for him bitterly. On coming out, he ordered Tsze-kung to loose the team of three horses from his carriage and to present them; but Tsze-kung said: 'At none of your disciples' funerals has your team ever been taken off; is it not an exaggeration to do so for a man with whom you merely lodged?' The Master replied: 'A while ago, when I entered there to wail for the man, I found them so entirely overwhelmed with grief that I shed tears. I should be sorry if those tears were not followed by something more. Do so, my child!'".

After the auxiliary pavilions comes the last and most important subdivision of the train, in which are the soul, the coffin and the mourners. It opens with a dark-blue pavilion, having a dark-blue roof and, besides a band of musicians, is escorted by two dark-blue decorative flags. It contains a small closet or tabernacle, beautifully carved, painted and gilded, and having folding doors in front; inside this stands the tablet with all its adjuncts as described on page 142. In front of the tabernacle are arranged the incense-burner for the ancestors" (p. 143), and two candles, each inside a small lantern to prevent the wind from blowing them out. At the burials of the rich, the censer and the candles, which are respectively designed to gratify the olfactory nerves of the soul that follows behind, and to light it along its way to the grave, are carried apart in a green pavilion, just ahead of that which contains the tablet. Four so-called ts'ıng sin-ts'ı ting or »directors of the

---
1. 伯高之喪孔氏之使者未至再子攝束帛乘馬而將之。孔子曰, 異哉, 徒使我不誠於伯高。sect. 檀弓, l. 2.
2. 孔子之衛遇舊館人之喪入而哭之哀。出使子貢說駕而贍之, 子貢曰, 於門人之喪未有所說駕, 說駕於舊館無乃已重乎。夫子曰, 予鄉者入而哭之遇於一哀而出涕。子惡夫涕之無從也。小子行之。sect. 檀弓, l. 2.
3. 掌神主亭.
pavilion with the tablet” walk in this part of the procession. If practicable, they are sons-in-law or other distant relations of the dead. They are dressed in the mourning prescribed for each special rank of relationship to the deceased.

At the back of the pavilion containing the tablet, outside, at each corner, hangs a white lantern of paper, bearing the inscription: “Hundreds of sons and thousands of grandsons”¹. And on the frontside of this vehicle two narrow boards are suspended perpendicularly on the right and left. In characters, neatly carved on a coloured ground, each of these boards bears one line of a distich referring to the soul. As an illustration of Chinese funereal poetry we quote the following specimen of such a distich:

»Bestriding a crane, he has already departed for the Western Heaven,
»But we have called his soul back to this earth, and it obligingly abides amongst us”².

The tablet inside the pavilion is not yet inhabited by the soul. It will be so when, after the completion of the interment, the procession returns homeward from the grave. On the way out, the soul dwells in the temporary tablet or hün péh, which is placed in the next vehicle. This is a palanquin of state like those in use with official persons, and therefore called toā kio³, »great palanquin”; many people also call it hün kio⁴ or »sedan-chair of the soul”. The painted portrait of the deceased, which, as we saw on page 113, is also a seat for his soul, is likewise placed inside this sedan-chair, suspended from the back panel. Four relatives or friends in mourning dress escort the soul in the quality of so-called tsìing kio⁵, »directors of the palanquin”, and two »orange-lanterns”, shaped, inscribed and carried like those in the van of the train, are scarcely ever wanting. These move in front, to assist the soul in keeping the right path to the grave. In a great many cases, two white paper lanterns which display in red characters the titles of the deceased, are suspended from the back of the palanquin, at the two outside corners.

¹ 白子千孫
² 騎鶴西天已往矣
招魂歸土宛在哉
³ 大轎
⁴ 魂轎
⁵ 掌轎
If the burial follows quickly on the demise, so that the portrait of the deceased is not yet ready, there is as a rule no state-palæquin. The provisory soul tablet is then placed in the blue pavilion, behind the other tablet, or at the side of it. But if the burial takes place while the great Buddhist mass, already mentioned on several occasions, is in course of celebration, there is then always a palæquin of state in the funeral train. It now contains a so-called hin sin or "body for the soul", i.e. a bamboo-and-paper image in which the manes of the dead man reside during that mass in order to receive the homage and the sacrifices of the living, and which in consequence is an object of the greatest attention and solicitude during the long series of days those ceremonies last.

The Buddhist clergymen, who have officiated at the farewell sacrifice (p. 150) and are to continue their salutary work of opening the road for the soul on the way to the grave, march immediately in front of the vehicles described. Their keeping so near the same prevents evil spirits and contrary influences from inserting themselves between them and the soul, and so the effects of the meritorious sacerdotal work cannot be neutralized. A few performers of music are adjoined to the priests, to give a certain solemnity to their ceremonial mutterings.

At the burials of bearers of an official dignity, either purchased

1 魂身.

2 The Chinese custom of having images of the dead in the funeral procession will appear less strange to us, if we bear in mind that a like custom was once widely prevalent in our own western world. A portrait of the deceased in wax or stone was carried immediately in front of the bier by the ancient Romans, in the midst of images or busts of the ancestors, or so-called imaginæ. "These practices, says Spencer, "look strange to us; but a stranger thing is that we have so soon forgotten the like practices of civilized nations. In Monstrelet's Chronicles, Book 1, the burial of Charles VI. of France is described thus: — 'Over the coffin was an image of the late king, bearing a rich crown of gold and diamonds and holding two shields, one of gold, the other of silver; the hands had white gloves on, and the fingers were adorned with very precious rings. This image was dressed with cloth of gold, etc. In this state was he solemnly carried to the church of Notre Dame'. — This usage was observed in the case of princes also. Speaking of the father of the great Condé, Mme. de Mottetville says: — 'The effigy of this prince was attended (serveit) for three days, as was customary', forty days having been the original time during which food was supplied to such an effigy at the usual hours'. Monstrelet describes a like figure used at the burial of Henry V. of England; and the effigies of many English monarchs, thus honoured at their funerals, are still preserved in Westminster Abbey, the older having decayed into fragments'. — The Principles of Sociology, § 156.
or gained by merit and literary attainments, there is in the
train still another seat for the soul in the
shape of a very long streamer or pennon of
dark rosy satin, flying from the top of a pole.
It is known as *ling tsing*, "soul banner" (Fig. 17). It usually varies in length from two
to three metres, having a width of from three
to four decimetres. At the top it is attached
to a small triangular wooden board, which
hangs from the top of the pole by means
of which the streamer is carried aloft. A decorative
strip of blue satin is affixed over the
upper rim of this board, in such a way that
the ends may hang down a few feet on either
side of the streamer and freely flutter about
in the wind. To prevent the streamer itself
from flying up too high and getting entangled
with the surrounding objects, a small painted
board of sufficient weight is affixed to its lower
extremity.

As in the case of the *k’un péh* (comp. page
71), the "soul banner" is rendered fit to be
an abode for the soul and so to replace the
body enclosed in the coffin, by means of a
description of the deceased, which is painted
on it in one single column of characters
running down the middle from top to bottom.
A second column of smaller characters
mentions the name, the titles and dignities of the person who, theoretically, wrote the
inscription. Here is, for example, the inscription copied by us from the streamer of a
prefect of a department, who died in Amoy
during our stay in that town:

> Inscribed streamer of Mr. Khin of the
> name Yun-lung, on whom the reigning
> Imperial house of Ts’ing has conferred the title
> connected with the third degree of rank, as
also the dignity of Prefect of a Department; he was the illustrious father of four generations and has enjoyed a life of seventy-two years.

This is written by Tseng Shi-yuh, his stupid younger brother in this World of Light, specially invested with the rank of Second Class Secretary of a Board, who in the year kwei-yiu was promoted to the degree which qualifies him for admission to the metropolitan examinations administered by the Board of Rites. He bows his head to the ground”.

When any person is invested with an official dignity, his principal consort is, simply in virtue of this promotion of her husband, simultaneously endowed with an honorary title. Accordingly she also has at her obsequies a streamer of the same description. The wife of the aforesaid prefect happening to die shortly after her husband, we had an opportunity of seeing her funeral too. Her streamer was inscribed as follows:

 Animated encoffined corpse of Her accomplished Ladyship of the family Hwang, who bears the posthumous title Kung-kien and was espoused to the house Khin. On her the Imperial house of Ts'ing has conferred the title connected with the third degree of rank. She was the illustrious mother of four generations and enjoyed a life of sixty-eight years.

This is written by Yang Hiung-fei, her consort’s stupid younger brother in this World of Light, who is specially endowed with the dignity of Second Class Secretary of a Board and entitled to compete at the metropolitan examinations conducted by the Board of Rites. He bows his forehead to the ground”.

In China, everybody calls his friend his elder brother (兄) and styles himself the younger brother (弟) of his friend.

Many deceased ladies and gentlemen are, after their death, denoted by another name, because that by which they were distinguished during life is then too sacred to be pronounced. More particulars on the custom of avoiding names will be given in our Second Book.

多聞諸大府四弟丁妹壽八十有八旨書稿，特授員外郎熙哲元禮部會試陽愚弟曾士玉頌首拜書。

3 Many deceased ladies and gentlemen are, after their death, denoted by another name, because that by which they were distinguished during life is then too sacred to be pronounced. More particulars on the custom of avoiding names will be given in our Second Book.

4 皇清諸大弟丁妹壽八十有八旨書稿，特授員外郎熙哲元禮部會試陽愚弟曾士玉頌首拜書。
The characters on such streamers have the square form generally used in printing, or, in other words, they are the so-called pien tszê¹, » flat or low characters", or Sung thi tszê², »characters of the shape in vogue during the Sung dynasty". They are painted on the silk with a yellow water-colour in which some glue is mixed to fix it; in a few cases the whole inscription is gilt, which looks very pretty on the pink ground.

It would be a mistake to suppose that such a soul banner is merely a symbolic representation of the deceased. On the contrary, it is actually the soul, or, at any rate, the streamer and the manes of the dead person are most intimately fused into one. At the interment it is placed in the tomb upon the lid of the coffin, and thus the soul is made to establish itself in the grave, from whence it is expected henceforward to issue blessings of every kind to the offspring. The part which the streamer performs in the obsequies being of so much importance, it is natural that in every respect it becomes an object of great solicitude. It is written by a person invested with an official rank, the higher the better, because in this way the soul, which it harbours, is surrounded, nay infused, with influences which cannot fail to endow it with the capacity to help to high official dignities from out of its tomb. But this end is attained all the same if the grandee merely writes the banner in theory, that is to say, if his illustrious name and his titles only figure on it as if he had actually written it. Accordingly, the relations simply ask his permission to use his name for the purpose, and then the streamer is inscribed by an ordinary workman, or by some clever member of their own family. A grandee will scarcely ever refuse to lend his name and titles for a funereal streamer when a fashionable family applies to him, because he knows custom requires that he should be liberally rewarded for his kind permission when the burial is over.

To increase the power of the streamer for ensuring titles and dignities to the offspring, it is nominally carried to the tomb by a military mandarin, either titular or in active service. This grandee appears in the procession on horseback, in the rear of the customary cortège of lectors, servants and bearers of title-boards; and if he is actually in the service of the State, he is generally escorted by a certain number of soldiers with matchlocks, swords and other

¹ 居字. ² 宋字.
weapons of every description, in many instances with bows and arrows. In everybody's eyes this cortege adds great dignity to the obsequies and, of course; the family are very proud of it. Civil mandarins are never engaged to act as bearers of a soul banner. For, these worthies cannot ride on horseback; they scarcely ever use any other means of locomotion than a covered palanquin, and a man sitting in such a vehicle cannot possibly carry a long object like a streamer on a staff.

We have said that the streamer is only nominally carried by the mandarin. In fact, the work is actually done by a servant in a kind of uniform, or even by a dirty cooly who walks on foot behind Rozinante, winding, for convenience's sake, the streamer carelessly round the pole. The practical effect which the streamer is expected to have on the glory of the offspring, is not in the least diminished by this measure which cases the great man on horseback of a troublesome burden.

The soul banner derives a peculiar interest from the fact that it represents an institution of very ancient times and, like the k'un pêh, which is only another form of it, has played an important part in the ancestral rites of the ruling classes in ages as far back as the Cheu dynasty. Since it would carry us too far from our present purpose to enter now into the historical origin of these two interested objects, we defer dealing with them till our Second Book, a part of which will be specially devoted to the different sorts of seats which the Chinese are, or formerly were, in the habit of providing for the disembodied souls of their parents and ancestors.

Finally we come to the rear of the procession, which consists of the coffin and its attendant mourners, musicians and others. Two youthful male relations of the family, dressed in white mourning, come first, each with an oblong piece of white linen, suspended from the top of a pole like a banner and inscribed with the characters 功布, »linen of which mourning clothes of the third and fourth degree are made". We read in the I li that, when the coffin of an officer had to be removed for burial, and to this end was taken out of the shed wherein it had been stored away for a time (see p. 99), »the Invoker after the manner of the Shang »dynasty, having bared his head and the upper part of his body, »entered the gate with a cloth of linen of which mourning clothes »of the third and fourth degree were made, and ascended the »western steps to their top; there, without going up to the »hall, he cried three times to the soul, and exclaimed thrice: ‘Open
funeral rites.

Fig. 17. "the shed," finally ordering the mourners to wail... Subsequently he wiped over the coffin with the cloth and covered the latter with a corpse-pall". And describing the arrangements for the funeral procession, the I li says: «The Invoker after the manner of the Shang dynasty holds the cloth of mourning material in his hands, using it to direct the movements of the coffin". He placed himself, adds Ching Khang-ch'ing, in front of the coffin, and all the way gave signals to the men who drew the catafalque.

Fig. 17 is a reproduction of the picture which the Khienlung editors of the I li (ch. 44) and the Li ki (ch. 82) give of the cloth in question. The Amoy Chinese of the present day, evidently misled by the accidental circumstance that the characters 功布 also mean «dissemination of merit», seem to consider the ancient cloth as having been a kind of honorary banner signalizing the virtues of the deceased. This is apparent from the fact that the corresponding pieces of linen, which they use at their burials, bear the two characters as conspicuously as possible, while in addition two similar banners are carried behind the first, inscribed, in the case of a man, with the binomium 忠信, «faithful and devoted», and in that of a woman, with 真順.

1 肓祝免祖、執功布入、升自西階、盡階不升堂、聲三、啓三、命哭... 肓祝柩柩用功布。訖用工儀, Ch. 29, 1. 7 and 9.

2 肓祝執功布以御柩, Ch. 30, 1. 32.

3 They have evidently borrowed it from the "Illustrations for the Three Rituals" of Nieh Ch'ung-i, a renowned scholar. This author presented the manuscript in 962 to the first emperor of the Sung dynasty, and it was adopted as a standard authority for the state religion during that dynasty. Nieh's book was compiled from various works of the same character, in existence at the time, one of which dates from the Sui dynasty; but we do not know whether any of these writings are still extant.

The second-hand pictures, which the Sam li thu contains, accordingly are for a great part pretty old, and this increases the probability that they represent objects and instruments as they were in pre-christian times. A biography of Nieh with
"chastity and submission" viz., to her husband. These two banners are likewise carried by two boys in mourning.

A band of eight musicians comes next. They play a gong, a drum, a pair of cymbals and, instead of the detestably discordant clarionets, two or three stringed instruments and a flute. Four so-called tsiang pán 1 or "managers of the coffin", being kinsmen or friends of the family in white garments, walk immediately in front of the bier, which is, as their title indicates, intrusted to their care. In many parts of southern Fukien, and sometimes in Amoy also, these men and the musicians ahead of them are preceded by either two or four bearers of long torches of bamboo splints drenched with oil or other combustible matter, designed, like the lanterns at the head of the procession, to light the spirit of the dead along the road. If the torch-bearers are members of the family, they are dressed in a mourning attire; but when common coolies are hired for this work, a simple band of white cloth is tied around their foreheads. Torches are also used in Chinese funerals in the isle of Borneo, amongst immigrants from the department of Ch'ao-ch'ü-fu 2, which is a part of Kwangtung province 3.

The coffin follows immediately behind the four tsiang pán. The manner in which corpses generally are conveyed to the tomb and the instruments used therefore are easily described. As may be seen from the first figure of Plate XI, which represents the catafalque without the drapery that generally covers it, the coffin is placed on a strong oblong frame of wood, which is strengthened by some extra bars inserted athwart, and accordingly looks like this figure: □□□□

When this bier has been placed on a couple of trestles (see p. 145), and the coffin arranged lengthwise upon it,

particulars of his works is to be found in ch. 431 of the History of the Sung dynasty. The chapters of the San li thu on matters relating to mourning and funeral rites have been reprinted in the Ku kin thu shu ts'ih ch'ing, the renowned giant thesaurus already mentioned on page 75.

1掌板. 2潮州府.

3 It may here be observed that the ancient Romans never solemnized funerals without the addition of torches, and that with the Greeks the first man in the procession most likely bore a lighted torch, which was after a time passed to the person following behind him, and so on, till everybody had carried it for a few moments. We need scarcely say that in the Christian world too the use of torches and tapers in obsequies is of very old standing, and that with many savage and semi-civilized tribes in various parts of the globe torches are carried in funeral processions.
a triangular frame of wood is inserted upright in the middle of each long bar of the bier, in two holes made there for the purpose. Across the lid, through the tops of these two triangles, which reach a little over the coffin, is then passed a strong piece of wood; finally, on either side of the coffin, a strong rope passing over this cross-beam is tied firmly to the bier on the right and left of each triangle, so that all the different pieces of the catafalque are held tightly together and cannot be dislocated unless the ropes are removed or snap off.

Over this bier, which is popularly styled a ch'ia¹ or »carriage«, a large rafter, called »big ox« toā yú², or »big dragon« toā ling³, is made fast by means of an iron bolt, which passes loosely through a hole in the middle of the rafter and the center of the cross-beam mentioned above. It will be clear now that, when the coffin bearers take the rafter upon their shoulders, the whole catafalque hangs down and can turn on the bolt as on a pivot. This is of great advantage in carrying the cumbersome burden through the narrow alleys which in Chinese towns bear the name of streets; otherwise short corners could never be turned. With the better classes, the coffin and hearse are generally so bulky and weighty that a good number of men are required to move them. Therefore, at each end of the rafter a cross pole is contrived by means of a loose bolt of iron or wood, so that there is room for four bearers, one at each end of these poles. This number can be doubled by fixing to each end of the two cross poles another cross pole in a corresponding manner, and so on. Thirty-two may be said to be the largest number of bearers ever employed in Fuhkien; even sixteen are rare, eight being the usual number, also with the well-to-do. A desire to make a show is as often an element in determining the number of bearers as the weight of the coffin itself.

No family, not even the poorest, will ever send a kinsman to the grave without having the coffin concealed on the road thither by means of a so-called koan tâ¹ or »coffin cover«. As the first figure on Plate XI shows, a rough frame of bamboo is placed over the lid, underneath the rafter. Over this frame is cast a sort of roof-like awning, consisting in most cases of drapery, sometimes of silk; further, a piece of the same material is suspended by tapes

---

¹ 車  
² 大牛  
³ 大龍  
⁴ 棺幃
Catafalque.

\( a. \) Without the Drapery. \( b. \) With the Drapery.
from each of the four sides of the frame, so that the coffin is entirely hidden from view. In the case of a male person the koan ti is red, in that of a woman it is dark blue. On all sides it is beautifully embroidered with figures of gold thread and variegated silk. The side curtains generally exhibit episodes illustrating the most striking historical or would-be historical instances of filial devotion, which Chinese moralists have for centuries held up to the nation as standard examples and models for all generations present and to come. On the front curtain are a couple of dragons rising out of the waves, surrounded by clouds and with a sun between them; the back displays a tiger or unicorn, the top exhibits dragons, sundry ornamental flowers, and figures representing clouds. Thanks to these clouds and to the dragons which produce the same in their quality of watergods, the greatest blessings which the Universe can bestow, viz. fertilizing rains causing crops to grow and so giving food, raiment and wealth, surround the dead, and he may avail himself of those blessing for dissemination among his descendants from out the tomb. The unicorn enables the dead man to cause famous persons to be born into the family, for, since this fabulous animal made its appearance at the birth of Confucius, its image can bring about the birth of sages and of men destined to everlasting renown. And as to the tiger, its portrait keeps evil spirits away from the coffin, all Chinese being convinced that ghosts and demons fear nothing so much as this monster. For this reason there is also on the most conspicuous part of the catafalque, viz., over the great bolt by means of which the latter is suspended underneath the rafter, the wooden effigy of a tiger, nicely gilded and painted.

The catafalques are not everywhere in China made and decorated after the same plan. In many parts of the empire, where the narrowness of the streets is no impediment, they are, for rich burials, of a size bordering on the gigantic. Instead of being suspended from one single pole, the coffin is then placed lengthwise upon two parallel rafters, which at the same time bear a huge square canopy, the corners of which are elegantly turned up after the well known Chinese house-roof fashion. Underneath this canopy embroidered screens of drapery hang down along the sides of the coffin, which in this way is rendered invisible, while other

1 The reasons for this will be explained in our Second Book, in the chapters on Demonology.
pieces of drapery are affixed to the rafters, so as nearly to reach the pavement when the catafalque stands still. A catafalque of this description may have a length of over three metres with an equal height, reckoning from the tiger at the top of the canopy; it is carried by means of a similar system of poles and crosspoles as has been described above, and often requires thirty-two or even sixty-four bearers. Catafalques of various sizes and styles fall between the ones described and those used in Amoy by the very poor, who merely have a rafter tied lengthwise over the lid by ropes passing underneath the bottom of the coffin, with some pieces of coarse drapery carelessly thrown over it.

But, however much their shapes may differ in the several parts of the empire and for the sundry classes of society, they are all decided imitations of the wheeled catafalques, which tradition and some passages in the ancient works on ritual teach us were in use for the Rulers, nobles and officials during the oldest historical period of the empire. Chapter 58 of the Li ki says on leaf 39:

» In decorating a coffin they use, for a Ruler, side curtains with dragons depicted on them, three rain-catchers with moving streamers, further a roof with figures of axe heads and showing three flames side by side, as also three ⻬ figures arranged side by side. There is also a tent-like cover of plain tapestry (placed immediately over the coffin), and over this comes a false roof. The scarlet strings (for connecting the roof with the curtains) are six in number. The top of the roof is composed of material of five different colours, and decorated with five cowries. There are, moreover, two ⻼ with the figure of an axe depicted on them, two with the figure ⻬, and two painted (with clouds); all of them are surmounted each by sceptres of stone. The fishes jump and wave the rain-catchers to and fro. For a Ruler there are also six scarlet cords to tie the ropes of the coffin to the catafalque, with six scarlet ends drawn through the side curtains”¹.

In translating this passage we have closely followed the interpretation of Ching Khang-ch'ing, who, standing nearer to the Cheu

¹ 簡棺, 君龍帷, 三池振容, 颯荒, 火三列, 敗三列。素錦褚加僞荒, 繼紬六。齊五采五貝。 jente 二, 敗薌二, 畫薌二, 皆薌圭。鯨躍拂池。君繹薆六, 繼披六。 Sect. 喪大記。II.
Catafalques of Antiquity.

dynasty than any expounder of the Li ki, has generally been recognized by all as a standard authority. This renowned scholar explains the rain-catchers as a sort of bamboo trays covered with blue cloth, which were suspended under the roof to represent the gutters that, on the houses of the living, catch the rain from the eaves; in fact, says he, the catafalque represented for the dead man the dwelling he occupied during his life. A copper fish was suspended underneath each tray, and under each fish hung a moving streamer, upon which, according to the commentators, a pheasant was depicted. Such things were, however, not suspended on the catafalque of a Great officer, as may be inferred from chapter 53 of the Li ki (i. 28), where it is said: »For a Great officer yellowish blue pendants are not affixed underneath the water-catchers.«

A picture of such a princely catafalque, as the editors, relying on tradition in connexion with the above interpretation by Ching Khung-ch'ing believe it to have been, is to be found in the Khielung edition of both the Li ki and the Chen li, respectively in ch. 82 and ch. 48. Fig. 18 is a reproduction of it on a smaller scale. About the catafalque of

1 大夫不掲絹屬於池下. Sect. 雜記, i. 1.
official persons of lower rank than a Ruler the Li \( ki \) relates, also on the 39th. leaf of ch. 58:

» For a Great officer they use side curtains painted (with clouds),
» two rain-catchers without moving streamers, a roof painted with
» clouds, with three flames side by side, and three figures \( \text{r} \) ar-
» ranged side by side. There is also a tent-like cover of plain tapestry,
» two scarlet and two black strings (for connecting the roof and
» the side curtains). The top of the catafalque is of tri-coloured
» material and ornamented with three cowries. There are two shah
» with the \( \text{r} \) figure, and two shah painted with clouds, each
» of them surmounted by yak tails. The fishes jump and wave the
» rain-catchers to and fro. And in the case of a Great officer, the
» cords which tie the ropes of the coffin to the catafalque are,
» when placed towards the front of the catafalque, scarlet, and at
» the back they are black, and the same is the case with the ends
» drawn through the side curtains\(^1\).

» For an ordinary officer they use side curtains of (undyed) cloth
» and a roof of the same material, further one rain-catcher with
» yellowish blue pendant, two scarlet and two black strings. The
» top of the roof is of tri-coloured material and ornamented with
» one cowry. There are two shah painted with clouds, and each
» is surmounted by yak tails. In the case of an officer, the cords
» which connect the ropes of the coffin with the catafalque are,
» when placed towards the front, scarlet, while those at the back
» are black; and the two ends which pass through the side curtains
» are scarlet\(^2\).

Fig. 19 is a reproduction on a reduced scale of a picture which
ch. 44 of the \( \text{t} \) \( \text{li} \) gives of such a catafalque of an ordinary officer. The above quotations, which it illustrates, sufficiently prove that
we are perfectly justified in suggesting, that the modern cata-
falques are imitations of those of ancient China. Besides the

\[\text{1 大夫畫帷, 二池不振容, 戶荒, 火三列, 鬻三列, 素錦緞, 綢緞二, 穿緞二, 齊三采三具, 鬻緞二, 畫格二, 皆戴絹, 魚躍拂池。大夫, 戴前緞後}
\text{左, 披亦如之。}
\]

\[\text{2 士, 布帷布荒, 一池, 擔絹, 綢緞二, 織緞二, 齊}
\text{三采一具, 畫格二, 皆戴絹。士, 戴前緞後緞, 二}
\text{披用緞。宋, 喪大記。}}\]
catafalques, the shah which, according to the above extracts, were used in the burials of grandees, have survived till the present day. It is not exactly known what their shape was in the time of the Li ki, but we may learn from ChingKhang-ch'ing how they looked in his time, to wit, during the Han dynasty; and as this house no doubt borrowed them from the more ancient dynasties, there are grounds for believing that Ching's description also holds good to a great extent for the shah of the house of Cheu. He says:

» A shah consists of a frame made of wood, three feet broad by two feet four inches high; it is square, has raised corners and is covered with white linen. As to the figures painted on them, they represent clouds and for the rest they exhibit the respective insignia of the person for whom they are made. The handle is five feet long. When the funeral car moves on, men are employed to carry them behind it, and when the coffin has been lowered into the grave, they are planted inside the pit.¹ That this description holds good, at least on some points, for the shah of the Cheu dynasty also, may be inferred from the fact that the Cheu li contains the following passages:

» When there is a funeral, the tailor sheathes the woodwork of the

¹ The Khienlung edition of the Li ki, ch. 58, l. 50.
At the funeral of an empress, the female attendants "hold the shah".

The reader will have recognized already in these shah the forerunners of the square boards inscribed with the titles and dignities, and fixed on the top of long handles, which are now carried in the retinue of mandarins whenever they appear in public, and, at the death of a titled person, in his funeral procession (comp. p. 165). The part they played in the obsequies of antiquity sufficiently accounts for the reason why even at the present day people are most partial to having them in the burial train of their dead: as we have said, if the dead man be not entitled to have them himself, the family will borrow them for the purpose from titled friends or from mandarins with whom they are acquainted. As these so-called "long-legged boards" or tuy k'hu pai1 do now, so the shah formerly displayed the rank of the grandee, though not by characters, but by emblematical figures. Apart from the testimony of Ching Khang-ch'ing, who explicitly states this in the passage just quoted, it is proved by the yak tails suspended over them, these objects being in ancient times symbols of official dignity. Moreover, the number of shah was increased in proportion to the rank of the person, as is proved by chapter 34 of the Li ki, which has on 1.13: "In some ceremonial usages the quantity of things forms the mark of distinction: the Son of Heaven has eight shah, a feudal prince six, a Great officer four". The symbolic meaning of the axe-heads and ă figures depicted on them is not clear; the clouds which, as we have seen, also decorated the ancient catafalques and are still found on the modern ones, may have represented the blessings of the dragon or rain-god, which has from time immemorial been an emblem of a blissful government represented by the emperor and by the officials as his deputies.

The Khienbung editors of the Three Rituals suggest that the two shah which, according to the above citation from the Li ki, the Son of Heaven had in addition to the six of a feudal prince, were painted with a dragon, the characteristic symbol of the imperial

---

1 縱人喪衣裳柳之材, Ch. 7, 1. 49. 2 女御后之喪持裳. Ch. 7, 1. 31. 3 長脚牌. 4 禮有以多為貴者, 天子八裳, 諸侯六裳, 大夫四裳. Sect. 禮器. 1.
dignity. Now recapitulating what is contained in the several extracts quoted on the foregoing pages about the shah, we see that —

an ordinary officer had one pair, painted with clouds,
a Great officer two pairs, with clouds and 三 figures respectively,
a feudal prince three pairs, with clouds, 三 figures and head-axes respectively,
the emperor four pairs, with clouds, 二 figures, head-axes and
dragons respectively.

The Khienlung edition of the Li ki (eh. 82) and that of the Cheu li (ch. 48) give a picture of each of the four sorts. As they are all shaped alike, the emblematical figures alone differing, we confine ourselves to reproducing in Fig. 20 the one with a dragon. The pendants hanging down from the two circular sceptres of stone, which surmounted the top of each shah, consisted of feathered ornaments; for this reason, perhaps, the element 鳳, feathers, enters into the composition of the written form of the word shah, which is 鳳.

To return now to the catafalques: those of antiquity were, like those of modern times, moved forward by a large number of men. In ch. 56 of the Li ki we read, on leaf 17: "When they go up to the ancestral temple 且 in there put the coffin in its place, the 且 ropes attached to the carriage of the bier 且 for drawing it forth are, in the case of a 且 feudal prince, grasped by five hundred men. 且 The men at these four ropes are all gagged. 且 The Minister of War holds the clapper. He 且 has eight men on his left and eight on his 且 right (to shout out his orders). The chief 且 of the artisans directs the movements of 且 the coffin by means of a bundle of feathers, 且 suspended from the top of a pole. And 且 at the obsequies for a Great officer, when they go up to the 且 ancestral temple and there put the coffin in its place, three hundred 且 people grasp the ropes for drawing the coffin. The man with the

---

1 There the coffin must remain during the day previous to the burial: comp. page 151.
funeral rites.

»clapper has then four men on either side, and the movements
»of the coffin are guided by means of alang grass”.

The curious custom of gagging the men put to the carriage of
the bier naturally points to a prevailing custom of loudly vociferating
while conveying the coffin forward, a custom which was disliked
by the higher classes. Chen Hao of the Yuen dynasty, commenting
on the passage just quoted, describes such a gag as being »some-
»thing like a chopstick, which was tied in the mouth by means
»of two cords attached to either end and knotted together behind
the neck”.

The use of these instruments seems to have been pretty
common in ancient China, as ch. 37 of the Chen li (1.44) describes
the functions of a certain »Officer of mouth-gags” on whom it
was incumbent to stop tumultuous cries at the great sacrifices of
state, to have clamorous people gagged during military reviews
and great hunting parties, and to forbid all vociferation in the
capital.

On the meaning of this crying while conveying a coffin to the
grave, some light is thrown by the Historical Books of the Tsin
dynasty. »It was an ancient institution during the Han and Wei
dynasties that the men, who in Great (i.e. imperial) funerals
and in funerals of high ministers held the drawing-ropes, chanted
while pulling forth the carriage of the bier. When projecting new
rites (for the house of Tsin), the framers acted on the supposition
that such singing had taken its origin from the songs, by which
serfs and bondsmen employed in the case of the emperor Wu
(B. C. 140—87) of the Han dynasty had, during their toilsome
labour, given vent to their deep sorrow, such songs having there-
upon been adopted as a rite on accompanying the dead to the grave.
»The projectors of the said new rites also took into consideration that,
though the use of songs to soothe sorrow was not mentioned in the
Classics, yet it would be an infringement upon the Rites to allot

1 升正柩、諸侯執紛五百人。四紛皆銜枚。司
馬執經。左八人、右八人。匠人執羽葆御柩。大
夫之喪其升正柩也執引者三百人。執經者左右
各四人、御柩以茅。sect. 雜記, II. 2.

2 陳澓。

3 校形似篩、兩端有小繩、銜於口而繫於項後。

4 銜枚氏.
such singing a place among the statutory rituals; — further, they
considered that, in using mouth-gags, the object was merely to
produce a bawling noise as a mark of affection, and that it was
an improper thing to have songs for the sake of show. Therefore they
abolished all chanting at the side of the bier. But (the statesman)
Chi Yu (3rd. cent.) gave it as his opinion with regard to the singing at
the bier-ropes that, though melodious songs tended indeed towards
dispelling sadness, gags held in the mouth carried the grief up to
its highest pitch; further, he pretended they had the good effect of
making an impression on the multitude. Moreover he stated that,
though such singing is not mentioned in the Classics, yet it
represented an ancient institution maintained by a series of
dynasties. He showed that the Shi king mentions a man of
higher order singing to give vent to his sorrow, and he de-
monstrated in the end that having chants for the sake of show is
beyond the reach of all blame. His conclusion therefore was that
the new rites should not differ on this point from those of former
times, and his advice was followed by imperial edict.

A careful perusal of this extract will show that the gags in question
were used with the object of changing, in burials of the highest official
classes, the customary singing into a wailing hubbub or monotonous
bawling, which moralists considered to be more in harmony with
the mournful character of a funeral procession. But the opinion of
the first compilers of the rites of the Tsin dynasty as to the origin
of this chanting and crying, must be accepted with great reserve.
For supposing their assertion that it took its rise during the Han
dynasty were true, how then are we to account for the fact that
the Li ku already makes mention of gagged catafalque-drawers?

1 This is so in point of fact. See the last line of the Shu-ming 小説 section.

2 漢魏故事大喪及大臣之喪執縳者輓歌。新
禮以爲輓歌出於漢武帝父人之勞歌聲哀切，遂
以爲送終之禮。雖音曲聲悅非經典，所制遵禮，
設前義方在號慕，不宜以歌為名。除不輓
歌，持喪以爲輓歌因，倡和而爲幽悝之聲。前
所以全哀，此亦以感羣。雖非經典所載是歷代
故事，詩稱君子作歌惟以告哀。以歌爲名亦無
所嫌，宜定新禮如舊，詔從之。 Ch. 20, 1, 15.
This naturally suggests the prevalence of the custom in question in much earlier times. It does not appear improbable that it simply originated in the ancient practice of calling back the soul by chanting death-dirges and expostulating with it in terms of reproach and grief, in short, in the death-howl already referred to on page 10 seq. and which we shall treat exhaustively in the first chapter of the next part of this Book. This view is confirmed by the fact revealed in the Li ㄆ that, in ancient times, the men who drew the catafalque to the tomb were those who resorted to the mortuary house to offer condolences, persons, in fact, closely allied to the family by ties of blood or friendship, so that wailing was incumbent on them as a duty. «Those who condole at the time of the burial», says the said Classic (ch. 12, leaf 9), «certainly grasp the drawing-ropes. And when they have followed the coffin to the grave, they all take hold of the veering-ropes”.

Commenting upon this passage, Khung Ying-tah, one of the most renowned interpreters of the ancient books in the 7th. century, says: »Condoling at a burial in point of fact consisted in lending a helping hand in the management of the matters connected with it; therefore the condolers did not fail to assist in pulling forth the funeral car. As for the men employed at the ropes, their number was adequate to the social rank and position, and when the number was complete, the rest arrayed themselves behind the corpse. But at the grave, when the coffin was set down and lowered into the pit, they all, in unlimited numbers, took hold of the ropes”.

Apart from the above extracts, we have in each of the Three Rituals evidence that the dead were formerly carried to the tomb by their fellow-villagers or clansmen. This is the same as to say, by the members of their family in the broadest sense of the word, for in China, even down to the present day, every clan and village is but the extension of a single family. In its description of the burial of an ordinary officer, the I ㄆ says: »When the pit has been

---

1 ㄓ於(fin)必執引，若從柩及柩皆執綏. Sect. 樓弓, ㄇ, 1.

2 孔穎達.

3 ㄓ葬本為助執事，故必相助引柩車也。執引用人貴賤有數，若其數足嬴餘之人皆散行從柩。至柩下棺密時則不限人數皆執綏也.
filled up with earth for one third, the principal mourner bows

» to the villagers" , thus expressing, as Ching Khang-ch'ing says, his gratitude for their activity and exertions. The ‹ Li ‹ has (ch. 55 l, 32): »Condoling does not simply consist in following the » principal mourners (to the grave), but those of forty years (and » under) must hold the ropes when the coffin is let down into the » pit. And as to the villagers: those who are fiftv (and upwards) » go home with the mourners to wail, while those of forty » (and under) wait till the grave is filled up." 2 Finally, the Cheu li says: »The clan chieftains order their people to protect » and receive one another... in order that they may bury each » other" .

Even now the same custom prevails in most villages of Fuhkien province, which as a rule are inhabited by people of one clan name only. They carry each other's dead to the tomb gratuitously, though the family, if they can afford the expense, are required by custom to reward the men afterwards with small presents of money or articles of food. We do not doubt but the same practice obtains in most parts of the realm. Indeed, this best accords with the clannish spirit which, owing to the fact that the autonomy of the family and the village has ever lain at the root of the social organization of the empire, reigns supreme in the nation. Even many a citizen of a town is, in Fuhkien, carried to his last resting place by the inhabitants of the village in which he was born and his ancestors have lived, if the distance does not prevent the men from coming over for the purpose, especially if the deceased has acquired wealth and a high position, and has made a liberal use of his money and influence for the benefit of his birth place and its inhabitants.

Apart from such exceptional cases, the coffin-bearers in towns and cities are generally common coolies, hired by the undertaker. This is attributable to the circumstance that clanship is by no means strongly developed there, such big settlements consisting of an agglomeration of families with various sur-

1 寶土三、主人拜鄉人. Ch. 30, l. 41.
2 甲非從主人也、四十者執緋. 鄉人五十者從反哭、四十者待盈坎. Sect. 雜記. 11. 1.
3 族師使之相保相受...以相葬埋. Ch 41, 1. 28.
names and no mutual coherence. In Amoy, such hired coffin-bearers are scarcely ever dressed in a uniform or anything approaching it. They generally march in the procession in the dirty clothes peculiar to the lowest classes of Chinese society, barefooted and, in hot weather, even half naked. They belong to the same class of men who are accustomed to proffer their services for carrying empty coffins from the coffin-maker's shops to mortuary houses (comp. p. 89).

In Amoy, there exist among the lower classes many associations, instituted for the purpose of assisting their members in the expenses of the funeral rites of their parents. Such 父母會 or «father-and-mother associations” mostly consist of a dozen or more members, who work under the auspices and the protection of a divinity of their own choice, in the face of whom the neophites are sworn on an auspicious day. Whenever a death occurs which falls within the sphere of their office, the brethren contribute money for the funeral, or take a sum from the fund, if one has been accumulated for cases of emergency; moreover, in many cases they carry the coffin to the grave, dressed for the occasion in white mourning garments. Should the fraternity be composed of men whose social position, as being a shade higher, does not permit them to do the carrying themselves, they support the coffin on either side with their hands when the coolies shoulder it, to show at least their willingness to carry it to its last abode.

In Fuhkien we have seen hundreds of burials, but never in a single case did the bearers of the coffin wail or pour forth mourning dirges. We feel therefore compelled to conclude that the ancient custom of doing so, has in that province fallen entirely into disuse. At burials of the very rich there are nearly always an extra number of men marching around the catafalque, to support it with their hands when narrow spots have to be passed, or short turns to be made round difficult corners. These men also support it when the bearers wish to halt for a few moments to take breath, as then each bearer places underneath the carrying-poles, instead of his own shoulders, a staff with a small cross-piece affixed at the top, which he carries in his hand for the purpose. Let us
note by the way that a coffin is invariably carried feet forward, as is also the rule in Europe ¹.

If in bygone ages the family members and clansmen, who drew the coffin gravewards, howled and chanted so loudly that gags had to be used to muzzle their voices, it is not surprising to see that still now-a-days the nearest kinsmen of the dead, while following the corpse to the grave, howl and lament bitterly. The wailing sons of the dead man follow immediately behind the coffin, in the deepest sackcloth mourning and with straw sandals on their feet. Their pigtails are unbraided, so that the long dishevelled hair flows down their back from under a mourning cap of sackcloth. Each one of them carries the small mourning staff already mentioned on page 146. Sometimes one or more of the sons walk at the side of the coffin, having one hand on the catafalque as it to help in conveying it gravewards, or as if to prevent it from carrying away their beloved father or mother. It is by no means unusual to see a man walking on either side of the eldest son to support him, the principal mourner being supposed to be so deeply bowed down by grief as to be unable to walk alone.

Should ceremonies instituted to gain the soul admission to the Western Paradise (p. 121 sqq.) have been celebrated before the burial, and a howl provided by the family as a seat for the soul (page 125), this streamer is carried in the funeral procession by the eldest son of the principal wife of the dead man, to the exclusion of the elder sons by concubines or by adoption. Only in the event of there being no sons by the principal wife, have the other sons a right to carry it and thus to support the soul on its way to and from the grave. When the burial happens to take place while the great requiem mass, often alluded to, is being celebrated, the streamer also appears in the train, for, during these rites likewise it is made to play an important part.

Those of the sons who cannot attend the burial because they live abroad or are prevented by severe illness from leaving their homes, are represented in the funeral cortege by a complete suit of sackcloth garments together with a mourning staff, carried either on a tray or in an open basket by a servant or a remote kinsman.

¹ "Nature, which headlong into Life did throng us,
With our feet forward to our Grave doth bring us:
What is less ours than this our borrow'd Breath?
We stumble into Life, we go to Death".
in white mourning apparel. Besides implying that the child, who is unable to perform in his own person the sacred duty of burying his father or mother, is present in mind, the custom serves to show the number of sons the deceased has left behind, male offspring being in China not only a reason for happiness, but also for display and pride. Should the eldest or only male descendant of the deceased be an infant, it is, in sackcloth dress, taken to the tomb in the arms of its mother or nurse seated in a sedan-chair. Other male babies are usually represented by a suit of mourning clothes each, but infant sons, who are able to walk, are always taken to the tomb, carried, if necessary, on the back or the shoulder of full-grown relatives. They are attired in sackcloth garments quite similar to those of their elder brothers. Some mothers think it prudent to tie a copper coin between their eyebrows by means of a red silken string fastened behind the head, to protect, as they think, their tender age from the attacks of nefarious influences.

Like every important rite in respect of the disposal of the dead, the journey to the grave is connected with loud lamentations on the part of the nearest kindred. Their melancholy concert may often be heard at a great distance. But, like all Chinese death howling, this too is chiefly a ceremonious wailing, a rite prescribed by the laws of custom and having little concern with real feelings of affection and grief (see page 11): in fact, tears are very rarely shed, and the howling is done with the same ardour and passion even if the dead man have departed this life years ago and can scarcely be remembered by the offspring. It is quite natural therefore that the wailing should cease in the open field, where there are no passers-by, and that it should immediately be resumed when the procession arrives at inhabited quarters, meets with remarkable persons or approaches dwellings of note. While watching burials, it has often struck us to see the mourners suddenly stop their cries to cast smiling looks of curiosity upon the foreigner so rarely seen, and then set up their howl again as soon as they had passed by the rara avis. The practice certainly deserves the name of an Irish weeping, and may be placed in the same category as the conelamatio of the ancient Romans, or the crying of the women, which Virgil, in his description of the obsequies of the Queen of Carthage, denominates by the term ululato. But the Chinese of the present age do not, like the Irish, place a band of people in front of the procession, to set up, from the house to the burial
ground, a most barbarous Holoo-loo-loo; neither do we find with
them the \textit{mulieres praefae} of the Romans, who probably fulfilled
the same office; neither do they, like the Javanese and many
barbarous and semi-civilized peoples, follow the corpse to the
grave with outtries so hideous and vociferations so frantic as to
make the foreign spectator think himself in presence of a procession
of raving madmen.

Besides the sons, all the grandsons and great-grandsons in the
male line of descent walk behind the coffin, also, in the order
of proximity, the brothers, male cousins and other relations
by blood. Every one of them wears the deepest mourning
attire prescribed for his specific degree of kinship to the dead.
Finally come such distant relatives as take an interest in the
deceased and his family, as also the friends and acquaintances,
many of whom, not falling within the terms to wear mourning,
are dressed in their best attire, or in the ceremonial robes \textit{thò
p'ao} described on page 49 \textit{sqq}. Scarcely ever is a dead man followed
to his last resting place by any one occupying a higher rank in the
hierarchy of the family, because the rigid rules of social life, which
demand that every one should adhere firmly to his position of
superiority or inferiority in the domestic circle, cannot be changed
by death itself in a country where the line of demarcation between
the living and the dead is so faint. A father does not follow his
child to the grave! This rule, however, does not hold good for the dead
who belong to the same generation and are of inferior rank only
on account of their sex or age; \textit{e.g.} a brother may appear in the
funeral of his sister, an elder brother in that of his younger
brother, a husband in that of his wife. But a husband does
not follow his consort to the grave. He never followed her, \textit{she}
always followed \textit{him}, and so it must ever be, even after death.
Accordingly he walks in front of her coffin, wearing a specific
mourning costume prescribed for widowers, and carrying a long
staff about which more will be said in ch. VI of the third
part of this Book, which is specially devoted to mourning and
mourning dress.

The female members of the family, even the next of kin,
such as the wife, the unmarried daughters and the daughters-in-
law, only follow the coffin at the outset. Having gone a few
dozen paces, they return home, without interrupting their wailing,
always taking another street, as it is ashamed that people who have
seen the procession start, should perceive that they have not followed
it to the grave. It is the execrable custom of disabling the women by crimping their feet which compels them to abandon the procession so soon. The holy ancients acted otherwise, so that the present generation is blameworthy from an orthodox point of view, which accounts for the women’s choosing another way in going home. Both the I li and the Li ki prove, that in the ages of the Cheu dynasty the female mourners went to the grave. Describing the interment of ordinary officers, the first-named work says: » The women stand with their faces towards the east, and, while everybody abstains from wailing, the coffin is lowered. Parcels of black and scarlet silk in pieces of eighteen feet long are now presented to the dead.... and, this rite accomplished, the principal mourner bares the upper part of his body and makes reverences to the guests, the principal female mourner imitating him in this” 1. The Li ki also says (ch. 13, 1. 8): » On the death of the mother of Kwoh-chao-tsze, he asked Tsze-chang, saying: 'On burying her, what should be the places at the grave for the men and women?' Tsze-chang answered: ‘At the burial of King-tsze, the Minister of the Multitudes, when Confucius directed the rites, the males stood with their faces to the west (i.e. on the east side of the pit), and the women stood with theirs to the east’. ‘Ah, replied the other, that will not do.... Let the women stand behind the men and all have their faces towards the west’ 2. Still in the great codex of the state religion enacted in the 20th. year of the Khai-yuen period (A. D. 732) 3 we find it formally stated amongst the rescripts regulating the burial of official persons, how the males and females have to station themselves at the tomb during the interment 4.

The ancient rule probably still obtains in many parts of the

1 婦人東面，皆不哭，乃至。贈用制幣玄紺
束...卒、袒拜賓，主婦亦拜賓。Ch. 39, I. 37 sqq.

2 國昭子之母死間於子張曰，葬及墓男子婦
人安位，子張曰、司徒敬子之喪夫子相，男子
西鄉，婦人東鄉，曰、噫、毋...婦人從男子皆西
鄉。Sect. 條弓, II, 2.

3 See page 236.

4 Ku kin thu sho tsih ching, sect. 禮儀, ch. 55, leaf 4.
empire. In southern Fuhkien it is, at the present day, only
followed in the event of the dead man having no male issue, so
that all the duties of the sons devolve on his wife or unmarried
daughters. These women are then carried behind the coffin in
sedan chairs, if their crimped feet prevent them from walking,
and they continuously wail and lament, as the sons would do in
like case. Whether they accompany the dead for only a few paces
or all the way to the tomb, the females are dressed in the deepest
mourning prescribed for their respective degrees of relationship.

To accompany a dead man to the tomb is called sàng tsïng \(^1\),
»to see off a burial". The persons who perform this sacred duty,
and those who follow behind them to show affection and esteem
to the deceased and the bereaved family, generally form the rear
of the procession. Hence we might herewith close our description
of the funeral corteges if there did not remain a few things to be
mentioned which appear in the same only exceptionallv.

In the first place, in many parts of the empire one may see,
a little in front of the pavilion with the soul tablet, a set of
sacrificial meats, dainties and instruments of worship. These are
carried either in one or more pavilions, or on large, square wooden
trays, each suspended from a pole which rests on the shoulders
of two men. The eatables are destined to be offered to the soul at
the grave. They have formed a part of those which were placed
on the tables at the great farewell sacrifice. Moreover, an assort-
ment of fresh offerings destined for the God of Earth are carried
gravewards in a similar manner.

We have said that such sacrificial articles only exceptionally
appear in the procession. In fact, excepting the burials of high
officials, when an entire goat and pig may be seen amongst the
offerings, the latter are nearly always carried to the tomb by men
who go their own way, regardless of the train, taking the shortest
cut, to save time and labour.

Sending to the tomb part of the offerings which have done
service at the farewell sacrifice, is again a usage borrowed from
holy antiquity. After the description of the said sacrifice, repro-
duced on page 151 seq., the I li says: »While the mourners
stamp their feet as before, the persons charged with removing the
offerings enter the gate. They remove the napkins placed over

\(^1\) 送葬.
the offerings, and put the sacrificial meats into baskets, taking only the lower quarters of the victims, and not the fish, neither the dried meat. These baskets, which are of Phragmites grass, are three feet long and made of stalks of fully the same length. And in describing the interment, the book mentions these baskets as among the articles which were deposited in the tomb all around the coffin, to remain buried there as an offering to the dead. We also read in the Li ki (ch. 13, 1. 5 and ch. 54, 1. 7—9): The Ruler of a state has seven parcels of offerings and seven carriages for dispatching them, a Great officer has five parcels and five such carriages. The number of the carriages is proportioned to the parcels of meat. They are covered in with coarse linen and ornamented on the four sides. The parcels are placed in the four corners of the burial pit. Rice is also loaded upon the carts, but Yiu-tszc (a disciple of Confucius) has said that this is not consistent with the ceremonial usages, as, at funerals, nothing except dried and pickled meat must be offered.

In Fig. 21 we give a picture of such a cart as found in Nich Ch’ung-i’s Illustrations for the Three Rituals. With some

1 徹者入，踊如初。徹巾、苞牲取下體、不以魚腊。Ch. 30, 1. 26.
2 華苞長三尺，一編。Ch. 31, 1. 15.
3 Ch. 30, 1. 30.
4 國君七個，車車七乘，大夫五個，車車五乘。Sect. 榮弓, 11. 2.
5 造車視牢具。疏布轎，四面有章。罝于四隅，載牲，有子曰非禮也。喪奠脯醢而已。Sect. 雜記, 1. 2.
insignificant deviations in the details, the Khienlung editors have copied it from that work and inserted it in the *Li ki* and the *I li*, respectively in ch. 82 and 44.

As a second category of things seen only exceptionally at burials, must be mentioned large, square pieces of coloured silk or broad-cloth, each fastened to a lath which is suspended from the top of a pole carried aloft, in the same manner as inscribed banners use to be carried amongst Europeans. They are decorated with eulogistic phrases implying respect and veneration for the dead, or referring to him and his future fate. Amongst the rich, such honorary banners are presented by friends and relatives to families who celebrate a great Buddhist mass for the repose of a deceased kinsman, that they may use them for decorating the walls of the hall. Hence they do not appear at a funeral unless that mass has already been celebrated, or is in course of celebration when the burial takes place.

In many parts of the empire it is customary to ornament such banners with boughs of green leaves affixed to the top of the pole. This custom exists also in West Borneo, amongst the numerous Chinese settlers who have emigrated from Kwangtung province. In that island, the present writer saw them carrying in the van long bamboos on which were left all the green leaves and twigs; they were thrown away about the grave when the procession prepared for returning home. This custom acquires a peculiar interest from the circumstance that a similar practice obtains in many parts of Europe, where yew, willow and cypress branches, ivy, rosemary, laurel and other evergreens are carried to the grave and cast into the pit when the coffin has been lowered, or laid over the grave after this has been filled up.

In the event of the coffin having been kept unburied for a considerable time, it is not unusual to see on the way to the grave a live white cock with its feet tied standing upon the catafalque. In many instances, this bird is kept in a state of drowsiness by spirits which are poured down its throat, lest it should endeavour to fly away or disturb the bearers by fluttering its wings. Though most Chinamen confess they do not know the meaning of this custom, saying it is merely a legacy handed down by a wise ancestry to its offsprings who without reasoning must act as they have done, yet it is not difficult to find a plausible explanation of it, if notice be taken of some ideas which are prevalent amongst the people about the cock and expressed in native books.

Since very ancient times the cock has been the acknowledged
emblem of the sun, because every morning it loudly announces the rise of the God of the Day. The ancients even went so far as to identify it with the sun: »It is”, so an author of the 11th century tells us, »an old saying that in the sun there is a cock, and in the moon a hare” 1. But, whereas the sun is the chief embodiment of the great Yang element which, as the reader knows, represents the light, warmth and life of the universe, the cock naturally represents also an important depository of Yang matter: »The cock”, says the Ch'üan-ts'iu shuok thence tsé 2 or Disquisitions on passages occurring in the Ch'üan-ts'iu, »is the emblem of the accumulated Yang (i.e. the sun) and of the South. Ethereal things which partake of the character of fire and of the Yang element, »have the property of flaming up; hence, when the Yang rises above the horizon the cock crows, because things of the same nature influence each other” 3. Now, as we have said on page 22, the human vital energy also consists of Yang matter. Therefore it is not surprising to find that the Chinese have recourse to a cock, in order to strengthen a soul which is enfeebled to a great extent by having been so long compelled to wander about miserably in consequence of the delay of the burial, and which must make a wearisome journey to the grave. In this they act on exactly the same principle which teaches them to place a candle or lamp on the couch of persons who have just breathed their last (page 20), and to carry lighted lanterns and torches in funeral processions. Besides, the use of the cock in funerals serves still another purpose: it keeps spirits of darkness away from the coffin. Indeed, such spirits being identified in Chinese philosophy with the principle of darkness Yin, everything which is imbued with much Yang matter naturally exercises a neutralizing, nay destructive influence over them. Moreover, it is an article in the creed of all classes of Chinese society that the spirits of darkness, being unable to withstand daylight, are every morning put to flight by the

1 舊說日中有雞，月中有兎. See the Pi yu 翡雅, composed by Luh Tien 隆佃, ch. 6.

2 春秋說題辯．

3 雞為積陽南方之象。火陽精物炎上，故陽出雞鳴以類感也. Koh chi king yen 柯政鏡原, Mirror and Source of thorough Investigation, ch. 80, l. 10.
The crowing of the cock, standing as they do in perpetual awe of this bird. It would lead us too far from our present scope if we were to enter into particulars about the important position the cock holds in China as an exorcising agency. This subject will be amply dealt with in our Second Book, in the chapters specially devoted to Demonology. But we must not omit to note here that Chinese books furnish evidence that white cocks were anciently preferred to those of other colours for exorcising purposes, a fact which explains the reason why now-a-days such birds are used in funerals to the almost total exclusion of others. The great standard work on Natural History and Materia Medica, known as Peu-ts’ao khang mah 1 or »Collectanea of Plants” which was composed in the latter half of the 15th. century by Li Shi-chen 2 and has since become a general vademecum for the whole host of apothecaries and quack-doctors in the empire, has in its 48th. chapter the following quotation from the Chen kao, 3 a work written in the 5th. or 6th. century by one Thao Hung-king: »If in the mountains you study the ways to attain higher perfection, then keep white fowls and white dogs, because they may serve to avert evil influences from you”. This is”, adds Li Shi-chen, »the origin of the practice in vogue amongst modern men of the black art, of using white cocks for exorcising purposes”. Some light is also thrown on the custom of placing a white cock on coffins by the following passage, occurring in the Pen-ts’ao shih i 7 or »Omissions in the works on Botanics”, a work written in the first half of the 8th. century by Chen Tsang-khi 8: »If a white cock be fed during three years, it is fit to be employed by disembodied souls to serve them”.

It is a matter of frequent occurrence that two members of one household are carried to the tomb in the same funeral procession. If, for instance, a husband and wife have manifested a desire to rest together in one grave, and one of the couple dies when the other is

---

1 本草綱目  
2 李時珍  
3 貞誥  
4 陶弘景  
5 學道山中宜養白雞白犬，可以辟邪。  
6 今術家祈禱皆用白雞其原本此。  
7 本草拾遺。  
8 陳藏器。  
9 白雄雞養三年能為鬼神所使。Pen-ts’ao khang mah, ch. 48.
so old that death may soon be expected, the corpse is in many instances kept unburied for the time being, in order that both may be entombed simultaneously. Cases may also occur in which brothers and sisters die soon after each other and, their graves having been selected near the same place, the family prefer to bury them at the same time, to save expense. In all such instances the procession is arranged as if for one person only, but there are two soul banners, if they are used at all, and, of course, one set of soul tablets for each corpse. If both the deceased ranked on the same level in the family hierarchy, these tablets may be placed side by side in the same pavilion, should the family desire to limit the number of such vehicles for economy's sake; otherwise those of the person who died last are carried ahead of the others. For each coffin there is a special catafalque. It is the invariable rule at double burials to carry the person, who died last, ahead of the other. For, as the Chinese of Amoy express it, *sin ts'ou ku* ¹, "the new corpse should show the way to the old one"; indeed, reversing the order, "the old dead opens the way to a new one", and this may have the fatal consequence that the last case of death entails another case, and so on, in endless succession. The necessity of precluding such a disaster has caused a precept of the holy Confucius to the effect that the principal dead ought to be carried foremost, to become a dead letter. This precept has been handed down to posterity by the *Li k'i*, which relates (ch. 26, l. 12): "On being asked by Tseng-tsze: 'What course is to be adopted when there is a double case of death? Who is then first, who last?' the sage answered: 'At burials, the less important one should have the precedence, the more important one ought to follow.'"².

Let us now make a rough estimate of the number of people composing a funeral procession of the highest order. In some that passed before us, we counted more than fifty pavilions including those contributed by friends and relations. Now calculating that each is carried by four men and escorted by two flag-bearers and a band of eight musicians, we obtain the considerable number of seven hundred. Add to these the mandarins' escorts, the persons

¹ 新導舊.
² 曾子聞曰, 並有喪如之何, 何先何後。孔子曰, 葬先輕而後重。*Sect. 曾子聞。*
in charge of the more important pavilions and of the coffin, the sixteen or thirty-two coffin bearers, the numerous mourners, friends and kinsmen in the rear, and so forth, the total number may without exaggeration be fixed at over one thousand persons. This cipher will still be considerably increased in wet weather, the undertaker having then an extra number of men in the train for the purpose of placing covers of oiled paper or linen over the catafalque and the roofs of the pavilions whenever a shower occurs, lest the costly material should be spoiled by the rain. Against this the highest cipher we may place as the opposite extreme that of burials of the very poor, who have to content themselves with what is strictly required, viz. one paper-scatterer, one shabby pavilion for the soul tablet escorted by one or two clarionet players only, and four coffin bearers, with a few mourners in the rear.

It would be a mistake to imagine that a Chinese funeral presents an edifying spectacle bearing the character of a civilized people under mournful circumstances. By far the most inspire a foreigner from the West with a feeling of disgust. In order to make as much money as possible, the undertakers employ as bearers of the coffin and the sundry pavilions the very scum of the streets, abject individuals addicted to opium, the upper parts of whose bodies are naked in summer, and in winter covered with only a few dirty garments. As to the banners, lanterns etc., they as a rule are intrusted to the care of impertinent, dirty paltry boys, who are to be had cheaper than full-grown men. Even those amongst the hirelings who wear something like a uniform do not make a more favourable impression, their clothing bearing traces of very long usage and a total absence of any idea of cleanliness. "Li si tsit ē kou hîn-tîng ē¹: »You are the bearer of a soul pavilion", and "Li si tsit ē king ts'ui-kî ē²: »You are the bearer of a decorative flag", are in Amoy favourite expressions in the mouth of people when calling each other hard and ugly names, and also daily on the tongue of mothers when scolding their children for abject individuals of the worst kind.

As soon as the procession starts, these wretched, shabby creatures deem it prudent to yell and cry in a most unedifying manner. The bearers behind every pavilion give directions to those in front.

¹ 汝是一個扛魂亭者.
² 汝是一個搗彩旗者.
by loud screams and revilings, and are answered in like manner. A number of men run up and down the procession to maintain order, and to prevent the one part from going too fast and the other too slow, and they are continuously yelling and shouting at the top of their voices. The lectors, at short intervals, send forth their loud Ili, o. o. o., accompanied by the deep tones of the heavy gongs. But all the hubbub produced in this way is as nothing compared with the shrill tones of the detestable clarionets, of which there are so many in the train that the noise of the still more numerous drums and cymbals, mingled with the long plaintive sounds of the copper sackbutts, is drowned by them. After all, seeing that each band plays as it thinks best, regardless of those marching in the immediate neighbourhood, and seeing, moreover, that streets in southern China are for the most part mere narrow lanes crowded with busy passers-by, through which the procession can scarcely make its way without endless alterations; the reader will easily understand that a Chinese funeral is anything but a decent mourning ceremony intended as the last honour to the dead. From the variegated pavilions, flags and lanterns, and from the numerous bands of musicians, a foreigner not accustomed to such scenes might easily imagine he saw before him a cavalcade of semi-barbarians going to a feast.

Chiefly owing to the narrowness of the streets and the numerous impediments from the peddlers, coolies and shopkeepers, with which the train is every minute coming in contact, the order is continually being disturbed, in spite of the most strenuous efforts of the men appointed to maintain it. Even the undertaker, who has generally to provide for several burials on one day, will cause large gaps by hurrying on the van, in the hopes of compelling the rest to make haste. Often, on entering a city, we have seen the van of a funeral train calmly waiting outside the walls, and have met the rest of the procession in the streets a long while after. At nearly all funerals the undertaker is present in person to superintendent the arrangements, and this reminds us of the designator of ancient Rome, who used to walk at the head of the cortege followed by a certain number of lectors.

It is a fixed rule for burial processions to move forward to quick time. This may have something to do with a rescript in the Li-ki (ch. 10, 1. 59) to this effect: » It is desirable that in affairs of mourning there should be urgency, and that festive affairs should be gone about in a leisurely way. But, although affairs of
»mourning require urgency, one must not violate the prescribed rules”».

It is prescribed by custom that, on the way to the tomb, at three or more spots properly agreed upon beforehand, the chief mourners should turn round and silently kneel down with their heads bowed to the pavement. They mean hereby to express their gratitude to the friends and kinsmen in the rear for honouring the dead and the family by their presence, and to intimate that they dare not expect them to go so far as the tomb. Some of the company harangued in this silent way are then expected to rush forward and help the mourners to their feet again, while a person, previously appointed for this duty, exclaims: Liel ʿi siā'-kang, baō-lâm siā po ², »File of noble gentlemen, the filial sons thank you for your presence here”. Such of the noble gentlemen as are not closely related to the deceased now leave the train and go their own way, the majority of them in sedan-chairs, which the family have politely stationed at the three points, to be made use of gratuitously by the departing guests.

This ceremonious sending away of those who have honoured the deceased by their presence is called si kheh ³, »to dismiss the guests”. At each of the three spots where it is done, a man in a white mourning dress is seated at a table, to take down the names of those who leave the procession, as custom requires the family afterwards to send presents in recognition of the marks of interest shown on such an occasion. At very pompous funerals, the recorder of the names is assisted by a few others, to provide against the chance of his meeting with faces which he does not know. The names of the donors of »auxiliary pavilions” are also noted for the same reason. By the way it may be observed that, at burials of the highest order, it is customary to station men along the road to distribute siri-leaves and betel-nuts amongst the notable persons walking in the procession. Though most of them do not partake of these drugs, the use of the same being, as we have said on page 153, far from general, it would be inconsistent with good manners to refuse to accept them. So most men just hold them between their fingers, or give them away to the coolies or anybody who likes them.

1 喪事欲其縱縱爾。吉事欲其折折爾。故喪事雖遠不陵節。sect. 檜弓, 1, 2.
2 列位祖公。孝男謝步。
3 辭客.
So far for the procession. Now we have to watch the behaviour of the people on seeing it go past.

Established custom requires everybody to make room for a cortege of death, whenever and wherever it is met. Even the highest mandarin, moving through the street with a numerous attendance of lictors, soldiers and servants, forms no exception to this rule: — if the street is too narrow to allow two corteges to pass each other without collisions, he must patiently wait until the coffin has passed. In fact, by stopping a funeral, one might cause the auspicious hour, selected with so much care for letting down the coffin into the grave, to be missed, and so bring great misfortune over the dead man and his offspring; besides, it is a holy rescript of antiquity lodged in the venerable Li ki (ch. 55, 1.14) that "men of higher order should not deprive others of their funeral rites".

Many persons avoid funerals from superstition, believing they may bring life-destroying influences over them. Women call in their children who are playing in the street, and close the door behind them, or, if they cannot get away in time, they tell them to clasp their hands together and make slight reverences to the corpse and the soul, while they do the same themselves. That the doors of temples are closed, or the gods residing therein prevented in some other manner from seeing the cortege of death, has been stated already on page 155. If a procession carrying a bride to the house of her parents-in-law be met, this is considered to bring good luck to both parties. The accident will bring happiness to the bride and to the generation of descendants to which she gives birth, because the road, which she is going to take, has been purged by the numerous spirit-dispelling expedients that form part of the funeral: — no nefarious influences will now settle on her and work evil on the future happiness of herself and her offspring. On the other hand, the bridal procession undoubtedly emanates its influences over the corpse, and these, sown in the grave, must surely cause many happy marriages to be celebrated among the mourners and their descendants.

In his Social Life of the Chinese (ch. VII), Mr. Doolittle makes mention of sacrifices sometimes performed at Fuhchow at the expense of personal friends or relatives in honour of a distinguished

1 君子不奪人之喪. Sect. 雜記, H. 1.
man, either a civilian or a mandarin, while the coffin is en route to the grave. Tables, he says, with bounteous articles of sacrifice are placed by the roadside, the procession halts at the spot, and the coffin having been put down, one of the principal persons who united in making the sacrifice approaches and kneels down before the coffin. Some of the articles are then handed to the man on his knees, who presents them towards the dead. He retires, and another person takes his place, kneeling, receiving and presenting some food. Such a sacrifice honours the memory and the virtues of the departed in a manner very gratifying to the family of which he was once a member. In the summer of 1850 an illustration of this custom occurred at Fuhchow, when the corpse of ex-Commissioner Lin, of Canton opium-destroying notoriety, who died while engaged in an expedition against the long-haired insurrectos, was brought home for burial. A large number of tables were arranged along the sides of the street on the island in the river. As observed at that time, the exhibition of articles offered to the manes of the honoured dead was far more extensive than a sacrifice on the premises occupied by the family of the deceased.

In the southern part of Fuhkien such sacrifices are of extremely rare occurrence, at least if we are entitled to draw such inference from the fact that during our many years' residence there we did not come across one single instance of it. Trustworthy persons, however, relate instances which have taken place in that part of the empire, adding that the mourners never neglected to thank the sacrificers by throwing themselves at their feet. It is clear that such roadside-sacrifices are repetitions of the farewell-offering presented by the family itself at the departure of the funeral procession from the house of mourning.

_The Interment._

In case the grave is situated on an eminence, the place where the ground begins to ascend upwards is selected as the last spot for 'dismissing the guests' (p. 205). At this final summons all the friends and acquaintances retire, because, as we have said on page 104, the presence of persons whose horoscopes do not agree with the hour of burial, may have a bad influence upon the fate of the deceased, as well as on that of the owner of the horoscope.

Lest these retiring friends should have to make the long journey back on empty stomachs, the family of the dead have taken care
to station at this spot some members of a numerous class of people who make it their special vocation to move about the streets with a portable furnace, selling cooked food to passers-by, workmen, etc. Macaroni and vermicelli soup, mixed with boiled shrimps and oysters, is the special fare on such occasions; the long threads of this food being considered very useful in counteracting the life-shortening influences which the contact with death may have exercised (comp. p. 68). For every bowl of soup delivered, the peddler receives a stamped counter-check from a friend or relative of the family, who is stationed for the purpose on the spot with a large provision of such documents; when the burial is over, he then calls at the house of mourning and converts them into hard cash. Similar soup-stalls are in some instances also stationed on the other spots where guests leave the procession.

The bearers of the catafalque, setting down their cumbersome load, break it up entirely. They tie the big rafter lengthwise over the coffin by winding some ropes several times around both and, casting the pall loosely over it, they carry the coffin up-hill, disembarrassed of all superfluous weight. This practical measure is not taken when the grave is situated in the plains, and the path presents no difficulties to carrying the whole catafalque to the edge of the pit. All the empty pavilions presented by the friends are left behind with the hearse, as well as their bands of musicians.

Arriving at the grave, the procession finds the pit perfectly ready to receive the coffin. It has been dug by some of the so-called Tho Kong, or "earth-workers", under supervision of the same professor of geomancy who was employed by the family for finding out the grave (p. 102). If the burial has been deferred over seven days, so that it has been necessary to select a fit hour for lowering the coffin (p. 103), it may happen that this hour has not yet come when the procession arrives, in which case they must wait patiently on the spot. The coffin having been set down on the edge of the pit, everybody, the mourners not excluded, sit down on the grass or idly stroll about, gossiping and smoking. No lamentation, not a single sound of mourning is heard all the while, and the music too keeps perfectly silent.

In many instances, it is considered highly salutary, even neces-
Purging the Burial Pit.
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sary, to subject the pit to a certain preparative and purgative process. One of the grave-diggers, descending, places one or more copper coins, provided by the family for the purpose, in each of the four corners, saying in a loud voice: An tse', beh ho kiē"-sun tsein tsuī¹, »I deposite money here, in order to cause your sons and grandsons to acquire wealth". All the by-standers respond to this by exclaiming in the affirmative hō ah. It is clear we have here to do with a continuation of the practices observed at the preparation of the coffin for receiving the body (p. 89 seq.) and that, therefore, the ceremony is intended to cause the grave to emit influences which may assist the offspring in earning money. The five kinds of cereals and a few iron nails are subsequently scattered about over the bottom of the grave, with accompanying sentences worded like these pronounced on sowing the same things in the coffin.

This an không² or »deposing things in the pit" can, however, only secure wealth, food and offspring to the family if all the contrary influences, which might prevent the grave from freely operating in the way desired, are exorcised away. For this purpose, a fire-pan in which shoulders some »purification-incense" (see p. 33), is held inside the pit by one of the grave-diggers and moved along its four sides. Much more effective, however, than this tsing không³ or »purging the pit", is a ceremony which in exceptional cases is performed at burials of the rich by the professor of geomancy. Barefooted, with blackened face and dishevelled hair, this worthy man, otherwise extremely dignified in his habits, as it becomes every man of learning in China to be, stands, sword in hand, on the summit of a neighbouring knoll, where his observations have taught him the so-called tien-tik hang⁴ or »region of the benefits of the heavens" is situated, in other words, where the centre of the beneficial influences of nature lies, which the art of geomancy purports to converge upon the resting places of the dead. Having stood there for a while, crying and wielding his sword like a raving madman, in order to induce the said influences to rise out of their latent state and begin their operation upon the grave immediately, the professor scatters about him a great number of sheets of mock money for the unseen spirits which, if not pro-

---

¹ 安錢要與子孫進財. ² 安壤. ³ 淨壤. ⁴ 天德方.
pitiated in this way, might cool their wrath by neutralizing the effects of his work. Then he suddenly rushes down-hill, yelling at the top of his voice and brandishing his sword, with the object of bringing about a general *sauce qui veut* among the spectres. Subsequently he casts himself into the pit, wallows for a moment at the bottom, scatters more paper about him, and finally climbs out, to allow the coffin-bearers to let the coffin down. All the while the musicians make as much noise as their drums, gongs, cymbals and sackbuts can possibly produce, thus co-operating with him in driving the evil agencies away; besides, a great quantity of crackers are fired, and shots out of blunderbusses of the kind which are employed in China for firing salutes for mandarins.

This odd proceeding of the geomancer goes by the term *hoah soa-ling* ¹, »to halloo the influences of the mountains”, or *kün soa-ling* ², »to stir those influences up, to make them boil”. It will easily be understood that this matter entails an extra expense for the benefit of the professor. Indeed, dispelling evil spirits is a business so extremely dangerous, that nobody can be reasonably expected to undertake it unless adequately indemnified for the risks he runs.

The coffin-bearers now place the rafter lengthwise over the pit and unknot the ropes by means of which the coffin is affixed underneath the rafter, slowly veering them away amidst the beating of gongs, cymbals and drums. In case the dead possessed an official rank entitling him to a salute of blunderbusses on entering or leaving an official mansion, the same number of shots are fired when his body is lowered into the grave. The musicians play their instruments with all the power that is in their hands and lungs, the lictors shout out their *ló o. o. o.* , and the mourners loudly wail in obedience to the *ló*, which says in its description of the funeral rites for official persons: »They now lower the coffin into the grave, the principal mourners wailing and stamping their feet an unlimited number of times”³. Most of the bystanders recoil a few paces, lest their shadows should fall into the grave and harm thus be done to their persons. In this they act on the same principle as those who attended the coffining, these persons, as we have seen on page 94, preventing their shadows from being shut up in the receptacle of the dead. The grave-diggers and coffin-bearers,

¹ 唵山靈. ² 湖山靈. ³ 乃空, 主人哭, 踏無棄. Ch. 30, l. 37.
however, do not take this precaution. They deem themselves sufficiently beyond the reach of evil consequences by having wound the long strip of cloth, which, in southern Fuhkien, people of the lower classes are in the habit of wearing around their heads, tightly round their waists, so that their shadows cannot be separated from their bodies. The geomancer and his assistants are wise enough to stand on the side of the grave which is turned away from the sun. Many men pick a blade of grass and put it in their mouths, this likewise serving, as they think, to protect them from any evil connected with the interment.

As soon as the coffin has reached the bottom of the grave, the professor approaches, to ascertain by means of a compass and with a thread which he stretches lengthwise over the pit, whether the corpse lies exactly in the line which his calculations have taught him will best ensure repose to the dead and prosperity to the family. By means of the ropes, hoes and handspikes the coffin-bearers and grave-diggers adjust the coffin according to his orders, and finally lift it up a little with their hoes, to enable the other men to draw away the ropes. In many cases much time and labour are wasted ere this bib kokong 1 or tsin kokong 2, »lowering or entering (the coffin) into the pit”, is finished to the perfect satisfaction of the professor. For, according to the geomantic doctrines, the luck of the family may be spoiled for ever if the corpse deviates one single inch from the calculated direction.

The sons now throw their mourning staves away and, while one of the attending kinsmen picks them up to stick them side by side in the ground at the head of the pit, they proceed towards the pavilion which contains the soul tablets. Then, all the musicians playing their instruments and the lictors shouting out an awe-inspiring Lâo-o.a., the eldest son takes the bôn péh out, the second son the permanent tablet, and the third the incense-burner of the ancestors, and these three objects they place at the foot of the pit, the censer coming in front of the tablets. The permanent tablet is now deposed upon the lid of the coffin by the headman of the grave-diggers, and the sons, with or without incense sticks between their fingers, kneel down, exclaiming: Lâo-pê (lau-bû) ah, khî lâî 3, »Father (or mother), rise!” These words have the effect of

1 落墳.
2 进墳.
3 老父(老母)呵，起來.
inducing the soul to enter the tablet. From this very moment the tablet is considered to be imbued with afflatus of the dead, and to have become his perpetual duplicate, to serve as a patron divinity in the domestic circle and there to receive the offspring’s sacrifices and worship.

The grave-digger herupon takes the tablet away from the coffin and hands it to the eldest son, who respectfully puts it back into its place at the foot of the grave. This calling upon the soul to take up its abode in the tablet is considered a ceremony of great import. Only those persons to whom the sacred laws of filial devotion especially assign the regular worship of the soul, viz. the sons, may make the summons. Hence, if the only male child be a baby, the person in charge of it at the tomb gives himself much trouble to make it stammer out the words, and only in case it cannot speak at all does he pronounce them in its stead.

In most parts of southern Fukien it is an established custom for the sons to take a handful of earth in the lap of their sackcloth garment and drop it on the coffin. They perform this ceremony in regular order of seniority. In Amoy it is known as 『p'ê thâu』, »to take earth in the corner of the garment”. No doubt it is expressive of the idea that, as burying one’s parents is a holy duty, a child ought really to take an active part in it. That it is very usual for those who attend an interment in Europe to throw earth upon the coffin, we need scarcely say.

The soul streamer, which served to convey the soul gravewards, is now taken down from its staff and folded lengthwise over the lid of the coffin. But the family does not venture to place the name of the grandee, the supposed writer of the inscription, in the grave. If they did, they would undoubtedly bring the influences of death over the man and endanger his life. Therefore they remove the name by tearing off from the streamer a small piece of silk loosely pasted on it, on which, with a view to this, the name has originally been painted. The proceeding in question shows that the Chinese have a tendency to identify names with the persons who bear them, a tendency which may be classed on a level with their inability, already illustrated by numerous instances, of clearly discriminating between semblances or symbols and the realities which these call to mind. The surname of the writer of the streamer is

\[1\]
not torn off, for, being borne by tens of thousands of people, it does not represent a special person.

The provisory soul tablet, which likewise served the purpose of carrying the afflatus of the dead to the tomb, is also placed in the pit. The grave-digger, however, pulls off the pedestal and throws it away outside the pit as useless. At burials of the poor, who have to economize as much as possible, the man in some cases removes the silk also, that the family may take it home and use it for some other purpose; but the part of the silk, which bears the names etc. of the dead, is left in the grave, as being the seat proper of the soul.

The slate stones engraved with the biography of the deceased, as also the censer and the candle-sticks that were carried along with them in the pavilion destined for those stones, are placed at the foot of the coffin, in a small vault made expressly for their occupancy. In the event of the corpse having been confined on a day of reduplication of death" (page 99), the box with the cockroach, bedbug or louse is also put into the pit. Then come the ashes of the »treasury money", neatly wrapped up in paper sheets (page 80); subsequently the coffin is covered all over with oiled paper over which comes a layer of straw, and finally the pit is filled up with a watery mixture of earth and lime. In time this mixture becomes very hard and forms a vault, which prevents the coffin from being crushed under the weight of the earth when it loses its solidity from the decay of the wood.

If during the earthling up of the grave rain happens to fall, the family feel greatly gratified. Indeed, China being so often visited by crop-destroying droughts, rains are ranked there among the greatest blessings which nature can bestow, for, without rains, there is no food, no raiment, no wealth. Consequently, abundance will reign in the family if the heavens pour down those blessings into the very place which is to become the source of their prosperity, the centre from whence their future luck is to emanate.

_Dotting the Tablet._

Meanwhile, at a short distance from the grave, a mandarin who is actually in office, or one with a purchased title, has been patiently waiting with a complete retinue of lictors, soldiers and attendants. For his convenience a small house is hired there by the family for the day, or if there are no habitations in the neighbourhood, a tent or shed is put up for the occasion. This grandee has been
prevailed upon to come to the grave, in order to perform a certain ceremony, the object of which is to fix the soul of the dead in the permanent soul tablet. To none but very notable families is the glory reserved of securing to this end the services of such a distinguished person.

As soon as the coffin is let down into the grave, the two graduates who acted in the train as attendants on the deceased’s brevet of rank (p. 165), are dispatched with a complete band of musicians, to politely invite the mandarin to enter upon this duty. He quickly finishes his tea, many cups of which beverage he has, thanks to the care of the family, swallowed while waiting, and gets into his sedan-chair; his whole retinue follows, and so he is carried in procession to the grave, in the rear of the music. The graduates march ahead of him with an air of great importance. A majestic In o. o. o. resounds over the hills; shots from the blunderbusses and blows on the large gongs mark the moment at which he sallies forth. Approaching the burial site, he falls in with the mourners, who lie prostrate on the ground to receive him. If his rank be not too high to disallow of such condescension, he descends from his palanquin to decline such marks of respect from the mourners, urging them to rise to their feet, after which he continues on his way, under a renewed concert of In o. o. shouting and gong-beating.

At the grave, the mandarin is offered a seat; this is placed behind a table, on the frontside of which hangs a cloth between the legs. His attendants arrange themselves on both sides and every one draws near, while the eldest son, followed by all the chief mourners, fetches the tablet from the border of the pit, or has it brought to him by one of the notable by-standers. Turning his back towards the sun, or to the east, which is the region specially devoted to light because every day this makes its appearance there above the horizon, he kneels down in front of the table. While all the musicians exert their lungs and hands to the utmost and the lictors cry In o. o, the son holds the tablet with both hands on his back, allowing one of the principal attendants to untie the writing brush and the vermilion ink which are fastened to the tablet. The ink is then moistened by a servant with some drops of spirits or, if a white cock has been carried along upon the catafalque, with some blood obtained by making a little incision in its comb; the pencil is dipped in it, and the mandarin rising, solemnly proceeds towards the kneeling mourner. At this
moment the musicians and ictors become, if possible, more noisy
than ever. All the by-standers with their parasols draw near, to
assist the bearer of the large state-umbrella in screening the head
of the mandarin from the sun’s rays. This grandee now removes
the string of coins and the red cloth from the tablet. Holding both
these objects in his hands he receives the writing brush, breathes
over it, slowly points with it to the sun and solemnly marks the
frontside of the tablet with several dots. First he dots the topmost
part, which in most cases is engraved or painted with the image
of a sun in the midst of clouds, saying: Tiém tiên, tiên chĩng¹,
»I mark the heavens, pour out all your purity, O heavens!" Then
he marks the pedestal, pronouncing the words: Tiém tie, tie
ling², »I mark the earth, operate efficaciously, O earth!" In
this way the natural influences of the Universe are summoned to
work upon the tablet and thus insure the happiness of the soul
for all time to come. Now the frontside is dotted on the right and
left at about the middle of its height, the words pronounced running:
Tiém nĩ, nĩ ts’iong³, »I dot the ears, be acute, O ears!"; then come
two points at about the same height, but a little nearer the centre,
with the words: Tiém bok, bok bing⁴, »I dot the eyes, be sharp, O
eyes!" Then follows a dot on the character for »males”, which stands
in a smaller column of characters at the side, indicating the male
descendants who erect the tablet as an object of worship for the family,
the accompanying words being: Tiém biến, biến tông sie⁵, »I mark
the males; males, live long!" — and in the end a dot is placed
on the character 主, »tablet”, the last one in the large central
column. Not unfrequently this character has the shape 王, and,
receiving the dot on the top, is transformed into the required figure.
The words pronounced here are: Tiém tsú, tsú hiên ling⁶, »I mark
the word tablet; display spirituality, O tablet!" This and all the
foresaid formulas are uttered in so low a tone, that even the
nearest by-standers can scarcely catch a word of it. In fact, fashion
prescribes total abstinence from vociferousness in any man of
position and rank, especially when he appears in public.
The object aimed at by the ceremony described is fully implied

¹ 點天,天清.
² 點地, 地靈.
³ 點耳, 耳聰.
⁴ 點目, 目明.
⁵ 點男, 男長壽.
⁶ 點主, 主顯靈.
in the last words of the dotter: » May the tablet display spirituality". Already imbued with the afflatus of the dead by the summons described on page 211, it will, thanks to the power of the words pronounced over it, henceforth be surrounded with the vivifying energy emitted by heaven and earth; it will hearken to the prayers and desires of the offspring; it will have an open eye for their wants and for those circumstances of life in which they may be in need of the soul's protection and help; finally, it will cause the male descendants to enjoy long and happy lives, and so ensure to the soul itself sacrifices and worship for all generations to come. In short, the dotting is intended to infuse life into the tablet, or rather into the manes which inhabit it and are incorporated with it. A high mandarin is employed to perform the ceremony because it is believed that the influences, emitted by his person over the manes, will endow them with the power of causing the offspring likewise to become men of elevated position; in other words, it is done on grounds similar to those which induce people to employ such grandees for nailing up the collins and bearing the soul streamer in funeral processions. Families who cannot afford to employ a mandarin, have the tablet dotted without much formality by a literary graduate, by some person of learning, or by an old or a wealthy man. Should this person happen to be in mourning, having, as a relative of the dead, followed the procession, he is required by custom to put off his white or sackcloth dress before entering upon the dotting, as this rite is considered not to be of a mournful character. In many cases he first puts on the ceremonial thò p'ao attire (p. 49). At burials of the common people, the dotting is often performed by the geomancer, this man being reckoned to belong to the learned class, the highest cast existing. As a rule he does not demand an extra fee for this additional work.

It is not difficult to understand why, during the ceremony, the tablet is made to face the sun or the east, that is to say, the luminary or the region from whence all light, warmth and life of nature emanate. It is likewise easy to comprehend why the mandarin, besides pointing with the writing brush to the sun, breathes over it; breath is indeed considered by the Chinese to be one of the principal manifestations of animal life. The ink used for the dotting must be red, because red is the colour of fire and light and consequently particularly identified by Chinese philosophy with the Yang or the chief principle of life. And when the soul has been so much
weakened by a long postponement of the burial that a cock is required in the procession to strengthen it, some blood of this bird is taken to moisten the ink, because it contains the vital energy of the very being which, as we saw on page 200, is a principal depository of the energy of the Yang and the sun, in short, of the life of nature. That the blood is taken out of its comb may, we believe, be safely ascribed to the puerile reasoning of the people that the fiery-coloured portion of the head or the most important part of the bird must naturally be the focus of its Yang energy. This suggestion is strengthened by the fact, that in the Chinese pharmacopoeia blood taken out of a cock's comb holds a pre-eminent place amongst the means employed for pouring vital energy into bodies lingering between life and death, or even quite dead. Chapter 48 of the Pen-ts'ao hang muk says:

» How to treat persons expiring suddenly. If a sleeping person suddenly dies, this is always the consequence of his having been struck by a malicious agency. Take blood out of the comb of a cock, smear it on his face and, when it is dry, do so once more; moreover, blow your breath into his nostrils and make a circle of ashes around the dead man¹. And if some one suddenly expire or lose speech, then take blood out of the comb of a cock, mix it with pills made of pearls and insert three or four of these pills in his eyes; this will produce a good effect². In the event of somebody having hung himself and thus being on the point of dying, you should, if he is still warm about his heart, not cut the rope, but prick the comb of a cock and drop the blood into his mouth, to set his mind and manes at rest³. If somebody has hung himself and has not yet expired, then smear the blood of a fowl under his throat”⁴. Finally, the work gives this receipt.

₁ 治卒死。或寐臥俄忽而絶皆是中惡。用雄雞冠血，塗面上，乾則再上，仍吹入鼻中，並以灰營死人一周。
₂ 卒然猝死不能言，用雞冠血和真珠丸，三四丸入目中，效。
₃ 卒縊垂死，心中猶溫者，勿斷繩，刺雞冠，血滴口中，以安心神。
₄ 廢死未絶，雞血塗喉下。
borrowed, as it says, from the ancient "Inquirer into Manners and Customs" *Fung-suh thung i*, a work of the second century: «In case somebody has suddenly died by the agency of demons, then smear the blood of a black cock under his heart, and he will return to life».

Dotting a tablet at the grave is, in Amoy, denoted by the term *tiēm tsū*, «to mark the tablet». The string of coins which was suspended on it and which the mandarin holds in his hand while going through the ceremony, has for its object to endow the tablet and manes with the property of rendering the offspring rich. The cock whose blood has been used is immediately seized upon by the bearers of the pavilion in which the tablet was placed on the way to the grave, as lawful booty allotted to their profession in virtue of an established custom.

The dead man has vacated the ancestral home, but his tablet will occupy the place left open by him; it will live on with the offspring as a patron divinity without whose help there can be no prosperity; it will henceforth be the focus upon which the religion of the family is to concentrate itself. Considering the important part the tablet has to play in the future, it cannot be a matter of surprise that the ceremony by which the manes are fixed into it is looked upon by the people with the greatest interest and therefore associated in many cases with even more display than we have described. So, at pompous burials, it frequently occurs that two masters of ceremonies are appointed by the family to attend on the mandarin. One of these replaces him in pronouncing the formulas, and then, to increase their efficacy, he adds good-omened phrases. For instance, when the mandarin points to the sun with his brush, he says: *Tsū jê, ko sing*, «He points at the sun, make promotion (of spring!) in the service of the State»; when the last character is dotted, he exclaims: *Tsū ka it tiēm, tsū-sun ch'iong sing kho kah biên ting*, «A point is placed on the character ‘tablet’, may the offspring become illustrious and prosperous, win the highest degrees at the State examinations and advance higher...»

1 風俗通義.
2 鬼排卒死用烏雄雞血塗心下, 即甦.
3 點主. 　指日高陞.
5 主加一點, 子孫昌盛, 科甲聯登.
and higher in official service"; and so forth. And when the grandee, having finished his task, throws the writing brush away, honour is rendered him by firing as many shots as his rank entitles him to.

At this moment the illustrious man approaches the grave, to the foot of which the eldest son or a kinsman has in the meantime brought back the tablet, his intention being to prostrate himself there in worship of the soul. But it is exceptional for the sons to permit him to execute his purpose. They throw themselves on their knees before him, thus humbly entreating him to retire, as neither the deceased nor themselves are worthy of such condescension on the part of a man of his standing; but the real motive for their protest is a fear the service may become too expensive for their purse, as custom requires that at least double the fee be paid to the mandarin if he also worships the soul. When the dignitary prepares to get into his palanquin amidst the sound of gongs and loud I'â'o'o. cries, all the sons throw themselves on their knees, to express their gratitude for his valuable services. Now it is the great man's turn to decline these acts of reverence. Rushing up to the prostrated men, he urges them to stand up, at the same time extending both his arms as if to assist them in rising; then he disappears in his sedan-chair and goes off with a salute of shots. One of the attendants has meanwhile taken good care to place a large piece of red cloth over the roof of his vehicle, as was also done in the case of the mandarin or graduate who came to the house to nail up the coffin (p. 97). Occasionally a couple of gilt paper flowers are added to the cloth. Hurrying on a dozen paces in advance of the mandarin, the mourners once more prostrate themselves, to which courtesy the dignitary tries again to put a stop in the way above-described, or, if he is too high in rank to descend from his palanquin, he merely pours forth a few polite phrases.

Sacrifice to the Divinity of the Soil.

In the meantime some relatives and servants have been busily occupied arranging the sacrificial articles, spoken of on page 197, partly at the foot of the grave, partly on the right or left side where a small altar will have to be erected to the God of Earth (see p. 26 and 30), such as is to be seen at every tomb of note. As a rule both sacrifices are simply set out on the ground, but at very pompous burials that of the God of Earth is exposed on a table which has an embroidered cloth in front. Besides other
articles of food, this sacrifice consists of the five sorts of meat mentioned on page 142, reduced by poor people to three. When the ceremonious dotting of the tablet is drawing to an end, the literary graduates repair again to the shed or the small house hired as a waiting room (see p. 213), to invite another mandarin, who has in the meantime arrived there with his retinue, to come to the grave and present the sacrifice to the god.

He is ushered up to the grave and saluted there with the same courteous observance as his colleague who dotted the tablet. Having taken up a position in front of the sacrifice, one of the graduates tenders three burning incense sticks to him, which he immediately presents to the god by holding them up with both his hands on a level with his eyebrows, bowing at the same time. Then a graduate on the other side places the odoriferous matter in the censer standing amongst the sacrificial articles, and the mandarin kneels down on a mat, bows his forehead three times to the ground, solemnly rises and retires. He is seen off with exactly the same ceremony as the dotter of the tablet, red cloth and gilt flowers being likewise placed on the roof of his palanquin.

While the grandee is thus paying honours to the god, the mourners humbly keep behind him in a kneeling attitude. All his movements are directed by one of the graduates, who in the Mandarin tongue instructs him loudly in a protracted tone of voice when to begin an act, and when to cease. On his right hand side a member of the family politely performs the rite of prostration simultaneously with him (pōe pōi, comp. page 150).

We need scarcely say that the presence of a third mandarin carries the pomp of the burial up to the highest pitch. It is he who places the crown upon the great work of interment, a work which the descendants expect will secure them wealth, glory and prosperity for all future ages, a work indeed which shall insure them offices and dignities in the service of the Son of Heaven. To understand this aright, the reader must know that, in China, the emperor is the second being of the whole universe; nobody is above him but the God of Heaven, the highest deity of the Pantheon, of whom he is the only son and vice-regent on earth. As over all human beings, he also bears sway over all divinities; and even these stand in rank and position below a mandarin in his quality of imperial proxy. Now it is easy to see, that employing a mandarin to present a sacrifice to a local divinity of the Soil must be very flattering to this god, nay, the highest honour which can possibly
be conferred on him. Infinitely gratified by this testimony of respect shown him by the family, he cannot but feel himself in duty bound to reward them for it by always showing his extreme solicitude for the fate of the dead entrusted to his keeping. With a liberal hand he will pour out over the tomb the beneficial influences of the earth at his disposal, and all the blessings a good grave emits will, as a natural consequence, fall to the lot of the offspring.

From the above it naturally follows that, the higher the rank of the mandarin is, the more glorious are the results which the family may expect to derive from his intervention. In 1886, at a very pompous burial of a literary graduate of the second degree (Kü jen ¹) and his wife, which the writer witnessed at Amoy, no less a personage than a Hai Fang Thing ² or Maritime Sub-Prefect, the highest local authority, performed the sacrifice to the God of Earth. On the same occasion the Tao Thai ³ or Intendant of the Circuit comprising the departments Tsuen-cheu-fu, Hing Hwa-fu and Yang Ch'ın-cheu, a mandarin of only one degree less than the highest, acted as dotter of the tablets, while the Ts'An Fu ⁴ or Commander of the Brigade which has its head-quarters in Amoy, carried the soul banners. All this pomp was chiefly due to the circumstance that one of the sons of the deceased was a literary graduate of the first rank (Tsin shi ⁵), a man therefore who had carried off the highest honours at the State examinations.

As soon as the mandarin who has worshipped the God of Earth disappears from the scene, the sacrifice, so solemnly begun by him, is continued by the mourners. Incense is presented by the eldest son, the »threefold presentation of spirits" performed, a written offertory read off aloud by one of the graduates, and the ceremony is closed with the customary number of deep prostrations, everything just the same as at the sacrifice previous to the removal of the coffin out of the house (page 141). The principal junior mourners, and eventually those of lower degree, likewise bow their heads to the ground in regular succession of kinship, and in the end a bonfire is made of mock money, to enrich the god. The offertory too is cast into the flames, to reach the

---

¹ 舉人. ² 海防廳. ³ 道台. This dignitary has been mentioned already on page 134. ⁴ 參府. ⁵ 進士.
throne of the divinity through fire and smoke. This document is written on red paper, as a god would feel offended if he were addressed on the unpriopriations colour of mourning.

In many cases, the mandarin, instead of going off so soon as we have described, also presides at the "threefold presentation of spirits" and the prayer-reading in lieu of the eldest son. Anyhow, the prayer contains his name and title, as he is regarded as presenting the sacrifice even though he does not remain to the end. Here is the original text and a translation of such a prayer, which was actually used at one of the burials personally attended by the writer.

Prayer addressed to the God of the Earth.

"In the 13th year of the Kwang sù period, being the cyclical year ting-hai, in the first month denoted by the cyclical characters jen-yin, and on the day jen-ch'ên which is the..."
third from the new moon, I, Thang Pao-kien, officer presiding
at this sacrifice, Mandarin Expectant with a Prefect’s brevet,
have carefully provided an offering of sacrificial victims, spirits,
sundry delicacies, incense and paper; and, whereas a dwelling
has been sought out by auguration on this spot for the chief of
the family Ngeu-yang, an Intendant Expectant of a Circuit and
deleased father of Ngeu-yang Kung-ch’u who is a Second Class
Assistant-Secretary of the Board of Punishments, I venture to
present the said articles as a sacrifice to Thee, O Ruler of the soil in
these mountains and God of Happiness and Benefits, saying:

"Grand and immensurable are the felicities and blessings bestowed
by Thee, O Glory of the water-streams and mountains. Thou reignest
supreme over the element Earth, and respectfully call we Thee
the Spiritual Energy of the Mountains. From Thy see Thou
controllest the regions at the eight points of the compass, in
rank Thou comest immediately after the emperors and sovereigns 1.
Thou maintainest the equilibrium between the four great terrestrial
continents; Thy blessings overshadow the all-pervading influences
of the winds and the waters. During thousands of autumns
Thou hast overfilled the sacrificial dishes of mankind, and for
ten thousand antiquities Thou hast enjoyed their sacrificial
victims. The chief of the family Ngeu-yang now settles in this
city of excellence (grave), measured out and built in surroundings
which compose the ne plus ultra of configurations, and we fully
trust that his cavern of death may rely on Thy awe-inspiring,
efficacious protection. In this sepulchre we deposit him, in
order that it may cause his male offspring continuously to
grow out like gourds and melons in lines unbroken 2, and that
it may cause a happy posterity to wear red fringes on their
heads from generation to generation 3. A pure sacrificial meal
I have respectfully prepared for Thee as a testimony of my
sincere devotion, and kneelingly I hope that Thou mayest
look down upon it and descend to enjoy its savours. Mayest
Thou enjoy it!"

1 Observe that the sovereigns of the empire stand above the gods even after
their death.
2 In the wet and hot season of the year these plants grow in China with
remarkable speed, sending forth numerous creepers over the ground in every
direction.
3 Hats with red fringes like those described on page 50 form part of the uniform
dress of mandarins.
Offering to a local divinity of the Soil is denoted by the term すう Ho Thò, "sacrificing to the Empress Earth". In a great many cases this rite and the dotting of the tablet are both performed by one and the same mandarin, which saves expense. When circumstances prevent the family from employing more than one mandarin and yet forbid their entrusting both the rites to this one, for fear the presents to be paid for his services may exceed their means, they will always have the dotting done by him, this ceremony being considered of higher import in securing the future greatness of the offspring than the sacrifice. Hence it follows that, if two mandarins are employed, the dotting is intrusted to the highest in rank.

We have not come across any passages in the ancient books of rites from whence it might be inferred that the sacrifice now under notice existed already before the Christian era. But, summing up in its 12th chapter (l. 35) a few practices anciently connected with burials, the Lî khi says that, when the principal mourners have left the grave to return home, "an officer sets out sacrificial articles on low tables and mats to the left of the grave". Though Ching Khang-ch'ing, the Nestor of commentators, declares that this sacrifice was undoubtedly intended for the soul of the dead, yet Khung Ying-tah, an authority of no less renown who lived more than four centuries after Ching (see p. 190), advocated the view that it was addressed to the spirit of the Soil; and it is perhaps to be ascribed to his influence and that of his school that a sacrifice to this divinity was adopted by the Thang dynasty as an institution of the State and as such found a place in the great codex of official rites enacted in the 20th year of the Khai yuen period (A. D. 732). This codex, on which we shall have more to say on page 236, prescribes that it shall be presented by an official on mats spread out on the left side of the grave, and that it shall be connected with a short officitory answering to a given formulary. It is probably owing to this precept that the sacrifice, based on what seems to us a rather arbitrary interpretation of a hazy classical passage, has been maintained by subsequent generations as an integrative part of their funeral rites.

1 祀后土.
Sacrificing to the Deceased.

The priests who accompanied the procession have meanwhile been very busily engaged reciting soul-saving canons, formulas and litanies at the foot of the grave, with the accompaniment of handbells, wooden clappers and musical instruments. This meritorious work draws to an end when the mourners, after having finished the sacrifice to the God of Earth, are preparing to present the sacrifice to the soul, the articles required for which have also been brought to the tomb (see p. 197). We refrain from giving a description of the way in which this is offered, as it is quite similar to that followed in the case of the God of Earth, and only insert a specimen of the offertory recited, in order to convey to the reader an idea of the general tenor of such documents.

Offertory addressed to the Soul.

In the 13th year of the Kwang sū period, being the cyclical year ting-hai, in the first or jen-yin month, and on the
The sacrifice is concluded with a bonfire of paper money, into which the prayer is also cast. The khai-ho sin which, up to this moment, has faithfully stood by the side of the grave on the watch against malign spirits, is made to return to its disembodied state

1 Kwan-yin or Avalokiteśvara is said by the Buddhist Church in China to convey souls to Paradise in a ship.
2 Departed souls are sometimes popularly represented as requiring to the regions of bliss on the back of a crane.
3 As in the case of the recital of the prayer at the farewell sacrifice on the premises (page 129), the mourners at these words simultaneously burst into wailing.
by being committed to the flames. The principal mourner removes
the tablet from its place behind the offerings, and reverently puts
it back in the same pavilion in which it has been brought to the
tomb; this done, he thanks the geomancer and the headman of
the grave-diggers for their services, with courteous bows to each
in particular. Another mourner meanwhile places the incense-burner
in the pavilion of the tablet, while some of the relatives distribute
small parcels of evil-dispelling red silk threads to everybody present,
excepting the musicians, coolies, pavilion-bearers and such like
rabble. The grave-diggers in the meantime have eagerly appropriated
the offerings which were presented to the Divinity of the Soil. They
divide them amongst themselves as their emolument, but the edibles
that were offered to the soul they may not touch, custom requiring
these to be consumed at the funeral meal which is to be given in
the house of mourning. Hence the men, who have brought them to
the tomb, pack them up again and take them home.

The Return of the Procession.

The cortege returns in the same order in which it proceeded
to the grave. As the tablet now plays the principal part, the
procession is spoken of as huán tsá, "the return home of the
tablet". The man who scattered about paper money in the
vanguard now places himself amongst the relatives in the rear
ranks, no such distribution to the evil spirits being deemed
necessary on the way home. The empty bier is never allowed to
get mixed up with the train. In fact, since the soul is taken home
to be happy and prosperous in the midst of its offspring, whom
it in turn is to render happy and prosperous by its blessings, the
procession now bears a festive and cheerful character: hence there is no
room in it for signs of mourning. For this reason the mourners
entirely abstain from wailing and lamenting, until they come within
sight of the house. All the bands, however, play assiduously in a
cheerful key, as the Chinese say.

Care is always taken to go home by the same road which was
followed to the grave, the soul having become to a certain
extent familiar with this way and being therefore less exposed
to the danger of going astray. To assist it in finding its way,
the torches, which were extinguished on reaching the grave

1 反主.
(p. 179), are relighted and carried in the van of the tablet. The lanterns bearing the inscription »Hundreds of sons and thousands of grandsons», suspended from the palanquin of the soul (p. 172), now do excellent service by bringing influences, which may enable the soul to bless itself and its offspring with an endless line of descendants, from the tomb homewards, influences which, as the reader may remember, were carefully sown in the coffin and the grave by artificial means truly wonderful.

Before reaching the house, the procession comes across the female members of the family in sackcloth garments, who wailingy lie prostrate on the pavement of the street to receive the tablet. This act of respect and courtesy towards the departed is called tsik ho'n tshí¹, »to receive the returning tablet". As soon as the procession, the females in the rear, halts on the premises, the principal mourner takes the tablet out of its vehicle, the next mourner the »soul-body", if this has figured in the procession (see p. 173), and the third one the incense-burner, and these sacred objects they reverently carry through the main entrance, to arrange them on the table which stood in front of the coffin before the burial. The lictors and musicians give solemnity to this act by respectively crying and playing with their most strenuous efforts. And now, while the crowd of attendants with the musicians take their station in the lower part of the hall or in the court-yard in front, the priests recite a few formulas before the tablet to set the soul at rest, upon which the mourners, having changed their sackcloth garments for gowns and caps of white linen, commence a series of prostrations, in every instance preceded by the usual presentation of incense-sticks, being assisted herein by two masters of ceremonies. The more removed kinsmen generally confine themselves to prostrations only, carefully observing one another's social position, age and order of relationship as they succeed each other. If they are numerous and time is short, they prostrate themselves in couples or greater numbers at a time. When all the males have taken their turn, the women emerge from the inner apartments and go through similar acts of reverence.

The Funeral Entertainment.

During these prostrations the procession disperse, returning to the undertaker's shop, or going to a second house of mourning

¹ 株反主.
which has a funeral on the same day. The red name-cards affixed on the back-panels of the "auxiliary pavilions" are first torn off by the family, to check the list of the donors prepared on the road (p. 205), after which they are returned to the owners of the pavilions, who present them at the houses of the donors when collecting their bills.

Subsequently the mourning garments are all taken off and everybody sits down to a sumptuous banquet. As at large festive meals in general, the guests are arranged around several tables, with strict observance of each one's social position, age, and rank in the family hierarchy. The principal seats are politely offered to the mandarins who took such an active part in the burial. He of the soul streamer has come hither with the procession; the two others have made their way to the house of mourning of their own accord. We need not say that the graduates obtain seats of honour. Servants are sent out in all directions to those who have seen the dead man to his grave but have not as yet made their appearance, in order to prevail upon them to join the feast. Among those invited are the geomancer and the headman of the gravediggers; indeed, these men must be well treated, because the repose of the departed soul and the happiness of the family depends so much upon them. At many a notable burial, the number of guests is too great for them all to be seated in the hall and the adjacent apartments. Then the family are obliged to hire some apartments in their neighbours' houses for the feast.

In obedience to the established rules of decorum, the women do not join the society of the men, but they celebrate the feast of the dead amongst themselves in the inner apartments. Neither do the mourners mix with the guests. They take their meal in a separate room or in some inconspicuous part of the house, both law and custom forbidding their taking part in any festivities so long as they are in deep mourning. Doing the honours at this banquet consequently devolves on the other relations and the friends, one of whom presides at each table.

As to the food which is served up, it is especially noteworthy that the offerings used at the farewell sacrifice on the premises and at that to the names at the grave form the chief part thereof. The food has in fact been brought home from the grave for this purpose, while that offered to the God of the Soil was given away to the gravediggers. From this it is sufficiently evident that the idea lying at the bottom of the burial banquet, is to let
the dead and the living partake of one meal together. In many cases every table is served with at least one dish of the so-called *āng tsao bah*¹, »meat of red sediment”, being pork cooked in a red condiment which is prepared from the refuse of the distillation of spirits. This food is intended to promote the welfare of the eaters, because, being very red, it wards off unpropitious influences in general and those resulting from contact with death in particular. While the guests are decorously satiating their appetites, music and merry sounds are conspicuous by their absence, such things being considered inconsistent with mourning.

The repast over, every guest is seen off by the mourners, who pour forth all kinds of polite phrases to express their profound gratitude at his having honoured the dead and the family by his presence. With regard to the mandarins, they even go so far as to prostrate themselves on the floor; but this humble expression of their thankfulness is invariably declined in the customary way. When the official, who carried the soul-streamer, leaves, he receives a couple of gilt flowers and a piece of red cloth over his sedan-chair, as did his two colleagues on leaving the burial ground. Most of the guests are carried home in palanquins courteously provided at the expense of the mourners.

The ladies, who have spent the day in the house of mourning to assist in preparing the banquet and in doing other work, are likewise sent off in palanquins. On leaving, each of them is presented with a couple of red tapers, to be burned on their domestic altar; further they receive some mock paper money which is to be reduced to ashes on that sacred spot, a pair of gilt paper flowers symbolizing the wish of the mourners that abundance may reign in their house, and about a dozen of the red cakes or *āng ia* mentioned on page 76. These cakes are intended to convey the same idea as the red meat condiment served up at the entertainment. In many instances sugar is added to these articles, as a sign of the wish that *sweetness* of life may fall to the lot of the person to whom it is given. Many families send these presents to the homes of the persons for whom they are intended, being of opinion that this is more in keeping with good manners. The male persons who have lent a helping hand during such a busy day, are favoured with like gifts. Finally it remains to be said that
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some of the guests, especially those belonging to the female sex, purify themselves at their own homes in the way described on page 32.

The funeral banquet is not always celebrated immediately after the interment. The burial may occupy the greater part of the day, so that sufficient time does not remain to properly entertain many guests, in which case only a luncheon is offered and the great meal postponed to the day following. In cases — not unfrequent — of the burial taking place during the night because of the day-professor not having been able to find a lucky hour falling within daylight, the same thing may occur. On some occasions, those are immediately regaled who have returned with the procession to the house of mourning, such guests as have left previously being invited the next day, or even the day following that.
Among the rites performed after the removal of the coffin out of the house of mourning, the first which deserves notice is the so-called *teh koan νi*¹, "putting things in the place where the coffin stood".

As soon as the deceased is carried out of the hall for burial, a female member or acquaintance of the family, who is reputed to be a happy creature because she is of a great age, or well-to-do, or the mother of many sons, and so forth, stations herself, either in a standing attitude or sitting on a chair, upon the vacant place, in order to neutralize by the influence of her auspicious personage the inauspicious influences which stick to the spot in consequence of the long presence of death. This wonderful effect is still enhanced by her dress, in which no trace whatever of mourning is to be seen; moreover, some gilt paper flowers are stuck in her hair to increase the luck promoted by her person. In some cases, a male member of the family or even a hired individual, who unites in his person the enviable and propitious qualities mentioned above, acts in lieu of the woman.

After this lucky person has been seated for a while on the spot, she retires and gives place to a number of things which the family set out on the same place to produce the same effect. We may mention a *hooit kei*² or "fermented tart" of flour, to cause the quantity of food in store in the house henceforth to swell and increase like fermented food; further, a mixture of the five cereals, a few pecks of uncooked rice, some ten pairs of chopsticks and so many small bowls such as the Chinese use to eat out, all of which serve to prevent the spot in question from ever causing want of food in the house, or want of inmates to consume it. A bucket of water in which are a couple of silver dollars and a few copper coins, is also set down there, to ensure acquisition of riches produced by the fertilizing waters of heaven; further, a handful of charcoal, in order that fuel may ever be abundant in the house; a hoop of bamboo, that felicity in the house may be round or, as we should say, complete and perfect; lastly, a couple of artificial flowers which, being styled *chun kei*³, "vernal sprigs".
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or » sprigs of profusion", are endowed with the property of causing
the family always to have enough and to spare, as in a fruitful
spring. About the hour the funeral procession is expected to return,
just as many couples of red tapers are lighted on the spot as there
are mourning sons; and when the latter re-enter the dwelling, each
one takes his couple into his private room, to transplant thither
the felicity created by the happy person and the felicitous articles.

The ceremonious cleansing of the house, described on page 107
squ., is as a rule performed after the burial when this takes place
only a very few days after the decease. We had already an
opportunity to note this on page 111.

Now turning our attention to the day following the interment;
especially in summer, when meat and edibles in general are liable
to taint speedily, this day is set apart for sending slices of the
pig's-heads which figured amongst the offerings at the farewell
sacrifice on the premises (page 143), to those who, shortly after
the demise, came to the house of mourning to pay homage to
the dead and to condole with the bereaved family. Some of the
remains of the burial entertainment are added to each portion,
e. g. part of fermented tarts, some of the fowls and ducks and
so forth, the quantity and quality varying in proportion to the
value of the coffin-paper presented at the visit of condolence (see
p. 31). In this way, the persons who showed an interest in the
family but did not attend the burial feast are enabled to partake
of it, though in a different way. To those who did not come
to condole in person, but simply sent coffin-paper to the mortuary
house, presents of food are also made. It is customary for those
who receive such a present to place in the basket, in which the
articles are brought to their house, a few sweet-meats, expressive
of their desire that the sweets of life may fall to the lot of the
mourners; the rules of etiquette further bind them to pay the
messenger for his errand with money wrapped in red paper.

When there has been a postponement of the burial for a con-
siderable length of time, this distribution of edibles does not take
place, the recognitions in the shape of presents having in such
case been sent round already previous to the interment (see p. 110 seq.).

On the same day or, if there be no more time for this, on one
of the following days, presents are also sent to all persons of
distinction who took an active part in the burial. Among them
the mandarin who dotted the tablet is the first and principal. A
messenger is sent to him with a parcel of silver, the value of
which depends upon his rank and upon the wealth of the family; and this messenger, on delivering the money at the gate of the Yamen, receives the mandarin's card, which he must take home as a proof that the present has safely reached its destination. In some instances, as when the grandee's rank is very high and the family are not on terms of intimacy with him, the male mourners, dressed in plain white clothes, repair in a body to the Yamen, solicit an audience and prostrate themselves before the great man, to thank him once more for what he has done in their behalf and in that of the deceased. The pecuniary part of the business being in the meantime arranged by their respective servants.

The mandarin who sacrificed to the divinity of the Soil, and he who carried the soul streamer, also receive presents in silver and, in many cases, a visit of ceremony is paid them. If any of these magistrates should happen to be on such good terms with the family that they cannot expect him to accept silver, articles of value are presented to him instead, especially edible bird's-nests, which are held in high esteem by the notables. Silver is sent also to the graduates who were employed at the obsequies; these gentlemen are at the same time presented with a piece of red cloth and a couple of gilt flowers, such articles not having been presented to them sooner, as in the case of the mandarins. And to the grandee who allowed the family to make use of his exalted name and titles for the soul streamer, the mourners send, besides a present of coined or uncoined silver, the small piece of silk bearing his name, which, as we have seen on page 212, was torn from the streamer before the latter was deposed in the grave; he may now feel convinced that the burial will do no harm to his personage.

Finally it remains to be mentioned that gifts are also forwarded to those friends and acquaintances who followed the dead man on his way to the grave, or added glory to the funeral procession by sending auxiliary pavilions. The latter generally receive a ham, this being considered to be the best portion of a pig, as also some red cakes of flour, incense sticks, mock paper money and a few tapers, the total value of which articles being about equal to the expenses they have incurred. The rule is, that every one who receives presents from the mourning family should sacrifice them to the manes and lares on his domestic altar before consuming them.
CHAPTER IX.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ANCIENT AND MODERN FUNERAL RITES. — FINAL REMARKS.

Our description of the way in which the Chinese of Amoy dispose of their dead, has introduced the reader to many practices already mentioned in literary remains which have been handed down as valuable relics of what may be said to represent the most ancient historical epoch of the Chinese empire. That these practices still are in as full vigour as they were during the age of Cheu, is undoubtedly due, in the first place, to the influential position which the said documents have always occupied in Chinese society during the whole range of dynasties that have borne sway over the realm. Even if we give the fullest weight to the idiosyncrasy of the nation slavishly to imitate what previous generations have done, it can scarcely be denied that few, perhaps none of the practices in question would have outlived the ravages of time, had not the ancient books preserved the knowledge of them to posterity.

It may be admitted as a matter beyond dispute that the house of Han adopted by simple tradition many of the official rites and institutions of earlier ages. The sovereigns of this house undertook the collecting and arranging of the fragments of the ancient literature, and under their auspices able scholars rescued the I li, the Li hi and the Cheu li from eternal oblivion. The results of their strenuous efforts to save whatever could be saved from perdition enabled the dynasty to supply many deficiencies in the rites which it had adopted as its own, and to constantly improve the same by abolishing much to which no reference was made in the documents brought to light. Subsequent dynasties framed their institutions on those of the house of Han, admitting, however, modifications of more or less import. All adopted the Classics and the Three Rituals as the fundamental constitution of the State. Instances of eminent statesmen presenting memorials to the throne as how to interpret, how to practise sundry rescripts contained
in these books abound in the historial works, which circumstance gives us a right to surmise that formal codifications of the rites have always been in existence since the house of Han.

As a matter of fact some of these codifications have been preserved in the earlier Dynastic Histories under the title »Records of the Ritual”\(^1\), but it is not possible now to decide whether in their entirety or in an abridged shape. None of them equal in elaboration that of the Khai yuen period, to which we have had occasion to refer on page 224. This complete compendium of the statutory rites enacted by the Thang dynasty, or, as we may call it, fundamental code embracing all the rescripts relating to the State Religion at that time, is a regular synopsis of nearly all the ceremonial usages mentioned in the ancient books, with a few additional elements borrowed from the house of Han. It was drawn up by the statesman Siao Sung\(^2\), assisted, as we may surmise, by a body of officials and scholars. The extracts from it contained in the »General Canon”, Thung tien\(^3\), of Tu Yin\(^4\) (9th. century), and in the »Thorough Investigations of Memorials”, Hien hien thung khoa\(^5\), of Ma Twan-lin\(^6\) (14th. century), are so numerous that there is scarcely any room for doubt these comprehensive thesauri supply us with the codex in its entirety. Under different headings it is also distributed throughout the Canon of Rituals\(^7\), which is one of the sections of the giant collectanea Ku kin thu shu tsib ch'ing already referred to several times in this work.

The Khai yuen Codex, commonly known as Khai yuen li\(^8\), »Ritual of the Khai yuen period”, is the medium through which the most ancient ceremonial usages of China have ever since held a place as the standard institutions of the empire. In it the manners and customs of the pre-Christian period, for so far as posterity possesses written evidence of the same, were collected under a systematic arrangement and thus, we may say, crystallized into a solid body of political, social and religious statutes which have borne undisputed sway over the empire down to the present day. The comprehensive compilations of the institutions of the Ming dynasty and of the present house of Ts'ing, known respectively
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as Ta Ming hui tien¹, »Collective Statutes of the Great House of Ming", and Ta Ts'ing hui tien², »Collective Statutes of the Great House of Ts'ing", were, so far as the rites and ceremonies are concerned, moulded on it. It is also the prototype of the Ta Ts'ing thung li³ or »General Rituals of the Great Ts'ing dynasty", which is an extra codification of the rites proper for the use of the nation, published in obedience to a rescript promulgated in 1736 by the emperor Kao Tsung⁴.

As in the Khai yuen Codex, one section in this Ta Ts'ing thung li is devoted to the so-called hüng li⁵ or Funeral Rites. This gives elaborate regulations for the disposal of the dead, from the Son of Heaven and the members of the imperial family down to the several classes of nobles and officials and even to the common people. These rescripts, which we shall deal with in detail when describing the religion of the State, are also widely made use of as rules of conduct by notable families in which titulary dignities have been purchased for money. Already on pages 50 and 164 we had occasion to state that buying official titles is a thing of every day occurrence in the Empire of the Midst. Besides placing the family beyond the reach of rapacious mandarins and inimical fellow-citizens, an official title possesses the enviable advantage of securing to the purchaser, his parents and wife a very honourable position in the next world, being conferred by the Son of Heaven, the second personage of the universe and, as such, the chief of gods and spirits (comp. page 220). Their deceased persons ought accordingly to be dispatched to those invisible abodes with all the honours due to the high rank they are going to assume there, that is to say, with observance of the ritual established for each dignity and rank by the Sons of Heaven themselves and laid down in the aforesaid General Rituals. Now, as these Rituals are a mere digest of the ceremonial usages contained in the ancient works, we have here an explication of the fact set forth at the outset of this chapter, that so many practices now-a-days connected with the disposal of the dead are directly traceable to antiquity.

There is still a second reason which accounts for this phenomenon. Chu Hi⁶, the most eminent among the modern philosophers and ethical authors of China, in the 12th. century compiled
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a work entitled *Kia li* \(^1\), »Rituals for Family Life”, which, having been elaborately commented upon by scholars of repute, has ever since circulated throughout the empire as a standard authority. It has even been deemed worthy of a place amongst the writings from which the General Rituals of this dynasty have been built up. A passionate partisan of the orthodox doctrine that social institutions ought to be based on precedents established by antiquity, a doctrine which has ever reigned supreme in the empire, Chu Hi made his work a mere digest of rescripts laid down in the Classics, especially in the *J li* and the *Li ki*. Though eliminating many points which had evidently fallen into disuse in his time, on the other hand he adopted much which is not spoken of in the ancient works, thus sanctioning many a custom not purely classical. Of these we may mention the strewing of ashes of wood in the bottom of the coffin (p. 89) and the moving and transporting the receptacle of the dead by means of ropes wound around it. After the coffining, this author says, one should set up a »bed for the soul” \(^2\) on the east side of the coffin, with a mat, a pillow for the head, clothing, coverlets, a standing screen, etc., such as were used by the deceased during life. Though we have never found this precept mentioned in the ancient books, nor have we seen it put in practice by the Amoy people, yet, in consideration of the important part which the *Kia li* plays in family life, we can scarcely doubt that it is conformed to in many parts of the empire, because it is evidently closely connected with the sacred custom mentioned on page 119 of providing the deceased every morning with washing water, towels and other necessaries for his toilet. Széma Kwang \(^3\), the famous statesman, historiographer and author of the 11th. century from whom many wise judgments are incorporated with the *Kia li*, sanctions the non-classical custom of placing a painted portrait of the dead behind the provisory tablet (comp. p. 113), but rebukes the custom of having such portraits made for females, declaring it inconsistent with correct rites to expose the face of a deceased member of the weaker sex to the profane view of a painter. The *Kia li* also prescribes the appointment of a »patron of the funeral rites” (page 112). In the Classics we find no such persons mentioned, but we come across them in the Books of the Early Han Dynasty, chapter 68 of which work
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relates on leaf 12, that half a dozen of them were appointed by the emperor to officiate at the obsequies of the famous statesman Hwoh Kwang, who died in 68 B.C. Moreover, we are told in the Books of the Later Han Dynasty, that Ch'en Tsun, a Provincial Governor in the first century of our era, "acted in his own person as patron of the obsequies of one of his friend's parents." Besides these two passages relative to the function, we have found others in these histories. Finally, Chu Hi advocates the covering of the coffin with lime, and similar substances which in course of time coagulate into a solid mass and thus protect the dead against grave-robbers, ants and the roots of surrounding trees. He likewise prescribes the placing in the tomb of the five cereals (p. 209), without, however, saying they serve to ensure abundance of food to posterity.

On the other hand, the *Kia li* is perfectly silent on some usages which, although they are not traceable to the books of antiquity, pass now-a-days for rites of most indisputable import. Not a word does it say on the dotting of the tablet, but it teaches that a part of the inscription should be written upon it at the grave: a precept which we may be sure is still followed by many an orthodox family. Neither does the book make mention of a sacrifice presented to the soul at the side of the grave. Buddhist ceremonies, of whatever sort or tendency they may be, it stigmatizes without reservation as heterodox and therefore unbecoming any true son of China. A lengthy note from the hand of Szé-ma Kwang is here subjoined, showing how utterly false the doctrines are on which Buddhism bases its rites of redemption, a note to which we shall have occasion to refer more particularly in our Book on that Church.

So far for the close relationship between the modern funeral rites and those of antiquity. We must now pass to another point worthy of notice, viz., that the ceremonies observed on the death of a woman are conducted in the same manner and style as in the case of her husband. In the first place this is owing to the stringent rule, sanctioned also by Chinese legislators as one of the principal laws of social life, that children owe their mother the like amount of devotion, respect and submission (hiao, see p. 120) as they do their father. Moreover, whenever a man is endowed with an official
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degree or dignity, a corresponding rank and title is at the same
time conferred upon his consort, the Government having adopted
the principle of the Li ki (ch. 54, l. 18) that » A woman generally
gets titles and rank along with her husband” 1. Thus she naturally
acquires a right to be seen away to the next world with the ritual
established by the State for her husband’s rank.

Considering that in China the disposal of the dead is almost
exclusively based upon the doctrine of implicit devotion to hus-
band and parents, it is quite natural that boys and girls, and in
general people who leave neither wife nor offspring behind, should
be buried with a minimum of ceremony and pomp. Such was
the prevailing rule already in the time of Confucius, as may be
inferred from the following episode related in the Li ki (ch. 13,
l. 37): » In the battle at Lang (B. C. 484) Kung-shuh-yü-"-jen
» advanced along with Wang I, a youth of his neighbour, and
» both were killed. The men of Lu, desirous of treating the lad
» as one who had died not under age, questioned Chung-ni (Con-
» fucius) on the matter, and the latter said: ‘He has proved
» himself able to bear shield and spear in defence of the gods of
» Land and Grain; why should not you then be allowed to do as
» you desire?’ " 2. The same incident is recorded in the Tso ch’üen,
under the heading: » 11th. Year of the ruler Ngai”.

Our description of funerary rites is in no case applicable to the
clergy of the Buddhist Church, nor to the numerous eclectical sects
based on Buddhist doctrines, which exist in many parts of the empire.
These people have mostly a set of funeral ceremonies of their own;
cremation is even practised amongst them on a very large scale.
Their principal observances at deaths we shall review in the chapters
specially devoted to the same in our Book on Buddhism.

1 凡婦人從其夫之爵位。Sect. 雜記, I. 2.
2 戰于郕公叔出人與其鄰重汪踦往，皆死焉。
魯人欲勿殯，重汪踦，聞於仲尼。仲尼曰，能執干
戈以衛社稷，雖欲勿殯也不亦可乎。Sect. 檀弓，
II. 2.
PART II.

THE IDEAS OF RESURRECTION.

The funeral rites described in the first part of this Book sufficiently establish the fact that the Chinese regard death as a separation of the vital spirit from the body, and that they cling to the belief that the spirit keeps hovering about the body, even after the latter has been deposited in its final resting place. We need only remind the reader of the light placed at the side of the corpse while it is stretched on the "water-bed" (p. 21 seq.); of the frequent calling to the dead, for the purpose of inducing the wandering duplicate to re-enter the mortal remains and bring these to life again (p. 10 seq.); of the tablet placed near the corpse for the occupancy of the soul (p. 71); of the offerings of edibles set out on the spot (p. 29, 70 seq.); of the tablet, pennons and portrait harbouring the soul, which are carried along in the funeral procession and for a part deposited with the coffin in the grave, with the avowed object of there installing the soul with the body (p. 212 seq.); of the numerous practices for surrounding the corpse in the tomb with influences which may enable the soul to deal out blessings to posterity; and so forth.

The Chinese are therefore far from regarding death as an absolute reality. Life remains after the soul has left the body; the survivors even entertain a lingering hope that the soul may re-enter the clay and thus cause resurrection to take place. Taking for granted that the accumulated experience of ages has done something to establish among the people a notion of the reality of death, it is not beyond the pale of logic to conclude that the belief that the soul does not forsake the body, either before or after interment, and that it may recall it to life, must have borne a more potent sway over the Chinese mind in times gone-by than it does at the present day. For the correctness of this conclusion we have
abundant and direct testimony in the written documents of the empire. Numerous customs and practices having an important influence in the domain of religious and social life have been called into existence by this belief. To review them in both their ancient and modern aspect will be the chief object of this and the next part of the present Book.
CHAPTER I.

CALLING BACK THE SOUL, THE DEATH-HOWL.

1. Recalling the Soul.

It is a well-established ethnographical fact that savage and semi-civilized man as a rule explains sleep, swoon and unconsciousness as due to an absence of the sentient entity from the body. The invisible duplicate thus wandering away may be made to return to the body by shouts, by calling out the name. Sometimes, as in ordinary sleep, it comes back immediately. In other instances, as when the body is in a state of lethargy or trance, the return of the other-self is postponed for hours, at times for several days. Yet, in most cases, re-animation does actually take place.

Similar conceptions are entertained by the Chinese. At Amoy, they say of one who is in a fainting fit that »his soul is not united with his body»: sin puy hō thē. And when a baby is taken with convulsions, the affrighted mother finding her first attempts to coax her darling back to consciousness by repeatedly calling out its name to be in vain, she hastens up to the roof of her house and, waving about a bamboo pole to which is affixed a garment belonging to the little one, exclaims several times in succession: »My child So-and-so, come back, return home!« In the interim another inmate of the house is loudly beating a gong, to arouse the attention of the soul. After a while the vital spirits are expected to recognize the garment and to slip into it; and so, along with it, they are taken back to the sufferer and placed either upon or at the side of his bed. If recovery does not follow in a few minutes, it is a proof the soul has not yet returned. The mother once more repairs to the roof of the house to repeat the same ceremony, and, if necessary, she does so over and over again, until her efforts are crowned with success. Chinese people in general believe that
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convulsions and fits are in most cases due to a certain class of mischievous spectres, who are fond of drawing the vital spirits out of men. In the case of babies and children, these unseen beings are, at Amoy, designated as the tsao bé thien-tong, »celestial agencies bestriding galloping horses", and as the pao thé siu-tsun, »literary graduates residing halfway up in the sky".

Similar attempts to bring back the other-self are resorted to in case a full-grown person suddenly sinks down in an inert state and betrays a total loss of feeling and consciousness; also when any one is taken ill or dying, sickness, especially if coupled with unconsciousness of mind, being likewise regarded as a sign of the absence of the soul. Under such circumstances, people hurry to a priest of the class mentioned on page 107, that he may, as they call it, »snatch the vital spirits away", ch'i-oé tsing-sin, in other words, rescue them by certain ceremonies from the claws of the invisible being who has stolen them from the body. In another Book these ceremonies will be described in detail.

Primitive man, having witnessed various durations of insensibility followed in many cases by re-animation, on beholding a body lying in a state which we are accustomed to call death, would naturally confound its condition with ordinary syncope and infer that the other-self might possibly return to it. He would still entertain this hope even when the body grew cold, nor would he relinquish it when decay set in. The persistence of the insensibility would prompt him to make more strenuous efforts to bring the soul back, to shout, call and speak to it louder and longer than he would do in case of unconsciousness of a less grave nature. In China we find

1 走馬天罡. 2 半天秀才. 3 拾精神.

1 This has been illustrated already on page 11 by some instances taken from the customs of savage tribes. Here are a few more examples: —

When one died among the Romans, the nearest relatives embraced the body, closed the eyes and mouth, and when one was about to die, received the last words and sighs, and then loudly called the name of the dead, finally bidding an eternal adieu. This ceremony of calling the deceased by name was known as the communion, and was a custom anterior even to the foundation of Rome.

In Picardy, as late as 1743, the relatives threw themselves on the corpse, and with loud cries called it by name. — Among the Yooki-a Indians of California, a mother who has lost her babe goes every day for a year to some place where her little one played when alive, or to the spot where the body was burned, and milks her breasts into the air. This is accompanied by plaintive mourning and weeping, and petition calling upon her little one to return. — The Caribs lament loudly, their wailings being interspersed with comical remarks and questions.
the nearest relations behaving in this way even at the present day
(see p. 10), repeating their lamentations over and over again during
the funeral rites. Kao Kiang, who lived in the 12th. century,
records the following custom of the inhabitants of Hwai-nan, i.e. the
central part of the provinces of Nganhwui and Kiangsu: — «Now-
a-days, in Hwai-nan, it is customary when any one among the
people has died suddenly, to send a certain number of men on
» to the roof of his dwelling and along the roads, to call for the
» deceased everywhere. Some have in this way been resuscitated". ^

As we may naturally suppose, the custom of calling back the
dead was highly developed in China in olden times. Confucius
cherished the conviction that it prevailed there already at the dawn

1 to the dead, as to why he preferred to leave this world, having everything to
make life comfortable. And Roman, in his History of Florida (1775, page 88)
relates that, among the Choctaws of Carolina, as soon as the deceased is departed,
a stage is erected and the corpse is laid on it; at this stage the relations come
and weep, asking many questions of the corpse, such as why he left them? did
not his wife serve him well? was he not contented with his children? had he
not corn enough? did not his land produce sufficient of everything? was he afraid
of his enemies? etc.” First annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, pp. 166, 194, 168.

2 Camden’s Britannia, dealing with ancient and modern manners of the Irish,
records: “When a person is at the point of death, just before he expires, certain
Women Mourners, standing in the Cross-ways, spread their hands, and call him
with cries adapted to the purpose, and endeavour to stop the departing soul,
reminding it of the advantages it enjoys in goods, wives, person, reputation,
kindred, friends, and horses: asking why it will go, and where, and lastly,
complaining that the departing Spirit will be transformed into those forms which
appear at night and in the dark: and, after it has quitted the Body, they bewail
it with howlings and clapping of hands. They follow the funeral with such a
noise, that one would think there was an end both of living and dead. The
most violent in these lamentations are the Nurses, Daughters, and Mistresses.
They make as much lamentation for those slain in battle, as for those who die
in their beds, though they esteem it the easiest Death to die fighting or robbing;
but they vent every reproach against their enemies, and cherish a lasting deadly
hatred against all their kindred’. Similarly in the Statistical Account of Scotland
(1783) we read of the parish of Nigg in Kincardine: ‘On the sudden Death of
their Relations, or fear of it, by the Sea turning dangerous, the Fisher people,
especially the Females, express their sorrow by Exclamation of Voice and Gesture
of Body, like the Eastern Nations, and those in an early State of Civilization’. —
Brand, Observations on Popular Antiquities, Customs at Deaths.

1 高閲.
2 今淮南風俗民有暴死則使數人升其居屋
及於路旁徧呼之。亦有蘇活者, Khienling edition of the
富, ch. 26. 1. 12.
of civilization, for, according to the 30th. chapter of the *Li* *ki* (l. 20) he said: »When ceremonial usages were coming into existence, people, in case of death, went up to the housetop and exclaimed: ‘Ho. o. o. So-and-so, come back!’”¹. The *Li* *ki* gives also very valuable particulars connected with the custom as it was practised in the pre-Christian era. In its 57th. chapter (l. 5 sqq.) it has: »In calling back the dead, if there are forests and thickets in the territory, the foresters arrange the steps, but if there are no woodlands, the serfs do so. The calling back is done by an officer of low rank, who uses the court dress of the defunct... In all cases he ascends by the corner on the east, advances to the middle of the roof where it is dangerous to stand, and, turning his face to the north, there shouts to the dead three times. Then rolling up the dress, he casts it down in front, where the Officer in charge of the Official Dresses receives it, after which he descends by the corner on the north west.

»In case the deceased is a visitor from another country, his soul is called back in the mansion of the head of the State, not in a private house. If he dies in the open country, they call his soul back standing on the left wheel of his carriage.

»The garments which have been used in calling the dead back, are not used for dressing the corpse, neither for the second nor the third dressing. In calling back the soul of a woman her wedding garments are not used. Whenever a soul is called back, a man is called by his personal name, a woman by her title. Nothing but howling precedes the calling back. The calling finished, they perform what is required in cases of death².

»In calling back the soul of the Son of Heaven, they exclaim:

¹ 夫禮之初及其死也升屋而號告曰、臭某復
 Sect. 禮運. 1.

² 復、有林麓則虞人設階、無林麓則狄人設階。小臣復、復者朝服...皆升自東榮、中屋屋危、北面三號。卷衣投於前、司服受之、降自西北榮。其為賓則公館復、私館不復。其在野則升其乘車之左轅而復。復衣不以衣尸、不以斂婦人復不以裙。凡復男子稱名、婦人稱字。唯哭先復、復而後行死事。Sect. 喪大記. 1.
“Come back, O Son of Heaven!” (chapter 6, l. 50). In calling back a feudal prince, they say: ‘Return, Sir So-and-so’ (ch. 7, l. 32). In calling the soul back and in writing the soul banner the same terms are used for all, from the Son of Heaven down to ordinary officials. A man is called by his personal name” (ch. 46, l. 6).

It will be seen from the above extract that a suit of the deceased was made to play an important part in the ceremony. It must be his court dress, the principal costume he possessed and which therefore was dearest to him; chapter 53 of the Li k'i (l. 25 sqq.) moreover says: »In the case of a feudal lord, in calling back the soul they use the dress of his investiture, also that worn with his crown and with his official cap or his cap of leather. In the case of his wife, they employ the black robe and that embroidered with pheasants, both lined with plain white silk. In calling back the consort of a grandee, they take her aster-coloured robe and the robe of her investiture, lined with plain white silk; in recalling the wife of a Great officer of lower rank, they make use of an unornamented dress. For all other women the same garments are used as in the case of the consort of an ordinary officer”.

Though our knowledge of the garments ancienly worn by official persons is very meagre, yet there is scarcely any doubt that the dresses mentioned in this extract were special uniform attires connected with the dignity and rank of the persons to be recalled. It is, indeed, quite natural that the use of such dresses should have been preferred in alluring the soul, since it would feel particularly inclined to slip into such of its garments as it had been proud to wear during life. Kia Kung-yen, a renowned

---

1 復日、天子復矣. Sect. 曲禮, II, 1.
2 復日、某甫復矣. Same section, II, 2.
3 See page 174 sqq.
4 復與書銘自天子達於士其辭一也. 男子稱名. Sect. 喪服小記. II.
6 賈公彥.
commentator on the ancient books who lived in the 7th century, says: »They used the clothes he was wont to wear during his lifetime, supposing that the vital spirits, on recognizing them, would re-enter them and seek refuge therein" 1. In the end they were placed upon the body, just as is done at the present day in the case of a sick person or one who has fainted (page 243). This we may learn from the J Li, whose account of the way in which the calling back was performed at the death of ordinary officers, their parents and wives, runs as follows:

»A person charged with calling back the soul takes the dress which was worn by the defunct with his official cap or his cap of leather, and fastening the petticoat to the coat, he hangs both over his left shoulder, putting the collar into his girdle. Ascending by the eastern corner of the gable-front of the building, he advances to the middle of the roof, turns his face to the north and holding the clothes, he calls the soul, exclaiming: 'Ho. o. o. So-and-so, come back!' 2. He holds the collar of the court dress in his left hand and the waist in his right, and, whilst calling, moves his hands to the left side 3. Having ejaculated his exclamations three times, he lets the clothes down by the frontside of the building; they are received in a basket and taken up the eastern steps, to be placed upon the dead body. The man who called the soul then descends at the back of the house, by the western corner" 4.

»The garments", the Khienlung editors add, »were received in a basket because the soul had taken shelter in them, therefore people of low rank were not permitted to receive them in their hands; this was a mark of care, of respect" 5.

As the above extract shows, the men who performed the calling back

---

1 以平生所服而於精神識之而來反依. Khienlung edition of the J Li, ch. 26, l. 5.
2 復者一人以笥弁服簪袋于衣、左何之、授領于帶。升自前東榮、中屋北面招以衣日、臬某復。Ch. 26, l. 5 and 9.
3 復者朝服左執領、右執要、招而左。Ch. 31, l. 7.
4 三、降衣于前、受用笥、升自階階以衣尸。復者降自後西榮。Ch. 26, l. 9 sup.
5 受用笥者以其為魂之所依不可徒手受。慎之重之也.
ascended the roof by the eastern corner of the gable-front and
descended at the back of the dwelling, on the west side; in other
words, as ancient buildings usually faced the South
(see page 5), they went up at the south-eastern corner and came
down by the north-western. No doubt this manner of proceeding
was prescribed by the knowledge that the East and South,
or the regions where the sun rises and reaches its highest
power, were specially assimilated with the Yang part of the
Universe, the great source of all life in Nature, while the
West and North, where the sun sets or never appears, were
associated with the Yin part, i.e. with darkness, cold and death
(comp. page 22). The learned Khung Ying-tah says: »Calling back
the soul immediately after death was an attempt at finding back
the life of the deceased; hence the man who had to do the calling
ascended by the eastern wing. But, after having tried in vain to
find the soul, he felt averse from going back without having
» gained his object; hence he proceeded in the direction of the
» dark Yin and then went down from the house."

The assimilation of the North with Yin and death also explains
why the dead was called from this region, as both the Li chi and
the I li have told us. »Calling back the soul”, says the Li chi
(ch. 12, l. 21), »is the way to manifest one’s love and affection
in all their fulness; it partakes of the character of a prayer. To
look for their return from the region of darkness is the right
way when seeking for disembodied spirits in general; hence the
» custom of turning one’s face to the North in calling back a soul
» signifies that it is sought for in those dark regions”. The West
being likewise a part of the great domain of the Yin, the man who
called the soul held the clothes up in that direction, as is stated on
the preceding page in our quotation from ch. 31 of the I li; moreover,
» it was on the west side of the others that the principal caller
stood when calling back the soul”. This statement, which occurs
in ch. 53 of the Li chi (l. 28), is doubly important, as it also
intimates that in some instances more than one person was
employed to perform the ceremony.

The great importance anciently attached to calling back the
dead is manifest from the numerous passages in which the
three Books of Rites refer to it, as well as from the fact that these
passages contain very minute descriptions as to the way in which
this ceremony was to be observed in peculiar and exceptional cases. So
e.g., they teach us that, if the envoy of a state died on his mission,
his soul must be recalled in a palace of the ruler in whose territory
he found himself, and that it was strictly forbidden there to recall it
in the mansions of nobles of the highest ranks. »If an envoy of a
ruler dies«, says ch. 54 of the Li ki (l. 22), »his soul is called
back in the mansion of the head of the State, not in any private
mansion. By a mansion of the head of the State is meant his
palace, or some other building erected by him; a private
mansion is the dwelling of a nobleman, a Great officer or a
person below these in rank". According to ch. 27 of the Li ki
(l. 39) this rescript was on a certain occasion the subject of a
discussion between Confucius and his principal disciple: »If«, asked
»Tseng-tsze, 'on a commission upon which he has gone for his
ruler, some one dies in the building in which he is lodged, the
rites require that he shall be called back in a mansion of the
head of the State, and not in a private mansion. But to whatever
realm a commissioner may be sent, the building assigned to him
by the officers is a mansion belonging to the ruler; why then is
it explicitly declared that the calling back must not be performed
in a private mansion?' To which Confucius replied: 'You have asked
well, indeed. The dwellings of noblemen, Great officers and ordinary
officers are called private mansions, but the hotel of the head of
the state and the buildings erected by him are styled mansions
of the head of the state. In this you have the explanation of the precept
that the soul is recalled in the mansion of the chief of the state".

1 爲君使而死公館復,私館不復。公館者公宮
與公所為也,私館者自卿大夫以下之家也。sect.
雜記。1. 2.

2 曰, 爲君使而卒於舍禮曰公館復私
館不復。凡所使之國有司所授舍則公館已,何
謂私館不復也。孔子曰,善乎問之也。自卿大夫
There also existed rules prescribing how to act with feudal lords, noblemen and officers who breathed their last outside their residences, or on the road. It is said in ch. 53 of the *Li ki* (l. 1 and 4): »If a feudal lord, being on the march, dies in a mansion, his soul is recalled in the way in which this is accustomed to be done in his kingdom. If he expires on the road, some one climbs on the left wheel of his driving car and calls the soul back, waving the defunct's yak's tails fastened on the top of a staff. If a Great officer or an ordinary officer dies on the road, his soul is likewise recalled by some one standing on the left wheel of the deceased man's car and waving his yak's tails; and if he dies in a mansion, he is called in the same manner as if he had departed this life in his own house". The following passage occurring in ch. 11 of the *Li ki* (l. 38) may be quoted as being of particular interest because it points to the prevailing conviction that the longer revival absented itself, the further the soul was away, so that, in calling it back, the circle of activity must be gradually widened. »In the case of the ruler of a state, the soul is called back in the smaller back chamber, in the larger back chamber, in the smaller ancestral temple, in the greater ancestral temple, at the gates of the arsenals and treasuries, in the four suburbs of the capital"1. »The Hia-ts'ai, adds the Cheu li, »when officiating at Great funerals, takes the robe which is worn with the crown and calls back the soul in the great ancestral temple; then, on the driving car on which the yak's tails of the defunct are erected, he calls back the soul in the four suburbs of the city2. The Servants attending

士之家日私館、公館與公所為日公館、公館復此之謂也。Sect. 曾子問, 11.

1 諸侯行而死於國則其復如於其國 如於道則升其乘車之左轅以其紓復。大夫士死於道則升其乘車之左轅以其紓復，如於館死則其復如於家。Sect. 雜記, 1, 1.

2 君復於小宴大宴小祖大祖庫門四郊。Sect. 櫻弓, 1, 3.

3 夏采掌大喪，以冕服復于大祖、以乘車建紓復于四郊。Ch. 7, l. 59 seq.
at the Sacrifices, at Great funerals call back the soul in the small ancestral temple, and the Assistant Servants on such occasions recall it in the smaller back chamber and in the larger one.

In those ancient times it seems to have been customary after battles to call back the souls of the brethren slain in arms. In chapter 9 of the *Li bi* it is related on 1.42, that "in Chu-li they used arrows for recalling the dead, a practice which had taken its rise from the battle at Shing-king". This bloody conflict between the armies of Chu and Lu, which took place in the year 637 or 638 B.C., is recorded in the *Tso ch'uen*, under the heading: "Twenty-second year of the ruler Hsi"; those of Chu carried the day. "Notwithstanding their army then remained in possession of the field," says Ching Kham-ch'ing, "the number of their slain and wounded was very great, and they had no clothes wherewith to call back their souls." "The men of Chu," adds Khung Ying-tah, "having set their minds upon carrying the day, they had taken their arrows closely to heart. Hence the victors, in calling back the souls, availed themselves of these arrows on which the slain had been so bent, in hopes the souls might be brought back by the same."

The various extracts reproduced in the preceding pages acquaint us with a practice which, having arisen undoubtedly in savage times, had gradually assumed the shape of a rite of generally acknowledged import, of a rite which, during the Cheu dynasty, was to be performed for everybody without exception, from the Son of Heaven down to the slain on the field of battle. It was then regulated by minute rescripts, nay, even commended as the way in which one's love and affection for the dead might be manifested in all their fulness" (see. p. 249). Such great importance

---

1. 祭 僕 大 喪 復 首 小 廟. Ch. 31, l. 39.
2. 僕 僕 大 喪 復 小 寢大 寢. Ch. 31, l. 44.
3. 邪 傷 復 之 以 矢. 袋 自 戦 於 升 他 始 也. Sect. 檀 弓, l. 1.
4. 時 師 雖 勝 死 傷 亦 甚, 無 衣 可 以 援 魂.
5. 時 郡 人 志 在 騎 敵, 矢 是 心 之 所 好, 故 用 所 好 招 魂. 賁 其 復 反 也.
being attached to it already in early ages, we certainly need not be surprised that calling back the dead has not yet died out in a realm, where absolute devotion to parents has always been proclaimed as the duty standing above all others, and where the written remains of antiquity have ever been regarded as authentic codes of morals. The literature of the empire affords abundant evidence that the practice in question has obtained throughout all ages both amongst the ruling classes and the common people as a sacred custom. It would carry us too far from our subject to pass in review the numerous extracts lying before us in which reference is made to this rite. We must confine ourselves to a few short notes.

Yen Chi-thui, the ethical writer of the sixth century whose work has been quoted on page 42, ordered his children "not to take the trouble to call back his soul" 1. The Codex of the Khai-yuen period formally sanctioned the ceremony as part of the funeral rites of the official classes, prescribing that it should be performed by three men, successively in the back chamber and on the roof of the building, with observance of the rules laid down in the Li lü and the Li ki. But in the case of officials under the fourth degree and other people, the calling back was to be done by two persons only. During the reign of the house of Sung, the calling of the dead obtained as a custom in Hwai-man country, as we have seen from Kao Khang's statement reproduced on page 245. In the official obsequies of that period the temporary soul tablet described on page 70 was used in lieu of the clothes of the deceased for calling back the soul, as may be inferred from the following extract from Ma Twan-lin's Wen hien thang khoa: "In the 31st. year of the Shao hing period (A. D. 1161), Kim Ngan-tsieh, Vice-President of the Board of Rites, with some others memorialized as follows. 'Scrutinizing the Collective Statutes of the empire, we have made earnest inquiries into the rules relative to the temporary soul tablet; and we have arrived at the conclusion that, although no direct references to it are to be found in the Classics, yet this tablet can be traced back to ancient times, it being based upon the ideas connected with the custom of calling back the dead. Indeed, the Li yun (ch. 50 and 31 of the Li ki) informs us that, when a case of death occurred, people went upon the roof of the house and there exclaimed: 'Ho, o. o.

1 不勞復魄. Yen-shih hsia hien, sect. 20.
"So-and-so, come back!" (see p. 246). Upon this practice is based the ancient custom of recalling the dead with his clothes, as well as the present custom of doing it with the temporary tablet.".

The reader will probably remember that the calling of the other-self into a temporary soul tablet inscribed with the name etc. is still performed now-a-days through the intervention of a Buddhist priest (see page 71 sqq.). The ancient method of climbing upon the house top has fallen into disuse at Amoy, in spite of Chu Hi, who formally prescribes it in his Rituals for Family Life. It appears that it had already become obsolete in the 11th century, as Sze-ma Kwang then wrote: "At present people fear to alarm the community if they ascend the house and shout there. Hence they merely repair for such purpose to the south side of the back chamber and of the court-yard.".

2. The Death-howl.

"Calling the soul back", it is said in chapter 12 of the Li ki, bears the character of a prayer" (see p. 249). This statement implies that, during the Chou dynasty, the departed spirits of the dead were wailingly addressed in coaxing terms to induce them to revive the corpse, as is still the case at the present day (comp. p. 10). It also suggests to us that a connection exists between the recalling of the dead and the methodic lamenting to which the modern Chinese give themselves up at some important moments of the funeral rites, a lamenting which has, through all ages, obtained in Chinese life as a sacred rite regulated by minute rescripts and well defined customary rules. We do not hesitate to say, that at one time both rites were probably one and the same thing.

1 總典三十一年禮部侍郎金安節等言，檢會典故切詳神帛之制，雖不經見然考之於古，蓋復之遺意也。禮疏曰，及其死也升屋而號告曰，皇某復。然古之復者以衣，今用神帛招魂，其意蓋本于此。Ko k'iu tho shu tsê ch'ing, sect. 禮儀, ch. 50
2 今升屋而號懸其霧落，但就寢庭之南。See the editions of the K'iu H.
This is decidedly confirmed by the statement of the *Li ḳi* reproduced on page 246, that »nothing but howling preceded the recalling of the soul".

Bearing in mind the fact sufficiently established in the foregoing pages of this chapter, that recalling the dead anciently held a place in China as a ceremony of the greatest import and as a sacred rite which nobody might presume to neglect, our theory then fully explains why in those same ancient times a place of no less importance was assigned to the death-howl. Though in process of time the original signification of the howling has been lost sight of, and it now merely survives as a formality betokening grief and woe, yet the fact remains that it has never lost its position as a rite of as much significance at least as the recalling of the dead; and this fact, we venture to say, cannot be accounted for except by concluding that the two practices are intimately connected, and identical in origin.

It is now incumbent upon us to prove by documentary evidence that the recalling of the soul and the death-howl were rites of equal weight in ancient China, and at the same time to bring forward such points as indicate that these two ceremonies are virtually linked together by ties of the closest relationship. With the help of the invaluable *Li ḳi* it will not be difficult to accomplish this task. This Classic shows that, like the recalling of the soul, so the death-howl was observed for everybody, from the emperor downwards; princes even wailed for members of their family who had expiated crimes under the executioner’s hands. Chapter 9 has on leaf 28: »Tseng-tsze said: 'The sorrow displayed by the wailing and weeping, the feelings expressed by the deep mourning garments, and the food of congee and rice, extend from the Son of Heaven to all'” ¹. And ch. 29 relates on l. 26: »When a kinsman of the Ruler’s had committed a crime, the Ruler did not offer condolence, wore no mourning and wailed for him in a temple of people of another surname, because he kept the man who had disgraced his ancestors aloof from the latter" ². This passage showing that the ancestral temple was selected as a place for

¹ 曾子曰, 哭泣之哀, 廈斬之情, 饑粥之食自天子達. Sect. 檜弓, 1, 4.

² 公族之罪弗申弗為服, 哭於異姓之廟, 爲宗祖遠之也. Sect. 文王世子, 11.
performing the death-howl, confirms the supposition that this was intended to cause the soul to return, for indeed, one must have naturally wished the dead man to take up his abode with the spirits of his ancestors in the place of worship specially dedicated to them all. The formal recalling, as we have seen from authentic passages quoted on page 251, took place in the ancestral temples in point of fact. Chapter 10 of the Li 莊 moreover has (I. 12): "Poh-kao having died in Wei, news of the event was sent to Confucius. He said: "Where shall I wail for him? For a brother I wail in the ancestral temple, for my father's friend outside the temple gate, for a teacher in the back chamber, for a friend outside the temple gate, for an acquaintance in the field. If I now wail in the open field, I behave as if there existed only a remote relationship; between us; if I do so in the back chamber, I make too much ado about him". We see from this that the death-howl was performed in exactly the same places as the formal calling back of the soul (comp. p. 251). The close relation between the two rites is further manifest by the fact that people were accustomed to wail also on the tombs, that is to say, on the very place where the body lay which it was desired to resuscitate. According to ch. 13 of the Li 莊 (I. 39), Yen Yuen, a disciple of Confucius, said to Tszé-lu, his father, who was also a disciple of the sage: "I have been taught that, on leaving the country, one wails at the grave before starting, and that, on returning, one goes to look at the graves without wailing and then enters the city". Finally it is deserving of attention that, in ancient times, those who waited for a person who had recently died repeatedly placed their hands on the corpse, pulled at its clothes and leaned over it, the greatest amount of enthusiasm being displayed by those whose relationship was closest. This practice — on which we expatiated on pages 37 sqq. by quoting extracts from the Li 莊 and the 九 — must undoubtedly

1 伯高死於衛, 聚於孔子。孔子曰: 吾惡乎哭諸。兄弟吾哭諸廟, 父之友吾哭諸廟門之外, 師吾哭諸寢, 朋友吾哭諸寢門之外, 所知吾哭諸野。於野則已疏, 於寢則已重。sect. 榮弓, I. 2.

2 吾聞之也去國則哭于墓而後行, 反其國不哭矣。墓而入。sect. 榮弓, II. 2.
be regarded as a very ancient survival of barbarous attempts to resuscitate the dead by shaking them while speaking to and shouting at them.

The fact set forth by the extracts we have quoted, that fixed spots were assigned with great minuteness for performing the death-howl sufficiently demonstrates the high importance in those times attached to this rite. Also the various moments at which it was to be set up and to be stopped during the funeral ceremonies were objects of the strictest attention and were regulated by most minute rules. Of this the reader may convince himself by consulting various extracts from the Ldi already quoted and still to be quoted in this volume, and also by perusing Professor Legge's translation of the Ldi, especially the 70th. chapter, which contains elaborate precepts to be observed when performing the mourning rites for a near relative who has died at a distance. There are even precepts fixing the length of the period during which the howling was to be kept up: »For the Son of Heaven", says ch. 70 of the Ldi (l. 23), they wail nine days, for a feudal prince seven, for a »nobleman and a Great officer five, for an ordinary officer three »days" 1. And ch. 9 (l. 18) adds: »Tseng-tsze declared that, when »on the tomb of a friend there are shrubs of one year old, one »should wail for him no more" 2. Finally the same chapter (l. 54) has: »When the mother of Poh-yü (Confucius' son) died, he still »waited for her after the year had elapsed. The sage, hearing him, »asked: 'Who is it that is thus wailing?' 'It is Li', answered the »disciples. The Master herupon said: 'Oh, he exaggerates the »matter!' When Poh-yü heard this, he forthwith gave up wailing" 3.

The importance attached, in ancient China, to the death-howl is, however, illustrated by nothing so well as by the fact that we have instances in the Ldi of persons exaggerating it in a way actually bordering on fanaticism. Chapter 10 (l. 18) relates that Kao Tszé-kao, a disciple of Confucius, »when engaged in the mourning

---

1 哭天子九，諸侯七，卿大夫五，士三. Sect. 奔喪.
2 曾子曰，朋友之墓有宿草而不哭焉. Sect 檀弓, I, 1.
3 伯魚之母死期而猶哭。夫子聞之曰，誰與哭者。門人曰，鰥也。夫子曰，嘻其甚也。伯魚聞之遂除之. Sect. 檀弓, I, 1.
rites for his parents, wept tears of blood for three years without ever showing his teeth (i.e., without ever laughing), and that excellent people held this to be very difficult. And (l. 15) Tsze-hia having lost his son, destroyed his eye-sight. When Tseng-tsze came to condole with him, he said: ‘O Heaven, and I have no guilt!’ Upon this Tseng-tsze got angry and exclaimed: ‘How, Shang, you have committed no mistakes?... At the death of your son you destroy your eye-sight, this is your third offence. How can you say that you have no guilt?’

Since the principal disciple of Confucius’ school thus sharply rebukes a fellow disciple for such exaggeration of the howling, we may infer that their Master was disposed in favour of moderation on the point. As a matter of fact he preaches the golden mean.

In Pien”, says chapter 10 of the Li kî (l. 53 seq.), «there were people who, at the death of their mother, wept like children. Confucius said: ‘Such grief is grief indeed, but it would be difficult to persist in it. The rites are institutions which require to be handed down and to be observed with persistency; hence there should be moderation in howling and in stamping the feet’ ”. On the other hand the sage showed himself fully impressed with the importance of the howling as a rite, manifesting an anxiety lest it should fall into disuse; at least, the same chapter of the Li kî (l. 37) reports that his disciple «Tsze-lu said: ‘I have heard the sage declare that, in the rites of mourning, insufficient grief with a superabundance of ceremonial is not so good as an insufficient ceremonial with an excess of grief’ ”.

The death-howl being in those ancient times thus minutely regulated by precepts with regard to time, place and duration, it

1 高子昌之故親之喪也泣血三年未嘗見齒，君子以爲難。... 子夏喪其子而喪其明，曾子弔之曰，天乎，子之無罪也，曾子怒曰，商，女何無罪也... 喪爾子喪爾明、爾罪三也。Sect. 樂何，1. 2.

2 弁人有其母死而孺子泣者。孔子曰，哀則哀矣而難為繼也，夫禮為可傳也，為可繼也，故哭踊有節。Sect. 樂何，1. 2.

3 子路曰，吾聞諸夫子，喪禮與其哀不足而禮有餘也，不若禮不足而哀有餘也。Sect. 樂何，1. 2.
follows that it had then already become a studied rite and was no more than an artificial expression of grief, mere affectation, genuine Irish weeping. Apart from nearly all the extracts quoted in the above pages, we have incontrovertible evidence of this in the following passage, occurring in ch. 71 of the *Li ki* (l. 3): »The howling of one who wears the deepest mourning is as if breath were constantly emitted without returning (in other words, it is without the slightest intermission). That of one wearing the mourning of the second degree is as if breath were alternately exhaled and inhaled. In the third degree one sobs after every three dirges, and in the fourth or the fifth degree it is allowed to lament. In this manner grief is manifested by the modulations of the voice". In the Cheu *li* we read amongst the instructions of the Master of Collocation mentioned on page 20, that »at Great funerals he orders the titled ladies whether or not belonging to the royal house, to set up the death-howl in turns“; besides this one, there are many more precepts in the same codex which show that much howling was done by command, but it is superfluous to quote them here.

In succeeding centuries people have even gone so far as to employ howlers who did not stand in any degree of relationship whatever to the dead, as the following extract from the History of the Southern Part of the Realm shows. »Wang Sin-chi died in the first year of the period Lung ch‘ang (A. D. 494). His *post-mortem* dispositions ran as follows: ‘You must not place me in the coffin with red garments. Sacrifice spirits and dried meat to me, but nothing else. People of the present age employ slaves and concubines to assist in howling right in front of the soul, but this howling should go out from the principal mourner, and it can be no generosity on your part to desire that many human voices should mingle together in a disorderly concert. If my soul possesses sentient entity, I shall laugh at such behaviour’“.

1 斬衰之哭若往而不反、齊衰之哭若往而反、大功之哭三曲而合、小功緦緦哀容可也。此哀之發於聲音者也。See. 吳傳.
2 肆師大喪令外內命婦序哭。Ch. 19. 1. 35.
3 王秀之隆昌元年卒。遺令未服不得入棺。祭則酒脯而已。世人以僕妾直靈助哭。當由喪主.
The custom thus rebuked and ridiculed so many ages ago by a statesman of high standing still flourishes in Southern Fuhkien. There the servants and slave-girls of the house, as well as the male and female friends who remain there temporarily to lend a helping hand in preparing the corpse for the grave, occasionally wail along with the family at moments of importance, believing that assisting the mourners in fulfilling their duties towards the dead includes assisting them in howling too. We, however, have never come across instances, either in books or in actual life, of people being hired to wail for the dead.

That the death-howl now-a-days is far from having lost its high significance as a rite is sufficiently manifest from the description of the funeral ceremonies, which constitutes the first part of this Book. Where the calling back of the soul has been proof against the ravages of time, it is not to be expected that the death-howl, which has from the very beginning stood in the closest relationship with it, should have died out. Of course its tenacity of existence is also due to the Li ki and the I li, which books have always been authoritative codes of morals for the empire, chiefly influencing the nation through the intermediary of the official codes of rites promulgated by successive dynasties, and by Chu Hi’s Rituals for Family Life.

As many extracts reproduced in this volume show, the howling of the nearest relatives of the deceased is in the ancient books of rites very often mentioned in the same breath with a stamping of the feet (踊), in some instances also with beating the breast (辟). About these manners of expressing grief we have but little to say; probably they may be also considered as remnants of savage life, when the bereaved worked themselves into a wild and ecstatic frenzy not only by screaming and howling, but also by leaping, dancing, tearing their hair and clothes. Perhaps the beating of the breast represents in a milder form the more ancient lacerating of the flesh. This supposition derives confirmation from the circumstance that, as native commentators unanimously declare, this manner of displaying grief was a special act of the women; and it is well known that, among savages, the weaker sex are particulariy vehement and frantic in their grief, losing all self-control in the expression

不能涕至欲以多聲相亂。魂而有靈吾當笑之。
Chapter 24, 1. 4.
hereof. Be this as it may, the howling to revive the dead having been changed by the ancient Chinese into a formal rite, it is a matter of course that the leaping and the beating of the breast, which were inseparably connected with it, have been dealt with in exactly the same manner. Chapter 12 of the Li ki (l. 27) says: «Beating the breast and stamping the feet are the highest expressions of grief. They are restricted by fixed numbers, and there exist »written precepts regulating them”¹. The reader will remember that the I li frequently speaks of a rite which it calls »a full stamping of the feet” and which, according to the commentators, consisted of three stamps thrice repeated (see page 37). Down to this day women-mourners may be frequently seen striking their breasts and waddling and tottering while wailing; but it seems that such acts are not regarded by them as formal ceremonies.

As Sir John Lubbock remarks, »savages almost always regard »spirits as evil beings. And we can easily understand why this »should be. Amongst the very lowest races every other man, »amongst those slightly more advanced, every man of a different »tribe, is regarded as naturally, and almost necessarily hostile. A »stranger is synonymous with an enemy, and a spirit is but a »member of an invisible tribe”². We have had already sufficient evidence in the present volume that this statement holds good of the Chinese too. On page 36 it is set forth that, in ancient China, princes, on paying visits of condolence, had themselves escorted by exorcists to shield them against the spirit of the dead. Pages 32 and 108 show that even now-a-days people entertain a belief that dangerous influences stick to every one who has called at a mortuary house. Finally, on pages 128, 155, 206 and others, facts have been adduced clearly intimating that men, and even gods, are averse from coming in contact with the dead. Consequently it cannot but be recognized as logical on the part of the Chinese to consider it dangerous to attend at other people’s death-howl, as this naturally suggests the presence of the soul which is called back by it. Now it is also clear why, as the Li ki (ch. 11, l. 53) says, »Confucius detested those who howled for their dead in the open field”³, and why this Classic, in giving rules how to behave when hurrying to the funeral

¹ 非難哀之至也。有事為之節文也。Sect. 檀弓, II, 1.
² Origin of Civilisation and primitive Condition of Man, ch. V. p. 212.
³ 孔子惡野哭者。Sect. 檀弓, I, 3.
rites of relations who have died at a distance, prescribes (ch. 70, 1. 2) that, »while howling, one shall avoid the markets and the Court". Formal prohibitions against howling in public seem to have been in existence during the Cheu dynasty, as the code of political institutions of this house contains a clause running thus: »The Officer of Mouth-gags forbids screaming and crying, lamenting and uttering wailings of woe inside the capital, and prevents people from singing and pouring forth death-howls on the ways in the capital". And ch. 9 of the Li ki (l. 6) relates: »Ki Wu-tsze"—a contemporary of Confucius and, like him, a grandee of the state of Lu—had built a dwelling, at the foot of the western steps of which there was a grave of the Tu family. This family having asked his permission to bury a second person in that grave, he granted them leave to do so. When they entered the premises (with the coffin), they did not dare to wail, whereupon Wu-tsze said: 'Burying two persons in the same grave is not a custom which dates from high antiquity; nevertheless, since the time of the Ruler of Cheu (the founder of the Cheu dynasty) nobody has abolished it. I have allowed them to do the principal thing, why should I not grant the smaller portion of it as well?' And he ordered them to set up their death-howl."

As we had occasion to state on page 24, the ancient conception revealed by the above episode that it was improper to howl on other people's premises is still in full sway at the present day. Nobody, however, troubles himself in the least with the question of why wailing portends ill-luck to strangers. This is a simple axiom which stands in no need of explanation.

1. 哭辟市朝. Sect. 奔喪.
2. 衔枚氏禁閭呼歎黷于國中者、行歌哭于國中之道者. Cheu li, ch. 37, l. 45.
CHAPTER II.
ON POSTPONING THE DRESSING OF THE DEAD, COFFINING AND BURIAL.

The belief that death is only a suspended animation and that the soul may return and recall the corpse to life, having so strongly taken possession of the minds of the ancient Chinese as demonstrated in the foregoing chapter, it is but natural that they should have systematically delayed the dressing of the corpse, put off the coffining till the dead body had reached an advanced state of decomposition, and finally deferred the burial for months, nay for years.

Chapter 70 of the Li 儖 says on I. 31 and 34: »The deceased is dressed on the third day.... When some one asks: 'Why is the dressing not performed till three days after the breath has expired?', the answer is: At the death of a parent, the filial sons are sad and sorrowful, and their minds are full of grief. Hence they crawl over the floor, pour forth their death-howl as if they would bring back life into the body in this way; how then can they allow the corpse to be wrested from them to be dressed for the tomb? Therefore, when we say that the body is not dressed until the third day, this means that we wait so long for its revival. If re-animation does not follow in three days, it will not come at all, and the heart of the filial son is still more broken down. Meanwhile, the plans of the family with regard to the line of conduct they are to follow are brought to maturity, and preparatory measures as to the grave garments are taken; moreover, the relations who live at a distance have time to arrive. These are the reasons why the sages have given a decision on the matter, making three days the rule".
It appears to us that this extract fairly explains why, during the Chou dynasty, the dressing of official persons was divided into three distinct stages separated from one another by an interval of time, the last clothes not being put on the corpse until the moment before it was deposited in the coffin. By this usage, which has already been mentioned on page 36 and which will be described in detail in the first part of the fifth chapter, the relatives clearly expressed the reluctance they felt to preparing a body for the grave, the resurrection of which they might at any moment expect.

Chapters 17 and 34 of the Li ī say, respectively on leaf 1 and 13: »The Son of Heaven is encoffined on the seventh day and interred in the seventh month. Feudal princes are encoffined on the fifth day and interred in the fifth month. Great officers, ordinary officials and the people are encoffined on the third day and interred in the third month” 1. Chapter 56 (1. 15 seq.) confirms a part of this statement by saying: »An ordinary official is buried after three months, a Great officer likewise, but a feudal prince is buried in the fifth month” 2. And in the Tso ch'wen we have: »The Son of Heaven is buried in the seventh month, and all the feudal princes then arrive without exception. Feudal princes are buried in the fifth month, and all those with whom they have covenanted attend the ceremony. A Great officer is buried in the third month in presence of all those who hold the same rank. An ordinary official is interred when a full month has elapsed, the ceremonies being then attended by his relations by ‘marriage” 3.

亦益衰矣，家室之計衣服之具亦可以成矣，親戚之遠者亦可以至矣。是故聖人為之斷決以三日為之禮制也。Sect. 問喪。

1 天子七日而殯，七月而葬，諸侯五日而殯，五月而葬。大夫士庶人三日而殯，三月而葬。Sect. 王制，III. and sect. 禮器，I.

2 士三月而葬，大夫三月而葬，諸侯五月而葬。Sect. 軍記，II. 2.

3 天子七月而葬，同執畢至。諸侯五月，同盟至。大夫三月，同位至。士踰月，外姻至。First year of the ruler Yin.
It is hard to believe that the disgusting customs with which the above extracts acquaint us, should have been maintained during the advanced state of culture of the Cheu period, nay, even then have obtained the force of established rites, unless there existed some imperative motive prompting the people to maintain them, a motive which set aside all regard for the noses and eyes of the living. The respite both in the case of the coffining and the burial was lengthened in regular proportion to the rank of the person concerned; and no wonder indeed, for, the revival of an emperor or a feudal lord being naturally considered of greater importance than that of an ordinary official, the door for re-animation was left open all the longer for them. It is also interesting to see that attempts were made to prevent decay, in order that the soul, on returning, might find the body in a fit state to be re-occupied. »For a ruler”, says ch. 57 of the Li ki (1. 33), »they put down a large basin »with ice, for a Great-officer a corpse-basin with ice, for an »ordinary officer only an earthenware vessel without any ice in it” ¹; but, says the I li, »if, for an ordinary officer, ice is used, a corpse-basin may serve for it” ². Already in those ancient times the governing classes had regular store houses in which they laid up ice for use during the summer months. In ch. 25 (1. 50) and in ch. 21 (1. 18) of the Li ki we read: »In the last month of »winter ice is abundant, in waters and meeres it is then thick »and strong; orders are issued to collect it, and it is carried »to the stores”... In the middlemost month of spring the Son »of Heaven opens the ice stores with a sacrifice of a lamb, first »offering some ice in the back chambers and in the ancestral »temple” ³. And the Cheu li says: »The Ice Officers are charged »with taking care of the ice. In the twelth month of the correct

¹ 君設大盤造冰焉，大夫設小盤造冰焉，士俳
² 士有冰用夷槃可也。Ch. 27, 1. 3.
³ 季冬之月冰方盛，水澤履堅，命取冰，冰以
⁴ 仲春之月天子乃鮮羔開冰，先薦寤廟。Sect. 月
入。Sect. 月令，Ⅵ.
令，Ⅱ.
"year" they give orders to cut it. At Great funerals they provide "the ice required for the corpse-basins".

The rescripts regulating the lapse of time after which the dressing, confining and burial were to take place, do not seem to have borne the character of imperative laws during the Cheu dynasty. The Li ki itself declares in its 57th, chapter (I. 32) that «at the death of an ordinary officer his body was encoffined »on the second day"", which in China means the day following the decease; but this may be a printer's error. The Ch'ün lišùn contains instances of princes who were buried after a lapse of time entirely different from that prescribed in the Li ki, even considerably exceeding it in length: e. g. it relates that, »in the tenth year of Ruler Suen's reign (B. C. 598), in the fifth month, Hia Ch'ing-shu of Ch'ên killed his ruler P'ing-kwoh (the »feudal prince Ling)... and in the twelfth year, in spring, they »buried this prince". Which makes a postponement of the burial for at least twenty months. Similar uncertainty prevails with regard to the emperors of the Han dynasty. The Old Ritual of the House of Han records indeed that the founder of the dynasty was dressed on the third and encoffined on the seventh day after his death, so that the rules laid down in the Li ki were observed in his case. It is also probable that ice was used for him, as among the Records of the ritual of the said house we find that »basins were filled with ice in obedience to the established rites". But as to the burials of that family of sovereigns, there never was any question of a fixed time for them, the dates, as they are given in the official books of history of that epoch, varying between the month in which the death took place, and the

1 That is of the year according to the chronology of the Hia dynasty. The twelfth month then corresponded to the second month according to the chronology of the Cheu period, which is still in vogue in the empire.

2 凌人掌冰。正歳十有二月令斬冰。大喪共矢

3 十之喪二日而殮。《儀. 喪大記》I.

4 宣公十年五月陳夏徵舒弑其君平國??十有二年春葬陳靈公。

5 漢舊儀。《儀. Books of the Later Han Dynasty.}, ch. XVI. 1. 7.

6 繼冰如禮。《儀. Books of the Later Han Dynasty.}, ch. XVI. 1. 1.
three following months. In those ages, however, the opinion strongly prevailed that it was improper and indicative of a great lack of devotion to the deceased to confide their bodies hastily to the earth. This is sufficiently evinced by the Shih ming of the Han dynasty, which has: »When the burial takes place before the usual number of days and months have elapsed, it is spoken of as a rash burial, which expression means that people for want of devotion are anxious to perform the interment without delay. But if the corpse is not interred when the said periods have elapsed, one calls it a retarded burial, that is to say a burial which proves that people, slow and indolent, do not care to set the soul at rest at an early date”.

Succeeding dynasties have never revived the old rescript that the Son of Heaven should be buried in the seventh month, including that in which he has breathed his last. The Dynastic Histories teach us that, previous to the reign of the family of Thang, such burials used to take place in the month following the decease, and that, during this dynasty, the period of postponement varied between the fourth and the twelfth month. This information gives us a right to conclude, that in the case of official persons and the common people the time of burial was not bound by strict customary rules. We can easily understand why this should be the case. The I li prescribes that a lucky period must be selected for a burial, and this precept having been faithfully conformed to by the whole succession of dynasties, including that which is now seated on the throne, it has pushed the ancient rule into the background, as being inconsistent therewith. Consequently, as a matter of course neither the Khai yuen Rituals, nor the Thang li of the present dynasty prescribe any fixed period for the burial of any one.

In the first part of this Book it has been shown that people now-a-days no longer delay the dressing and coffining of their dead for a fixed period of time. But as to the interment, we have seen that they often defer it, though for reasons entirely different from those which regulated the conduct of their pre-Christian ancestors on the point, to wit, because they wish to obtain graves which in all respects

1 釋名.
2 日月末满而葬曰渴，言謂欲速葬無恩也。過時而不葬曰慢，謂慢傲不念早安神也。Chap. IV. § 27.
fall in with the demands of the f稍* shuo doctrines (pp. 102, 103, 132). Yet traces of the original motive for such delays are still discernible. We have seen that calling back the soul was anciently considered a proof of filial devotion. Consequently, delaying the burial, which likewise had for its object to further the revival of the dead, must also have been from the very beginning a proof of filial devotion; and now we see indeed that a 亡t 亡on or "> busy burial" (see p. 102), such as is performed on the first or second day, is generally deemed as evidence of the lack of filial love. Though the bulk of the people are in the habit of burying their dead so soon as that, yet such interments are considered quite unworthy of a family of distinction and are only excusable in the very poor, who know no better. At Amoy, everybody understands the term 亡t 亡on as meaning a burial pertaining evil or which will never bring good luck to the offspring; on the other hand, a burial after the dead has been stored away for a pretty long time is there called a 亡on 亡on or burial which will prove prolific of blessings to the descendants, because the soul will gratefully reward them for it. Anyhow, fashionable people in southern Fukien deem it a sin against filial devotion to bury a father or mother ere seven days have elapsed, especially so, if the deceased has reached a considerable age.

The prevalence of similar ideas in Fuhchow was noticed by Mr. Doolittle. »The very poor"—he writes— »are often obliged, 
» in order to save expense, or for other reasons, to bury their dead 
» in the course of a few days after death. It is considered disreputable 
» and a mark of the very lowest poverty, or that the dead is destitute 
» of friends and relatives who take an interest in the honour of 
» the family. If the body is buried in the course of a few days 
» after death, it is called »blood-burial", or a burial of blood. The 
» corpse is believed to have blood in it or the blood has not yet 
» dried up. » Blood burial" is used as a term of reproach, and 
» refers to hasty burials, preceded by few mourning solemnities".

In chapter I of the next volume we shall have to review the practice of keeping encollined corpses at home in yet another light.

1 吉 奴.

2 This must be understood, of course, as meaning that life is not yet extinct. As we had occasion to show on page 217, the blood of a living being is identified by the Chinese with his vital energy; and this is very natural, as a body dies when it is deprived of blood.

3 The Social Life of the Chinese, ch. VII.
CHAPTER III.

ON PLACING PRECIOUS OBJECTS IN THE MOUTH OF THE DEAD.

The idea that death is merely a long protracted sleep and that corpses may come to life again, has, besides recalling the soul, howling and postponing of burials, given rise in China to some other practices which it becomes our duty to pass in review. In the first place, it has prompted the people since times immemorial to stuff the mouth of the dead with things that are supposed to be imbued with vital energy derived from the great element Yang, and therefore deemed able to facilitate revival and at the same time to retard decomposition, so that the soul, on returning, might at any time find its flesh and blood in a state fit for re-occupation.

Among these articles, a certain class of minerals called yuh, embracing probably sundry sorts of jade or jasper, nephrite and agate, have always obtained a first place. The Cheu li informs us that, »at funerals of the highest order, the Manager of the Signets »of Jade provided (bruised) jade, to be mixed up with the rice »for the mouth, as also (pieces of) jade to be put into the mouth". A similar duty at those times was incumbent upon a certain official styled Manager of the Stores for Jade. The Li ki contains many references to the custom with which the above passage acquaints us, which proves that it held a very important place among the funeral rites at that time. This is still more evident from the fact that princes and sovereigns were in the habit of sending to one another, by special messengers, the jade required for stuffing the mouth. We read indeed in ch. 14 of the Li ki (l. 19) that »the mourning rites for Khao, the ruler of the state of Chu-leu, »the ruler of Sü despatched Yung-ki to offer condolence and to »present articles for the mouth of the deceased. ‘My Ruler’, said this »man, ‘has sent me, Yung-ki, to cower down and offer articles

1 萬. 2 典瑞大喪共飯玉合玉. Ch. 20, l. 46.
3 玉府. Ch. 6, l. 43.
for the mouth of the dead. He also sends the jade pertaining to a feudal lord and has ordered me, Yung-ki, to present it as an article to be placed in the mouth of the deceased. Of the way in which such jade for the mouth was presented by such a messenger, ch. 51 of the Li Ki (l. 29) gives the following description.

The man with the articles for the mouth, holding a flat piece of jade in his hands, delivers his message, saying: 'My Ruler has sent me, So-and-so, to offer the articles to be placed in the mouth of the deceased.' The person in attendance then enters the gate to report the message and, going out of the gate again, he says: 'The orphan son So-and-so is waiting for you.' Upon this, the bearer of the things for the mouth enters the gate, ascends the steps of the hall and delivers his message, after which the son bows to him, with his forehead to the ground. Now the other squats down, depositing the jade on the south-east of the place where the coffin is stored away and where a Phragmites mat is spread for the purpose; but if the burial has already taken place, he lays it down on a Calamus mat. This done, he descends the steps and returns to his place. The major-domo, in his court robes, but with mourning shoes on, now ascends the western steps, turns his face to the west, squats down, takes up the jade, descends by the western steps and goes to the east (of the court-yard). We see from this passage that jade for the mouth was still offered even though the messenger came too late for the family to make use of it, which is a proof of the great importance attached to the custom in question.

It is by no means difficult to trace the reasons why jade stone, the most precious mineral the ancient Chinese were acquainted with, was preferred by them above all things for stuffing the mouth of their dead. Already in those ancient times it was identified by philosophy with the heavens, whereas the Yi Hsing (ch. 17)

1 郝妻考公之喪徐君使容居來申含。曰。寡君使容居坐含。進侯玉其使容居以含。 autumn. 2 功者執璧，將命曰。寡君使某含。相者入告。出曰，孤某須矣。含者入，升堂致命。子拜稽首。含者坐。委于壙東南，有革席，旣拜席。降出反位。宰夫朝服。冠喪服，升自西階，西面坐。取璧，降自西階以東。 autumn.
JADE AND GOLD ARE IMBUED WITH VITALITY.

says: »Heaven is jade, is gold". Now, the empyrean region being, as the reader will remember from page 22, the depository of all life in Nature, of the vital energy which Nature deals out over the world, its symbols must likewise be bearers of these good things. Moreover, the celestial sphere is unchangeable, indestructible, beyond the influences of decay, and the same qualities attach to its symbols. Hence jade and gold naturally endow with vitality all persons who swallow them, in other words, they intensify their souls or *shen*, which are, like the heavens, composed of *Yang* matter (see p. 110); and they hold at a distance from the dead corruption and decay, thus furthering their return to life.

That such ideas were prevalent in ancient China may be inferred from time-honoured works and from opinions expressed by native authors on the point. In the *Cheu li* we read that, »when the Sovereign fasts, the jade which he swallows is procured by the Manager of the Jade Stores". The reasons for his swallowing this mineral can have been no other than to intensify the energy of his *Yang* soul, in order to enable him to bring about an intercourse between this soul and such disembodied *shen* of others as passed for beings of a higher order, such an intercourse being indeed the object of fasting in times of old. Commenting upon the passage just quoted, Ching Khang-ch'ing says that »jade was eaten to subdue the influence of watery vapours, whereas this mineral is the purest part of the essence of the *Yang* element". But Wang Chao Yu, a scholar of the Sung dynasty, writes: »When the energy of the soul has reached its highest stage, then it is able to have intercourse with the spirits composed of *Yang* matter (*shen*); and jade being the purest part of the essence of the *Yang*, it may, when swallowed, assist the soul to gain that end".

The conception that jade reinforces the vital spirits naturally entailed the belief that, when swallowed, it prevents the body...

---

1 乾為天為玉為金. Sect. 說封傳.
2 玉府王齊則共食玉. Ch. 6, l. 13.
3 玉陽精之純，食之以禦水氣.
4 王昭禹.
5 精明之至然後可以交神明。玉陽精之純，食之可以助精明.
from deteriorating and thus enables men to live to a great age. The most ancient native work on medicinal botany, known as the »Botanical Canon of Shen-nung" ¹, — probably extant already in the pre-Christian era, but since the revival of literature during the Han dynasty known exclusively by quotations in later works of the same kind — declared that »the spiritual and immortal beings, when they were on the point of departing with this life, swallowed five pounds of solution of jade, with this effect that for three succeeding years their colour did not undergo any alteration" ². The prevalence of similar conceptions in the second century before our era is manifest from the following passage in the Books of the Earlier Han Dynasty: »In the 16th. year of his reign (B. C. 164) the emperor Wen acquired a »drinking-cup of jade, on which was carved this inscription: ‘Master of mankind, may Thy life be prolonged to the great delight of this world!’" ³. We may further quote here the testimony of the »Description of the Ten Islands" Shih ch'ü ki ⁴, an account of fabulous countries which were believed to exist in several regions beyond the oceans; however spurious this work may be, it is nevertheless useful as acquainting us with ideas prevalent in the earlier part of the Christian era, when it was probably written. It says: »In Yung-ch'ü, which is situated in the Eastern Ocean, rocks of jade exist, over one thousand fathoms high. From these rocks there issues a brook like sweet wine; it is called the Brook of Jade Must. If, after drinking some pints out of it, one suddenly feels intoxicated, it will prolong life" ⁵. Finally quoting Koh Hung, an alchemistic author of the fourth century, mentioned already on page 56: — »Grease of jade”, says he, »is formed inside the mountains which contain jade. It is always to be found in steep and dangerous spots. The jade-

¹ 神農本草經.
² 玉泉、神仙入臨死服五斤、三年色不變. See the Pe̍h-ōe-jīh mûk, ch. 8.
³ 文帝十六年得玉杯、刻曰、人主延壽令天下大享. Ch. 4, l. 15.
⁴ 十洲記.
⁵ 淑淵在東海中、有玉石高且千丈。出泉如酒、味甘、名之為玉醴泉。飲之能升軒軒醉合人長生.
» juice after issuing from those mountains, coagulates into
» such grease after more than ten thousand years. This grease
» is fresh and limpid like crystal. If you find it, pulverize
» it and mix it with the juice of herbs that have no pith,
» it immediately liquifies; drink one pint of it then, and you
» will live a thousand years... He who swallows gold will exist
» as long as gold; he who swallows jade will exist as long as
» jade. Those who swallow the real essence of the dark sphere
» (heavens) will enjoy an everlasting existence; the real essence
» of the dark sphere is another name for jade... Bits of jade,
» when swallowed or taken with water, can in both these cases
» render man immortal...”

It is certainly superfluous to prove by more extracts from native
works that the ancient Chinese were fully imbued with the belief
that jade and gold could prolong life by strengthening the vital
energy and thus protecting the body against decay. Both minerals
have indeed for a long series of ages held a prominent place in
alchemy, or the great art of preparing the elixir of life and the
philosopher’s stone. In our Book on Taoism we shall have to speak
at length upon this art and then we must revert to the two
minerals again. It now becomes incumbent upon us to show, that the
notions illustrated by the above extracts in reality lie at the bottom
of the custom of placing jade and gold in the mouth of the dead.
We will acquit ourselves of this duty by giving a few extracts
from the works of native authors who have expressed themselves
explicitly on the subject.

Koh Hung says: »If there be gold and jade in its nine openings,
the result is that the corpse does not putrefy” 1. Thao Hung-

1 玉脂生於有玉之山。常居懸危之處。玉膏流出千年已上則凝而成脂。亦鮮明如水精。得而
未之。以無心草汁和之。須臾成水。服一升得一千歲也。服金者壽如金。服玉者壽如玉也。服玉
真者其命不極。服真者玉之別名也。玉屑服之。與水餌之。俱令人不死。P'ao P'o tshê, ch. 2, § 11,
啟薬。

2 金玉在於九竅則死人為之不朽。P'ao P'o tshê, ch. 1.
§ 3. 對俗.
king, who lived in the fifth century, wrote: »When a grave of ancient date is dug up and the corpse is found to look as if it were alive, then there is everywhere both upon and inside it a great quantity of gold and jade. It was an established rule with the house of Han to bury every prince or feudal lord with clothes adorned with pearls and with boxes of jade, in order to prevent putrefaction.» In the latter part of the fifth century there lived a certain statesman Li Yü, of whom the following is related in the Books of the Wei Dynasty and in the History of the North of the Empire. He applied himself ardently to the ancient methods of eating jade. Once upon a certain day, with his own hands he dug out of a field over a hundred pieces of jade and powdered them, giving part of them away to others and swallowing the rest himself in the course of a year. Thereupon he died in consequence of debanchery. His body was not coffinned until the fourth day, and although it was in the seventh month, the hottest of the year, his colour did not change in the least. His wife asking him to open his mouth, that she might place two pearls of jade in it, he at once obeyed her, and no smell at all issued from his throat. — Finally quoting the author of the Pen-ts'ao kung muh: »Jade" says he, »cannot positively prevent the living from dying, but it can prevent the dead from decaying away." We do not find one word in the native literature prior to the Christian era about the use of gold for filling the mouth of the dead. But the part this metal has played in philosophy and alchemy according to the numerous extracts quoted, leaves scarcely any room for doubt that it was widely made use of for the said purpose in subsequent ages. One question still requires elucidation, to wit, why jade and gold were, in China, so especially identified with heaven. No satisfactory answer to this is supplied by any of the ancient books; so we can only guess at the reasons. Semi-civilized,

1 Ming chi-chih nam 彌對別錄, op. Pen-t'sao kung muh, ch. 8.
2 Ming i pich lah 名醫別錄, ch. 8. Pen-t'sao kung muh, ch. 8.
3 Ch. 27, 1 seq.
4 Ch. 33, 1, 18 seq.
5 Ch. 27, 1, 7 seq.
6 玉亦未必能使生者不死，惟使死者不朽爾。
simple-minded man naturally cherishes puerile ideas about the Cosmos, the constitution of which he does not at all understand. So it is not surprising to find the ancient Chinese identifying the source of precious rains, warmth and light with the most precious things they possessed on earth and, in a reverse sense, simply regarding such things as emanations from the *supremum bonum*. The beautiful azure colour by which many sorts of jade are distinguished from other minerals, may likewise have had some share in establishing this identification.

If the above hypothesis be correct, it is as natural as natural can be that the ancient Chinese used also other precious articles for preserving their dead. To this end they availed themselves in the first place of cowry shells obtained from rivers, lakes and seas, which were so valuable in ancient times that they were generally used for currency. This fact, well known to Sinologists, is especially manifest from the circumstance that the character 貝, which is the ancient hieroglyph denoting a cowry, enters into the composition of most characters which signify things of value and acts connected with trade and barter. As instances may be given: 宝, precious, objects of value; 財 and 貨, wealth, property; 貢, strings of currency; 貢, tribute; 貨, goods, merchandise; 貿, to trade or barter; 買 and 買, to buy; 貣, to sell; 賣, to trade, also the price of a thing; 賭, to ransom; 貴, dear; 賤, cheap; 貨, to lend; 貸, to borrow; 賜, 賂 and 賦, to bestow presents; etc. etc.

"The mouth of the Son of Heaven", says ch. 56 of the *Li hsi* (I. 14), "is stuffed with nine cowries, that of a feudal lord with seven, that of a Great officer with five, and that of an ordinary official with three". The way in which they were introduced into the mouth in the case of an ordinary official, is described by the *Li hsi* in the following words:

"Three cowry-shells, in a basket, are set out under the western wall. (The washing of the corpse finished), the principal mourner leaves the door and, turning his face to the south, bares his left arm and shoulder, inserting his clothes between his girdle on

---


2 貝三, 實于 筋, 饌于 西序下. Ch. 26, I. 50 and 52.
» the frontside of his body, on the right. He then cleanses his hands over a basin, washes the cowries, and holding (the basket which contains) them in his hands, he enters the back chamber. The steward washes a spoon, places it in the uncooked rice (likewise destined for the mouth), and with (the dish containing) this rice he follows the principal mourner.

» The Invoker after the manner of the Shang dynasty, holding the cloth (which is to be spread over the face of the dead) in his hands, follows behind them. Entering the back chamber he takes his station against the wall, with his face northward, then removes the pillow from underneath the head of the corpse, spreads out the cloth over its face and removes the plug from the mouth. Then taking the cowries out of the principal mourner's hands, he places them on the west side of the corpse.

» Hereupon the principal mourner passes by the feet of the dead to the west side, and there, with his face eastward, he sits down on the couch on which the corpse is stretched. The Invoker now taking also the rice from the steward, places it on the north of the cowries. With his left hand the principal mourner takes some of this rice upon the spoon and pours it in the right cheek, repeating this three times and placing a cowry there. Then he does the same in the left side of the mouth, and subsequently in the middle, finally putting rice in the mouth till it is full. When the cowries are placed in the mouth, they are made to support the last molar tooth on the left and the right side. The principal mourner now puts on his dress and returns.

1 People in those times were in the habit of plugging the teeth open immediately after death by means of a kind of spoon of horn, lest the mouth should shut and render the stuffing thereof difficult.

2 主人出，南面，左袒，执.'
«to his place, while the Invoker after the manner of the Hia »
dynasty removes the remainder of the rice».

During the Han dynasty pearls also occupied a place among
the objects which were introduced into the mouth of the dead. At least it is stated in the funeral ritual for the Sovereigns
of this house that, »their mouths were filled with rice, and pearls »and jade stone were put therein, in accordance with the »established ceremonial usages". And the Poh hu thang i, a
well-known work professedly written in the first century, says: »On »stuffing the mouth of the Son of Heaven with rice, they put »jade therein; in the case of a feudal lord they introduce pearls, »in that of a Great officer and so downwards, as also in that of »ordinary officials, cowries are used to this end».

The same reasons why gold and jade were used for stuffing the mouth of the dead hold good for the use of pearls in this
connection; indeed, the latter are also very frequently alluded to
in Chinese literature as depositories of Yang matter, and as such
ranked amongst thebearers of vitality. Medical works declare on
this ground, that they can further and facilitate the procreation of
children: moreover, as we had occasion to show on page 217, these
same books say that pearls can be useful for recalling to life those
who have expired or are at the point of dying. The native
literature abounds with tales about pearls so full of Yang matter
that they emitted rays of light; it has much to relate of »effulgent
pearls", »pearls shining during the night", »pearls lighting
like the moon", »flaming or fiery pearls", etc. etc. Similar
legends have always been current in the empire about jade stone,
and these are all based, of course, on similar conceptions.
The »Record of Forgotten Matters", a little book mentioned
on page 56, says that at the time of the Emperor Shen-nung

1 主人襲反位, Ch. 27, l. 14.
2 夏祝徹餘飯, Ch. 31, l. 14.
3 服紫珠玉如禮, Books of the Later Han Dynasty, ch. 46, l. 1.
4 白虎通義.
5 天子飯以玉, 諸侯以珠, 大夫以來土以貝也.
6 明珠. 7 夜光珠.
8 明月珠. 9 火珠.
(28th. cent. B. C.), » there existed jade which was obtained from agate rocks under the name of 'Light, shining at night'. If cast into the water in the dark, it floated on the surface, without its light being extinguished". And the Tu yau tsah pieh 2, a work written in the ninth century by Su Ngôh 3, relates: » During the reign of the emperor Wu-tsung, in the first year of the period Hwui ch'ang (A. D. 811), the country of Fu-yu brought as tribute three measures of fire-jade. This jade, which was red, consisted of pieces half an inch in length, pointed at one end and round at the other; their light shone to a distance of several tens of paces. By piling them up they could be made to do service in boiling the pot". 4

Such legends about lighting pearls and jade being current in the native literature in considerable numbers, it is easy to understand why people of the present time, as we had occasion to remark on page 92, give as one of the reasons for their placing precious stones in the mouth of the dead, a desire to procure light to the soul, that it may be safely conducted along its paths in the dark Tartars. But they have not forgotten that the principal object of this practice is, to save the body from a speedy decay.

It finally remains to be noted, that the principal codes of rites all prescribe the placing of the precious articles, which have been dealt with in this chapter, in the mouth of the dead, so that we seem warranted in saying that these things have in all ages played their part in the disposal of the dead. Silver has obtained a place amongst them, as also coins, probably because these have replaced the ancient cowries as currency. In the Khai yuen Codex it is ordained that grandees and officials of the first, second and third rank shall receive in their mouth circular pieces of jade, those of the fourth and fifth rank blue jade, those of the sixth and lower ranks cowries". 5 Chu Hi's Rituals for Family Life prescribe one coin in the left side of the mouth, one in the right side and

1 有石磷之玉號曰夜明。以闊投水浮而不滅。Ch. 1.
2 杜陽雜編。 3 蘇鵞。
4 武宗皇帝會昌元年選國貢火玉三斗。火玉色赤。長半寸。上尖下圓。光照數十步。積之可以燃鼎。See Ku kin thu shiu tsib ching. sect 食貨. ch. 326.
5 省用璧。四品五品用碧。六品以下貲。
one in the middle, while the Ta T'ing thung li says: »In the case of an official of the first, second or third degree, five small pearls and pieces of jade shall be used for stuffing the mouth; in that of one of the fourth, fifth, sixth or seventh rank, five small pieces of gold and of jade. The gentry shall use three bits of broken gold or silver; among ordinary people the mouth shall be stuffed with three pieces of silver". It may be finally noted that, in the province of Fu-hkien, people in easy circumstances nearly always put an armlet of jade on one wrist or on each wrist of the dead.

1 三品以上舍用小珠玉五、七品以上用金玉屑五、士舍用金银屑三、庶人舍尸以银屑三。Ch. 52, 1, 11, 18 and 23.

2 The customs dealt with in this chapter we beg especially to recommend to the attention of Ethnologists, as they may be of service in placing in another light analogical practices widely prevalent in other parts of the globe, and hitherto mostly explained as serving to provide the dead with the means of defraying certain expenses beyond the grave. It is well known that the placing of articles of value in the mouth of the dead obtained among the Greeks, the Romans, the Hindus and the ancient Mexican emperors. In the island of Bali, where cremation exists, it is customary for the priests to put a gold ring inlaid with a precious ruby on the tongue of a body which is to be burnt: this ring is, however, replaced by a flower before the funeral pile is kindled (Van Eck, Het Tijdschrift van Nederlandsch Indie, VIII, p. 114). Collin de Plancy writes in his Dictionnaire Infernal (art. Mort): »Dans le royaume de Tonquin, il est d'usage, parmi les personnes riches, de remplir la bouche du mort de pièces d'or et d'argent, pour ses besoins dans l'autre monde". This explanation is perhaps as incorrect as the suggestion that the cake of flour, honey etc., with which the ancient Romans provided the mouth of the corpse, was designed to conciliate the fury of Cerberus and thus to procure a safe and quiet entrance into the infernal regions. It is more likely to have represented a continued feeding of the dead, a practice which, as we shall show in Ch. VII, also prevailed on an extensive scale in both ancient and modern China.
CHAPTER IV.

ON COFFINS AND GRAVE VAULTS.

The ideas of the resurrection of the body, so clearly illustrated by the customs dealt with in the three last chapters, have naturally prevented the Chinese from ever adopting any system of disposition of the dead which entails a quick destruction of the body, such as cremation, water burial, exposition in the open air, etc. From the earliest times we find them clinging to the system of burying their dead in the ground, in coffins of great solidity, sometimes in several coffins inclosed one within another, in receptacles calculated to ward off putrefaction for a long time. Coffins are, moreover, made of certain sorts of wood which, as philosophy teaches, are pervaded with Yang matter and thus in a condition to further a speedy revival of the body. So, the Chinese are strict adherents to the doctrines of Democritus, who preached against the burning of the dead, saying they must be buried in expectation of a resurrection which he predicted for every one.

There is no evidence that the art of embalming the dead, carried to such perfection by the ancient Egyptians, was ever known to the Chinese. Neither in their literature, nor in actual life do we find any trace of it. So far as we know, there is only one instance on record of a faint attempt at preserving a body from decay in an artificial way; it occurs in ch. 242 of the History of the Sung Dynasty (1. 12). Li Ch'en, a concubine of the emperor Chen Tsung, had born him a son, who in A. D. 1023 ascended the throne under the name of Jen Tsung. When Li Ch'en breathed her last, the emperor, her son, was still totally ignorant of the fact that she was his mother; some high dignitaries, acquainted with this circumstance, but not at liberty to reveal it, nevertheless

1 Pliny, Naturalis Historiae, lib. VII, cap. 35.
2 李宸.
3 賢宗.
4 仁宗.
dressed her carefully in the attire of an empress and had mercury put into her coffin. After a time being apprized of the truth, Jen Tsung had the corpse transferred to a new coffin, and on this occasion it was found that » she looked like jade stone and as if she were alive; her attire was that of an Empress-Dowager, and corruption had not done its work, the mercury having preserved her body”.

Thus embalming having never played a part of any importance amongst them, the Chinese were naturally thrown back upon the coffins as a means of preventing the decomposition of the dead. The ways in which they have concentrated their attention and sharpened their inventive genius upon coffins, form an interesting page in the book of their religion of the body and the soul, a page which we must not neglect to lay open before our readers.

**Coffins in ancient times.**

All the Chinese records, either authentic or apocryphal, show that, from the highest antiquity, burial in the ground has been the usual method of disposing of the dead in the Kingdom of the Midst, and that coffins have always been inseparably connected therewith. Only one classic, the *Yeh king*, pronounces another opinion. » In times of antiquity”, it says (ch. 15), »those who buried their dead covered them thickly with firewood and committed them to the earth in the open field; they did not raise a tumulus over the grave, neither did they plant trees on the spot. The length of the period of mourning was not regulated by numbers. » The holy men of subsequent ages modified this state of things by introducing coffins and vaults”.

Though frequently quoted as authoritative by writers who stood forward as the advocates of simplicity in the disposal of the dead, this statement stands alone in Chinese literature, which therefore gives us sufficient grounds for believing that it rests on no historical basis. It looks rather like a product of

1 姦玉色如生, 喪服如皇太后, 以永銀養之, 故不壞.

2 古之葬者厚衣之以薪葬之中野, 不封不樹, 喪期無數。後世聖人易之以棺槨。*Sect. 繼替.*
fancy or the private opinion of some individual who simply imagined matters must have been so in the dark night of times of which we know nothing, in the year one. Even supposing the extract refers to ages on which the most ancient Chinese records throw a glimpse of historical light, still it is in flagrant contradiction with an ancient tradition preserved in the *Li ki* (ch. 9, l. 23 seq.), which runs as follows: »In the time of Yin-yü (i.e. the Emperor Shun, who is said to have lived in the 23rd. century B.C.) they used coffins of earthenware; under the sovereigns of Hia (22nd.—18th. cent. B.C.) they built brick enclosures over the same. The people of the Yin dynasty (18th.—12th. cent. B.C.) used coffins and grave vaults of wood, and those of the House of Cheu (12th.—3rd. cent. B.C.) put in the grave the side curtains of the catafalque, and the shah 1.»

»The people during the Cheu dynasty buried those who died between sixteen and nineteen in the wooden coffins and vaults of the people of Yin; those who died between twelve and sixteen and between eight and twelve they interred under the brick enclosures of the sovereigns of Hia, and those who died in infancy, for whom no mourning is worn, in the earthenware coffins of Yin-yü’s time” 2.

In the first chapter of the next volume, in attempting to trace the most ancient forms of burial in China, we shall have again to refer to the above traditions, and to show that the statement about the use of coffins and vaults of burnt clay before wooden coffins came into vogue, deserves more credit than would superficially appear. It is interesting to note that during the Cheu dynasty the improved method of burial was only for the benefit of up-grown people, and that the less effective and older methods, upheld by that tenacity of existence which characterizes so many funeral customs in different parts of the globe, continued to be practised for the young, whose dead bodies were the objects of little interest. In the next volume it will be shown, that even at the present day earthenware pots for burying very young children are still widely made use of, and vaults of masonry are constructed over the coffin in graves of the wealthy.

1 See page 185 seq.

2 有虞氏瓦棺、夏后氏豊周。殷人棺椁、周人岧。周人以殷人之棺椁葬長殇，以夏后氏之豊周葬中殤下殤，以有虞氏之瓦棺葬無服之殤。
Chinese literature contains also hazy references which point to the use, during the Cheu dynasty, of coffins of solid stone, by which term may be understood marble, dolomite or granite. The Shi ki relates:

» Fei-lien begot Wu-lai. Wu-lai was a man endowed with athletic strength, and Fei-lien was a good racer. Both father and son served Cheu of the Yin dynasty by their talents and strength. When king Wu of the House of Cheu had slain Cheu, killing at the same time Wu-lai, Fei-lien made a coffin of solid stone for Cheu and buried him in the north of the capital. Finding on his return that nobody did anything for Cheu to requite the favours conferred by him, he erected an altar on mount Hwoh-thai (near Cheu's grave), to perform there himself what others had neglected to do, and he found on the spot a stone coffin bearing this inscription: ‘The Emperor of Heaven has decided that Ch'u-fu (this was Fei-lien's title) shall not be implicated for having played a part in the disorder created by the house of Yin; he presents him with a coffin of stone, to shed glory on his kindred.' After his death he too was buried on mount Hwoh-thai”.

However legendary this episode may be, it is not without interest, as showing that the father of Chinese historiography who recorded it, as well as the unknown author from whom he probably borrowed his information, were partisans of the doctrine that burying a human being, even though he were, like Cheu, a prince reproached for being the greatest monster of wanton cruelty that ever lived, constitutes an act of charity worthy to be rewarded by the highest divinity in existence. It further shows that in those ancient times it was considered a great privilege to be interred in a coffin of solid stone, and that it was a mark of honour for a family to have one of its members committed to the earth in such a receptacle.

1 In the battle of the country of Muh, 1122 B.C., king Wu, the renowned founder of the Cheu dynasty, completely overthrew king Cheu, the last tyrant of the house of Yin, thus accomplishing his conquest of the empire. Compare the foot-note on page 116.

2 華庶生惡來，惡來有力，華庶善走。父子俱以材力事殷紂。周武王之伐紂而杀惡來，是時華庶為紂石北方。遂無所報，為壇霍太山而報，得石棺、銘曰、帝令處父不與殷亂，賜爾石棺以華氏。遂遂葬於霍太山。Ch. 5, l. 2.
At all events we may conclude from this that they were used only in very exceptional cases.

They who agree in opinion with those who believe that fables always contain a grain of historical truth, may find in the domain of Chinese mythology a hint that stone coffins were still used at the beginning of our era, or, at least, that they were at that time not yet effaced from the memory of the people. The Books of the Later Han Dynasty relate the following about a certain Wang Khiao 1, a governor of the country of Yeh 2 during the reign of the Emperor Hiao-ming (A. D. 58—76): »Afterwards Heaven sent down a coffin of jade stone at the front floor of his hall. His underlings tried to take it away, but they could not move it, upon which Khiao said: ‘Can this mean that the Emperor of Heaven calls me towards him?’ He bathed himself, put on his official attire with its ornaments, and lay down in the coffin, the lid being immediately closed over him. When the night had passed, they buried him on the east side of the city, and the earth heaped itself up over him in the shape of a tumulus. All the cows in the district on that evening were wet with perspiration and got out of breath, and nobody knew whence this came. The people thereupon erected a temple for him” 3. — The Records of Khing-chen 4, which were written in the fifth century, relate that, »at Lin-siang there is in the water a couch of stone, upon which stand two coffins of solid stone, green like copper mirrors. There is nobody who can give any information about them” 5. Lin-siang was situated in the north eastern part of the present province of Hunan.

We must now direct our attention to the coffins of wood, which, according to the Li ki (see p. 282), came into vogue during the Yin dynasty and have continued to be generally used down to

1. 王喬 2. 葉 3. 後天下玉棺於堂前，吏人推排，終不搖動。喬曰，天帝獨召我邪，乃沐浴服飾寢其中，蓋便立覆。宿昔葬於城東，土自成墳。其夕縣中牛皆流汗喘乏，無人知者。百姓乃為立廟。Ch. 112, I, leaf 7. 4. 荊州記。 5. 臨湘水中有石牀，牀上有二石棺，色綠如銅鏡，莫能詳也。See the Cyclopaedia Yu en kiau lei han 淵鑑類函, ch. 48, and the Pin wen yu an fu, ch. 11, l. 177.
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the present day. The word by which they are denoted throughout the native literature, reads kwan; and as the written form of this word (棺) is composed of 木, »wood” and kwan 官, »official”, there is ground for supposing that wooden coffins were at the outset used for the ruling classes only; but we have nowhere any direct evidence for this in the books.

»For a Son of Heaven”, says ch. 11 of the Li ki (l. 46), »the coffin is fourfold. One of buffalo and rhinoceros leather covers the body; it is three inches thick. Then comes a coffin of the I tree, then two of Rottlera wood. The four are all complete inclosures. »Of the coffin bands two pass lengthwise around the coffin, and three crosswise. For each band there is one jen” ¹. And ch. 58 (l. 34) adds: »The biggest coffin of a feudal ruler is eight inches thick, the next six inches, and the innermost four. The large coffin for a Great officer of the highest rank is eight inches thick, and the next six inches; for a Great officer of lower rank the dimensions are six and four inches, while for an ordinary officer the coffin is six inches” ². So, an emperor was buried in four coffins, a feudal lord in three, a Great officer in a double one, and an ordinary servant of the state in a single coffin, the number thus regularly decreasing with the rank of the dead. No doubt this rule was founded on the idea that the body of a pre-eminent person ought to be better preserved for the resurrection than that of a less important individual, an idea which, as we have seen in chapter II, also prompted the ancient Chinese to defer the dressing, coffinining and burial of eminent personages longer than in the case of less distinguished people.

The jen, mentioned in the above extract, were evidently instruments for closing the coffins, as we are explicitly told they stood in immediate connection with the ropes wound around the same. Neither the Li ki, nor any of the ancient books describe them; so we are compelled to apply to the commentators of the

¹ 天子之棺四重。木兕革棺被之，其厚三寸。栁棺一，梓棺二，四者皆周，棺束栁二，衡三。任毘束栁一。 Sect. 棺弓，I, 3.

² 君大棺八寸，屬六寸，梓四寸。上大夫大棺八寸，屬六寸。下大夫棺六寸，屬四寸。士棺六寸。 Sect. 喪大記，II.
Li ki for information on this point. Taking into consideration that the character 任, by which the said Classic denotes them, occurs in the ancient books generally in the sense of a flap or lapel of a coat, or in that of the seam where a coat opens and fastens, those commentators do not hesitate to assert that the 任 were a kind of pegs used to clamp the case and lid together. Ching Khung-ch'ing says, »the 任 are the ‘small waists’ which were in «vogue in his time” ¹, instruments » broad at both ends and thin » in the middle” ²; very likely they were on account of this shape denoted by the name of waistlets. Three centuries after Ching, Khung Ying-tah wrote: »In ancient times coffins were not nailed; »hence leather straps were used to join the different parts together. »The straps laid lengthwise were wound around them twice, and »those laid crosswise three times, and to each strap there was »one 任. The coffins were not nailed, but people chiselled them »out at the sides, thereupon they made excavations at both ends »over the seam where the two parts joined, and secured these »parts together by means of waistlets, which made them fit tightly” ³. Finally to give the opinion of Chen Hao, an author already quoted on page 188: »The place”, says he, »where the seam of a coat »closes, was called 任. Therefore the waistlets used to secure a »collin and lid together, were likewise denoted by this name” ¹.

Although these extracts are not particularly clear in all respects, yet they sufficiently show that the 任 were very nearly the same kind of thing as the double dove-tailed pegs of wood, which the modern Chinese still use to close their coffins. These pegs have been spoken of on page 95, and the way in which they are fastened may be learned from page 321. At any rate it is certain that the use of these instruments dates back as far as the time of Ching Khung-ch'ing, that is to say, the beginning of our era. Khung Ying-tah’s

¹ 禾今小要. Khienlung edition of the Li ki. ch. XI, l. 47.
assertion that no nails were used for coffins in ancient times — an assertion which is confirmed by the fact that nails are nowhere mentioned in this connection in the old writings — is of peculiar interest because it explains why, as has been said on page 95, coffin nails are still so sparingly used in modern times, even for the huge coffins of the rich only two being allowed for the lid. The same strong spirit of conservatism which bears sway all the world over where sacred customs are concerned, will account for this.

It is curious to see that even in such an advanced stage of civilization as that represented by the age of Cheu, when iron was generally used, the custom still obtained of joining the different parts of coffins together by ropes or straps and wooden pegs, instead of using nails for the purpose. We do not hesitate to conclude that we are here face to face with a survival of centuries still more remote, in which iron was unknown. It is a fact well established by archaeological science that, in spite of the general introduction of iron, traces of previous ages of lower culture hardly ever disappear; such traces have even been discovered in that part of the world inhabited by ourselves. Other survivals of this kind are revealed to us by ch. 58 of the Li ki (l. 35). There we read:

» For a Ruler the coffin is lined with red stuff, fastened with nails of sundry metals; for a Great officer it is lined with dark coloured material fastened with nails of ox-bone; for an ordinary officer it is not nailed". We feel strongly inclined to believe that those nails of bone and of various metals — probably copper and bronze — were instruments which, as late as the age of Cheu, had survived the general introduction of iron.

The custom of varnishing the receptacles of the dead, which, as stated on page 106, is generally prevalent now-a-days, is proved by the Li ki to be of very old standing. » In case of the Ruler of a state", says this book in its 5th. chapter (l. 36), » the lid is varnished and has three jen with three straps. For a Great officer it is likewise varnished and has two jen with a like number of straps. In the case of a common officer the lid is not varnished but it has likewise two jen with two straps".

1 君里棺用朱。緱用雜金鉄，大夫裏棺用赤，緱用牛骨鉄，士不緱。Sect. 喪大記，II.
2 君蓋用漆。三衽三束。大夫蓋用漆二衽二束。士蓋不用漆二衽二束。Sect. 喪大記，II.
Considering that the object of coffins was to protect their contents from decaying influences, it is not improbable that such varnishing also included a previous caulkling; but for this there exists no written evidence.

To prevent decomposition of the corpse being the main object of the coffins of antiquity, it is perfectly natural they should be made of very thick, substantial wood. Ciphers on this head are given by the Li ki in the passage quoted on page 285. But these are controverted by Mencius, who, according to the classical writings which bear his name, said on a certain occasion: »Anciently coffins and funeral vaults were not of fixed dimensions. But in middle antiquity the coffins were seven inches thick, and the vaults also, from the emperor down to the common people." 1. It should, however, be taken into consideration that Mencius is chief amongst all the oracles of ancient China for making sweeping statements about matters of which he had little or no knowledge, thus rendering his evidence untrustworthy.

Grave Vaults.

We have now to devote our attention to the grave vaults, which have been referred to in some of the extracts quoted in the foregoing pages. In the books of both the pre-Christian and the post-Christian era they are so often mentioned in the same breath with the coffins, that there can scarcely be any doubt the people regarded both with the same amount of interest; and this induces us to conclude that they served, like the coffins, to preserve the corpse from speedy decay.

In all books, ancient as well as modern, they are represented by the character 破, now pronounced kwôh; by way of abbreviation this is often written 破. The fact that the prefix 木, »wood", enters into the composition of the character already in such early times, gives us a right to suppose that wood was the common material out of which grave vaults were constructed from the first. Nevertheless there are instances on record of vaults having been built of solid stone during the Cheu dynasty; these instances are, however, so scanty, that we cannot but conclude that such vaults were only constructed in exceptional cases. Chapter 11 of the Li ki (I. 4) relates

1 古者棺槨無度. 中古棺七寸, 槯稱之, 自天子達於庶人. Sect. 公孫孔子乙, II. 8.
Funeral Vaults of Solid Stone and Copper.

Tszè-yin, a disciple of Confucius, said on a certain occasion: »Formerly, our Master, while staying in Sung, saw that Hwan, »the Minister of War there, was having a funeral vault of solid »stone made for himself, which was not finished in three years” 1. In the works of Chwang-tsze 2 we are told that, whilst digging a grave for Ling 3, the feudal ruler of the state of Wei 4, they struck upon a grave vault of solid stone, which bore an inscription ordering them to use it to bury the prince in. Though this tale bears the character of a fable or an allegory, it may serve to prove that stone funeral vaults were not unknown in Chwang-tsze’s time.

Other slight testimony for this conclusion we have in the Si-king tsah ki 5, or Miscellanies about the Western Metropolis, a little book of doubtful authority, which is said to have been composed in the sixth century by Wu Kium 6. Relating how, during the Han dynasty, a certain Khü-tsish 7, king of Kwang-ch’wen 8, had several ancient tombs broken up, it says: »In the tomb of king Siang of »the state of Wei (334—319 B. C.) the vault was entirely »constructed of veined stone and over eight feet high. There was »room enough in it to hold forty people. To the hand it felt »smooth and chilly, as if it were new. Inside it there was a couch »of stone and a screen of the same material, elegantly finished »on all sides, but there was no trace of a coffin, nor of implements »for the use of the soul” 9.

Of a character more doubtful still are a couple of passages referring to grave vaults of copper. The Yueh tsueh shu 10 or Book on the Extinction of the Kingdom of Yueh, which was

---

1 昔者夫子居於宋見桓司馬自為石椁，三年而不成。Sect. 檸弓. 1, 3.
2 Nan hwa chen king 南華真經, ch. 8, § 3, 則陽.
3 鬆 4 衛.
5 西京雜記. That metropolis was Chi’ang-ning 長安, in the present Shensi province, the seat of the Imperial court during the Early Han dynasty.
6 奉均 7 去疾. 8 廣川王.
9 魏襄王蒙皆以文石為椁，高八尺許。廣狹容四十人。以手捲榻，浴液如新。中有石牀，屏風，婉然周正。不見棺柩明器蹤跡. Chapt. 6.
10 越絕書.
written probably during the latter part of the Han dynasty, records of Ho-h Lu \(^1\), a monarch who in the period between 514 and 496 B. C. bore sway over the kingdom of Wu \(^2\), that » his copper grave vault was composed of three layers" \(^3\). And ch. 6 of the Shi ki (l. 29) relates that Shi Hwang \(^1\), the renowned monarch of the house of Ts'in who united the whole empire under his sceptre in the third century before our era, had a grave vault of copper made for himself. Seeing that these passages stand quite by themselves in literature, we consider them as not worthy of much credit. Perhaps we ought to read, instead of 銅, »copper", 桐. »wood of the Thuang tree", this, as we shall see further on in this chapter, having always been a select kind of timber for the making of coffins.

As to the construction of wooden vaults, this may be easily understood from particulars given in the ancient books. The I li prescribes that, »when the (wood for the) grave vault has been piled up in the shape of the character 井, the principal mourner shall turn his face to the west and make bows to the workmen; then he shall walk around the vault, keeping it on his left hand side, and so he shall return to his place and wail, but without stamping his feet. The women shall in the meanwhile wail in the hall" \(^5\). This piling up of the wood, which had for its object to enable the mourners to convince themselves that the material for the vault was in perfect order, took place prior to the burial, on the premises of the house of mourning. The way in which, at this inspection, the pieces were arranged, suggests the idea that the vault was constructed of beams piled up inside the pit, on the four sides. Already before the burial they were put in their places, and when the coffin had been lowered, and the food, implements etc, for the use of the dead had been arranged around it, »a wooden frame was placed over everything, the obverse down. Then followed a mat to keep off dust from the coffin, the obverse up, and finally came pieces of wood to support the earth" \(^6\).

»In the case of an emperor", says chapter 11 of the Li ki (l. 47),

\(^{1,2}\) Ho-h Lu, W. \(^3\) 銅椁三重. Chapter 2. \(^4\) 始皇. \(^5\) 既井椁主人西面拜工。左還椁。反位。哭不踊。婦人哭于堂. Ch 28, l. 54. \(^6\) 加材。郤之。加抗席。覆之。加抗木. I li. ch 30, l. 41.
the funeral vault is made of cypress wood, cut from the foot of the trunk in pieces six feet long". Chapter 58 (l. 47 seq.) adds:
»Rulers have a vault of pine, Great officers of cypress wood, ordinary officers of sundry sorts of wood. The space between the coffin and the vault can, in case of a Ruler, contain a music-stopper; in that of a Great officer it can hold a water jar, in that of an ordinary officer a liquor jar. In the case of a Ruler they line the vault, in that of a Great officer they do not do so". Thus the width of the vaults cannot have been very large, a music-stopper being, according to commentators, a square tub which, at musical performances, was beaten from time to time with a clapper, as a sign to the musicians to begin or to stop.

In the age of Confucius grave vaults were by no means considered indispensable for the burial of the dead. Chapter 13 of the Li ki (l. 28) reports that the sage said on a certain occasion: »If you wrap the body round from head to foot and quickly bury it without using a vault, this being suitable to your means, you may be said to act in obedience to the established rites". And in the Lun yü we read: »When Yen Yuen died, (his father) Yen Lu begged for the Master’s carriage to make a vault out of it; but Confucius said: ‘Every one calls his son his son, whether he has talents or not. My son Li has also died, and he has got a coffin, but no vault; I did not walk afoot at the time to make him one. I belong to the retinue of Great officers, and therefore I may not go on foot’.

The particulars contained in the above pages teach us that the ancient Chinese used double, triple and quadruple coffins of different kinds of wood and hides, with vaults of wood or solid stone.

1 天子柏椁以端長六尺. Sect. 棺弓, I, 3.
2 君梓椁，大夫柏椁，士雑木椁。椁椁之閒君容棺，大夫容壺，士容顳。君裹椁，大夫不裹椁. Sect. 喪大記, II.
3 孔子曰，斂首足形還葬而無椁，稱其財，斯謂禮. Sect. 棺弓, II, 2.
4 頋淵死頔路請子之車以為之椁，子曰，才不才亦各言其子也。鯉也死有棺而無椁，吾不徙行以為之椁，以吾從大夫之後不可徙行也. Ch. XI.
Knowing from the preceding chapters how firmly they believed in the possibility of resuscitation, there is no reason for believing that the numerous and substantial enclosures for their dead served any other object than that of preserving the corpses from decay, that they might at any time be fit to harbour the soul once more.

This conclusion is confirmed by the following interesting passage in ch. 11 of the Li ki (1. 4), which reproduces a discussion between some of the disciples of Confucius. » Tseng-tsze said: 'I have heard from the Master that one should desire to decay away quickly after death'. 'The superior man', replied Yiu-tsze, 'did not say so'. 'I repeat that I have heard the Master say so', returned Tseng-tsze. 'Formerly', said Tszé-yiu, 'when Confucius was staying in Sung, he saw that Hwan, the Minister of War, had been engaged three years in having a grave vault of solid stone made for himself, which was not yet finished, and he said: 'Acting like this is extravagance indeed; nothing can be better after death than to decay away quickly'. That one should wish to putrify soon after death was said by him with reference to Hwan, the Minister of War'. — Tseng-tsze reported this statement of Tszé-yiu to Yiu-tsze, who said: 'And yet I persist in saying that those were not the words of our Master. For, in Chung-tu, he issued an official order that coffins were to be four inches thick and grave vaults five inches, and from this I feel convinced that he did not wish the dead to decay away quickly'.”

In the Books of the Early Han Dynasty we came across an episode in the life of the emperor Wen, (B. C. 179—156), which proves that the idea underlying the use of substantial

1 A town in the state of Lu, in which Confucius held for a time the dignity of Governor.

曾子曰：「聞之矣，死欲速朽。有子曰：是非君子之言也。曾子曰：參也聞諸夫子也。子游曰：昔者夫子居於宋見桓司馬自為石椁，三年而不成。夫子曰：若是其靡也，死不如速朽之愈也。死之欲速朽，為桓司馬言之也。曾子以子游之言告於有子，有子曰：然吾固日非夫子之言也。夫子制于中都四寸之棺五寸之椁，以斯知不欲速朽也。」 Sect. 国 子, 1, 3.
coffins and vaults was at that time much the same as in the Confucian age. » Ordering lady Shen to strike the lute, His Majesty himself accompanied the music with a song, but upon this his mind became gloomy and dejected, and he was filled with melancholy thoughts. Looking around him, he said to his ministers: 'Oh, how would it be possible to injure a vault made of solid stone from the northern mountains and caulked with hemp and silk, mixed with varnish?' All those around declared that he was right, but Shih-chi stepped to the front, saying: 'Suppose in such a vault there are things worth coveting, there will always be cracks enough in it, even though it were as close as the southern mountains. But if there is nothing of the kind in it, what then is there for Your Majesty to be anxious about, even if they do not bury Her in a stone vault at all?" 1. Here we see an emperor, in the midst of his enjoyments at the side of a favourite concubine suddenly remembering that death would come to put an end to all his earthly pleasures, and pondering at the same time on the means to keep his body in an undecayed state, in order that a life of happiness might dawn for him hereafter.

The different sorts of Wood used for Coffins and Grave Vaults.

To further the resurrection of the dead being the most important point in the use of coffins and vaults, it is quite natural that these were anciently made of special sorts of timber of great durability, and by preference of such kinds as were believed to be imbued with vital energy, that is to say with shen, or afflatus produced by the great Yang element (comp. page 110). As different extracts reproduced in the above pages have shown, the ancient books mention as such: 1 楸, Rottlera 槖, Pine 松, and Cypress 柏. The I, identified with the white aspen (白楊 or 榗) is a big and lofty tree, of which an author of the eighth century says: »It is extremely abundant in northern countries and planted

1 使慎夫人鼓瑟，上自倚瑟而歌，意悽悒悲懷。顧謂群臣曰，嗟乎，以北山石為椁，用紉絮斬陳漆其間，豈可動哉。左右皆曰善。釋之前曰，使其中有可欲，雖錘南山猶有隙；使其中亡可欲，雖亡石椁又何戚焉。Ch. 50, 1, 2 seq.
there in burial places". »The fiber of the wood", adds the Pen-tşao kang muk, »is fine and white, the wood solid and straight, »and accordingly it is much used for beams and posts, which never »get distorted, nor bent". According to the Khanghi Dictionary it is, moreover, proof against moisture. The Rottlera possesses qualities no less excellent. The Pi-ya says of it: »The Rottlera »is the king of trees, because among all the sorts of timber there »is none better than that produced by the Rottlera". »It is", adds the Pen-tşao kang muk, »on this account that, at the Imperial court, coffins are styled structures or buildings of Rottlera". Elsewhere we read: »People make coffins of it, which are of still better quality than even those of Pine and Cypress wood". Throughout the Chinese literature, even in recent works such as the Ta Ts'ing hun tien and the Ta Ts'ing thang li, the expression »structure or building of Rottlera" occurs as a special name for the imperial coffins, which fact shows that the wood of this tree played a prominent part in their construction.

A place no less important is occupied by the Pine and the Cypress. In mediaeval and modern ages we even see them entirely supplanting all other trees. Besides their solid, resinous wood distinguishing itself by its durability, even when buried in the ground, people have no doubt been prompted to use it extensively for coffins from the fact that both trees are possessed of great vitality, so that the wood, when placed around the dead, might facilitate their return to life. Thus we have here again a puerile notion of the same kind as those reviewed in the last chapter, where we have shown that the Chinese place in the mouth and on the body of their dead all sorts of things which they believe to be imbued with vitality on account of a supposed

1 白楊北土極多, 人種墟墓間。Pen-tşao shih i, mentioned on page 201; Pen-tşao kang muk, ch. 35, II.
2 木肌細白，性堅直，用為梁柱，終不撓曲。Chapter 35, II
3 Verb. 欄
4 梓為木王，蓋木莫良於梓。Ch. 14
5 故朝廷以梓宮名棺也。Ch. 35, I
6 以為棺材，勝於松柏。Ku kün thu shou shih ching, sect. 草木, ch. 250.
connection with the celestial sphere, the chief representation of the Yang element.

But why have the Pine and Cypress always been considered in China as special stores of vitality? The ancient Chinese, as well as Pliny, must have observed that 'Pinus et Cupressus adversus cariem tineaque firmissimae'¹. These trees being in fact more proof against the ravages of air, weather and insects than perhaps any other growing on the soil of the empire, it is natural enough that the inhabitants thereof ascribed their strong constitution to the large amount of vital power in their wood. Neither the scorching summers, nor the Siberian winters of northern China can divest them of their foliage; proudly raising their lofty heads into the sky, these giants of the mountains stand intact, while everything around has died off in an ocean of snow and ice. Indeed, Chwang-tsze was right in exclaiming: »Pines and Cypresses alone on this earth are endowed with life; in the midst of winter as well as in summer they are ever green”². Nor is their capacity to live long equalled by any other tree: we need only remind our readers of their Californian congener, the Sequoia Gigantea. Several Chinese authors dilate upon Cypresses and Pines of an astounding size and age. Liu Ngan, a philosopher of the second century before our era whom we have mentioned on page 57, speaks, in the 16th. chapter of his Explanations of the Great Light, of Pines of one thousand years old, and Koh Hung says: »In Pines of one thousand years old there is something resembling either a blue ox, a blue dog or a blue human being; in all these cases the tree is a thousand years old"³. Cypresses of one thousand years have deep roots, shaped like men in a sitting posture, seven inches in length; when they are cut, they lose blood. And branches of Pines which are three thousand years old have underneath the bark accumulations of resin in the shape of dragons, which, if pounded and consumed in a quantity of full ten pounds, will enable a man to live five hundred years”⁴.

¹ Historia Naturalis, lib. XVI
² 劝命於地惟松柏獨也, 正在冬夏青青, K'ung tso thui shui ts'ih ch'ing, sect. 草木, ch. 202.
⁴ 千歳之柏木其下根如坐人長七寸, 刻之有
The *Shuh i ki* ¹, a work probably of the earlier part of the sixth century, says: »In the Fragrant Island, which is a part of the »Chu-yai department, there are Pines of a thousand years, the »fragrant smell of which extends over a distance of ten miles ². »And in the district of Lu-shi (in the far west of Honan province), »there is an old burial ground of the Lords of Lu, flanked by »two Cypress trees which extend their foliage over two hundred »and more paces”³. Coming down to more modern times, we read in the Records of the Country of Wu ⁴, written probably about the end of the ninth century: »On the banks of the great river »in the south of the district of Sung-yang (in Ch'ehkiang province) »there is a Pine which has a circumference of eighty-one spans »and, in a hollow space inside the trunk, room enough for thirty »people to sit down”⁵. The Memoirs of Honan ⁶, the author of which, we believe, lived in the 14th. or the 15th. century, say: »On mount Sung, at the Thien-fung monastery, there are three »old Cypresses, which the Empress Wu of the Thang dynasty »(A. D. 684—705) had invested with the dignity of Great officers »of the fifth rank; their foliage covers a hundred and odd paces »of ground”⁷. To make a final citation from a large quantity of extracts lying before us — the *Wu tsah tsü* ⁸, a work of the Ming dynasty, pretends that »on mount Sung, at the Sung-yang temple, »there stands an old Cypress, so thick that no less than five

血也松樹枝三千歲者其皮中有聚脂狀如龍形，
末服之盡十斤得五百歲也。The same work, ch. 2, § 11. 儁薦

¹ 述異記

² 香洲在朱崖郡有千年松，香聞於十里。Part. II.

³ 廬氏縣有廬君古塜，塜旁柏二株，枝條蔭茂二百餘步。Part I.

⁴ 呉地記

⁵ 松陽縣南臨大溪有松樹，大八十一圍，中空可容三十人坐。See the *Koh chi king yuen*, ch. 64.

⁶ 河南志

⁷ 嵩山天封觀有古柏三株，唐武后封五品大

⑧ 五雜組
» persons holding each other’s hands are required to embrace it” 1.

As already set forth on page 271 sqq., the use of jade and gold to preserve dead bodies from decay was intimately connected with the place these precious minerals held in alchemy as producers of elixirs of life. A like phenomenon presents itself with regard to the Pine and Cypress, the two other possessors of vital energy which are universally used in this capacity of protectors of the dead from putrefaction.

The Han Wu-ti nei ch’üen, the book quoted on page 56 which relates the adventures of the Emperor Wu (B.C. 140—86) with a fabulous Queen of immortal beings residing in the far West of the empire, says that »these immortals use as a first-rate drug »the resin of Pines and Cypresses, because this can prolong life, »when consumed” 2. Liu Hsiao wrote in his Lieh sien ch’üen (see page 56) with reference to the Pine trees: »Those who ate or »drunk of them have all attained to an age of three hundred »years”. During the Han dynasty the ruling classes believed so firmly in the life-endowing properties of the Cypress that, »on »New Year’s day they wished a long life to the emperor with »wine prepared from Cypress leaves” 4.

From an extract quoted on page 295 we see that Koh Hung, the great alchemist, declared that the resin of Pines of three thousand years old enables men to live five hundred years. In the same chapter of his work he dishes up the following tale, which, though betraying his extravagant credulity, is nevertheless useful, as shedding light upon the ideas and conceptions about the Pine, which occupied the Chinese brain in his time. »Moreover”, says he, »I have heard that in Shang-tang there lived a certain Ch’ao Khü, »who was since several years so thickly covered with leprosy that »he proved incurable, though every one had tried his medical abilities »upon him. When he was on the point of breathing his last, some »one said that the best thing to be done was to cast him into a

1 顧山嘉陽觀有古柏一株，五人聯手抱之圍 始合。 Koh chi king yuen, ch. 61.
2 仙之上藥有松柏之膏，服之可延年。 Ku lin thu shu tsih ch’ing, sect. 草木, ch. 292.
3 受服者皆至三百歲。 Yuen kien lei han, ch. 412.
4 正旦以柏葉酒上壽。 The same work, ch. 413.
running stream of water; but his sons and grandsons, after
having repeatedly taken counsel with the family, deposited
him with some provisions in a mountain-cave. There he lay for
more than a month, his heart filled with bitterness at his hard
fate, sighing and weeping sadly day and night, till a hermit
passed by the cavern, looked at him and, moved by compassion,
inquired what was the matter. Sensible that he had to do with
an extraordinary person, Khii bowed his head to the ground,
related what had happened and implored his pity, whereupon
the hermit gave him a bag of drugs, informing him at the same
time of the way in which he must take them. For more than a
hundred days Khii swallowed these medicines, the result being
that all his ulcers disappeared, his healthy and cheerful complexion
returned, and his flesh and skin became smooth and glossy as
jade. When the hermit passed by again and looked at him,
Khii thanked him for having endowed him with new life, and
requested him to give him the recipe; whereupon the hermit
said: 'It is juice of Pine trees. In these mountains there is still
more of it. If you refine and consume it, you may prolong your
life and escape death'. Having returned home, Khii took juice
of Pine trees for a long time. His body became light, his breath
a hundred times as strong as it had ever been before, and he
reached his 170th year without his teeth dropping out or his
hair turning grey'.

Succeeding centuries have evidently not brought about any
modification in these and similar conceptions of the Chinese regarding

余又聞上黨有趙瞿者, 病癱歷年, 衆治之不愈。垂死或云不及活流棄之, 子孫轉相惡其家, 乃挾棺將之送置山穴中。瞿在穴中自怨不幸, 當夜悲歌涕泣, 經月有僕人行經過穴, 見而哀之, 則聞訊之。瞿知其異人乃叩頭自陳乞哀, 於是僕人以一囊藥賜之教其服法。瞿服之百許日, 痊癊愈, 颜色豐潤, 肌膚玉澤。僕人又過視之瞿謝受更生活之恩, 乞丐其方, 僕人告之曰, 此是松脂耳, 此山中更多此物, 汝練之服可以長生不死。瞿乃歸家, 遂長服松脂。身體轉輕, 氣力百倍, 年百七十齒不墮, 髮不白, Ch. 2, § 11. 僕藥,
the Pine and the Cypress, for authors of more modern date still lose themselves in vague speculations about the properties of these trees as the seats of vital power. The Description of the Sung Mountains 1, written during the Thang dynasty, says: "On the high peaks of the Sung mountains there are big Pines, some a hundred, others a thousand years old. Whosoever gathers and eats their seed will live to a great age." And the Description of the Lu-shan 2, a work of the eleventh century treating of the picturesque mountain range west of lake Po-yang in Kiangsi province, tells us that the Pines on the western ranges there have the appearance of horses' manes and that, if one consume such of the leaves as contain five grains, he shall enjoy a long life." In the Khuh-wei kiu wen 3, written in the twelfth century by the statesman Chu Pien 4, it is related that Su Tung-p'o 5, a celebrated statesman and poet who lived from 1036—1101, "while abiding in the country beyond the sea (Hainan), in the spring of 1099 took a scroll of paper and wrote: 'The blessings bestowed upon mankind by the Pine are very numerous. Its flowers, its juice and the fungus which grows at its roots, if consumed, all prolong life.'" 

In conclusion let us see what the Pen-ts'ao kung muk, the standard work on medical botany, zoology and mineralogy which has already been quoted so often in these pages, has to say on the subject. Far from proclaiming any new doctrines or derogating from what had already been preached by the authorities of bygone ages, it merely says: "The juice of the Pine, when consumed for a long time, renders the body light, prevents man from growing old and lengthens his life. Its leaves preserve the

---

1 嵩山記.
2 嵩高山有大松樹, 或百歲或千歲。採食其實得長生. Koh chi king yuen, ch. 64; and Yuen kien lei han, ch. 412.
3 蘭山記.
4 西嶺松如馬鬚, 又葉五粒者服之長生. Koh chi king yuen, ch. 64.
5 曲洧舊聞. 6 朱弁.
7 蘇東坡.
8 東坡在海外於元符二年春取紙一幅書曰, 蒸之有利益世者甚博, 林花脂茯苓服之皆長生. Chapt. V.
interior of the body; they cause a man never to feel hunger, and
increase the years of his life. And Cypress seeds, if consumed for
a long period, render a man hale and healthy. They endow him
with a good colour, sharpen his ears and eyes, cause him never
to experience the feeling of hunger, nor to grow old; further,
they cause his body to lose its weight, and prolong his life” 1.
No other trees can, according to the same work, be converted into so
many medicaments as Pines and Cypresses. Drugs which cure
almost every disease imaginable, are prepared from their sprigs,
leaves, seed, roots, resin and so on. All this healing power is
supposed to exist simply because of the general conviction that
Pines and Cypresses are stores of vitality par excellence, and that
this vitality is imbibed by the sick man whose vital powers, on
the wane, require reinforcement.

After all, the natural conclusion at which we arrive on a
careful analysis of what native literature tells us about coffins,
is that they were intended to preserve human bodies from
putrefaction and to facilitate their resurrection, by enveloping them
air-tight in a material which, as being possessed of vital energy,
was considered capable of transmitting life once more into the clay.
This fact renders it perfectly intelligible to us why, as the Li ki
states, the imperial grave vaults of cypress wood were constructed
of timber cut out of the lowest parts of the tree in pieces of six
feet long (page 291): — indeed, the foot, as being older than any
other part of the trunk, was deemed to contain more vitality
than the higher and younger parts. Here then we have also
a thorough explanation of a custom prevailing during the Han
dynasty, and probably also in times still more ancient: that of
piling up, in case of persons of rank, an extra number of pieces
of cypress wood round the coffin in the grave. This evidently served
no other purpose than to increase the vital power already emitted
by the coffin and the vault. In chapter 68 of the Books of the
Early Han Dynasty (1. 12) we find this practice mentioned in
connection with the burial of Hwoh Kwang, father in law to the
Son of Heaven and generalissimo of the army in the first century

1 松脂久服轻身，不老，延年。松叶寸中，不饥，延
年。柏脂久服令人润泽，美色，耳目聪明，不饥，不
老，轻身，延年。 Ch. 34
before our era (see p. 239); it is there spoken of as »a piling up of the thick ends of yellow intestines” 1. Su Lin 2, a learned author living in the first and second centuries, explains this expression as follows: »The yellow wood of the heart of cypress trees was »accumulated outside the coffin; hence the text speaks of yellow »intestines. The thick ends of the pieces (i.e. those which, when »on the trunk, are nearest the root), were all turned towards »the centre of the cave, and therefore the text speaks of an »accumulation of the thick ends” 3.

In describing the funeral rites of the modern Chinese, we have shown that people believe the corpses of their ancestors emit such influences from the grave as may enable the offspring to live to a great age, and that this conception is particularly illustrated by their dressing their dead in robes stitched all over with characters representing long life (p. 63) and by their having the coffins nailed down by old men (p. 97). Now the conclusion is natural that this belief is intimately connected with the ancient practices of stuffing the mouths of the dead with life-emanating products of Nature and of surrounding their bodies with this same sort of things, may, we may even suppose that it virtually originated in these practices.

A few words remain to be said on the other kinds of timber which, according to Chinese books, were used for coffins in former ages. Apart from a few sorts too rarely mentioned to deserve any special notice, are the following:

1. The Chang 4. This is the famous camphor tree, which grows all over southern China and is still so abundant in the south-western provinces as to supply most of the timber required for the watercraft on the Yang-tsze river. That its strong-smelling, hard wood is superior to almost any other kind of timber in resisting insects and fungi, is a fact generally known; moreover, this tree is an evergreen, and it is accordingly ranked by the people on a level with the pine and the cypress as a depository and dispenser of vital power.

1 黃腸題湊.
2 蘇林. A short biographical notice of this man is to be found in the Memoirs of the Three Kingdoms, ch. 21, l. 21.
3 以柏木黃心致累棺外, 故曰黃腸。木頭皆內向, 故曰題湊.
4 檜.
2. The Kia. This is described by the ’Rh ya — a vocabulary dating probably from pre-Christian times — as a Ts’iu with small leaves; and as the Sheoh wen, a dictionary composed in the first century of our era, identifies the Ts’iu tree with the Rottlera, it is not improbable that the Kia is simply a variety of the latter, the excellent qualities of which have been explained on page 294.

3. The P’ien. This tree is found in the provinces south of the Yang-tszê. It furnishes excellent timber which, according to Wells Williams, is much used for cabinet ware.

4. The T’ung, more commonly called Wu-t’ung. This is probably the Sterculia Platanifolea, a stately, large-leaved tree growing in the central and southern provinces of the empire, at least down to the latitude of Amoy. It produces an excellent light timber, much used for fine carpentry of all kinds, for musical instruments and the like. »The ’Rh ya calls it Ch’en, because it is suitable for the manufacture of coffins"; in point of fact we find in the oldest Chinese documents the word ch’ên very frequently used to denote an inner coffin. »This word denotes the coffin nearest the body, and the wood got the name ch’ên (椹) from the fact that it was placed next to (親) the body”.

By the way we must place before our readers a curious extract from the Li ki (ch. 14, l. 22), referring to the manner in which in pre-Christian ages wood was procured in the empire for imperial coffins. »When a Son of Heaven dies, the foresters repair to the trees growing on the spot assigned for sundry sacrifices, and have those fit for coffins and a vault cut down. If there be not wood there in sufficient quantity, the sacrifices are abolished, and the men connected with the place have their throats cut”.

4 榪 also written 櫧. 2 爾雅. 3 櫍.
5 說文. 6 楷. 7 枝. 8 桦. 9 Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Language. 10 爾雅謂之觀因其可為棺, Pen-tsiao kung ma h, ch 35, 1. 11 槳親身棺也, 以親近其身故以觀為名. The Khianghi Dictionary.
Coffins, objects of great solicitude.

Coffins and vaults being intended in olden times for the important object of preserving the dead from decay and furthering their resurrection, they must, as a natural consequence, have been objects of great solicitude. The ancient writings prove that such was the case in point of fact. It is recorded in chapter 11 of the *Li ki* (l. 16) that a scion of the house of the Rulers of Lu, »Heu Muh» by name, said: 'I have heard Hien-tsê (a disciple of Confucius) say in reference to the rites of mourning, that mourners are not allowed to neglect thinking profoundly and long of the dead, and that, in purchasing coffins, they must pay minute attention to the same, outside and inside. When I die, let it be so with mine". When Confucius was Governor of the town of Chung-tu (see page 292), he even went so far as to consider himself in duty bound to assume a paternal care over all the coffins within the pale of his government. His »Domestic Discourses" relate on this head: »When he had just entered upon his functions as chief magistrate of Chung-tu, he enacted rules for feeding the living and burying the dead. The old people and the young were made to eat different kinds of food, the strong and the weak to follow different professions. Males and females kept apart from each other in the streets, and on the roads lost things were not picked up by others. Vessels were not fraudulently carved; the coffins were made of timber of four inches, the vaults of wood of five inches. The hillocks being used for graves, no tumuli were raised over the latter, neither were trees planted upon them. »When these regulations had been in operation during one season, all the feudal princes of the West imitated his example". Where the Master preceeded, the disciples naturally followed, and encoffined the sage with a strict observance of the rules he had himself laid down. »After the death of Confucius, Kung Si Ch'ih took upon

1 吳木日，喪吾聞諸縣子曰，夫喪不可不深長思也，買棺外內易，我死則亦然。Sect. 橤弓，l. 3.

2 Khung-tsê kia yü, 孔子家語, probably written in the third century.

3 孔子初仕為中都宰制為養生送死之節，長幼異食，強弱異任，男女別塗，路無拾遺，器不髡僞，為四寸之棺五寸之槨，因丘陵為墳不封不樹。行之—季而西方之諸侯則焉。Ch. 1,§ 相魯.

This episode is also partly recorded in the *Li ki*: see the quotation on page 292.
himself the direction of the coffining and the burial. The coffin of Sterculia wood was four inches thick, and the cypress vault five inches” ⁴.

The Chinese records in general contain numerous passages which point unmistakably to the prevalence, throughout the realm and in all ages, of a conception that it is among the most sacred duties of children to bestow great care upon the coffins of their parents. It would be but a waste of time and space to insert here a selection of such passages. When speaking in the latter part of this chapter of the coffins of modern times, we shall show that the said conception has culminated in the custom, still generally prevalent now-a-days, of presenting coffins to parents while there is not as yet the least prospect of their being wanted by them, and that such an act is considered one of the greatest marks of affection sons can show to the authors of their being (page 325).

The expectation of a bodily resurrection, which prompted the ancient Chinese to pay so much attention to coffins and grave vaults, also led them to make provisions with regard to the coffins and vaults to be used for themselves after death. Two instances of vaults prepared during life the reader will already have noted, the one relating to a Minister of War in the kingdom of Sung (p. 289), the other to the Emperor Shi Hwang (p. 290). The Li ki moreover says (ch. 11, l. 36): »When the ruler of a state ascends the throne, he has his innermost coffin made; it is varnished once every year and then stored away” ². And in ch. 27 (l. 19) we read: »Tseng-tsze asked: 'When the ruler of a state crosses the boundaries of his territory, his necessaries for three years and his innermost coffin are carried in the rear. If he dies abroad, what are then the proceedings when he is brought back into his own state?’” ³. The emperors of succeeding dynasties seem to have held these rescripts in esteem during a long series of ages, for they were still complied with as late as the eighth

⁴ 孔子之喪公西赤捧殮葬焉。桐棺四寸、柏楺五寸。Domestic Discourses, ch. 9, § 終記解.
⁵ 君即位而為梓。歳一漆之、漆焉。Sect. 櫟弓, 1, 3.
⁶ 曾子問曰、君出疆以三年之戒以梓從。君薨其入如之何。Sect 曾子問, II.
century, when Huen Tsung of the Thang dynasty abolished them. The New Informations on the Great Thang Dynasty\(^1\) state on this head: »Huen Tsung was on a tour of inspection in the north. »Near a pass on the road along the slopes of the Thai-hing »mountains he came across a cart loaded with a coffin. He asked »the bystanders what there was in that cart, and was told: »'A coffin. The Books of Rites prescribe that, when a Son of »Heaven ascends the throne, he shall have his inner coffin »made and have it varnished once a year, to show that, though »he is alive, he does not forget his death. Its being carried in his »rear on a cart when he goes abroad, is also an institution of the »ancient sovereigns'. But Huen Tsung said: 'Why should we »maintain this custom!' and he ordered the coffin to be burnt. Since »that time the emperors have gone abroad without a coffin in »their rear'\(^2\).

Notwithstanding this strong and general partiality to being buried in the most substantial boxes procurable, there have existed among the ancient Chinese eccentric spirits, whose claims with regard to the treatment of their mortal remains were diametrically opposed to the hobbies of the masses. Foremost among these stands Chwang-tsze, a philosopher who is believed to have lived four centuries before our era and whose writings we have had occasion to quote on page 289. »When he was at the point of death, his »disciples resolved to give him a rich burial, but Chwang-tsze »said: 'I consider heaven and earth to be my coffin and vault, »the sun and moon to be a double piece of jade, the stars and »planets to be pearls, and all the products of nature a supply of »presents bestowed upon me; are not then the articles required »for my burial ready at hand? Why will you add anything to »these?' 'We fear', replied the disciples, 'that ravens and kites »will devour our Master', but Chwang-tsze returned: 'Above the »ground man is eaten by ravens and kites, and under the ground

\(^1\) 大唐新語.

\(^2\) 玄宗北巡狩至於太行坂路緇逢緇車。問左右曰、車中何物。曰緇、禮云天子即位為緇、歲一漆之、示存不忘亡也。出則載而従、先王之制也。玄宗日、焉用此。命焚之。天子出不以緇從自此始也。 See the Kiu k’in thu shu tsih ch’ing, sect 考工, ch 252.
by mole-crickets and ants; will you snatch me away from the former, to deliver me over to the latter? To what good end could such a deed in favour of the one party tend?" 1.

This extract strongly confirms the conclusions, arrived at in the preceding and the present chapter, as to the chief object of the custom of stuffing the mouth of the dead with jade, pearls and so forth, and of interring their bodies in coffins. It shows indeed that Chwang-tsé was perfectly aware that all these things were intended to surround the dead with the beneficial influences of the universe, inclusive of those of the sun, moon and stars, which heavenly luminaries bestow life on earth; but he pleaded the utter uselessness of those things, because even in their absence the good influences of Nature were concentrated around the body. Of quite a different sort were the conceptions which, two or three centuries later, induced a certain Yang Wang-sun to refuse to be buried in a coffin.

These were evidently very remarkable in the eyes of contemporary historians, who deemed them worth recording in the standard annals of the empire. Wang-sun owes his admission amongst the immortals of history solely to his eccentricity on this point, for there is nothing else noteworthy on record about him.

"Yang Wang-sun", says ch. 67 of the Books of the Early Han Dynasty, "lived in the time of the Emperor Hsiao Wu (B.C. 140—86). He applied himself to the arts and doctrines of Hwang-ti and Lao-tzé. His possessions amounted to a thousand pieces of gold, so that he could richly provide for his sustenance and during his life afford himself everything. When he had fallen so sick that his death became imminent, he gave the following instructions to his sons: — 'I desire to be interred quite naked, in order that I may return to the original matter out of which I was created; this my will you may certainly not depart from. When I shall have breathed my last, then make a linen bag,"
» put my body inside of it, and depose it in the earth at a depth
» of seven feet; after that, pull off the bag over my feet, so that
» my body may come into immediate contact with the earth' 1.

» The sons wanted to keep silent about these instructions
» and not execute them; yet they were conscious that it is a
» matter of no small importance to disobey the dispositions of a
» father. Hence they resolved to carry out his will, but again
» felt a great aversion to doing so. Finally they went to see Khi Hen,
» Wang-sun's friend, who gave them a letter for him of the
» following purport:

» 'You are dangerously ill, but I have no opportunity to call
» on you, as I must go up to the temple of my ancestors. I
» hope you will keep up your vital spirits and watch well over your
» mental faculties, also that you will have recourse to physicians
» and medicines, and take good care of yourself. I have heard
» about your instructions to be interred naked. If taking for granted
» that the dead have no knowledge, I have nothing to object against
» this plan; but suppose they have consciousness, then you intend
» destroying your own body under the earth! In your stead I
» would not take it upon myself to appear naked before my
» ancestors. Moreover, the Classic of Filial Devotion 2 says: 'Make
» for them a coffin and a vault, clothes and shrouds'. This also is
» a rescript left behind by the Holy Ones; why, therefore, are
» you so narrow-minded as to stick exclusively to what you have
» learned to be right? I hope you will weigh well these my
» arguments' 3.

1 楊王孫者孝武時人也。學黃老之術。家業千
金、厚自奉養、生亡所不致、及病且終、先令其子
曰、吾欲喪葬以是吾貞、必亡易吾意。死則為布
囊、盛尸入地七尺、既下從足引脫其囊、以身親
土。

2 Hsiao king, 孝經。A spurious production, said to have originated with
Confucius, but it is evidently a later compilation.

3 其子欲默而不從、重違父命、欲從之心又不
忍、過往見王孫友人祁侯、祁侯與王孫書曰、王
孫苦疾、僕迫從上祠雍未得詣前、願存精神省
思慮、進近醫藥、厚自持。竊聞王孫先令喪葬。令
Wang-sun's reply was of the following tenor. 'I know very well that the ancient sovereigns have made laws and rites, in order to check the indifference of human nature with regard to parents. But the present generation goes much further than they went; hence I wish to lead the world into the right track by having myself buried naked. A luxurious burial is of no essential advantage to the dead, and yet people emulously try to excel each other in squandering money and wealth, placing this under the ground, there to rot away, in consequence of which the dead are sometimes interred to-day and exhumed to-morrow (by robbers); — in what respect does this really differ from exposing their bones to the sun in the open field?'

'But furthermore, death is a dissolution when life is finished, the returning of a being to its origin. If this returning have free scope and no obstacles be placed in the way of such dissolution, then the said being is absorbed into the original matter from whence it sprang, there to be reduced to an indistinct, shadowy condition, in which there is neither sound nor form; it is then absorbed into the bosom of Tao. But if you adorn it on the outside to make a show of it before the public, and isolate it from the matter out of which it was produced by interring it in an opulent way, you prevent both its returning to the earth and its dissolution, so causing it to miss its destination. Moreover, I have been taught that the vital spirits are the property of the heavens, and the body and skeleton that of the earth, those vital spirits, on leaving the body, return to the original matter from which they have sprung, and that they are therefore called kwei, this word meaning to return'. The corpse then alone remains

死者亡知則已，若其有知是戮尸地下，是敗見先人竊為王孫不取也。且孝經曰，為之棺槨衣衾，是亦聖人之遺制，何必區區獨守所聞。願王孫察焉。

1 王孫報日，蓋聞古之聖王緣人情不忍其親，故為制禮。今則越之，吾是以羸芻將以謬世也。夫厚葬誠亡益於死者，而俗人競以相高靡財單幣，腐之地下，或遇今日入而明日發，此真與暴骸於中野何異。
behind on the spot like a clod of earth; how could it possibly have knowledge? Dress it in silk, isolate it by means of coffins and a vault, tie the limbs and trunk together, put jade in the mouth, to prevent dissolution — it is all the same — you will have worried yourself about a mass of rotten flesh, which after a thousand years, when the coffin has decayed, shall return to the earth notwithstanding, in this way answering to its natural destination. To submit one's self to the natural order of things as here described, is better than to dwell for a long time like a stranger in a grave. In ancient times, when the Emperor Yao was buried, they used a hollow tree for a coffin and Dolichos creepers for coffin-bands; in digging the pit they did not disturb the springs of ground-water, but they took care that the smell of death should not escape to the surface. Acting in this manner, the Holy Sovereigns found it easy to combine the interests of the living with a decent burial of the dead; indeed, they did not waste human labour upon such useless matters, neither did they destroy wealth for things in favour of which no man can allege any good. The present fashion of squandering away one's possessions by burying the dead in a grand style and thus placing obstacles in the way of their return to the earth, has for its object to effect something of which the dead are not conscious and to attain that which lies beyond the power of the living; I call it a double self-deception, and Oh! I will not do like the others. — Khi Heu confessed that Wang-sun was right, and thereupon the latter was buried naked.
The above theories on the nature of death pronounced by Yang Wang-sun by no means represent his private opinion alone, but are those generally set forth in the Chinese writings of the pre-Christian era. In our Second Book they will be carefully reviewed in their full extent. The school of Hwang-ti and Lao-tszé, of which, as the extract says, Yang Wang-sun was a partisan, is better known in Europe as Taoism. It taught that perfection in this life and the highest bliss in the next, immortality itself, might be obtained by perfectly assimilating one's self with Nature and the Universe. Hence it was most natural for the philosopher to long for a speedy dissolution of his body in the earth and for a quick assimilation of his vital spirits with the heavenly spheres, in short, for what he calls an absorption into the bosom of Tao. More light will be thrown on this subject in our Third Book, which is to be exclusively devoted to Taoism.

Another instance of a man who refused to be buried in a coffin or grave vault, has been deemed worthy of a place in the annals of the Han Dynasty. When Lu Chih, a high official, in A. D. 192 was on the point of breathing his last, he ordered his sons to bury him in a poor style in a pit in the ground, without either coffin or vault, and with nothing on his body except a single piece of cloth. Other instances of a similar description are on record. But it would be a waste of time and space to reproduce them here, the philosophical reasonings which prompted them, being in each case obviously much the same as in the instance of Yang Wang-sun.

Among the men of letters of the Han dynasty there are some who severely rebuked their contemporaries for making the coffins of the dead objects of extravagant solicitude. Pre-eminent among them stands a certain Wang Hu. In the first half of the second century this man composed a book entitled Tszien fu lân, » Disquisi-
THE PROTESTS OF WANG HU.
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... a Man living in Seclusion"], in which he censured, often with unsparing sarcasm, many practices and doctrines of his age, thus bequeathing to posterity a rich mine of information concerning usages and notions prevailing at the time. "The sage"¹, he wrote, "informs us that, anciently, those who buried their dead covered them up thickly with firewood and interred them in the open fields, with no tumuli, nor trees on the grave; further he tells us that the time of mourning was not of a fixed length and that the holy men of later generations have altered this state of things by introducing coffins and vaults. The coffins they made of the wood of the T'ung tree and the cords wound around them of Dolichos creepers; they were careful not to inhume them so deep as to reach the ground water, or so near the surface that the smell might escape. Succeeding generations made them of the timber of the T'süu (see p. 302), the Rottlera, the Hwāi, the Cypress, the Tok and the Ch'ü, each taking for the purpose the trees growing in his district. Glue and varnish were applied, the nails were planed away and the pegs levelled off, so that the seams became invisible; their solidity might be sufficiently relied on, and they were just good enough for use. All such things are allowable; but afterwards the notable families in the capital became obstinately bent upon the use of Pine and Rottlera timber from the Kiang-nan region, and upon P'ien and N'an timber from Yü-chang (Kiang-si); yea, even in the country, till beyond the frontiers, people vie with each other in imitating these extravagances ².

Now, as to the said Pine and Rottlera timber — Yü-chang, whence it is exported, is extremely far off. It grows there in deserted valleys, deep in the mountains, on peaks ten thousand feet high, in glens hundreds of fathoms deep, which can

¹ Confucius, to whom the appendixes of the Yih king, in which this passage occurs (see page 281), are generally ascribed.

² 子曰、古之葬者厚衣之以薪、葬之中野、不封不樹、喪期無時、後世聖人易之以棺槨。桐木為棺、葛桑為緇、下不及泉、上不泄臭。後世以椳梓槐栢樗梓、各取方土所出、膠漆分致、釘細要削除鋪席、下不見鬼神、其堅足恃、其用足任。如此可矣、其後京師貴戚必欲江南椳梓栢樗、邊隅下土亦競相偽崇。
only be reached by crossing steep mountain ranges. The trees
must be sought for many days in succession along untrodden
paths, steep and rough, open to all kinds of dangers and obstructed
by rocks and stones. When they are at length discovered, many
months are required for felling them; and when this work is
finished, multitudes of people must be assembled ere they can
be removed from the spot, and files of oxen have to be employed to
carry them to the water-side. Then they are floated down
the Yang-tsê, entering the vast lakes, whence they have to be
brought up the Hwai and the Hwang-ho, against the stream,
over thousands of miles. At last they arrive at Loh-yang capital.
Here labourers set to work to cut and plane them during several
days and months, and we may reckon that upon the fabrication
of one coffin thousands, nay, tens of thousands of men are
employed before it is finally fit for use. As it weighs over ten
thousand pounds, it cannot be lifted up unless a great multitude
of people are at hand, nor can it be moved from the spot
without big carts. Throughout the region which extends over ten
thousand miles between Loh-lang (on the borders of Corea) in
the east, and Tun-hwang (in Kansuh province) in the west, the
people outvie each other in the use of such coffins. The waste
of labour entailed by this abuse and the damage it causes to
agriculture makes the heart bleed.

This extract is likewise interesting as showing, that already in
those early times the soil of the empire over large areas had been
stripped of its forest-grounds to such an extent, that it could no
longer produce sufficient coffin-timber for the needs of the population.
In the course of centuries this state of matters has not in the least

1 夫樹梓豫章所出殊遠，又乃生於深山窮谷，
經歷山岑立千丈之高，百丈之谿。傾倚險阻崎
巒不便，求之連日。然後見之，伐析連月。然後
訖，會眾然後能動膽，牛列然後能致水，沿江入
海，運淮過河，行數千里然後到雒。工匠彌治積
累日月，計一棺之成功將千萬夫，既其終用，重
且萬斤，非大眾不能舉，非大車不能載。東至樂
浪，西至嶺獰，萬里之中相競用之。此之費功傷
農可為痛心，Chapt. III, § 12.
improved. It is a well-known fact that the northern provinces of China, in so far as they have come under the observation of foreigners, produce no large trees worth mentioning; the virgin forests of Kiangsi, of which Wang Hu speaks, no longer exist; in Kwangtung and Kwangsi forests are conspicuous by their absence. Fuhkien too is denuded; there is some timber on the banks of the Min river, but these forests are being recklessly destroyed to supply the market of Fuhchow, whence much wood is exported to the sea-ports of the Empire. Virtually the remotest corners of China have to be ransacked for durable, good coffin timber, and importation from foreign countries is necessary to make up the deficiency. If it be true that destruction of forests changes the climate, it is certain that the partiality manifested by the Chinese since times of old for preserving their dead against decay by using coffins and vaults of the best sorts of wood procurable, has been one of the great causes of the terrible droughts and floods, which regularly visit large tracts of the country at intervals. For a long series of ages the people in their ignorance have suffered themselves to be decimated by such catastrophes as a sacrifice to the bodies of their dead. No Chinese government has ever created a forest-department to restore what the people so recklessly destroy; we may even suppose that each dynasty, instead of extending its paternal care thus far, has felt gratified by the denudation of the soil, as forests afford good shelters to rebels and render their extinction the more difficult.

The scarcity of timber entailed by the wanton destruction of forests readily accounts for the fact that, from the Han dynasty downwards, double, triple and quadruple coffins are scarcely ever mentioned in Chinese books, and that grave vaults gradually fell into disuse at the same time. In the eleventh century vaults had become so obsolete that Sze-ma Kwang wrote: »Although vaults were instituted by the holy ancients and have been in vogue since times of old, it is better not to use them, for the wood of the boards decays in the long run, which causes the pit to become too spacious, so that it no longer tightly encloses the dead. »Moreover, when Confucius buried Li, he had a coffin only, and no vault, and the sage approved of the poor burying their dead without a vault (p. 291). If people at the present time do not use vaults because of their poverty, they abstain from using them because they desire to secure the repose of their
"dead". As for the Chinese of to-day, there is every ground for believing that the use of grave vaults has entirely disappeared from their funeral customs. It is possible they are still in vogue in some parts of the Empire, and for persons of imperial blood or dignitaries of the highest ranks, but we have no information on this head.

In perusing the voluminous Dynastic Histories of China, one comes across several instances of persons who, when giving instructions about their own obsequies, ordered that economy should be observed with regard to the same and that the coffin should be of the plainest description. This suggests not only that good timber was scarce and dear, but also that people in general were so slavishly addicted to wasting their money upon the receptacles for their dead, that men of higher intellectual standing felt obliged to raise their voices against such extravagance. Coffins being thus deemed of the highest importance for the dead, we can well understand why, in ancient China, it was considered a calamity to be interred without a vault, and how it is that some grandees have gone so far in their animosity against enemies as to forcibly deprive them of a burial in a coffin. As to the first point, we read in the Cheu li: »Those among the people who do not rear cattle, have no victims for their sacrifices; those who do not plough have no full vessels when offering; and those who do not plant trees have no grave vaults.» As illustrative of the second point we borrow the following episode from the Books of the Early Han Dynasty (ch. 93). During the reign of the Emperor Ngai (6 B. C. — A. D. 1), Tung Hien, a generalissimo of the Empire, fell into disgrace with the Sovereign in consequence of the intrigues of Wang Mang, a grandee who at that time occupied the most influential position in the Empire and soon afterwards dethroned the emperor, proclaiming himself

1 柝雖先人所制自古用之，然板木歲久終歸腐爛，徒使塟中寬大不能牢固，不若不用之為愈。也孔子葬禮有棺而無椁，又許貧者還葬而無椁。今不欲用非為貧也，乃欲保安亡者爾。

2 凡庶民不畜者祭無牲，不耕者祭無盛，不樹者無椁。ch. 12, 1 30.

3 草賢。

4 王莽。
the Son of Heaven. Being deprived of all his dignities, Tung Hien committed suicide on the same day, together with his wife. The family in consternation buried both corpses under the cover of night. But Wang Mang, wishing to convince himself that the suicide had been committed in fact, caused his victim to be disinterred, and having examined the corpse in a prison, he had it buried again, but without a coffin. At his instigations a certain official then presented a memorial to the Throne, in which he accused Tung Hien’s father of having carried his arrogance so far as to bury his son in a red coffin which was not only adorned with paintings and the colours of the four seasons, but also with a blue dragon on the left side, a white tiger on the right, and a sun of gold with a silver moon on the top. Further he insinuated that the old man had encoffined the corpse with ornaments of jade, with pearls and badges of rank, as one was wont to do in the case of an Emperor, declaring that for all these reasons he felt obliged to propose the banishment of the father and the confiscation of his property. Meanwhile another official, an intimate friend of Tung Hien, had unearthed the desecrated body, dressed, encoffined and reburied it. This aroused Wang Mang’s indignation to such a pitch that he had the man flogged to death.

This tragic episode is also important as showing that, during the Han dynasty, only grandees were entitled to a burial in a red coffin, and that they jealously watched against encroachments on this prerogative by officials who had fallen into disgrace and consequently no longer belonged to their order. We read also in ch. 64 of the Books of the Later Han Dynasty that Liang Shang¹, father-in-law to the Emperor Shun, who reigned between A. D. 126—145, was buried in a vermilion coffin procured by the official department specially intrusted with the care of providing coffins for the court. That the use of red coffins by the official classes continues to the present day we shall have occasion to state on page 322.

The ancient Chinese showing themselves so strongly opposed to interment without a coffin, their rulers naturally fell into the habit of bestowing coffins upon deceased men of state as a mark of favour. Such gifts being a recognition of services rendered the Government, much value was set on them; hence we find them frequently recorded in the Dynastic Histories as matters of high

¹ Liang Shang.
THE IDEAS OF RESURRECTION.

significance. In most cases they were connected with a donation of money and valuables for equipping the deceased, carts, horses and other requisites suitable for the burial.

Coffins representing the Heavens.

Many a time we have had occasion to state, that in China it is considered a matter of extreme importance to place the dead in graves which are situated under the beneficial influences of the Cosmos, that they may feel happy and comfortable there in every respect and thus be found willing and able to bestow from thence blessings upon their offspring. That this conception is already very old, will be proved from the native literature in ch. XII of the next part of this Book. We have also seen that the ancient Chinese, wishing to facilitate the resurrection of their dead, surrounded them with jade, gold, pearls, timber and other things imbued with influences emitted by the heavens, or, in other words, with such objects as are pervaded with vital energy derived from the Yang matter of which the heavens are the principal depository. Now combining these conceptions and practices, the reader will have no difficulty in understanding why they used to paint their coffins in such a way as to make them represent the Universe in miniature. To this custom we must now call the reader’s attention for a few moments.

The narrative of Tung Hien’s tragic end, reproduced above, has shown that it was an established custom with the ruling classes during the Han dynasty to decorate their coffins with »the colours of the four seasons«. No doubt these colours were blue, red, white, and black, these having always been identified by Chinese philosophy respectively with the Spring or the East, the Summer or the South, the Autumn or the West, and the Winter or the North (comp. p. 122). The same narrative further informs us, that the coffins of grandees in those times displayed »a blue dragon on the left side, a white tiger on the right, a golden sun and a silver moon on the top«; moreover, the Books of the Later Han Dynasty state that the imperial coffins used to be decorated and painted with a sun, a moon, a bird, a tortoise, a dragon and a tiger”. These four animals denoted in ancient China the four quarters of the celestial sphere, the eastern quarter being called the Azure Dragon.¹

¹ 文善日月鳥龜龍虎. Ch. 16. leaf 2. ² 苍龍.
southern the Red or Vermilion Bird, the western the White Tiger, and the northern the Black Tortoise. For the sake of convenience we may draw up all the above cosmogonical elements in a table as follows:

East... Spring... Blue... Dragon  
South... Summer... Red... Bird  
West... Autumn... White... Tiger  
North... Winter... Black... Tortoise

Likewise during the Thang dynasty the imperial coffins displayed a sun, a moon, stars and asterisms, a dragon, a tortoise, and their appendages, painted on the lid. And on page 181 we have seen that the modern Chinese still embroider dragons and a tiger on the drapery of their catafalques, on the top and the two opposite sides.

This partiality for surrounding the dead in their subterranean dwelling with the Universe in miniature explains the custom mentioned on page 91, of stretching them in their coffins on a board with seven holes or circles arranged in the same order as the stars of the Great Bear. In China, this asterism — called the Northern Bushel on account of its shape — anciently held a prominent place among the ruling powers of Nature. The Shi ki says: »The seven stars of the Bushel, which are styled the Revolving Pearls or the Balance of Jasper, are arrayed so as to form a body of seven rulers. The Bushel is the chariot of the Emperor (i.e. of Heaven). Revolving around the pole, it descends to rule the four quarters of the sphere and to separate the Yin and the Yang; by so doing it fixes the four seasons, upholds the equilibrium between the five elements, moves forward the subdivisions of the sphere, and establishes all order in the Universe. All these functions have devolved upon the Bushel." It is clear that this passage means this much: — the Great Bear turning around the pole of the heavens once a year, it stands, at the same hour of the night, in each of the four seasons in a different quarter of the sphere, and thus marks out

1 朱鳥. 2 白虎. 3 黑龜.  
4 畫日月星辰龍龜之屬施於蓋. Ku kin thu shu tsih ch'ing, sect. 禮儀, ch. 56. 5 北斗.  
6 北斗七星所謂旋璣玉衡以齊七政...斗為帝車. 運于中央, 臨制四極, 分陰陽, 建四時, 均五行, 移節度, 定諸紀. 皆繫於斗. Ch. 27, leaf 2 seq.
on this the seasons, just as the hand on a clock indicates the hours; 
may, it even compels the whole sphere to move round with it; 
thus producing the four seasons, the rotation of which is 
actually the course of Nature. Now then, it is quite natural that 
a people which was in the habit of depicting the heavens and the 
seasons on their coffins, should add thereto a representation of 
the power which, as they believed, brought about their rotation and 
was thus the real creator of all life and all the blessings of Nature.

So far as we are aware, the pre-Christian literature of China 
does not contain any clear reference to the boards of the seven stars. 
In the Tso ch‘ewen it is stated that Yuen, a feudal lord of the state 
of Sung, in 515 B.C. said to his ministers: «If by your energetic 
help I save my head and neck till I die a natural death, I pray 
you, do not then let the flat piece of wood, which will serve to 
support my body, equal that used for the former rulers”. 
Though this passage unmistakably shows that this piece of wood 
was an object of great solicitude, yet there are no means of 
ascertaining whether it was a seven stars’ board or not. For the 
first time we meet with the name in Yen Chi-thun’s Domestic 
Instructions, written in the sixth century (see page 42). In his 
post-mortem dispositions recorded in this book, the author 
prescribed as follows: «I must have a coffin of pine wood, two 
-inches thick, and on the spot where my body is to lie, nothing 
may be placed but a seven stars’ board”. Among the rescripts 
concerning the obsequies of Tai Tsung, an emperor of the Thang 
dynasty who died in the year 779, we read: «A seven stars’ board 
was placed inside the Rottlera structure (i.e. the coffin), and the 
-things which were to be arranged collectively underneath were 
all placed below it first”. The Kia li also prescribes the use 
of this board, and so does the Ta Ts‘ing thung li, in its precepts 
regulating the funeral rites of the sundry classes of officers and of 
the common people.

1 寧人若以群子之靈獲保首領以殁, 唯是繕 
樹所以藉幹者請無及先君. Twenty-fifth Year of the Ruler Ch‘ao.

2 而當松棺二寸, 床上唯施七星板. Sect. 20.

3 代宗.

4 加七星板於梓宮內, 其合施於版下者並先 
Coffins of the present time.

The great interest attached to coffins in times of old has abated but little in the course of ages. Even at the present day they are considered indispensable for the repose of the dead; the poorest man is provided with one, though it may be of the cheapest wood and of the worst construction.

As a rule they are made as strong and well as the means of the family permit. Hence, as in bygone ages, they are mostly of very thick boards. The two planks on the right and left, as also the lid, are rounded on the outside surface, being in most cases cut out of the tree in this shape; this gives the coffin a very substantial appearance and at first sight reminds us of the trunk of a tree (see Fig. 22). The bottom is flat, and very thick. Like the lid, it projects a few inches over the two sides, and these, as well as the bottom and the lid, project beyond the small square planks which form the ends of the coffin.

In a great many cases, the round surface of the lid slopes gently up at both ends, but more considerably at the head of the coffin than at the foot.

In order that the lid may fit well upon the case, the edge of the latter forms a raised rim (Fig. 23) which fits into a corresponding furrow in the four sides of the bottom of the lid. When the lid is about to be fixed on the case, a mixture of lime and oil prepared from the fruits of the Thung tree is laid upon the rim all around, to make the seam close hermetically (comp. page 95); in addition, the seam is caulked on the outside with putty of a similar kind. In constructing the coffin, the carpenters fill all the seams in the six boards in like manner, this being calculated to prevent water and moisture from penetrating to the corpse when in the grave. Besides the putty mentioned, there are other
such like preparations used for the purpose. Into the composition

Fig 23.

of some of these enters the so-called "dripping blue" 1, which is resin, pitch or gum obtained from pine trees; other sorts are prepared from bee's wax and similar matter.

Of many coffins of good quality the seams on the outside, after the caulking, are pasted over with strips of linen or of thin, tough "cotton paper", mi tsou 2, and are then varnished. The whole inside surface being often dealt with in this way, all the pores of the wood are perfectly closed. In many cases also, the coffin is entirely pasted over on the outside, and then covered with a coating of varnish or lacquer, especially when the corpse has been placed therein and the burial has to be postponed for a considerable time (comp. p. 106). In such instances the varnishing is repeated from time to time, if the family think it necessary. Some people prefer a yellowish coating to a black one, because it is said white ants do not so easily gratify their voracity upon yellow objects.

A coffin of good, substantial wood, carefully caulked and made in the way above described, may serve to preserve a corpse unburied for years without emitting any smell. We have ourselves visited many buildings enclosed on all sides, where encoffined bodies were stored up by scores without any offence to the nasal organs. But coffins of inferior quality, destined for the

1 漆青.  2 棉紙.
poor, are scarcely ever caulked, nor have they even a raised edge to fit into the lid. As a matter of course, such receptacles are only made with a view to immediate burial, before decay sets in.

On page 95 we have had occasion to state that the lid is fastened to the case by means of dove-tailed wooden pegs, each of which is forced tightly into an excavation of a corresponding shape, made over the seam. These pegs, of which there are two on each side, are in Amoy called 吳頭銀 "silver ingots", or 吳頭銀樞 "joints like silver ingots", on account of their shape; from Fig. 23 it may be seen how they are used. In most cases, especially if the interment has to be deferred and the coffin must be varnished, they are, after being inserted in their places, planed or chiseled away on the outside and caulked all around, so that, after the varnishing, the eye can scarcely discover them. That the use of such pegs dates from antiquity has been shown on page 285 seq.; they are also an instance of the tenacity with which people cling to usages connected with the sacred observances of the dead.

The interesting fact that custom does not allow of more than two nails for fastening down the coffin lid, has likewise been noted before. Only in the case of coffins of the poorest quality, which have no pegs, are four nails used, one near each corner. In Peking, it is said, the lid is usually nailed at the sides in three places, two nails on the right hand side for a male, and two on the left for a female.

It must still be noted that families in easy circumstances cling to the ancient custom mentioned by the Li ki (see page 287) of lining the receptacles of the dead. Coarse red linen or cotton stuff is used for this purpose. No lining is affixed to the lid, but instead of this, a wooden frame over which the same material has been nailed or pasted, is fitted into the coffin over the dead before the lid is put on.

1 銀錠.
2 銀錠樞.
3 See p. 95. It is, at Amoy, a favourite saying in allusion to a noisy individual, intruding and importunate, that he will not be quiet until four nails have been driven into his coffin": 錠四枝釘就定着, in other words, that his death and subsequent coffinning with the customary two nails will not suffice to impose silence on him, but that double the number of nails will be required for this purpose.
As we have shown on page 315, it was during the Han dynasty a prerogative of official persons to be interred in red coffins. This is still so at the present day. The Ta Ts'ing thung li prescribes that, "in case of persons on whom the first of the nine degrees of nobility has been conferred, the ornamented coffin shall be varnished or lacquered red, and decorated with gilt flowers, while red coffins must be used for grandees of the second and the third rank of nobility, as also for the officials of the highest degree downwards".

The ancient custom of making a microcosmos of coffins by ornamenting them with the principal subdivisions of the Universe (p. 316 sqq.) still shows faint signs of life among the people of Amoy. They seldom call the lid by its vulgar name of kao, "cover", mostly preferring the word thien, "heaven"; the bottom they call toe, "the earth", the sides respectively jet, "the sun", and goit, "moon". The upper end they often style khoe thão, "the head of the Great Bear", and the lower end khoe bê, "the tail of the Great Bear", which expressions owe their existence to the board of the seven stars which is still much in vogue, though not among the very poor. This board is not sold with the coffin as a natural appendage. It has always to be ordered apart from the coffin, and the price charged for it is exorbitant. This circumstance alone compels the poor to do without it.

Like most articles of common life, coffins are made and sold by the same individual in China. In other words, the workshops where they are manufactured, are also the sale rooms. Coffin-making is quite a separate business, by no means a work to be done by ordinary carpenters. Some few people add to this business a so-called ts'ai péi tiém, "shop for decorative silks", where they sell all sorts of things required for the equipment of the dead in their coffins, such as lime, paper, pith, etc.; they also supply sackcloth, soul tablets, and such like articles. These shops, which are in many instances kept by people who are not coffin-makers, should be carefully distinguished from the undertaker's-shops mentioned on page 13 and referred to in other places of the first part of this Book.

1 民公采棺朱采饰金花，侯伯一品官以下朱棺。Ch. 52, leaf 1.
2 蓋。 3 天。 4 地。 5 日。 6 月。
7 魁首。 8 魁尾。 9 彩帛店。
In many a town there is one or more streets in which most or nearly all the houses are devoted to the making and sale of coffins. Amoy possesses a street of this kind, called the kon^tsh ambitions^1 or "coffin lane". In the same town the coffin shops go by the name of pân tiêm^2, "board shops", because in the local dialect receptacles for the dead are generally called pân. This again must be ascribed to the disposition, generally manifested by the people and referred to already on page 95, to avoid calling matters of a disagreeable nature, like death and burial, and things reminding one of the same, by their true names; they like to replace these by terms which call to mind matters and things harmless in themselves or good and beneficial to every one. This characteristic of the nation further explains the general use of the expressions "longevity wood"^4 and "longevity boards"^5 in various parts of China. We need scarcely say that these expressions undoubtedly stand in close relation with the fact that coffins have, since the remotest ages, served the purpose of surrounding the dead with vitality, thus enabling them to bestow on their offspring the capacity of living to a great age. Already in the Books of the Later Han Dynasty the term "longevity receptacles"^6 is used as a synonym for coffins.

Coffins vary considerably in both quality and price. Those of the very poorest description are made of thin, flat boards, or even of laths fastened together lengthwise and showing plenty of seams and breaks; these cost only two dollars a piece at Amoy, or even less. Fashionable people pay from two to three score dollars, for which sum they obtain a good coffin of rounded boards, each board consisting of one single piece of sound, substantial timber. The poor, who cannot afford such an outlay, content themselves with coffins of similar appearance, the boards of which, on close examination, are found to consist of pieces of timber fitted together lengthwise, having their seams filled up with putty. The wealthy, in their anxiety to secure wood of first-rate quality and durability, often pay many hundreds of dollars for a single coffin. Such an expensive article is often over one meter high and extremely heavy and cumbersome, the boards being exceedingly thick.

In the south-eastern provinces of the empire nearly all good

1 棺材巻.  2 板店.  3 板.  4 壽木.  5 壽板, in Amoy siu pân.  6 壽器.
collins are made of the wood of the San\(^1\) tree (Cunninghama lanceolata). This stately congener of the pine, fir and cedar is one of the finest trees of China, remarkable for the straightness of its trunk and for the deep green colour of its stiff acicular leaves. The wanton destruction of forests, which has been going on for ages also in the south, has there rendered big San trees extremely scarce, and this fully accounts for the high price of coffins made of substantial boards, because the size of the tree augments the value of the timber obtained from it. Trees of the pine and fir sorts having from the remotest times been in demand for making coffins on account of the reasons set forth on page 294 sqq., it is quite natural that the San tree, which produces wood of almost unequaled excellence, has always been specially used for the same purpose in the provinces where it grows. At any rate such was the case in the fourth century, as appears from the commentary written by Kwoh Poh\(^2\) at that time on the 'Rh ya; »The San", he says, »resembles the pine. It is suitable for shipbuilding, as well as for collins and pillars. It does not rot when buried in the ground". The author of the Pen-ts’ao kung mueh said: »The San is peculiarly valuable for making collins, because its wood does not fall a prey to white ants".\(^4\)

_Coffins procured during life._

On page 60 sqq. we have shown that, in China, it is customary for people who can afford it, to procure grave clothes during their life, and that these are often bestowed by children on the authors of their days as a highly esteemed present. Knowing this, it is not surprising to find that the same thing is often done in regard to coffins.

Persons of upwards of fifty or sixty years of age, whose means permit them, are supposed to have their coffins ready for immediate use. Many people prefer to buy the loose boards only, which occupy less room, as Chinese houses are mostly rather small. Some families store such boards away in the fowl-cot, it being a prevalent opinion that the excrement of these domestic birds renders the timber strong and better proof against decay in the earth. Often also, collins procured during life are left for safe keeping in the

\(^1\)杉. \(^2\)郭璞. A. D. 276—324.

杉似松。可以為船及棺材作柱。埋之不腐。作棺尤貴。其木不生白蟻. Chapt. 34.
shop where they have been purchased, or stored away in Buddhist temples, against a renumeration payment to the inmates. This has also the advantage of securing the owner against the risk of such evils as superstitions people assert may be caused by the presence of objects so closely connected with death as coffins are.

There are many instances of devoted sons saving from their earnings for a long time, in order to purchase a coffin or coffin-boards of excellent quality for their father or mother. The old man or woman is, of course, much gratified to receive such a gift; yet the presentation is, as a rule, not made a matter of such formality and ceremony as in the case of grave clothes (see page 62). By the way we may note that it is also customary for well-to-do fathers, at the marriage of a daughter, to add to the outfit wherewith she is sent to the house of the partner of her future joys and sorrows, a coffin of gilded silver, a few inches in size. This is to signify the old man’s willingness to provide his child not only with all the requisites of life in the form of a trousseau, but also with those of death, amongst which none is so important as the coffin.

Superstitions connected with Coffins.

That spoken words possess power and influence, is a belief of general prevalence in the Chinese empire. Already on page 95 we had occasion to draw attention to this fact. It prompts the people of Amoy to avoid calling a coffin by the right word for it, viz. koa" ts'ū¹, and to style it »boards”, or »longevity boards”, or »longevity wood” — all innocent and even good omened terms as mentioned on page 323. The same people also use the expressions pūa p'ē², »embryo of boards”, and toā ts'ū¹, »great house”, the latter almost exclusively in combinations, such as ĵip toā ts'ū³ and khīā toā ts'ū⁵, »to enter and to dwell in the great house”, which means, in plain English, to be coiffined.

As has been cursorily noted, coffins, even when empty, may bring ill luck upon the living. Some very superstitious people, especially of the female sex, are therefore accustomed to turn their faces the other way whenever they meet with a coffin, may, to
take to their heels and beat a retreat; others pertinently refuse to enter a coffin shop, or even to pass through a street where the coffin makers dwell. In order to counteract or neutralize the bad influences emanating from coffins, people are in the habit of pasting upon the board of the upper and the lower end a sheet of paper of a red, evil-destroying colour, inscribed with the character 福, »felicity”, or 壽, »longevity”. Such charms are considered sufficiently effective, written characters being, as we have often shown in many customs described in this Volume, not merely dead figures, but things essentially endowed with the faculty of producing the reality they represent.

It would be a mistake to conclude from the above that dreaming about coffins portends ill luck. On the contrary, such dreams are generally believed to foretoken a high amount of bliss: they will raise the dreamer, his children or other descendants to official dignities, which, as the reader knows, are more coveted by a Chinaman than anything else. The reason of this is simply, that a coffin and a mandarin are both denominated by the same word k w a n, while, moreover, the written character for coffin (棺) is composed of the elements 木, »wood”, and 官, »a mandarin”. In the Books of the Tsin Dynasty we read that Yin Hao 1, a learned official living in the fourth century, who was famous for the smart replies he had in store for every occasion, — »on being asked how it came to pass that a man dreamt of coffins when he was to be raised to an official dignity, »and of filth when he should acquire wealth, gave the following answer: ‘The mandarinate is essentially rotten and a prey to corruption; hence a man dreams of a corpse when he shall become a mandarin. And money is in truth merely filth and »mud; consequently, when wealth shall fall to the lot of a man, »he dreams of dirt’” 2.

Medicines and Amulets obtained from Coffins and Graves.

The reader knows that in China vital power is specially

1 殷浩.

2 或問浩曰，將莅官而夢棺，將得財而夢粪何也。浩曰，官本臭腐，故將得官而夢尸，錢本糞土，故將得錢而夢穢。 (Ch. 77, leaf 22.)
assimilated with the Yang, the chief part of the Cosmos, identified with light, warmth and life. He knows also that such products of Nature as are deemed to be imbued with shen, i.e. afflatus derived from this Yang element, have always been believed in China to be capable of strengthening the vital energy and consequently have been widely made use of as elixirs of life and as medicines. As such we have instanced the cock, jade, gold, pearls and the products of pine and cypress trees. Further it has been seen from this and the preceding chapter that, as a direct consequence of the said ideas, all these things have, since remote ages, been placed inside, upon and around the dead, in order to imbue them with vital energy and so, besides preserving them from decay and facilitating their resurrection, to enable them to bestow vitality upon their offspring, causing the latter to live to a great age, hale and healthy. Now combining these ideas with the idiosyncrasy of man in general, to believe that what one wishes really is, then it is as natural as natural can be that the Chinese should take it for granted that corpses, coffins and graves, when prepared in accordance with all the rules of the art of burial, become the ne plus ultra of seats of Yang matter, or, what is essentially the same thing, embodiments of shen afflatus. A coffin or grave therefore can, according to these reasonings, produce first-rate medicaments, health-restoring, life-sustaining. Moreover, whereas things imbued with Yang counteract the influences produced by the element Yin, which the reader will remember is the great principle of darkness, cold and death standing in the Universe diametrically opposite to the Yang, parts of the equipment of corpses and parts of coffins and graves neutralize the effects of the Yin, in other words, they paralyze all agencies of evil and death assimilated with the latter element. As a matter of fact the Chinese do what these theories teach them must be salutary, deriving from their coffins and tombs both medicines for curing the sick and amulets for warding off evil.

When, in Amoy, a person who has attended the dressing or coffining of a dead body, feels indisposed, his family consider this a sure proof that his vital spirits have suffered by contact with the deceased, and they decide at once that the corpse must be applied to for an antidote. The wife of the sick man, or another matron of the family, immediately repairs to the house of death. There, with incense sticks in her joined hands making obeisances to the coffin, she informs it of the object of her coming,
and picks up some of the chips which the carpenter has cut away while levelling the pegs that join the case and the lid, or, if everything has already been swept away, she cuts off a few particles of wood from a corner of the coffin. Taking them home, she places them with some tea in a pot, makes a decoction from the mixture, and gives it to the sick man to drink as a medicine. Should the corpse have already been buried, a little earth is fetched from the grave and used instead, the result being, as people believe, just as effective. Persons who fall sick after attending at the exhumation of a corpse, are restored to health by a decoction of chips from the old coffin.

Turning over the leaves of the Pen-ts'ao khang muh, we find the following passage, quoted from the writings of Chen Tsang-khi, who, as we have said on page 201, lived in the eighth century.
» Old coffin boards. — These are not poisonous; they conquer the influences of spectres, dissolve obstinate inner evils and pains in the heart and belly, and counteract asthmatic affections, as also perturbations caused by bad dreams. Those who are constantly under the influence of spectres and spirits should make a decoction of the wood in water and wine, adding a branch of a peach tree growing on the east side of the trunk, and they will vomit them out"¹. As an additional rescript the Pen-ts'ao khang muh gives: » When babies cry at night, kindle some old coffin wood and let the flames shine over them, then they will be quiet immediately"².

As for evil-destroying amulets derived from coffins, as such nothing is in Fukien so highly prized as armlets of jade, which have been for years on a corpse in the grave (see p. 279). All of those we have seen on the wrists of the living, had partly or entirely turned black in consequence of their long contact with the mass of corruption. It is said, however, that some people cannot be persuaded to wear such disgusting ornaments.

In his Social Life of the Chinese (ch. 31), Mr. Doolittle informs us that in Fuhchow iron nails which have been used in fastening up a coffin, are used as amulets. »They are", he says, »carried in the

¹ 古欞板。無毒，主鬼氣，注忤中惡心腹痛，背急氣喘惡夢悸，常為鬼神所祟擾者水及酒和東引桃枝煎服，當得吐下。Ch. 37.
² 小兒夜啼，朽棺木燒明照之，即止.
pocket, or braided in the cue. Sometimes such a nail is beaten out into a long rod or wire, and encased in silver. A large ring is then made of it, to be worn on the ankles or the wrists of a boy until he is sixteen years old. Such a ring is often prepared for the use of a boy, if he is an only son. Daughters wear such wrinklets or anklets only a few years, or for even a shorter time."

The Chinese are by no means always logical in their superstitions. While on the one hand they use old coffin wood as a medicine, on the other hand they are obstinately opposed to cooking their food over it, saying that such a fire may emit influences which, entering the food, would poison those who eat of it. Old boards, obtained after a lapse of years when the family thinks it proper to exhume the corpse and transfer the bones to an urn of earthenware, are consequently left about the spot as useless. Not even beggars will pick them up, although this class of people are not chary about laying their hands on whatever they can catch. Country people, however, sometimes use them for the construction of dams in wet rice-fields, for bridging over narrow water-ditches, for troughs to feed their pigs, and the like. If the wood has originally been of first-rate quality and suffered but little in the ground, the boards are not seldom used in the manufacture of circular and oval guitars, for, as the Chinese pretend, instruments made of such wood produce music of particularly agreeable sound. Already more than eleven centuries ago Chen Tsang-khi wrote: "The very best among such old coffin boards which become better as they grow older, are those of San wood. When these are a thousand years old, they are imbued with shen afflatus, and they should then be used for making the sounding boards of harps".

Coffins for Children and Buddhist Priests

Bearing in mind the fact that burying young children is, for reasons set forth on page 243, not a matter of any solicitude, it is natural that little care should be bestowed on their coffins. Receptacles resembling those which are in vogue for up-grown people are only provided for children above the age of eleven or twelve. There are, however, no fixed rules of conduct for the people on this head. Their behaviour in each particular case depends

---

1 For particulars on this head see the next Volume, ch. XIII.
2 過古者佳杉材最良。千歲者通神宜作琴底 Pen-ts ao kang muh, ch. 37.
upon the sex of the child, the affection of the parents and, most of all, upon their pecuniary circumstances.

Babies and very young children are usually enclosed in boxes made of six flat boards of thin wood. Such so-called *bāk a*¹, "small coffins", or *khoek a*², "boxes", are of such weak construction that they must inevitably be crushed to pieces in the ground under the weight of the earth. In most cases they are narrower at the foot than at the head. Of painting or caulking there is no question, neither is a board of the seven stars ever placed inside.

Children dying under two years of age are in a great many instances placed inside large-mouthed earthenware jars, and thereupon buried in the ground, or deposited somewhere in the mountains or in the open fields. This convenient mode of ridding one's self of such corpses is especially practised by the poorest classes, jars being much cheaper than wooden boxes.

Deceased members of the Buddhist clergy are either buried or burned. In the former case their coffins do not differ from those used by the laity; but when one is burnt, he is placed in a sitting posture in a large square box which has a door or a slide in front, and so he is reduced to ashes with box and all. Details of such cremations we reserve for our Book on Buddhism.

---

¹ 木仔. ² 竹仔.
CHAPTER V.

ON SOME OTHER USAGES PROMPTED BY THE BELIEF IN A RESURRECTION.

1. Washing and Dressing the Dead.

The great solicitude manifested by the ancient Chinese to keep the bodies of their dead in a good condition, that they might at any time be fit to be re-occupied by the soul, naturally suggests their being very particular in subjecting corpses to a scrupulous cleansing before enclosing them in their coffins. The correctness of this inference is fully confirmed by the old books of the nation. On page 16 sqq. we have already quoted such passages from the I li and the Li ki as show that, in pre-Christian times, the dead of rank were carefully washed with water prepared with rice, millet and other ingredients; that this water was boiled on a furnace specially built for the purpose, over fire-wood collected on a spot particularly assigned. Further those passages teach us that the basins, tubs and other implements used on this occasion were quite new, that the beard of the deceased was trimmed and the nails were pared with the utmost care, and finally that the hair, after having been washed, was bound up with ribbons and adorned with pins. We have further described how washing the dead and making their toilette is still a matter of great solicitude among the modern Chinese. The ancient books do not give any other information on this subject worth reproducing. Hence we need not dwell upon it any longer, but can proceed at once to what those books tell us about the manner in which the dead were dressed for the grave.

As already stated on page 36, the dressing of a dead body was usually done in three stages: first, they put on the body clothes, which proceeding they denoted by the character 龈; then came the so-called slighter dressing, and finally the greater or fuller dressing. These proceedings are referred to by the Li ki so frequently, as to fully justify the conclusion that they were
matters of the greatest concern to the ancients. Yet these numerous references are very incoherent, extremely concise and of little interest; consequently we will not waste time and space by reproducing them. In the I li, however, the dressing of ordinary officers and members of their families is described with so much elaboration and exactitude, as to teach us almost everything we can desire to know on this head. Hence we reproduce this description in its entirety, interspersing such extracts from the Li ki as are useful to supply its deficiencies.

"The articles of dress for the deceased are arranged in the apartments, the collars on the west side. The principal articles are placed on the south of the less important ones. The clothes are not folded. The coats and petticoats for the manes (the body clothes) are of linen 1.

"These coats and petticoats are of curtain-linen; the sleeves are as wide as the breadth of the linen, and so long as to reach below the knees. The petticoat consists of a front and a back part, but it is not open at the sides 2; it hangs down upon the upper part of the feet. There is a hem of a light red colour along the openings and along the lower edge, and a black hem round the neck, as also round the cuffs 3.

"The pin for the hair-knot is of mulberry wood 4; it is four inches long and tapers away in the middle. The cowl for the head is of well-finished taffety, as broad as a full width of cloth and five feet long; a slit is made in the lower end 5. The card plugs are of fine white floss. The cover for the eyes is of black

1 陈裳事于房中，西领、南上、不緬。明衣裳用布。Ch. 26, leaf 36—38.
2 In other words, this garment was composed of two broad square pieces hanging down from the waist, the one in front and the other behind, and passing a little over each other at the sides.
3 明衣裳用幕布，袂属幅，長下膝。有前後裳，不辟，長及殲。織緬紉緬絳。Ch. 31, 1, 15 and 16.
4 According to the commentators this was so because the mulberry is called sang 桑，which wood is synonymous with another sang 喪，meaning ‘funeral, loss by death’.
5 On page 53 the reader will have noticed, that such a cowl is still worn by the dead at the present day. Because the I li prescribes that it should be as broad as a full width of cloth, it is now-a-days called a hok kim, or ‘kerchief of one width of cloth’. The Kiu li also orders the use of it.
silk; it is one foot two inches square, has a red lining and strings to fasten it (behind the head) 1.

The object to be placed in the hands of the dead is of a dark stuff with a red lining. It is one foot two inches long and five inches broad. In the middle (where the hands grasp it) it is narrower by one inch on either side. A string to fasten it by is attached to it 2.

The archer's thumb-ring is of genuine royal Kih wood, or of Tseh kih wood. It is tied on by means of strings. The covers for the fingers, made of cotton floss, are two in number 3.

As to the corpse-sack, the sack proper is of black silk and so long as to reach to the hands. The red half, which tapers away, covers the legs 4. In ch. 55 of the Li 11 (l. 25) we read: »What is a corpse-sack? It serves to conceal the corpse” 5. And ch. 58 of this Classic (l. 11) says: »For the Ruler of a state the corpse-sack is embroidered; the part which tapers away is ornamented with axes, and the side is closed with strings in seven places. For a Great officer it is black, the tapering part is likewise ornamented with axe-like figures, but there are only five strings at the side. For an ordinary officer it is of dark silk; the part which tapers away is red and has three strings at the side. In general, such a sack is long enough to reach down as far as the hands, and the tapering part measures three feet” 6. So the sack was not exactly

---

1 繇笄用桑，長四寸，繡中。掩練帛，廣終幅，長五尺，析其末。頓用白繒。幃目用緯，方尺二寸，經裏、著組繭。Ch. 26，l. 38 sqq.

2 握手用玄，繡裏。長尺二寸廣五寸。牢中旁寸。著組繭。Leaf 40.

3 決用正壬棘若榦棘。組繭。繒極二。Leaf 42. In ancient China such covers were put on the fingers of the right hand to prevent them from being singed by the string of the bow.

4 冒，緯質長與手齊。輕殺掩足。Leaf 44.

5 冒者何也。所以掩形也。Sect. 雜記，II，1.

6 君錦冒黼殺、繒旁七。大夫玄冒黼殺、繒旁五。士緯冒楨殺、繒旁三。凡冒質長與手齊、殺三尺。Sect. 喪大記，II.
a sack, as one of the sides was open and had to be tied by cords or ribbons after the body had been wrapped up in it.

The I li continues its enumeration of the grave clothes as follows:

1. The attire such as is worn with the official cap, and a dress of fine silk. The attire such as is worn with the leathern cap.
2. A black attire with a red hem. A girdle of black silk. Knee-pads of leather. A tablet of bamboo (such as courtiers hold before their breast at audiences). Shoes of Dolichos cloth in summer, white shoes in winter, in both cases with strings between the sole and the upper leather, with strings of black silk at the points, and loops serving for button holes of the same material. On the shoes there are also ribbons and strings to fasten them at the heels. All the clothes that have been presented by the Ruler, friends and relations (see page 34 seq.) are laid out along with the rest, but are not used for dressing the dead” 1.

The clothes were not put on the dead man until he had been properly washed (see page 17 seq.) and the mouth had been stuffed with cowries and rice (page 275 seq.). »The Invoker after the manner of the Shang dynasty lays the clothes out on a couch, successively placing upon it the sacrificial garments 2 and the black attire with red hemmings 3. Having placed the cowl on the head of the dead man, he puts the plugs into the ears and binds the cover before the eyes; then he puts on the shoes, knotting the strings over the top of the foot and fastening the bindings of the points. (After the dead man has been placed upon the clothes laid out on the couch just-mentioned), he dresses the body, which has three suits put on, in addition to the body clothes. He then adjusts the knee-pads and the girdle, and sticks the tablet into the latter. The archer’s ring is now put on

1 諸弔服、純衣。皮弔服。祴衣。緞帶。韁帶。竹笏。夏葛屨、冬白屨、皆縳緬紈絞。絧綦紹于踵。庶隣絳陳、不用。Ch. 29, 1. 43–49.
2 These garments are those mentioned above as being worn with the official cap and the leathern cap. They were called sacrificial garments because they were worn by the officials when in attendance on the Ruler while he sacrificed to his ancestors. On pp. 18 and 51 we have drawn attention to the fact that still at present notable people are very fond of having a sacrificial attire on when leaving this world, and that this is to a great extent attributable to a tendency to closely imitate the ancient.
3 諸視褘、祭服祴衣次。Ch. 27, 1. 8.
the lower part of the thumb, so that it is held up by the base
of the thumb, and the object for the hands of the dead is
fixed in its place by being tied to the lower parts of the fingers.
This is done in such a way, that the lining comes in contact
with the skin; the cord is wound round the middle finger and
knotted on the lower parts of the fingers. The corpse-sack
having been laid out, the body is sheathed up in it and covered
with a shroud. The cloth (which is placed over the face when the
mouth is being filled with rice and cowries), the plug for the
teeth, and the spoon (used for pouring in the rice), are buried in
the pit (see page 16), together with the trimmings of the hair,
beard and nails, the pit being thereupon filled up by the
Overseers of the waste and cultivated grounds.

On the next day they again arrange clothes in the apartments, the
collars on the south. The principal of these articles of dress is
placed on the west side of the less important. They are folded.
The scarfs for winding round the corpse, three crosswise and
one straight, are as broad as a whole piece and have a slit at the
ends. Then follows a black sheet with a lining of a dark red
colour, but without the usual hem at one end. Next comes a
sacrificial attire, then the upper clothes, in all nineteen suits;
subsequently they display the clothes (presented by the Ruler,
friends and relations), but it is not necessary to use all these.

Some particulars about this display of the grave garments
to be used at the slightest dressing are to be found also in the

---

1 In translating this passage we have followed the commentary of Ch'ing Huang-ch'ing.
But this author probably indulges in mere guess-work, the characters 堅 and 飯
being, as Ngao Ki-kung justly remarks, inexplicable.

2 穿祝、項、設帳目、乃履、綦結于趾、連絽。乃
襄三稱、明衣不在奠。設緾帶、締笏。設絖麗于
極、自飯持之、設握、乃連聚。Ch. 27, i. 14–19.

3 設握裹親膚、繫鉤中指、結于聚。Ch. 31, i. 17.

4 畫冑之，幷用袁、巾相箋，埋于坎。Ch. 27, i. 21.

5 句人築塋塋。Ch. 31, i. 17.

6 境明陳衣于房。南領、西上、緒。絞橫三縮一、
廣終幅、析其末。緒衾儐裹無絖。祭服次、散衣
次、凡十有九稱、陳衣極之、不必盡用。Ch. 27, i. 26–29.
Li ki (ch. 58, l. 1). "As to the linen scarfs used at the slighter dressing (for swathing the dead), one is to be tied lengthwise and three crosswise. In the case of a Ruler there is one embroidered sheet, in that of a Great officer one of a plain white colour, in that of an ordinary officer one of a dark colour. There are nineteen sets of clothes. For a Ruler the clothes are displayed in the corridor on the east, for a Great officer and an ordinary officer in the apartments, all with the collars on the west and the principal article on the north side".

"Strong men"—continues the Li, "having washed their hands, take up a position in pairs at the foot of the western steps, with their faces to the east. Mats are spread out in-doors (in the back chamber), one of Kien straw underneath and one of fine bamboo over it, and the Invoker after the manner of the Shang dynasty lays out over them successively the scarfs, the sheet, the upper clothes and the sacrificial garments. These (two) sacrificial garments he does not place in irregular order, but the finest he lays underneath the other. Thereupon the said strong men lift the corpse up and transfer it (to the dresses), returning then to the spot which they previously occupied." "All those"—says the Li ki (ch. 58, l. 8), "who dress the corpse, have the upper parts of their bodies naked, but those who transfer it to the clothes are dressed. At the obsequies of a Ruler, the Great Adjuncts do the dressing, assisted by the ordinary Adjuncts; at those of a Great officer the Great Adjuncts merely stand by, while the others do the work; and at those of an ordinary officer the ordinary Adjuncts stand by, while the strong men perform the dressing."
A couch with mats", so the I li continues, "is now placed
between the two pillars and covered with mats as before 1. A
pillow is placed on it for the head. The dressing finished, they
remove the curtain. The principal mourners, their faces turned
to the west, now lean on the corpse (see page 39), stamping
their feet an unlimited number of times, and the female mour-
ners, their faces turned eastward, lean on it also, acting in the
same manner. The strong men then lift the corpse up; the males
and the females sustain it, and so it is carried to the hall,
where (placing it on the aforesaid couch,) they cover it with
a corpse-pall 2.

The next morning, after having extinguished the torches, they lay
out the garments (for the fuller dressing) in the apartment, the
collars on the south side and the principal garments on the west
side of the others. They are folded up. There are scarfs for swathing
the corpse, a sheet and two palls, further the grave clothes
presented by the Ruler (see page 34), a sacrificial attire, upper
clothes, and grave clothes presented by relations and friends,
thirty suits in all, without counting the sheet. It is, however,
not necessary to use them all" 3.

For the fuller dressing", the Li ki says (ch. 58, l. 3), "there
are scarfs of linen, three laid straight and five laid crosswise,
further, a sheet of linen and two palls; this holds good as well
for a Ruler as for a Great officer and an ordinary officer. In the
case of a Ruler they display one hundred suits of clothes in the
court-yard, with the collars towards the north, while the principal
clothes are laid out on the west side of the others. For a Great
officer there are fifty suits, displayed in the eastern corridor, the
collars towards the west and the principal clothes on the south
side of the others. For an ordinary officer they exhibit thirty
suits in the corridor on the east, with the collars towards the

1 That is to say, as in the case when the dead had just expired; see page 7.

2 設狀第于兩楹之間、衽如初，有枕。卒斂披
帷。主人西面附尸，踊無冕。主婦東面附亦如之。
士舉。男女奉尸仗于堂，幷用夷衾。 ch. 27, l. 39-47.

3 凡明滅燎陳衣於房，南領，西上。縷。絞絍衾
二、君縷、祭服、散衣、庶縷、凡三十稱，絣不在于。不
必盡用。 ch. 28, l. 1 and 2.
» west and the principal clothes on the south of the others. The
» scarfs and the sheet are of the same quality as the court robes.
» Three scarfs are cut out of one width of cloth, and they are not
» split at the ends. The sheet is made of five pieces of full width,
» and has not the usual hem at one end” 1.

"The hall" — continues the 1 bi, » having been curtained off,
» the women arrange themselves on the west side of the corpse, turning
» their faces towards the east. The principal mourner and the near
» relations ascend the western steps, pass by the feet of the corpse,
» and stationing themselves with their faces westward, they bare
» the upper part of their bodies. The strong men, having washed
» their hands, take up a position as before (viz. as at the slighter
» dressing), and mats are also spread out as at the slighter dressing 2.
» The fuller dressing takes place near the eastern flight of steps 3.

"The Invoker after the manner of the Shang dynasty successively
» lays out upon these mats the scarfs 4, the sheet, the palls and
» the clothes, so that the finest of the latter shall be outermost
» when the corpse is dressed. The grave clothes which have been
» presented by the Ruler are not placed upon one another in
» reverse order. Now the strong men lift the body (from the couch
» between the two pillars) and transfer it (to the pile of clothes).
» As they return to their place, the principal mourners stamp their
» feet an unlimited number of times. The dressing finished, they
» remove the curtain, and the chief mourners lean on the corpse

1 大敛布絞縮者三、橫者五、布絞、二衾、君大夫士一也。君陳衣於庭百稱、北領、西上。大夫
陳衣於序東五十稱、西領、南上。士陳衣於序東
三十稱、西領、南上。絞紉如朝服。絞一幅為三，不
辟。紉五幅、無綴。見大記、11。

2 帷堂，婦人尸西東面。主人及親者升自西階、
出于足、西面袒。士盟位如初、布席如初。見 28,
1. 12–14.

3 大斂于阼。見 31, 1. 23.

4 Note that the swathing of the corpse with sheets and strips of linen, which
was done twice, once at the slighter and once at the fuller dressing, is still the
custom at the present day; see page 33. No doubt this is attributable to the Kuo
bi, which contains regulations on this head of the same tenor as those laid down
in the I bi. The Ta Tsung shang li also prescribes the wrapping up in a sheet
and swathing for all classes of officials and for the common people.
as they did at the slighter dressing, the principal female mourners acting in a similar manner".

The fact that in ancient China the dead were dressed in so many expensive suits, indeed in more suits than ever living man wore, is a most convincing proof that this part of the funeral observances was the object of peculiar interest. We read in the Domestic Discourses of Confucius (see page 303) that, "when Confucius died, the clothes put on him at the first dressing consisted of eleven suits, to which was added one court dress, besides a chang-fu cap", that is to say, a cap after the fashion of the Yin dynasty. Over these eleven suits the numerous attires of the slighter and the fuller dressing were put on. That the modern Chinese are still very partial to burying their dead in many suits, preferring a great number of very inferior quality to a few of good material, we have shown on page 65; yet the facts adduced in that part of our work prove that they are far behind their ancestors in this respect. Their imitation of the progenitors of the nation is indeed an imitation of the poorest kind. They no longer dress the dead in three different stages. The ancient first dressing they now identify with their dressing of the deceased in his body clothes after the washing (page 20); the slighter dressing of antiquity corresponds to the final dressing described on page 67, and the fuller dressing to the coffining. This is in strict accordance with the Ta T'ıng ts'ing li, which prescribes for all classes of officials a dressing in two stages only and calls these stages by the same names which were used by the ancients for the first and the second dressing; the fuller dressing of antiquity is made to consist merely of the coffining. At the first dressing, it says, the official classes should have on "one suit of every day clothes, as also a court dress with cap and girdle, all corresponding to the respective ranks of each"; the gentry should be dressed likewise "in one suit of every day clothes with a cap and a ceremonial attire such as corresponds

1 商祝布絞紬衣，美者在外。君之不對。士舉業，復位，主人踊無奠。卒斂徹帷，主人馮如初，主婦亦如之。Ch. 28, l. 14-16.

2 孔子之喪襲衣十有一稱，加朝服一，冠章甫之冠。Ch. 9, § 終記解。

3 常服一稱，朝衣冠帶各以其等。Ch. 52, l. 1.
»with the rank of the dead”¹. And as for the slighter dressing, «the officials of the first, second and third degree are to be »equipped with five suits, viz. three lined and two unlined »dresses. For the officials of the fourth and fifth rank these »numbers must be three, two and one, and for those of the »sixth and lower ranks, two, one and one”². For the grave clothes of the common people the book gives no rescripts.

Returning once more to the ages prior to the Han dynasty, we find a more tangible proof than any yet mentioned, of the interest bestowed by the living upon the dressing of the dead, namely the anxiety shown by relations and friends in presenting garments for the purpose. By quoting extracts from the I li we have shown on page 34 seq. that it was an established custom for all the kinsmen and friends, and in the case of an ordinary officer even for the Ruler in whose service he was, to contribute grave garments. Rulers even went so far as to send them to their princely colleagues of other feudal kingdoms. »This was an established ceremonial usage”, as the Tso ch‘ueh relates. »The feudal princes presented »to one another their condolences and congratulations, and even »when the garments could not be of service (because they arrived »too late), they were accepted as a mark of courtesy and »recorded as such, that the good understanding which had existed »heretofore between the parties, might not fall into oblivion”³.

In its 54th. chapter (l. 31) the Li ki contains a detailed account of the way in which the messengers despatched by a Ruler to offer grave clothes to a mourning family acquitted themselves of their duty. »The man with the grave clothes said: ‘My Ruler has sent »me with clothes for the deceased’. A person in attendance then »entered the gate to report the arrival of the messenger and, »coming out of the gate again, said: ‘The orphan son So-and-so »is waiting for you’. Upon this the other took a dress which was »worn with the crown-cap, holding the neck in his left hand and »the waist in his right, and thus he entered the gate, ascended

¹ 常服一稱，冠及禮服各以其等. Ch. 52, l. 18.
² 三品以上五稱，復三、禰二．五品以上三稱，復二，禰一．六品以下二稱，復一，禰一．Ch. 52, l. 2.
³ 禰也 諸侯相弔賀也，雖不當事苟有禮焉，書也，以無忘舊好．Ninth year of the Ruler Wen.
the steps of the hall and delivered his message, saying: 'My Ruler has sent me, So-and-so, with grave clothes'. The son then bowed to him, touching the ground with his head and, the clothes having been laid down on the east of the spot where the body was to be stored away after the coollining, the messenger descended the steps, to receive inside the gate, under the eaves, a dress such as was usually worn with the official cap. Communicating his message in the above way, the son bowed with his forehead to the ground as before. Subsequently the messenger received in the courtyard an attire such as was worn with the skin cap; then he received a set of court robes at the foot of the western steps, and finally, at the entrance of the hall, a dress which was worn with the dark-coloured cap; these he presented successively with the same message, the son, in each case, bowing with his forehead to the ground as he did the first time. In the end the messenger descended the steps, left the gate and returned to his place. Five men in attendance on the major domo then took up the garments and brought them to the east, afterwards going down by the steps on the west".

The grave clothes presented in such large quantities by anxious relations, friends and superiors were, as we have seen, displayed during the dressing. The object of this no doubt was to express the willingness of the family to make use of all of them in behalf of the dead. The question now arises: what was done with them, in so far as they were not used for dressing the corpse? Nowhere do the ancient books clearly express themselves on this head; but considering that in ancient China it was customary to stow away in the tombs of grandees all sorts of articles, implements and valuables which might be useful to the dead, it is not beyond the bounds of probability that the clothes in question went the

---

1 靡者日，ilestone, 二日，果某須矣。靡者孰者織、左孰領、右孰要、入升堂，政命日，甸君使某靡。子拜稽額，委衣于殞東。靡者降受階，束衣於門內。將命子拜稽額如初。受皮束衣於中庭、自西階受朝服、自堂受左端、將命、子授稽額皆如初。靡者降、出、反位。宰夫五人舉以東，降自西階。sect. 種記. 1, 2.
same way, at least in the earliest ages. This supposition assists us in explaining why the ancient works denote them by the character 衣, that is: clothes 衣 which follow 遂. This character is nowhere found in the books in the sense of garments which were really used for dressing the dead, nor in that of any other sort of garments. In chapter IV of the next part of this Book, which is especially devoted to the custom of entombing articles with the dead, more will be said on this subject.

It is worthy of notice that the high importance which was attached in ancient China to the dressing of the dead, is testified by the fact that, in the case of grandees and their wives, the Ruler of the state and his consort attended at it personally, resorting to the house of mourning for the purpose. What the Li ki and the I li say on this head has been reproduced already on page 35 seq. Besides this, the I li shows that Great officers were in the habit of displaying the same interest at the decease of ordinary officers. «The fuller dressing», it says, «takes place near the eastern flight of steps. The Great officers ascend the western steps and station themselves on the east side of the same, where they turn their faces to the north, and each higher officer stands on the east of the one of lower rank. And when the mourners have finished leaning on the corpse, the Great officers descend the steps in reverse order and return to their places».

2. Keeping the Dead unmutilated.

The belief in the resurrection of the dead having obtained such a firm hold upon the Chinese of ancient times as to prompt the creation of numerous practices for the purpose of preserving corpses from decay, it is but natural to find them also cherishing a conviction that mutilation renders a body unfit to receive the soul again. That this notion has ever been deeply rooted in their minds may be inferred from the fact that the Li ki (ch. 58, l. 36) says: «The hair and nails of the Ruler of a state and of a Great officer

1 大敛于阼。大夫升自西階，階東、北面，東上。既馮尸大夫逆降，復位。Ch. 31, l. 23 seq.
MUTILATING CORPSES BY WAY OF PUNISHMENT.

» must be placed in the corners of his coffin, and in the case of
» an ordinary officer they must be buried" 1. Many centuries later
the Kia li prescribes that, »when the corpse has been lifted up
» with united force and placed in the coffin, the teeth and
» the hair which have fallen out during life are to be put in the
» corners, together with the parings of the nails” 2. And amongst
its rescripts for the disposition of the dead, laid down for all classes of
officials, the gentry and the common people, the Ta Ts'ing thang li
likewise says, that »the teeth and hair which have dropped out
during the life of the deceased, should be placed in his coffin” 3.
The authoritative rank of these works renders it very probable
that the above precepts are still conformed to in many parts of
the empire.

The royal house of Cheu went so far as to exclude from its
grave-yards those of its blood who had died from wounds inflicted
by weapons. »Those who have been killed by arms do not enter
the burial grounds” 4, says the Cheu li. This passage throws a
remarkable light upon the destination of those burial places.
Indeed, whereas such people as by the mutilation of their bodies
had lost all prospect of returning to life were not suffered therein, it
is evident that at that time grave-yards were not grounds laid out by
the living to dispose of useless human remains, but places where
the dead were devoutly collected to await resurrection.

And, if mutilation prevents a body from ever reviving, then
mangling or destroying the remains of an enemy is the most
refined means of revenge. It is also the severest punishment one
can inflict on the body of a criminal. The Books of the Tsin
Dynasty relate that Shih Lih 5, a pretender, to the Throne in the north
eastern part of the Empire, exhumed and burned the corpse of Yueh 6,
an imperial commander who had been in the field against him and
had died in the year 311; — »this man”, said he, »has thrown

1 君大夫鬚爪實於縷中，士埋之。Sec. 喪大記。II.
2 共舉尸納于棺中，實生時所落齒髮及所剪
爪于棺角。
3 實生時所落齒髮。Ch. 52, 1. 2.
4 凡死于兵者不入兆域。Ch. 21, 1. 44.
5 石勒。6 越.
"the Empire into disorder, and so I must take revenge in the
name of the Empire". And in the Loh-yang kia-lan ki or
Description of the Buddhist Monasteries in the city of Loh-yang, a
work written in the sixth century, it is related: »In the Hiao
ch'ang period (525—528) the empress confiscated Liu Thing's
immovable property. The same day on which Yuen-i was killed,
Liu Thing had already expired; but the empress remembering
his crimes, she had his grave opened and his body destroyed,
that his manes might be deprived of everything in which to take
refuge". Other instances of this kind will be given in the next
part of this Book, in chapter XVI, when treating of Cremation.

The idea that mangling a person after death constitutes
a punishment of the severest kind, still plays an important part in
the criminal legislation of modern China. The Ta Ts'ing lub li
says: »Whoever murders three members of one family, not guilty
of a crime punishable with death, or whoever quarters a living
person or mortally mangles him, shall be slowly cut with knives
till death doth ensue. His property shall be confiscated for the
benefit of the family of the victim, his wives and sons be
transported for life to a country two thousand miles away, and
his accomplices shall be beheaded". Considering, however, that
this cruel way of dispatching the chief culprit is too slight a
punishment for so heinous a crime, a bye-law is added, to this
effect: »Moreover, his corpse shall be chopped to pieces and his
head exhibited on a stake as a warning to the public".

The Legal Code has heavy punishments in store for those who

1 此人亂天下，吾為天下報之。Ch. 59, I. 39.
2 洛陽伽藍記。
3 至孝昌年太后沒騰田宅。元義誅日騰己物故，太后追思騰罪發墓骸尸，使其神靈無所歸
聚。Ch. 1. This episode is also related, though less circumstantially, in ch 94 of
the Books of the Wei Dynasty (I. 18), and in the History of the North of the
Empire, ch 92, I. 17.
4 凡殺一家非死罪三人，及支解活人者，凌遲處死，財產斷付死者之家，妻子流二千里，為從者斬。Chapter 26. 3 殺一家三人。
5 仍剖碎死屍，枭首示衆.
mangle the dead. It even goes so far as to extend its care to criminals executed. »Whosoever after an execution mangles or destroys the corpse shall receive fifty blows with the short bamboo stick". Further we find the following articles:

»Whoever mangles or destroys the corpse of a member of another family, or casts it into the water, shall be punished with one hundred blows with the long stick and be transported for life to a country three thousand miles distant. And he who mangles or casts away the still unburied corpse of a kinsman who occupied a position higher than himself in the hierarchy of his family and for whom he must wear mourning in one of the five degrees, shall be decapitated and shall be kept in jail until his execution.

»Each of these punishments to be abated by one degree if the corpse thrown away was not lost, or when the mangling only consisted of an injury to the hair.

»Whoever mangles or casts away the dead body of a kinsman who held a position in the hierarchy of the family lower than his own, and for whom the perpetrator would have to wear mourning in one of the five degrees, shall undergo a punishment similar to that inflicted when the corpse of any one belonging to another family is concerned, but with a mitigation by one degree for each degree of relationship by which the perpetrator stands above the dead.

»Mangling or throwing away the corpse of a son or grandson shall be punished with eighty blows with the long stick. But any child or grandchild who commits the same offence against a grandfather, grandmother, father or mother, or any male or female slave or hireling who mangles or throws away the body of his master, shall be beheaded and shall be kept in jail until

---

1. 處決時別加殘毁死屍者各五十. Ch. 37. 3

2. About these degrees see ch. VI of the next part of this Book.

3. 若殘毀他人死屍及棄屍水中者各杖一百流三千里，若毀棄緬麻以上尊長未埋死屍者斬監候，棄他人及尊長而不失其屍，及毀而但髡髮若傷者各減一等．

4. 毀棄緬麻以上卑幼死屍各依凡人遞減一等．
his execution, no account being taken as to whether the body was "destroyed or lost".

The significance of these provisions of law will be better understood, if we take into consideration that the Code is hardly less severe with regard to the crimes these articles are intended to prevent, than on the point of wilful murder. Premeditated murder of a person not belonging to the family of the perpetrator is punished with decapitation, which is a penalty only two degrees more severe than that inflicted for the mutilation of the corpse of such an individual, or for the making away with it. Further, for parricide or the murder of a grandparent or great-grandparent, slow execution by the knives is decreed, which punishment is only one degree heavier than decapitation, with which persons who have mangled or thrown away the corpse of such a relative must expiate their crime.

In chapter XI of the next part of this Book we shall revert at length to the protection awarded to the bodies of the dead by the State, whose line of conduct on this head is the natural outgrowth of the great political principle that the Religion of the Dead must be maintained by all possible means. This primary religion of China, sanctified by the books of Confucius and his school, is enforced upon the nation by the present dynasty as the most holy institution of social life, being closely connected with the doctrines of the hiao referred to on page 120. In connection with this political principle successive dynasties have promulgated codifications of the funeral rites, such as the reader has been acquainted with on page 236.

The inveterate aversion of the Chinese of all ages to the mutilation of the body after death explains why in the Ta T'ung Teh li decapitation is considered a punishment of a severer nature than strangulation. Both methods of despatching criminals are ranked by that Code side by side as "the severest penalty existing"; but at the same time it makes a distinction between the two because, as it says, "strangulation leaves the body entire in

---

1 毀棄子孫死屍者杖八十。其子孫毁棄祖父母父母及奴婢雇工人毀棄家長死屍者不論殘失與否斬監候。Ch. 25, § 發塚。

2 刑之極者。
all its parts"\(^1\), while "decapitation sends the body and the head to different places"\(^2\). It is, indeed, entirely in accordance with this legal distinction that the heads of criminals executed in the province, when not exposed on stakes or in cages as a warning to the public, are in many instances sent up to the provincial capital, to serve not only as warrants to the higher authorities that the execution has taken place, but also to make sure of their not being buried along with the body.

\(^1\) 絞全其肢體.
\(^2\) 斬身首異處. See ch. 2, l. 30.
CHAPTER VI.

ON THE COHABITATION OF THE SOUL AND THE BODY AFTER DEATH.

The belief in the resurrection of the dead has waned away in the process of time. As civilization advanced, cold experience taught the sons of the Empire of the Midst that death was real. Nevertheless, as this Volume testifies on many of its pages, numerous practices created by the said belief have survived. Nor has the conviction been lost that the manes continue to hover about the body and to be intimately connected with it, a conviction naturally arising from the old belief that they might at a suitable moment again enter the corpse and resuscitate it.

That such a belief in the cohabitation of the body and the soul really exists among the modern Chinese as vividly as ever, is shown by many of their funeral customs. We need only draw attention to those enumerated on page 211. Amongst them is that of systematically entombing part of the manes with the corpse by placing the soul banner and the temporary soul tablet in the grave with the coffin. This custom is of special importance, because it introduces us to a new series of practices and conceptions relative to the tomb and the treatment of the body and the soul which dwell therein, practices and conceptions so numerous, that a description of them will occupy almost the whole of the next volume and a great part of the Second Book. By the way it may be noted that the ideas about such cohabitation of body and soul in the grave are closely connected with the conception that, if a body is properly circumvested by objects and wood imbued with Yang matter or, in other words, with the same shen afflatus of which the soul is composed, it will be a seat for the manes even after death, a support to which the manes may firmly adhere and thus prevent their nebulous, shadowy being from evaporating and suffering annihilation. Collins with a corpse inside are, in accordance with this notion, designated throughout the whole
range of Chinese literature as "animated encotlined corpses" ¹, or "animated coffins" ².

The conception that after death the body and the soul do not separate for good, having given rise to a category of practices so comprehensive that a great part of this work will have to be devoted to them, it becomes our duty to prove by facts that such a conception has always been a predominant article in the creed of the nation. Passages quoted from native books for this purpose will at the same time acquaint our readers with some matters of interest relative to the Religion of the Dead, which could not be elsewhere better inserted.

It is related in the historical documents of the Empire that Wu Tsze-sü, a minister of the kingdom of Wu in the sixth century before our era, having at the head of an army conquered the town of Ying, he there exhumed the body of P'ing, a former king of the state of Ch'ü, and had it flogged, as a retaliation for the execution of his father who, when a minister in Ch'ü, had been put to death by P'ing. The Historical Records say: "When the troops of Wu entered Ying, Wu Tsze-sü tried to lay hands on king Chao (P'ing's successor); but being unable to discover him, he opened the grave of king P'ing of Ch'ü, dragged his corpse out of it and gave it three hundred lashes" ³. This act would have been perfectly devoid of sense if Wu Tsze-sü had not been firmly convinced that, when flagellating a corpse, something more than a lifeless lump of flesh and bones was struck at.

In chapter 26 of the Li ci (leaf 1 sqq.) we read:

"Tseng-tse asked: 'When a successor to the Throne is born after the demise of the Ruler of the state, how is one to act?'

Confucius said: 'The highest nobles, Great officers and ordinary officers shall take a position behind the minister who administers the empire ad interim, at the south side of the western steps, turning their faces to the north. The Great Invoker, in his court robes and cap, bearing rolls of silk in his hands, shall then go up to the top of the western steps, and there, without entering the hall, he shall, when the wailers have been ordered to stop their cries, call three times (to the soul) and make announcement..."

¹ 灵柩.
² 靈柩.
³ 及吳兵入郢伍子胥求昭王，既不得乃掘楚平王墓，出其尸，鞭之三百。 Ch. 66, 1. 5.
to it, saying: 'The son of Such-and-such a lady has been born; I presume to inform Thee of this event'. This done, he shall enter the hall, lay the silk on a bench on the east side of the place where the coffin is, wail and descend. All the principal mourners, the high nobles, Great officers and ordinary officers, with all those who find themselves in the apartments, shall wail also, but without stamping their feet. This burst of grief over, they shall return to their assigned places, after which the morning offerings (see page 118) shall be set out and the Second Minister shall go up the steps and take the silks away.

And on the third day, all the principal mourners with the high nobles, Great officers and ordinary officers shall take their places as before, with their faces towards the north. The First Minister, the Superintendent of Religious Worship and the Great Invoker shall all be dressed in their court robes and cap, and the officer in charge of the education of the child shall carry the babe in his hands in a coat of sackcloth. When they enter the gate, the Invoker preceding, the child behind him, and the First Minister with the Superintendent of Religious Worship in the rear, the wailers put a stop to their lamentations; the child is then brought up by the western steps and held in front of the place where the coffin stands, with his face to the north, while the Invoker stations himself at the south-eastern corner of the coffin. Now the Invoker shall call three times (to the soul) and exclaim: 'So-and-so, the son of Such-and-such a lady, presumes to appear before Thee, under the guidance of those in charge of the ceremony'. The babe shall then bow his forehead to the ground and wail. The Invoker, the First Minister and the Superintendent of Religious Worship, with the principal mourners, the noblemen, Great officers and ordinary officers now wail and stamp their feet three times, repeating these testimonies of grief.

1 曾子問曰，君薨而世子生如之何？孔子曰，卿大夫士從攝主北面於西階南，大祝禪冕執帛升自西階，盡等不升堂，命毋哭，視聲三，告曰，某之子生，敢告。升壇於殯朝即上，哭降。眾主人卿大夫士皆哭，不踊。盡一哀反位，遂朝壇，小宰升壇幣。

2 It need not be said that the man who carried the child performed these ceremonies.
ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE TO DECEASED MONARCHS.

Such announcements, first made to the dead monarch of the birth of his heir and afterwards of the name which had been given him, evidently ranked among the principal solemnities of the State, seeing that they were presided over by the highest ministers and that the high nobility, the gentry and the whole host of officials attended them. If Confucius had not been absolutely under the sway of the dogma of his time that the soul remains present at the side of the body of which it once constituted the vital energy, he would never have sanctioned such announcements as matters of State, as observances which no government might presume to neglect. Could China's greatest philosopher have prescribed the celebration of such an ostentatious ceremony to a mass of mere lifeless clay? Many passages might be quoted from the Li 'ki and other ancient works to illustrate the ancient belief in an intimate coherence of the corpse and the soul. But this would only weary the reader; moreover, it is quite superfluous in the face of the above citations, which speak volumes.

In perusing such of the interesting pages of the Historical Books of

1 三曰眾主人卿大夫士如初位北面。大宗大祝皆裨冕、少師奉子以哀。祝先、子从、宰宗人從、入門、哭者止、子升自西階、殯前北面、祝立於殯東南隅。祝聲三曰、某之子某從執事敢見。子拜稽颡哭。祝宰宗人眾主人卿大夫士哭踊、三者三、降東反位皆袒。子踊、房中亦踊、三者三。襲衰杖奠出。大宗命祝史以名従告於五祀山川。Sect. 曾子閔, 1.
the Han dynasty as describe the ceremonial institutions of the State at that time, we find that the inveterate belief in the presence of the disembodied soul about the corpse had already then prompted the Government to celebrate another solemnity of the first order, viz. the succession to the Throne, in the immediate presence of the deceased monarch. » After the demise, the gates of the city and of the palace were closed. The Ministers surrounding the Throne, the Commanders of the soldiers of the interior yellow gates, the Imperial body guards and the Secretaries of the Boards all kept a vigilant watch at the palace buildings, each exhorting five pickets of the northern division of the army to surround the palace, while eunuchs from amongst the farming soldiery ordered the ushers of the Presidents of the Boards and those of the Censors to patrol the files of warriors during the day and the night. The three Chief Ministers of State presented a memorial to the Throne, running as follows. If, as the Shu king expresses it, the commandments of Heaven are kept in sight, the Crown prince must mount the throne of the Son of Heaven on the same day, in front of the encoffined body. Accordingly we beseech the Crown prince to take possession of the Imperial throne, and the Imperial Consort to become Imperial Grand Consort. This request having been answered in an approving sense, all the ministers left and then re-entered without mourning clothes, to assemble (in the court-yard) in conformity with the prescribed ritual. The Commander of the Army then ascended the eastern steps. Stationing himself with his face to the north near the coffin and the Imperial throne, he bowed his head to the ground, recited an address and then, facing the east and in a kneeling attitude,

1 It may be asked whether these measures were taken to prevent the soul of the deceased from escaping, and thus to facilitate the task of those who had to bring it back (comp. p. 251). It is otherwise difficult to account for them.

2 This expression occurs in the section Thai-kiah 太甲 of that Classic, in a memorial presented to the young monarch Thai-kiah (18th. cent. B. C.) by his counsellor I-yin 伊尹. The memorial opens with the words: »The sovereigns who have preceded Thee on the throne, kept their eyes on the clear commandments of Heaven. 先王顧諌天之明命。

3 In China the position of an Empress-Dowager is higher than that of an Empress because, during the reign of her son, she is the owner of the empire, »a son having no property of his own as long as his father or mother lives. 父母存不有私財 (Li hs., ch. 2, I. 21). But an Empress whose husband is living cannot possess the empire, because it belongs to her consort.
tendered to the Crown prince the seals of jade with the ribbons 
appended, which usually did service in transferring the Realm 
from one emperor to another. This done, the Crown prince ascended 
the Imperial throne. The Commanders of the inner yellow gates 
then handed to the Commander of the Army the articles of jade, 
the Sui-heu pearls and the serpent-beheading precious sword; 
what had happened was thereupon solemnly announced to the 
multitude of officers present, and all prostrated themselves, 
exclaiming: 'May Your Majesty reign ten thousand years!' In some 
cases a general amnesty for the Empire was at the same 
time proclaimed. Messengers were dispatched with orders from 
the Emperor to re-open the gates of the city and the palace, and 
to march off the farming soldiers and other guards; all the 
ministers and officers then retired, and put on such complete 
mourning attire as was prescribed by the established rites).

Nearly all the monarchs who have borne sway over the Empire from the seventh century to the fourteenth, including those of the Liao dynasty, are formally stated in the official books of history to have ascended the throne in the presence of their encoffined predecessor. Though such statements are not made with similar regularity with regard to the other dynasties, yet there seems to exist little ground for doubting that these also faithfully conformed
to what the House of Han had established as an institution of the State. As for the dynasty which now wields the sceptre,—according to the Ta Tsinth thung li, the accession to the Throne is celebrated in the Thai-hwo hall on the second day after the deceased monarch has been dressed and collined, but the work does not state whether the coffin is in the hall on this occasion. The Imperial heir repairs to the sacrificial tables which are placed in front of the coffin, there to invoke the deceased parent and announce to him that he accepts the task imposed upon him by Heaven; after having left he puts on his ceremonial attire and goes to the Thai-hwo hall, to ascend the Imperial throne”1). These official rescripts sufficiently prove that the belief in the presence of the soul on the spot where the coffin is deposed, is still entertained by the present emperors.

Chinese literature affords numerous proofs that the cohabitation of soul and body after death has never been doubted in succeeding ages. To quote one single instance out of the many before us: — the History of the South relates of Wang King-tsih2, a statesman living in the last half of the fifth century: On reaching the district city of Ki-yang (where he was to enter upon his functions as Governor), at the foot of the Luh-chu mountains the ten and odd ships of his clans-people who accompanied him started, but his own boat was the only one which did not move. He ordered his junior relations to jump into the water and push it forward, when his eye fell upon some black-varnished coffins. Invoking these, he said: ‘If you are objects of good omen, then cause my boat to move forward quickly; and as I am a wealthy man occupying a high position, I will take care that you are properly buried’. Instantly the boat moved on unto the city. Afterwards he had the coffins collected and buried3.

1 嗣皇帝詔於庭前祖告受命、出、更禮服、御太和殿即皇帝位。Ch. 47, l. 6. The solemnity is described in detail in ch. 21 of the Ta Tsinth thung li.

2 王敬則。

3 初至既陽縣陸主山下宗侶十餘船同發、敬則船獨不進。乃令弟入水推之、見白漆棺。敬則呌云：若是吉使船速進、吾富貴當改葬爾。船須入縣。收此棺葬之。Chapter 45, leaf 2. This episode is related also in the Books of the Southern Ts‘i Dynasty, ch. 26, leaf 1.
DISEMBODIED SOULS RETAIN THE SHAPE OF THE BODY.

It is quite natural man should imagine that the souls of the dead retain the shape of the body which they possessed during life. This must be true of the Chinese in particular, seeing they are convinced that body and soul keep together after death, a conviction which calls up the body immediately before their eyes whenever they think of the soul. They believe that a beheaded man wanders about a headless spectre in the World of Shades. Such spectres are frequently to be seen in walled towns, especially in the neighbourhood of places of execution. Here they often visit the people with disease and disaster, causing a considerable depreciation in the value of the houses around such scenes. Whenever an execution takes place, the people fire crackers to frighten the headless ghost away from the spot; and the mandarin who has superintended the bloody work, on entering the gate of his mansion, has himself carried in his sedan chair over a fire lighted on the pavement, lest the headless apparition should enter there along with him; for disembodied spirits are afraid of fire.

On August 22nd. 1849 the Governor of Macao having been assassinated near the Barrier by some Chinese, who severed his head from his body and fled on Chinese soil with this bloody testimony of the murder, the native inhabitants of the port declared that the spectre was often seen riding up and down the isthmus, looking for his head; and these rumours inspired such terror, that no one dared go home through the Barrier after nightfall. In the »Celestial Empire” of February 7th. 1883 (page 78) we read: »The Chinese have a theory that a headless corpse in this world wanders about a headless ghost in the next, and they adopt the subterfuge of fixing a wooden head to a corpse, thinking thereby that the spirits will not know the difference, A case of this kind has lately occurred. It will be remembered that the head of the mandarin who was murdered in Quangse Road (Shanghai), could not be found. Search was made for it without success, so the compradore, who was a friend of the deceased, has had a wooden head made and placed in the coffin with the body of the murdered man. This having been done, the corpses of the mandarin and his wife were removed from Quangse Road for burial”.

CHAPTER VII.

PLACING FOOD IN THE MOUTH AND BY THE SIDE OF THE DECEASED.

The conception that death is a state of insensibility from which the body may awake as well as from sleep or a swoon (comp. page 244), naturally induced primitive man, on seeing that the unconsciousness of the patient lasted uncommonly long, to place food at his side and, finding that he did not partake of it, to try to make him eat by putting morsels into his mouth. These practices are still prevalent among many tribes. In the Far East may be instanced the Assu Islanders, of whom Earl says that several times during the few days after one has died, these Papuans try to make him eat, 'and when they find that he does not partake of the food, the mouth is filled with eatables, siri, and arrack, until it runs down the body, and spreads over the floor'. Among the Tahitians, 'if the deceased was a chief of rank or fame, a priest or other person was appointed to attend the corpse, and present food to its mouth at different periods of the day'. So is it with the Malayans of Borneo: when a chief dies, his slaves attend to his imagined wants with the fan, siri, and betel-nut. Harkness tells us of the Badagas, that 'between death and burning they frequently drop a little grain into the mouth of the deceased' 1.

The like remarkable customs were observed by the Chinese in times of old. Confucius himself was convinced that, like the calling back of the soul, these customs had originated in the darkest ages; for, according to the Li ki (ch. 30, l. 20), he said: 'When ceremonial usages came into existence, people, whenever a case of death occurred, went up to the house-top and exclaimed: 'Ho, o. o. So-and-so, come back!' After this they filled the mouth with uncooked rice and put cooked food upon stands" 2. At the

1 Spencer, Principles of Sociology, § 84.
2 夫禮之初及其死也升屋而號告曰，皋某復。然後飯腥而苴ase, Sect. 禮運，1.
time of the Cheu dynasty we find that such stuffing of the mouth was considered a rite of so much importance that it had a place allotted to it among those funeral observances which no one might neglect. This may be inferred from the following passage in the Li 
ki (ch. 11, l. 37): »Calling back the soul, plugging open the teeth, binding the legs on a seat to keep them straight, filling the mouth with rice, laying out the clothes for the dead, and curtaining the hall — these things are performed conjointly". According to the unanimous assertion of commentators, this plugging open the teeth served to prevent the mouth from closing tightly when the body grew cold, which would have rendered the stuffing very difficult; therefore it was done almost immediately after the last breath had escaped from the lips of the dying man. After describing the way in which the soul of a deceased officer was called back (see page 248), the I li says: »They plug the teeth open with a spoon of horn and tie the legs to keep them from contracting, using a seat to this end". And the Li 
ki (ch. 57, l. 34) has: »As soon as death has taken place, the corpse is transferred to a couch and covered with the same shroud which is to be used at the dressing. The garments in which the dead man has expired are then taken off, a lower official plugs the teeth open with a spoon of horn, and the feet are tied straight by means of a stool. All these things are done in the case of a Ruler as well as in that of a Great officer and an ordinary officer".

The clear and elaborate description which the I li gives of the way in which the stuffing of the mouth was performed in the case of ordinary officials, has been reproduced in full in the chapter dealing with the placing of precious articles in the mouth of the dead, so that we have only to refer the reader to page 276. It must be noted by the way, that the importance attached to the rite in question during the Cheu dynasty is manifest also from the fact that the Cheu li is not silent on it, as may be seen on pages 20 and 269, where two extracts from this book alluding to the same subject have been inserted.

1 復、揭齒、綴足、飯、設飾、帷堂、並作。Sect. 檀弓, I, 3.
2 棲齒用角棺、綴足用燕几。Ch. 26, l. 13.
3 始死遷尸於牀、幷用斂衾。去死衣、小臣欽齒用角棺、綴足用燕几。君大夫士一也。Sect. 喪大記, I.
Such of our readers as have studied the written language of China may see from the passages quoted in this chapter, that the practice of stuffing the mouth of the dead is denoted in the Li ki and the Cheh li by the character 食. This occurs in all the works of antiquity in the sense of »a meal, or to take a meal”, as its composition from the elements 反, »to come back”, and 食, »to eat”, implies; which clearly shows that the stuffing of the mouth was indeed conceived of by the people as a feeding process. Nevertheless one passage in the Li ki (ch. 12, l. 32) points to the contrary, saying: »The mouth is filled with uncooked rice and with cowries because one cannot bear the idea that it should be empty; the underlying idea in using these good things is not that of giving food” 

But we cannot help repudiating this view, on ethnographical grounds. Even during the Han dynasty the true purport of the custom was not lost sight of, as the Poh hua thung li, a work of the first century to which we have already referred on page 277, says: »Wherefore exists this custom of filling the mouth of the dead with rice? It is a continuation of the feeding of the living” 

During the Han dynasty the custom likewise held a place among the funeral rites for monarchs and grandees, as may be seen from two extracts reproduced on page 277. It was allotted a place in the Codex of Rites of the Khai yuen period, which orders that »for grandees of the highest, the second and the third degree spiked millet shall be used, for those of the fourth and fifth rank panicled millet, and for all persons of still lower rank spiked millet”. Uncooked rice, well cleansed, must, according to Chu Hsi’s Rituals for Family Life, be poured into the mouth of the dead by the principal mourner when he places the coins therein (see page 278), all this to be done with observance of the ceremonial prescribed by the I li; but the Ta Ts’ing thung li gives no rescripts about the practice. This explains in some measure why the custom has now fallen into disuse at Amoy and its environs (see page 29), so that, in describing the modern funeral rites, we have not mentioned

1 食用米贝弗忍虚也,不以食道用美焉爾. Sect. 極上, II, 1.

2 所以有食何。緣生食. Ch. IV, 8 勃覺.

3 食用糧,四品五品用稷,六品以下粟.
it. But we do not suppose it has died out all over China, the influence of the ancient works and the Rituals for Family Life being too great to justify such a supposition.

Placing food at the side of the corpse, which may be said to be simply another form of the custom of actually feeding it by filling its mouth, is, however, far from having gone out at Amoy. This we have shown on page 29, in describing the way in which it is done there at the present time. Considering, as we have said at the outset of this chapter, that the same practice prevails elsewhere on the globe among tribes in a low stage of civilization, it is not surprising that it should have been an established custom in barbarous and semi-civilized China, and as such held the rank of a sacred funeral rite in the Empire during the pre-Christian era. Chapter 13 of the Li ki (leaf 11) says:

»Presently after the demise dried meat and pickled meat are set down". And the L i, immediately after giving rescripts as to the calling back of the soul, plugging open the mouth and tying the legs to a stool, says: »They set down dried meat, pickled meat, »must and wine. These articles having been taken up the eastern »steps, they are deposed on the east side of the corpse". They »are set down near the couch, close to the shoulder. No funereal »vessels are employed. Either must is offered, or spirits, but no »covers of cloth are used, nor spoons". The L i thus explicitly forbidding the food to be placed in such vessels as were used for the service of the dead, we are justified in suggesting that the patient was not considered dead in reality, but only in appearance. It is also noteworthy that Ngao Ki-kung says in his commentary upon the above passage: »Those articles were set »down after the demise as if a living person were being waited »upon. The dead man was now lying with his head southward, »so that the east was on his right hand, and the articles were »placed on this side to enable him to partake more easily of the »food and the drink".

1 始死脯醢之奠. Sect. 督弓, II, 2.
2 奠脯醢飮酒, 升自阼階, 奠于户東. Ch. 28, 1, 14.
3 即牀而奠, 當賑用吉器. 若器, 若酒, 無巾楣. Ch. 31, 1, 9.
4 死而奠之如事生也. 此時戶南首, 東乃其右也. 奠於其右若贾其飲食然.
The ancient Chinese did by no means confine themselves to placing food at the side of the dead only once. They also supplied a sumptuous meal the next day, after the dead man was dressed for the grave. The elaborate description given by the I hi of this sacrifice has been inserted in full on page 83 sqq. As has been shown on page 70 sqq., the modern Chinese still faithfully maintain this usage. Neither do they, as we have seen on page 99, deviate from the ways of their ancestors in placing food near the corpse after it has been enclosed in the coffin, for in ancient China too the nobility and gentry went so far as to continue the process of feeding after the coffining, by placing baskets with scorched grain and dried fish and meat inside the wooden shed in which the body was stored away in the hall of the mansion. This custom, which was cursorily touched upon on page 99, is more particularly passed in review in the first chapter of the third part of this Book. If we now call to mind the rooted belief of the Chinese of all ages that the soul does not abandon the body after death, it appears quite natural the conviction arose at a very early date that it is the soul which enjoys the food, as nobody ever saw the body touch it. The numerous presentations of edibles and liquors to the dead body even after it has been nailed up in an enclosure of six substantial planks, are in this way easily accounted for. Some of these sacrifices have been described in both their ancient and modern shape in our dissertation on Funeral Rites. Many more, not mentioned therein, are presented after the interment at regular intervals for years, nay in many cases for ages; these will form part of the subject of our Second Book, which is specially devoted to the Soul and its Worship.